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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFIC17R SCHOOLING

• ,' = /

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. Thi-s-annex with its appendices analyzes critically many
different facets of officer education and training. It starts from
the factual base of the current Army schooling system established
in Annex B, and takes cognizance of schooling programs in other public
and private sectors.described in Annex 0-. It attempts to take the long
view of officer education and training, and to weigh the adequacy of
the present system in various areas to meet the challenges -ihich will
face the Army during the next decade.

BACKGROUND

2. Annexes B and C with their 16 appendices represent a synthesis
of the great mass of factual material gathered by the Board. Each of

' •-the appendices concludes with a further summation of the most pertinent
features of current schooling systems in the Army, throughout the entire
Department of Defense, in industry, and in foreign armies. Their
summaries in themselves point up fruitful areas for further study.

3. Additionally, in the directive under which the Board is
operating, it was asked to "examine particularly" a number of specific
areas.

DISCUSSION

4. The 28 appendices to this annex probe in some depth areas
highlighted in previous annexes or singled out in the directive to the
Board, and develop specific conclusions in each of those areas. The
Board found it difficult to separate problems associated directly with
officer education and training from broader issues relating to branch
fur ctions and career patterns. Certain of these issues are touched on
in the ensuing appendices.

5. The first appendix deals somewhat philosophically with the
bioad problems associated with officer procurement and retention, since
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a stable officer corps is a prerequisite for a successful schooling
program. The next four appendices treat the four current levels of
Army officer career schooling, to include an evaluation of the ob-
jectives or purposes of the courses and the curricula as measured
against current and proposed objectives or purposes. Appropriate
parallels are drawn between the Army schooling system and the systems
of other Military Services. Specialist and orientation courses; use
of associate, refresher, and extension courses; and prerequisites,
requirements and quotas for career schooling are discussed in turn.

6. Thereafter, 10 appendices deal successively with training in
command responsibilities and functions and with a broad range of
specialist or functional areas. The administration of the Army's
advanced civil schooling program is examined in some detail in a
subsequent appendix.

7. The impact of the joint and Defense school systems on the
Army school system is analyzed and alternative organizational patterns
foL the Army school system are developed. Faculty selection, training,
qualification, and role; student testing and evaluation; innovations
in educational practices arid techniques; school libraries; electives;
and foreign officer schooling are addressed in turn, while the final
appendix discusses the revision of AR 350-5.

8. The conclusions of the 28 appendices in this annex represent
a composite judgement on the current Army officer schooling system, when
viewed in part and in whole from many different angles. They form the
basis for the summary discussion and conclusions in Volume I of the
report.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 1

OFFICER PROCUREMENT AND RETENTION

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze problems related
to the procurement and retention of Army officers, with particular
reference to the impact of these problems on education and training.

BACKGROUND

Refere-aces

2. Pertinent facts developed in AnneK B, Appendices 2 and 3;
Annex C, Appendices 2 and 3; and Annex D, Appendices 2 and 18, are
summarized in ensuing paragraphs.

j •Officer Procurement

V 3. In FY 65, a total of nearly 15,000 newly commissioned officers
entered the Active 1.rmy, only 87. of whom were commissioned in the Reg-
ular Army (RA). During the period 1962-5, annual input of newly com-

. missioned officers into the Active Army averaged around 15% of total
V: officer strength.

4. Newly commissioned officers enter the Active Army from the US
Military Academy (USMA), Officer Candidate Schools (OCS), end the
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) program; by direct appointment;
and through the drafting of doc"ors and dentists.

5. The direct cost to the Army of producing an officer from each
of these sources in FY 65 was:

US11A $48,917
OCS(Inf) 5,880
OCS(Art,) 7,440
ROTC 4,250
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DMG'S ACCEPTING RA APPOINTMENTS
SCHOOL YEARS 1962-4

1962 1963 1964
E- I - - - -- -

BRAN~CH 0 P

TTT T P4
AG 51 27 53 37 14 38 64 32 50

AIS 1 1 100 40 22 55 101 62 61

ARMOR 76 63 83 83 60 72 86 62 72

ARTY 272 201 74 332 223 67 330 211 64

CML 37 18 49 39 27 69 40 19 47

ENGR 146 74 51 157 84 53 166 90 54

FIN 45 21 47 38 16 42 37 20 54

INF 346 266 77 370 303 82 384 302 79

NP 39 24 61 43 28 58 47 32 68

MSC 133 80 60 90 61 68 77 49 63

ORD 149 86 58 156 88 56 167 92 55

QM 119 66 55 108 65 60 132 60 45

SIG 104 63 60 141 74 52 ill 48 43

TC 105 71 67 135 89 66 146 76 52

TOTALS 1623 1061 657 1769 1154 65% 1888 1155 61%

FIG. DI-1
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6. TheUS has provided only 3.5% of the annual input of newly

commissioned officers into the Active Army over the past five years;
however, an expansion program is currently under way which will provide
for an 80M increase in the Corps of Cadets by 1972. Graduates of the

SL USMA receive a Bachelor of Science (BS) degree and are commissioned inf •the Regular Army. Although the BS degree is not related to a specific
academic major, the course is weighted roughly 60% toward scientific
and engineering subjects and 40% toward the humanities and social
sciences.

7. Although the OCS program provided only a little over 8%7 of the
input of officers into the Active Army during the period FY 61-65, it
was the balancing factor in maintaining that input at required levels.
Because of its capability to respond rapidly to changing requirements,
it provides the primary source for meeting emergency/mobilization
requirements. Approximately a quarter of the OCS graduates in FY 65
were college graduates and an additional quarter had at least two
years of college. During the current build-up period these percentages
will probably drop.

S8. The primary purpose of maintaining the ROTC program, as stated
in current regulations, is "to procure commissioned officers to meet the
needs of the Active Army, the Reserve Components of the Army, and
mobilization requirements." In FY 65, the ROTC program furnished

S• 70% of the input of newly commissioned officers into the Active Army

and 43% of the input into the Regular Army. A detailed presentation
of numbers provided in each category by the various colleges participat-

ing in the ROTC program is shown in Annex B, Appendix 3, Figure B3-1.

9. The number of designated Distinguished Military Graduates kDMG)
in 1962-64 who accepted RA appointments is shown in Figure Dl-l. Within
an overall acceptance rate of 61% for school year 1964, branch acceptance
rates varied fror, highs of 79% for the Infantry and 72% for Armor to lows
of 43% for the Signal Corps and 45% for the Quartermaster Corps.

10. The ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964 provides for two- and four-
year scholarships for selected ROTC students, and will produce an
estimated 1,900 officers annually by 1972. These officers will have
a four-year service obligation, and it is visualized that the great
majority of them will be offered appointments in the Regular Army on
graduation.

11. The academic majors and branch assignments of FY 65 ROTC
graduates are indicated in Figure DI-2. All ROTC students of General
Military Science units are required to indicate three branch preferences
in order of priority; at least one must be Infantry, Armor, Artillery,
Corps of Engineers or Signal Corps, provided the student is medically
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ROTC ACADEMIC MAJORS AND BRANCH ASSIGNMENTS FY 66

ACADEMIC MAJOS AC ARt ARTY CML ENCR FIN INF iAS MP ISC 0R QM SIC TRANS NED TOTAL
Agr1cultu.e I lo 79 3 8 45 3 1. 14 22 46 lb 16 273

Forestry 1 21 i 33 I 9 1b 3 7 3 2 9 116

Food Techioloty 1 1 1 7 I 12
Art 12 5 9 4 II 2 3 12 8 14 10 bo
Fnoglish 71 81 I I' I 81 39 It 21 4 222 58 37 $16

•.nusge 3 9 20 4 18 44 5 5 2 8 7 129
Journ,1lis 3 it 12 1 12 12 1 4 7 11 20 8 102
:3ic 3 2 12 8 2 7 3 II 4 52
Philosophy t, 6 9 I 10 t 4 I 9 3 6 4 6S

Speech 3 9 7 2 b 4 S 2 2 14 3 $5
Religion 2 2 I 2 3 10

Liberal Arts 7 10 I 2 2 17 8 3 7 1 It II 9W
Biology 1, ' 4 1 4 1 41 3 55 8 8 18 4 258
Entomology I I I I 4 2 I I 12
Bacteriology 1 . 2 t , 2 Ib
Zoolosy 9 5 v 2 ? 3 I 1t 8 2 8 2 59
Account ilg 10 41 al" 13 72 = b 6 20 38 b7 97 45 592
Industrlal M..•iosgnt 3 17 .2 10 13 2 24 7 / 2 17 19 25 213
Hotel AdmIn 2 7 3 I i 16 2 32

Idustrial Arts I 20 :0 iO 18 2 I I 28 2 12 1 109
Triniportatio$i 2 I I I 4 is 25

Business Admit 71 221 308 3 74 07 2b; .4 42 ! 13. 172 255 16o 18.5
Architecture 2 Io 86 6) I 8 I 1 b 126
Fnrgineeri-g

Management 2 4 3 12 2 1 I 5 30
Aeronatlicol I1 5 I 13 I 1 37
Architecturol I 2 It I 2 20
Cer.,-• I 2 I 4 6 I 1 1 17
Chemical 2 18 8f, 18 2 I I 22 ) 13 2 203
Civil 1. is I 187 I 12 1 7 42 I 1 22 ",04
Electricol 1 53 5 67 b 71 2 128 3 1V2 7 500
Electronics 3 4 I 4 10 12 40
Geological | 13 2 I I 18
Industri.1 3 5 13 7 ..t I 8 4 I 47 2 1, 5 1V5

Mechanical 1. 3. 1 172 II 2 183 0 8 437

Metallurglcal I 1 2 10 16 1 31
lining 1 12 2 is

Petroleum I 10 1 3 1 1 17
Sanit ry 2 2

TV & Production 1 1 3 2 15 4 26
Textile 1 2 1 2 3 4 4 5 1 23
Agriculturat 3 to 12 2 2 1 30
Nuclear 1 3 5 9
General I 4 4 3 1 1 I Is

Lou 15 6 8 I II 18 4 4 5 8 7 94

Hospital Admin 2 1 3
Pharmacy 2 3 14 5 29
Pre-Med•cal 2 1 2 1 12 1 154 173

Pre-Veterinarian I 1 11 13

Pre-Dental 1 4 34 )9
Medical Science 2 1 1 1 5
Cbeslstry I IU 56 138 18 20 4 1o 33 7 10 4 316
Ceogruph) 1 1 7 1 4 10 II 1 1 4 2 3 8 54

¢ieology 8 I 27 1 . I 3 I
Math 16 19 209 13 .7 b 28 37 8 104 It o 5 9 $6
Meteorology 1 3 I S

Physics 2 20 1 18 b b 3 60 3 2t I 1 0
Nil/Navy S1ieoce 1 1 2 4
Natural Sciences b 1" 2 2 I 2 b 2 3 2 I 47

Fconoics 20 73 1;7 I 28 29 72 30 1$ 27 80 SI 50 87 720
Education " 48 /B 5 10 I 57 8 9 21 25 35 3b 14 322
Histor) 4S 132 142 2 9 191 90 $9 19 b9 o7 63 lO" Q9.

Internatto•lRel 5 II 1 8 41 3 1 5 s 6 II 98
Physical Education 14 25 24 4 6b I 18 6 7 2 13 t 183
Political Science 25 63 8', 6 3 85 ibs 27 122 3 3b 50 47 &3.

Psychology 24 39 48 2 4 49 8 9 49 13 to 30 17 302
Sociology In 19 2, 35 27 38 I. ( 8 17 24 22,

Political Scleo:e&Adm 6 18 11 4 19 12 I 2 4 5 9 110

Social Science 6 26 20 j 28 22 12 8 17 II 7 4 lb6

TOTALS 341 1038 1901 344 1326 186 l 100 765 327 446 1382 685 1203 788 199 12331

FIG. DI-2
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qualified for assignment to these branches. Branch sclections are made
-by The Adjutant General, based on student preference, recommendations

of Professors of Military Science (PMS), relationships of academic
majors to branch requirements, and assigned branch quotas. The selec-
tion process is essentially automated.

12. ROTC graduates may request deferment of their initial period
of active duty to pursue graduate studies. Delays of n'qre than 48
months from the date of appointment must be approved by Headquarters,Department of the Army (DA). Scientifically and professionally trained
graduates may be called to active duty in the branch in which they were
originally appointed, or they may be transferred to another branch.
Officers are afforded the opportunity to request the active duty assign-
ment which wi1l best utilize their knowledge and skills.

13. Doctors and dentists are currently drafted into the Army under
the provisions of law. Other corps of the Army Medical Service, the9 Judge Advocate General's Corps, the Chaplains, and the Women's Army
Corps obtain the bulk of their officers by voluntary direct appoint-
ments from civilian life. The remaining branches commission relatively
few officers by this method, although the Adjutant General's Corps and
the Army Intelligence and Security Branch, in particular, offer direct
appointments to enlisted men and warrant officers with special technical
qualifications.

Service Obligations

14. Service obligations of various categories of officers are
indicated in Figure Dl..3.

15. The obligated tour for other-than-Regular officers in the Navy
is three years; in the Air Force it is four years.

Officer Retention

16. The retention rate after three years of service among RA officers
commissioned during the period 1957-61 was approximately 94% for USMA
graduates and almost 96% for DMG's. Increases in the obligated service
period for USMA graduates after that period militate against precise
continuing comparisons. Retention rates in these two categories at the
end of five years, however, are roughly comparable and average around
81%.

17. Among other-than-Regular Army (OTRA) officers, the retention
rate at the end of their initial obligated tour during the past two years
has been in the 23-25% area. Within this group, OCS graduates have had
a high retention rate, 70-72%, while the ROTC graduate retention rate
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SERVICE OBLIGATION OF NEWLY COMMISSIONED ARMY OFFICERS

[ CATEGORY ACTIVE ARMY OBLIGATTON ESTABLISHED BY

IA
USMA 4 years (5 years Law

beginning with class
of 1968)

ROTC - DMG 3 years Sec of Army

Direct Appointment 3 years Sec of Army

NON-RA

ROTC - Avn Program 3 years (upon comple-
tion of flight
training) Sec of Army

ROTC - 2 and 4 year
scholarship 4 years Law

ROTC - other than
above 2 years Sec of Army

Direct Appoint Varying* Sec of Army

Doctor/Dentist Dift 2 years Law

OCS 2 years Sec of Army

* Normally 2 years but could be indefinite if the individual possesses
a critical skill. Concurrent active duty is not required of all
appointments since an obligatory tour may have been previosly
served in enlisted status. JAG appointments, as matter of policy,
presently are for a minimum of 3 years.

FIG. DI-3
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[ has been much lower, approximately 20%. Among brr.nches, Infantry and
Ordnance have the highest retention rates; the Corps of Engineers and
Finance Curps have the lowest.

Specialist Training of OTRA Officers

18. Examination of eight specialist courses conducted in branch
schools during FY 65 disclosed that 56% of their combined student
bodies were lieutenants serving a two-year obligated tour (see Appendix
6). This sample is considered representative of a situation which
obtains throughout the CONARC school system in such fundamental areas
as supply, maintenance, and communications.

DISCUSSION

Officer Shortages and Procurement Programs

19. The Army today is experiencing an acute shortage of officers
in the active establishment due primarily to the Vietnam build-up, and
has embarked on a greati> expanded OCS program ir. an effort to remedy
the situation. In doing so, it is accepting a long-term disadvantage
in the lower educational level of the average OCS graduate as compared
to the ROTC graduate. This is somewhat offset by the fact that the
OCS program producas well-trained and weil-motivated second lieutenants
who generally remain in thi service after completion of Lheir obligated
tours. The Board has proposed (see Appendix 19) that the Army inaugu-
rate a baccalaureate degree program for carefully selected enlisted
men which would permit them ro study in disciplines particularly
required by the Army before attending OCS. Such a program, however,
has only limited application during a major build-up ot emergency
period.

20. The Army Reserve Components have an existing shortage of
approximately 6,200 second lieutenants. A continuing shortage of
5,200 lieutenants is projected for the Army National Guard if the
Reserve Components are realigned as proposed. The National Guard is
currently seeking to meet its shortage through the operation of State
OCS programs. Since the Active Army has taken the total output of the
ROTC program since 1962, the Army Reserve has lost the primary source
of its second lieutenanta. It draws its officers today chiefly from
ROTC graduater -'o have completed their two-year obligated tour.

21. Despite the great value of OCS programs In meeting emergency
or mobilization needs, the Board feels that the ROTC program should
continue to provide the bulk of newly commissioned officers, both for
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the Active Army and the Reserve Components, for the next decade. The
Army will therefore retain its intr est in increasing the quantity and
improving the quality of RCTC graduates.

Problems in Attracting Quality to the ROTC Program

22. The Board has encountered random indications of a decline in
recent ROTC graduates according to their academic majors into two rough

groupings: those with degrees in scientific;and engineering disciplines,
and others. Investigation showed that ROTC graduates with'degrees in
these "hard" disciplines comprised 30,. of total ROTC graduates in 1962
and only 23% in 1965. Put another way, the 1965toutput of ROTC gradu-
ates with engineering and scientific degrees declined 34% from the 1962
output, while those in other categories declined only 6%.

23. The Army is finding it increasingly difficult not only to at-
tract young men with a scientific and engineering bent into the ROTC
program, but to interest those who do enroll in making the Army a
career. As indicated in Figure Dl-l, the percentages of DMG's from
the college classes of 1962-64 who accepted Regular Army commissions
in tha tecbnically-oriented branches were, in all cases, below the
overall Army average. In most cases the low acceptance rate is related
directly to the competition for talent represented by industry and

other governmental agencies. A recent nationwide survey conducted by
the placement director of a large university shows a' 607. increase in
1966 over 1965 irn the demand for college graduates with an eitgineering
Jegree. Average starting salaries being offered to engineering gradu-'
ates at both the baccalaureate and Master's degree levels, already. the
highest in any disciplinary area, show a further significant increase
in 1966.

24. Recruiting efforts of corporations on the campus are intense.
The Board reviewed brochures prepared by industry which are much in
evidence in school libraries, student lounges, and other areas. These
"slick" publications are well designed and carefully planned, and offer
a wide and fascinating vista to young men on the threshold of a career.

They stress career patterns, opportunities for advancement, fnd chal-
lenging futures uith particular corporations. The Board encountered no
similar eye-catching Army publications pcinting out the attractiveness
of a professionsi military career. It would appear that the Army has
not been sufficiently imaginative in its sales approach and that
increased efforts in this field are warranted.

25. The Army depends in large measure on the Professor of Military
Science (PMS) on campus to attract students to the ROTC ptogram, to
retain them in the program, and to interest them in making the Army a
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career. The PMS should be a highly qualified officer with at least
a baccalaureate degree, enthusiastic in his support of the RCTC
program, and adroit and articulate in manner. 'On many campuses he
will experience difficulty in communicating with students; in some
instances the Board found that he is not afforded the opportunity to
talk to the freshman class about the ROTC program. Despite discourage-
ment, the PMS must seek to gain the confidence and respect of school
authorities and civilian faculty associates. He and his staff must
provide military instructi6n that is equally as effective as the
academic instruction offered by other departments.

26. The WMS has a generally untapped source of assistance in
officers attending college under iLne Army's civil schooling program.
Officers completing undergraduate schooling under the BOOTSTRAP program
or engaged in graduate study could talk to the young college student in
his own language and outside the military environment. These highly
selected and intelligent officers can testify firsthand as to the con-
tinuing educational opportunities offered by the Army. The Board is
aware of the rigor of the courses these officers are pursuing, but
believes they could, without disruption to their study effort, invite
selected undergraduates into their nomes and discuss the Army career
on an informal "soft-sell" basis. The PMS tnday has little contact
with Army students matriculating on campus. Certain unfortunate ex-
periences ot the past, in which the PMS attempted to use these students

* in'summer ttaining programs and the like, have led the Army to dis-
courage too close an association. The M should certainly have only
administrative responsibilities for Army students matriculating at his
university and should not be placed in the chain of command over them.
The Board is convinced, however, that it is in the Army's best interest
both foi. the PMS to maintain close liaison with these students and for
!them to assist him ou an informal basis in selling the ROTC program
and the Army as a career.

27. The difficulties the Army is encounterirg in maintaining viable
iROTC'units in universities with high academic standing, and in interesting
a reasonable number of the graduates in a RA career, are illustrated in
Figure D1-4 (see also Annex B, Appendix 3). These universities produced

Salmost no Regular Army officers, and most produced relatively few Reserve
officers. If production Is measured against the Army's investment in
funds, faciiitie4, and instructor personnel, many of th.ýse ROTC units
must be regarded as marginal.
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ROTC GRADUATES (RA- AND RES) OF SELECTED INSTITUTIONS
1965

ROTC GRADUATESS~COLLEGE
__RA RES TOTAL

Harvard University 1 16 17ia

Princeton University 1 24 25

Yale University 1 30 31

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 1 12 13

Cornell University 1 89 90

Johns Hopkins University - 32 32

Georgia lustitute of Technology 144 144

Rize University 11 11

Stanford University 1 56 57 m

FIG. DI-4

28. It is too earl.y to assess the effect of the ROTC Vitalization
Act of 1964 on the ROTC program in general or un units at various
universities in particular. The hope is that the Act may revive greater
ROTC interest in institutions such as those listed above. The tie-in of
the scholarship and DMG programs remains to be fully developed, although
it will certainly be close. Some curtailment of the DMG program in its
present form will obviously be necessary as the ROTC scholarship program
reaches full fruition.

Financial Assistance to Colleges Supporting ROTC

29. While the ROTC Vitalization Act provides scholarships to in-
dividuals as an inducement to enter the ROTC program, no corresponding
"financial assistance has been provided to institutions which support
the program. Expanding college enrollment today is accompanied by a
decline in ROTC enrollment. There is doubt that the ROTC scholarship
program will, of itself, reverse the trend. Unless school authorities
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give the ROTC program greater backing, competing educational demands
could result in its eventual liquidation.

30. There are only five "military colleges" today which require a
course in military training for all qualified undergraduate students,
organize military students into Corps of Cadets under constantly
maintained military discipline, require all members of the Corps to be
habitually in uniform when on campus, and in general meet military
standards similar to those maintaived at Service academies. These
colleges provide not only a large annual supply of well-trained ROTC

g graduates for the Active Army, but a considerably higher-than-average
percentage who enter the Regular Army as well. Certain of the military

V colleges are today sighting for their continued existence. Three are
the State House. There are heavy pressures on them to convert into

non-military colleges, expand their student bodies, and admit lower
•" grade students. The Army has a clear stake in helping these colleges

to maintain their present military orientation.

31. The ROMC program is the least expensive, on a per capita basis,
of the three primary officer procurement sources. It costs less to
Spr.duce a Reserve officer through the ROTC program than through tae OCS
program, and in addition, the Army gnins a college student. The cost

Ito the .rmy of producing a Regular Army officer through the DMG program
is less than a tenth that of producing one through the USMA. The
military colleges produce officers at a lower cost than the ROTC program
as a whole because of the relatively large size of their cadet corps
related to certain fixed costs. The Board feels scrongly that the De-
partment of Defense (DOD) should express a direct interest in the federal
aid-to-education program, specifically with reference to its application
to ROTC colleges. The DOD should be an active proponent of military
training ia our colleges, just as other public and private agencies urge
support of educational efforts in their respective areas of interest.
To that end, the Board suggests that the DOD request the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to provide financial assistance to colleges
supporting the ROTC program, on a graduated basis according to their
annual production of second lieutenants. In order to gain greater

s college support toward interesting ROTC graduates in a full-time military
career, additional remuneration should be provided for Regular Army
officers, predicated on the number produced.

Branch Assignment and Selection Procedures

32. There is some dissatisfaction among ROTC graduates in the matter
of branch assignment. This is perhaps inevitable when a large group of
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BRANCH PREFERENCES AND ASSIGNMENTS OF ROTC GRADUATE$
FY 62 -. 65 (IN THOUSANDS)
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officers must be assigned to numerous branches according to branch
needs. Within branch quotas, individual preferences are given full
consideration. The OTRA ROTC graduate prefers assignment to technical
and administrative branches in numbers larger than can be accommodated,
as indicated in Figure D1-5. On the other hand, students who have done
well in a General Military Science ROTC program and been designated
Distinguished Military Students show some preference as a group for
assignment to the combat arms, and, in certain instances, refuse RA
appointments offered in other branches.

33. The Board has not investigated the selection procedures employed
by the Department of the Army in sufficient depth to make specific

recommendations. It is mindful, however, of the relative paucity of
scientific and engineering talent among ROTC graduates. During the next
decade, the greatest technological advances and the largest increases in
training requirements will probably occur in the broad field of
communications-electronics. The Board is concerned over the professional
competence of the Signal Corps today as reflected in the undergraduate
and graduate degrees of its officers, their relative academic standing
in C&GSC classes over the past five years, and their selection rate to
senior service colleges during the same period. Although expertise in
the communications-electronics area is required by many branches of the
Army today, the Signal Corps is the only branch in which competence in
this area is a universal requirement. The assignment of only 152 out of
500 ROTC graduates with ar. electrical engineering major and 12 out of
40 with an electronics engineering major to the Signal Corps in 1964-65,
as indicated in Figure Di-2, does not appear to give adequate weight to
Signal Corps needs. The Board feels that AR 145-133, which relates
academic majors to branches as an element in branch assignment, should
be revised to reflect the preeminent need of the Signal Corps for officers
with degrees in electrical and electronic engineering. Thereafter, the
selection processes should be modified to take cognizance of this need
and to assure assignment to the Signal Corps of an increased percentage
of the annual ROTC output with majors in these areas.

( Optimum Grade Structure

34. In FY 64, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Department
of the Army, developed a study on the optimum grade structure of the
Army. This study started from the base point of the statutory size,

• ,grade restricL"OnS, and retirement provisions currently imposed on the
Active Army, and con9'dered necessary retention rates at the end of initial
obligated periods, optimum times for promotion, appropriate attrition
or pass-over rates, and retirement policies to maintain a balanced grade
structure from lieutenant to general officer. It then compared this optimum
grade structure of the Army with the actual grade structure as it cxists
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today and as it is forecast over the next ten-year period. The study
makes the point that, unless the Army significantly increases its junior
officer retention rate, it will continue to be short of captains and
majors for the foreseeable future.

Increases of Obligated Service Periods

35. Increasing the officer retention rate in the Active Army
presents a major challenge to the Army. The rate has actually shown
an overall downward trend since 1961. Increased retention can be
achieved by increasing the obligardJ service period of various catego-
ries of officers or by encouraging a larger number of officers (with
particular reference to the OTRA officers) to continue on active duty
beyond their obligated service period. Obligated tours for USMA gradu-
ates will increase from four to five years beginning with the class of
1968, the second such increase since 1961, when the USMA and DMG obli-
gated tours were identical. Since the ROTC Vitalization Act provides
a four-year obligation for scholarship recipients, officers will soon
be entering the Regular Army with three different obligated service
periods. While there are wide dilferences in the extent to which the
government has financed the education of these officers, there are
ether factors which should be considered in establishing service obli-
gations. In the interests of establishing greater common identity for
all RA officers, there would be merit: in bringing obligated service
periods into full alignment. The close interrelationship of the DMG
and the ROTC scholarship programs makes it even more logical to make
the obligated service period for those two programs identical. On
balance, the Board recommends that the obligated service period for
DMG's who accept RA appointments be increased to four years, commencing
in 1968, The same provision should apply to Regular Army officers
receiving direct commissions.

36. The obligated service for OTRA officers is the same as that for
inducted enlisted men. These officers, particularly the ROTC graduates,
identify themselves with the inductees in many ways and are apt to
consider themselves as "citizen soldiers" performing drafted service in
a commissioned status. This concept has neither validity nor pertinency.
The ROTC graduate enters the program voluntarily. His two-year obligation
is not specified by the Congress under the terms of the Selective Service
Act, but is established independently by authority delegated to the

* Secretary of the Army. The two-year officer is becoming less useful as
the pace of technology quickens and increasing emphasis is placed on
profassional combat ready forces prepared for instant world-wide commit-
ment. Assignment restrictions on two-year officers deny the Army the
flexibility it needs to cope with the increasing scope and variety of
assignments. Further, the Army is spending large amounts of money in
the specialist training of officers who have less than two years to
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utilize the skills acquired. The Board considers it not only logical
but essential, as it views the challenge of the next decade, to in-
crease the period of obligated service for all other-than-Regular
Army ROTC graduates to three years. With no decrease in annual input,
this would increase the number of man years available from this large
group of o-fficers by 50% and increase the amount of useful service by
a much greater percentage. The Board queried Professors of Military

Science at various colleges as to the effect such an increase in ob-
ligated service would have on the ROTC program in its own right and in
competition with programs of other Services. As a group, they did not
foresee a major decrease in enrollment.

37. The Board is convinced that an increase in the obligated service
period would also increase retention rates after that period. At the
end of three years, officers would be approaching the new criteria for
promotion to captain. At that time the Army would have a more accurate
estimate as to their potential than it has today and be in a better
position to grant Regular Army appointments to those it desired to

Sretain. Further, the Army could emulate the technique exployed by the
k Navy in its "educational year group concept" or offering civil schooling

to officers who are completing their obligated service. Acceptance of
such schooling; of course, results in a renewed obligation -- generally
on the basis of two years of service for each year of schooling.

Loan Forgiveness Proposal for ROTC Graduates

38. The National Defense Education Act (NDEA) makes provision for
loans to college students to help defray the costs of their education.
College students who obtain loans under this act are, in son* instances,
dissuaded from entering thi ROTC program because of the difficulties of
repaying these loans on a lieutenavt's salary. Others who do enter the
ROTC program are discouraged from staying in the Army beyond their ob-
ligated service period for the same reason. The Chief of Reserve Com-
ponenta is Caveloping a legislative proposal which would extend the loan
forgiveness feature of the NDEA, currently used for college graduates
who enter the teaching field, to ROYC graduates who stay on active duty
beyond their obligated period. Loan forgiveness, up to a maximum of 507,
would be granted on the basis of 107. for each additional year of service.
The Board is in thorough accord with this proposal and urges its energetic
support at all echelons of the Department of the Army.

Increasing Retention Rates

39. The Army has given much thought and study in recent years to
the overall problem of officer retention, and the Board is mindful that

it has little in the way of original thought to contribute in this area.
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The program for counseling of young officers by their seniors, provided
for in DA Pamphlet 600-4 "Commanders Guide for Career Counseling", is
sound, although it is not always carried out in a positive manner.
While the problem of attracting young officers into the Army is largely
one of salesmanship, retention depends largely on challenge, job satis-
faction, and reward.

40. The Board believes that the Army should handle all newly com-
missioned Regular Army officers in the same fashion to the maximum
extent practicable, regardless of the source of their commissions.
This like treatment should extend to leaves on entry on active duty,
initial schooling, and initial duty assignments. Professional pride
and motivation will compensate in large measure for such inadequacies

* in precommission military training as may exist. It was with this
conviction that the Board has proposed in Appendix 2 that the USMA
graduates and the DMG's who accept a Regular Army commission be given
the same combination of basic course/Ranger training. Current reten-
tion.rates of these two groups of officers are roughly comparable; the
Board considers it possible to raise both.

41. The Army school system can make positive contributions to
officer retention. Branch schools today tend to put primary emphasis
on the career course and to handle the basic course in a more routine
manner. This is perhaps natural in view of the much greater length
and educational content of the career course. However, students at
this course are generally professionally qualified, well adjusted to
military life, and highly motivated, while the students at the basic
course often lack these qualities. Instruction in the basic course
must be supervised by senior officers with considerable experience and

S* demonstrated leadership. As indicated in Appendix 2, the course should
be a practical one, given by instructors whom the student respects rather
than by fellow second lieutenants with no practical experience. A
student's wife should become acquainted with Army customs and traditions
and the requirements of her husband's job, and be "brought aboard" in
class social functions and informal visits by faculty wives.

42. The Board believes that its concept of an enlarging intellectual
challenge for the student in successive levels of career schooling, as
detailed in succeeding appendices, will promote officer retention. Al-
though branch functions undergo inevitable evolutionary change, the

* Board is convinced that branch affiliation contributes to officer morale
and retention. Except in those instances which it has pinpointed, the
Board found no conflict between branches and specialist programs. A
closely knit grouping of true "centers of learning" "as described in
Appendix 21) should provide direction to the Army's educational and
doctrinal effort as well as stability and purpose to its overall structure.
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These centers of learning should contribute importantly to the maintenance
of true military professionalism and pride in service, with a corollary
improvement in recention. Improved administration of the graduate

N-1 schooling program, including enlargement of opportunities for junior
U officers to attend such schooling, as described in Appendix 19, should

also prove beneficial to officer retention.

43. Although not directly a feature of the school system, the Board
considers oversupervision to be the greatest bar to career progression
in the Army today. It is both frustrating and stultifying for juniorI officers to ba unable to assume full responsibility for carrying out
Lheir assigned duties, and to learn from the experience of doing so.
Young officers should be allowed to profit from their mistakes, not
just be made to suffer for them.

CONCLUSIONS

44. The Army should prepare and furnish to colleges with ROTC
programs an attractive and effective brochure, comparable in quality

F to the best developed by industry, presenting a career in the Army.

45. Professors of Military Science should enlist the assistance of
officers participating in Army civil schooling programs at their respec-
tive colleges to sell the ROTC program and the Army as a career through
informal student-to-student contacts.

46. The Department of Defense should request the Department of Healtn,
Education, and Welfare to provide from federal aid-to-education funds a
per capita reimbursement to educational institutions for all ROTC graduates
commissioned, and an additional amount for each commissioned in the Regular

Army,

47. Army Regulation 145-133, which relates academic majors to branches
as an element in branch assignment, should be revised to reflect the
preeminent need of the Signal Corps for officers with degrees in electri-
cal and electronic engineering. Selection processes should be modified
to take cognizance of this need and assure assignment to the Signal Corps
of an increased percentage of the annual ROTC graduates with majors in
these areas.

48. The obligated service period for officers who are offered Regular
Army commissions should be raised to four years, commencing not later
St4an 1968.



49. The obligated service period for other-than-Regular Army
officers, except doctors and dentists, should be raised to three years
commencing not later than 1968.

50. The Army should initiate legislation which would extend the
loan forgiveness feature of the National Deferae Education Act to ROTC
graduates who stey on active duty beyond their obligated period.

51. Additional supervisory emphasis should be given to branch
school basic courses, at the expense of career (advanced) courses if
necessary, in order to develop greater professionalism and motivation
among newly commissioned officers.

52. Greater intellectual challenge in officer career schooling and
more and earlier opportunities for graduate civil schooling would
increase the professionalism and competence of the officer corps and
result in improved career satisfaction and retention.
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ANNEX D-1

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 2

TRAINING OF NEWLY APPOINTED OFFICERS AND WARRANT OFFICERS

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze the requirement
Sfor initial entry training for newly commissioned officers from all

sources; to evaluate the basic, Ranger, airborne, and specialist
courses, separately or in combination, as means of satisfying this
requirement; and, as a separate but related matter, to examine the
desirability of providing orientation training for non-pilot warrant
officers.

2. The discussion sets forth the needs of newly commissioned
officerz for initial entry training which devolve from differences
in their military backgrounds, from differences in the functions of
branches of the Army, and from the wide variation in post-entry

I I training duty assignments. These needs are analyzed in light of the
needs of the Army. From the alternatives available, a solution is
proposed which is designed to satisfy the needs of both the newly
commissioned officer and the Army. The needs of newly appointed

hrwarrant officers, with particular reference to Officer Candidate
School (OCS) type officership training, are also evaluated and a
conclusion developed.

BACKGROUND

Commissioned Officer Training

3. Factual data developed in Annex B, Appendices 2 and 3, and
in Annex C, Appendix 2, pertinent to an analysis of the training of
newly commissioned officers, are summarized below:

a. All newly commissioned Army officers, except graduates
of the United States Military Academy (USMA) and Officer Candidate
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Schools (OCS., attend a basic course of almost nine weeks' duration
befor.. their first duty. New USMA graduates going to air defense
assignments attend a special three-week course at the Air Defense
School.

b. Newly commissioned officers in the Regular Army (RA),
not assigned to one of the five combat arms, are detailed for two
years into one of the arms and attend the basic course of their
detail branch.

c. New USMA graduates are required to attend Ranger train-
ing and may volunteer for airborne training. All other RA second
lieutenants of the combat arms and of the Military Police Corps are
required to take either Ranger or airborne training and may take both.
Non-RA officers are not required to attend either course but may
attend one or both on a voluntary basis, subject to available quotas.

d. The training objectives of the three principal sources
of second lieutenants, USMA, OCS and Reserve Officers Training Corps
(ROTC), are different. The USMA emphasizes preparation of the cadet
in leadership and general military, as opposed to branch, training.
The ROTC program makes available a general military science course in
some colleges and branch material courses in others; OCS, alone of the
three sources, specifically emphasizes preparation of individuals for
branch duty in the grade of second lieutenant. The total number of
hours of military training given participants in these three programs
ranges from a low of 744 hours for the four-year ROTC student, through
1,100 hours for officer candidates, to a high of 1,749 hours or
cadets at the USMA. The USMA graduate receives more than twice the
formal military training of an ROTC graduate and over one and a half
times that of the OCS graduate.

e. Infantry and Artillery OCS courses, each of 23 weeks'
duration, contain more than twice the number of hours of military
training as their corresponding basic courses. The male applicant
for OCS is a qualified soldier at the time of his selection and has
already progressed through a minimum of 16 weeks military training.

f. Except for limited duty officers and aviators, all
newly commissioned officers in the United States Marine Corps, the
Service of greatest similarity to and comparability with the Army,
attend a 20-week course at the Marine Corps Basic School. The
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84 training objective is Lo prepare new officers in the duties of a
company grade officer, with emphasis on duties and responsibilities
of a rifle platoon commander. Approximately 65% of the graduates

attend specialist courses, ranging in length from four to nine
weeks, prior to initial duty assignment.

Warrant Officer Training

4. Factual data developed in Annex B, Appendix 9, pertinent
to a consideration of possible entry training for newly appointed
warrant officers, are summarized belowg:

a. With the exception of the pre-flight indoctrination
for pilot candidates at the US Army Primary Helicopter School, Fort
Wolters, Texas, OCS-type courses are not available to screen suit-
ability, impart officership skills, and assist in the transition
from enlisted to warrant officer status.

b. Enlisted candidates for rotary and fixed wing warrant
officer pilot training pursue a four-week pre-flight indoctrination
course to determine their stamina, will, motivation, physical qualifi-
cations and leadership potential. Instruction includes selected
military subjects which aid the candidate in his change to warrant
officer status. Successful completion of this OCS-type course is

! I -prerequisite to pilot training and eventual appointment as a warrant
officer in this field.

DISCUSSION

5. Although over the past five years more than 94% of newly
commissioned officers have been college graduates, there is as much
variation in precommission military preparation as there is dissim-
ilarity in branch functions and in the duties to which newly
commissioned officers will be assigned.
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6. Dissimilarities in miitar background of newly commissionedofficers are shown clearly in background statistic9 presented above.Within the ROTC, by far the largest source of officers, there is awide range of inequality in degree of preparation for active duty.The ROTC military colleges provide relatively deen'and persistent4tilitary preparation when compared to colleges operating a generalmilitary science or branch material ROTC program. 'Probably the bestprepared of all newly commissioned officers for immediate duty assign-ment are OCS graduates. After living and training in a disciplinedmilitary environment 24 hours a day for 23 week:, they are clearly
ready to assume the duties of a second lieutenant.

7. Dissimilarities in branch functions serve also to 9ddcomplications to tne task cf preparing newly commissioned officersfor initial duty assignment. The names and classifications ofbranches of the Army suggest the wide variety of functions to beaccomplished and the spectrum of job assignments across which-the
officer corps must be trained to lead the United States Army. Inaddition fo the great number of Army functions specified oy branchname or classification, each branch has within itself a wide rangeof functions which require specialist training.

8. Dissimilarities in initial entry duty assignments hre athird complicating factor in arriving at the optimum contIerý and mixof programs and courses for training newly commissioned officers.Figure D2-1 shows for several branches the number of different dutiesto which newly commissioned officers may be assigned. With such awide variety of initial entry duties for newly commissioned officersin any cne branch, it is clear that even if all other dissimilaritiescould be ignored, the scope and range of initial training would needto be wide and highly diversified, indeed, to impart sufficientinstruction to qualify officers to perform all those duties. FiguresD2-1 and D2-2 (',oth from a HUMRO digest study of May 1965) highlightthe dissimilarities of duty which newly commissioned officers must beprepared to assume.

Similarities in Initial Training Requirements

9. Notwithstanding the dissimilarities discussdd above whichserve to complicate the problem of training new officers, there aretwo notable areas wherein similarities exist. All newly commissionedofficers, as individual personalities, can be said to have similarpersonal needs; and one aim in initial training programs must be to
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PRINCIPAL DUTIES BY BRANCH

NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE OF
Ci. BRANCH OFFICERS IN DIFFERENT OFFICERS ON HIGHEST

__,_., ______ SAMPLE DUTIES* FREQUENCY DUTY

Adjutant' General 85 48 12% Asst AdJ
Armor 215 39 70% Plt Ldr
Artillery 399 82 11% Forw Obs
Engineer 189 46 58% Pit Ldr
Infantry 436 70 51% Pit Ldr
Military Police ;42 12 69% Pit Ldr
Ordnance 135 61 •16% Pit Ldr
Quartermaster 99. 53 12% ?It Ldr
Signal 177 69 12% ,'lt Ldr
Transportation 126 44 42%, Pit Ldr

* There is an acknowledged high degree of overlap in many of these
duties.

* t FIG. D2-1

TYPE OF INITIAL ENTRY ASSIGNMENTS BY PERCENTAGE

Tactical Unit Command 47.4%
Non-Tactical Unit Command 12.9
Operations; Training & Training Center 9.2

*'Suppx.y 5.0
Administrative & Personnel 3.8

, i Motor and Maintenance 2.8
I Communications 2.6

FIG. b2-2
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satisfy these needs. On the other hand, the Army, as a personality,
also has needs which present a fairly standard set of Army specifi-
cations for all officers.

10. Primary needs of the newly commissioned officer are re-
flected in the requirement that he be prepared to enter his first
duty assignment with a feeling of confidence and a sense of presence
and dignity, The Army owes him nothing less. Some means is needed
to assist the new non-OCS officer in bridging the gap from the mental
attitude of a college senior to the mental attitude of a commissioned
member of the profession of arms, charged with responsibility for the
lives of as many as 40 men and for as much as $1,000,000 worth of
equipment. Few professions could be found wherein such gross responsi-
bility devolves Immediately on the newest entrant into the profession.
Even within the military profession, the Marine Corps is the only
other Service wherein the officer is assigned to a leadership position
immediately on joining his unit. Standing before a platoon of
seasoned soldiers, with a beribboned platoon sergeant in charge, the
y.ung second lieutenant faces in that moment a challenge of large
dimension. This moment, like many to come, is one of psychological
trauma which the new second lieutenant tust meet with equanimity.
He must rise to the challenge; he must inspire in those with whom
he works a sense of respect for his judgement and leadership. He
wants and deserves to be treated like an officer and gentleman; he
must have the "know-how' to respond to all types of situations which
will daily challenge his abilities. He needs opportunities for early
success.

11. The needs of the United States Army are reflected in .ts
requirement to get maximum utilization of personnel over the longest
possible period of time. The Army must demand that its lieutenantL,
the majority of whom serve only 24 months' active duty and then revert
to reserve status, serve as much of that 24-month period as possible
in productive assignments. Even a longer period of obligated service
would be desirable. Emphasis on the requirement for operational
readiness of forces-in-being imposes a need that second lieutenants
have a keen understanding of supply economy and materiel readiness,
and above all else that they be well schooled in and demonstrate
sound leadership. The Army needs highly motivated lieutenants,
instilled with a sense of duty and obligation for service, capable
of effective leadership and performance in their branch and duty
assignment.

Alternative Means for Training Newly Commissioned Officers

12. There are essentially three means by which newly commissioned
officers can be prepared to assume initial duties. First, precommission
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military training could be expanded and reoriented with emphasis being
placed on "duties of a second lieutenant;" second, officers could be
assigned immediately to duty with no early entry training subsequent
to commissioniUg and allowed to rely upon on-the-job training (OJT)
or unit schools; and third, officers could be schooled in basic (and
specialist) courses by the Army pi'!or to initial assignments, as they
are in most cases today. The first two of these are discussed before

evaluating the latter.

13. Reorient Preconmwission Training. The Board was not charged
with an analysis of precommission training and reviewed this area
only as it impinged on its assigned tasks. While the Board is not
prepared to endorse, unqualifiedly, the programs of military instruc-
tion of the three principal sources of new officers, these programs
appear generally adequate and properly oriented to meet established
objectives. The USMA is making marked progress toward increased
flexibility and growth in its academic curriculum. Earlier selection
of branches by cadets would allow increased emphasis to be placed on
branch-oriented training during the first-class (senior) year, although
perhaps with some loss in other areas.

14. The ROTC military prograr:. is currently under active study
by the Chief of Reserve Components in cooperation with presidents
and professors of military science at various colleges and univers.ties.
This study is not complete, and the Board withholds judgement on the
proposed reorientation of the ROTC program. Suffice it to say, there
is increasing demand today for well-educated young men, and a growing
opportunity for them to assume highly remunerative jobs at time of
graduation. The Army faces an increasingly difficult task in obtain-
ing and retaining from this highly competitive market the type of
individual needed to man its officer corps. The Board believes the
ROTC program must meet the dual challenge of attracting young men at
time of graduation from high school (when long range career decisior
are being formulated) and of preparing them broadly for a military
career.

15. Changing attitudes within the Department of the Army in
recent years have caused a general movement away from ROTC branch
materfal programs to a general military science (GMS) course as a
means to provide greater flexibility in the assignment of newly com-

* missioned graduates, and hence greater responsiveness to overall ArmyIrequirements. The Board encounLered some sentiment to reverse this
trend. However, the Army has been so persuasive in pointing out the
advantages of the GMS course to college presidents, it might find it
a bit awkwccd to reverse its field. The Board would see no objection
to a limited return to branch material courses in certain engineering
colleges if they took the initiative, and it could be demonstrated
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that such a course of action would improve the size and quality of

the ROTC unit.

16. In the final analysis, however, the Board belie',es that
any change in the USMA and ROTC programs toward full preparation of
a graduate to assume immediately the duties of a second lieutenant
is not only unwarranted, but also undesirable and self-defeating.

17. OJT and Unit Schools. The Board believes that OJT in
varied command and staff assignments provides a most effective and
important source of officer education. At the same time, however,

it is recognized that from a pedagogical standpoint it is better to
learn sound fundamentals initially in a formal academic atmosphere
than to tr, to learn them by experience on the job or in a unit
school. Formal schooling produces more uniformly high standards of
performance and excellence. Newly assigned officers must be ready
to assume the duties of their assignment when they arrive on station.
Consequently, the time-honored unit school, still a vital cog in the
overall plan for the training of individuals and still a key factor
in preparing tactical units for operational readiness, is not a
panacea for the early entry training of large numbers o.: newly com-
missioned officers.

18. Basic Course. The continued use of the Army's vast and
generally efficient system of branch 3chools for the conduct of basic
officer courses still apperrs to be the most efficient, economical
and effective means by which to provide initial entry training for
newly commissioned officers. The findings of the Williams Board in
this area that "it is essential that the newly commissioned officer
attend a branch orientation course prior to joining a troop unit" is
regardei as still valid.

Evaluation of the Basic Course

19. Purpose. As currently stated in AR 350-5, the purpose of
the officer basic course is: "To prepare newly commissioned officers
for their first duty assignments. Emphasis is on the fundamentals,
weapons, equipment and techniques required at company/battery level.
Practical work is stressed and there is a minimum of theoretical
instruction." The Board agrees with the statement but believes it
should be expanded. The Board sees the basic course as a coaching
session designed to help the new officer over the shoals of his first
six months on active duty; its purpose is not to develop branch
expertise in depth nor detailed understanding of branch tactics and
techniques. Primary emphasis for all basic courses, irrespective of
branch, must be on leadership. In the Infantry, Armor, Artillery,
Corps of Enginpers, Signal Corps and Military Police, the aim should
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be to develop strong leaders at the line-platoon level. But whether
"in tactical commands cr not, all officers will have to exercise
leadership, as is discussed in some detail in Annex D, Appendix 9.
In the view of the Board, the purpose of the basic courses can better
be described as follows: (Underlining shows added or changed wording)

"To prepare newly commissioned officers for their
first duty assignments; to instill in them a feeling

Sof dignity and confidence, and a sense of duty and
obligation for service. Emphasis is on leadership
and on the fundamentals, weapons, equipment and
techniques required at company/battery level.
Practical work is stressed and there is a minimum
of theoretical instruction."

20. Attendance and Length of Course. The Board believes that
all newly comx.tissioned officers, except OCS graduates, should attend
a basic course prior to reporting to initial duty assignments. The
length of basic courses should not be arbitrarily established and need

pr- not be identical; even basic courses within a particular school need
not be of the same length. The basic course should, insofar as
possible, fit the military background and future assignments of
officer students. The Board considered different groupings of
officers from the several sources in an effort to tailor courses
to meet specific needs and still limit the number of different
courses required at any one school. Groupings could be arranged by
component, i.e., an RA group and a non-RA group, or by similarity of
background. Thus, graduates of the USMA could be grouped with ROTC
distinguished military graduates (DMG's), or with graduates of mili-
tary ROTC colleges, only some of whom would be RA. In either case,
the remaining group of officers would contain the bulk of ROTC
graduates. There are advantages and disadvantages to either arrange-
ment. Grouping solely by similarity of background allows minimum
overlap of instruction with preconimission training but has the
distinct disadvantage of separating the graduates of the USMA from
the DMG's. The Board believes that, even at the initial stage of
their careers, these Regula• Army officers should be accorded like
treatment. Thus, the Board prefers grouping by component and accepts
the disadvantages. The high motivation and demonstrated competence
of the DMG's is recognized in placing them in a group which requiresthe least amount of initial training.

21. The Board believes tI..t a basic course length of five to
six weeks is adequate for USMA graduates and DMG's, augmented by
Ranger training as hereinafter described. Since all newly commissioned
RA officers are assigned or detailed to a combat arm, these courses
need be established only at the Infantry, Armor, Artillery and Missile,
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METHODOLOGY AND LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION BY PERCENTAGE
BASIC COURSE

METHODOLOGY LEVEL OF 'INSTRUCTIONia - -,-,, ---•-

BASIC WRITING SEM
COURSE LECT DEMON ORAL CONF PE OTHER CO BN HIGHE OTHER

INF 7 7 0 21 61 4 88 10 2 --

ARM 0 9 0 23 51 17 100-- --. .

j ARTY&MSL 0 9 0 24 59 8 86 9 2 3

AIR DEF 1 12 2 38 42 5 82 4 14 --

ENGR 17 5 0 16 41 21 97 2 1 --

SIG 0 6 0 38 49 7 12 4 42 42

CML 0 5 1 40 52 2 80 20 -- --

ORD 1 4 0 48 42 5 70 1 12 17

QM 27 6 0 25 .36 6 31 9 10 50

TRANS 17 6 2 37 -- 38 54 1 3 42

AG 19 2 4 23 45 7 4 2 41 53

FIN 26 4 0 30 3) 10 77 5 18 --

MP 0 4 1 39 28 28 92 3 5 --

WAC 25 10 12 28 20 5 75 1 24 --

CHAP 40 8 10 24 7 11 5 90 5 --

JAG -- -- -- 46 12 42 - -- 100 --

AMEDS 44 11 0 2 -- 43 0 36 15 49

ANC 46 11 4 7 -- 32 30 2 10 58

MSC .47 3 1 8 21 20 6917 14 --

FIG. D2-3
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Air Defense, Engineer, and Southeast Signal Schools. Because of the
greater pertinence of Ranger Lraining Lo functions and operations of
the Infantry rather than to any other branch, a five-week course is con-
sidered sufficient for the Infantry basic course. The othez five
schools naned should conduct modified basic courses six weeks in
length.

22. Non-Rk officers, because of more limited military training,
background orientation, and/or motivation, require longer courses,
approximating the length of the current courses (generali. nine weeks),
but with differences in orientation as described in succeeding para-
graphs. Some branch schools may find it feasible and desirable to
shorten the nine-week period in view of these differences.

23. Officers who are branch transferees, RA officers joining
their assigned branch after a combat arms detail, or OCS graduates
assigned t9 a branch other than that of the school they attended,
should receive only a short (two weeks) orientation course in their

N new branch. The Board believes it is appropriate to continue specialP1 arrangements, whereby officers of the Judge Advocate General's Corps
attend a portion of the basic course at the Quattermaster Schooi and
officers of the Intelligence and Security Branch attend the Infantry
basic course.

24. Methodology. The basic course, te be truly effectiv asa
"coaching session," must emphasize practical work and practical
exercises. The teaching of equipment, weaponry, materiel and other

hardware by the "hands-on" technique of instruction will serve to
cement in the new officers' minds the fundamentals of operating and
maintaining Army materiel. Indeed, in cases where practical Vork is
not already being stressed the course is violating the purpose
currently ascribed to it in AR 350-5. Use of the lecture and con-
"ference technique should be minimal. The chart in Figure D2-3 gives
a percentage breakout of the several existing basic courses according
to methodology and levels of instruction. The Board believes that

the percentages of time currently devoted to oral work and demonstra-
tions reflect inadequate use of these techniques. There are many
instances where gross deviations from an acceptable norm occur in
some met~.cds of instruction. Far too much use is being made, for
example, of the lecture system in the Chaplain's and Medical Ser~vice
Corps basic courqes. The heavy use of lectures combined with seminar/
conferences at the Quartermaster, Transportation, Finance, Women's
Army Corps and Chaplains Schools limits the amount of time available
for practical work. The Judge Advocate General's School is much too
, low in practical work. Corrective action is needed in these and other
areas where practical work is not being utilized.
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25. Level of Instruction. As indicated previously, primary
emphasis in a basic course for all applicable branches should be on
troop leading at the platoon level. Only in isolated cases, wherein
there ore no duty assignments at company level, should the instruc-
tion extend beyond that level. All schools should focus their
instruction on preparation of officers for their initial duty assign-
ments. The stated purpose of the basic course should be regarded as
both a charge and a limitation on the schools. The Board feels
strongly that the schools should seek only to Impart that knowledge
required by the officer until the processes of on-the-job training
take over. As a rough rule of thumb, the Board considers that
schools should seek primarily to teach an officer only those things
he will need to know in his first six months of service. The basic
course is clearly a training, as opposed to an educational, process.
Since officers generally are given command of company-sized units
prior to returning to school for their career courses, certain schools
indicated that they considered it incumbent on them to give newly
commissioned officers instruction in company command in the basic
course. The Board does not subscribe to this view. After considering
various alternatives for training in company command, the Board de-
cided the only practical course of action is for the officer co pre-
pare himself on the job for such command, as is discussed in Appendix
9. It is the clear view of the Board that most of the Army schools
are giving nice-to-know instruction in their basic courses when
measured strictly against the current or proposed purpose of the
course.

26. The Board considers that the schools could do their jobs
more efficiently if essentially all newly commissioned officers were
assigned to troop duty primtarily at the platoon level. It is recog-
nized that in field artillery, and in certain technical, administra-
tive, and professional branches, there is no platoon echelon or an
inadequate number of such positions for the assignment of all newly
commissioned officers. In these instances, the Board considers that
the newly commissioned officers should generally be assigned at the
lowest organizational level. It is disappointing that so many newly
commissioned officers are siphoned off to other jobs, as is borne
out in Figure D2-1 above. A concerted effort to correct this dis-
service to the officer and the Army would simplify the training
problems of the schools. This matter is discussed further in the
section cn Specialist Training.

27. Curricula. Content of basic course curricula at the
several schools is shown in Figure D2-4, which reflects type subjects
(common, branch), areas of concentration (tactical, logistical,
administrative) and types of warfare (nuclear, conventional, stability
operations). Proper content for the first two categories is largely
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PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION
CURRICULA BREAKOUT BY PERCENTAGE

BASIC COURSE

SUBJECTS AREAS CONCENTRATION TYPE WARFARE
BASIC STAB
COURSE COMMOI AR OTHER TACT LOG ADMN OTHER NUC CONV OPNS OTHER

INF 83 17 -- 88 7 5 -- 14 50 36 --

ARM 36 64 -- 46 4 50 -- 1 97 2 --

ARTY&MSL 25 71 4 87 8 1 4 1 93 2 4

AIR DEF 51 49 -- 82 10 8 -- 7 45 5 43

ENGR 15 68 17 55 1 12 32 1 18 5 76

SIG 50 43 7 83 7 10 -- 1 16 -- 83

CML 32 46 22 71 10 19 -- 9 81 10 --

ORD 55 41 4 18 25 53 4 3 92 2 3

QM 28 48 24 7 33 10 50 4 36 -- 60

TRANS 38 58 4 18 75 7 -- 3 7 4 86

AG 35 58 7 29 2 69 -- 2 10 2 86

FIN 27 64 9 26 4 70 -- 227 7 64

MP 35 35 30 35 7 58 -- 5 13 4 78

WAC 83 17 -- 15 4 81 -- 2 3 2 93

CHAP 52 48 -- 20 20 -0 -- 2 95 3 --

- JAG 24 76-- 23 77 0 -- 1 20 2 77

AMEDS 51 49 -- 5 5 27 63 3 22 5 70

ANC 38 62 -- 10 16 24 50 4 16 1 79

MSC --. .. . 36 4 35 25 6 55 2 37

FIG. D2-4
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an individual branch determination, whereas proper content in the
latter is dependent upon Army doctrine. In this regard, the basic
course should place more emphasis on stability operations, since the
changing pattern of warfare reflects increased emphasis on this type
of international conflict. (See also Annex D, Appendix 14) Content
by areas of concentration should, of course, reflect branch functions.
It is not surprising that the five combat arms show relatively heavy
concentration in the tactical area, whereas the other branches are,
for the most part, heavily oriented toward logistical and administra-
tive areas.

Ranger Training

28. The Ranger course at the Infantry School has the purpose,
previously mentioned in Annex B, Appendix 4, to develop leadership
and decision-making qualities, skill in small unit operation, and
self-confidence in a simulated combat envirGnment involving sustained
mental, physical and emotional stress. It offers valuable training,
usable by officers under almost any set of circumstances. Because of
its emphasis on developing leadership, it is highly desirable for all
new officers. Of particular value, too, ae the applicatory exercises
emphasizing type operations in an environment of counterinsurgency.
The Board believes that Ranger training should be mandatory for all
RA officers, and regrets that the course does not have sufficient
capacity for all non-RA officers as well. After detailed discussions
with both the present and original director of the Ranger Department,
the Board concludes the course could be shortened from nine to eight
weeks without losing any of its present value. Attendance at the
Ranger course by all newly commissioned RA officers makes a shortened
basic course appropriate for them.

Airborne Training

29. The Board has high regard for the airborne course at the
Infantry School, not only for its success in turning out skilled
military parachutists, but also because of its high value in develop-
ing self-confidence in the individual participant. However, this
course provides no training in leadership, and hence is not a suitable
alternative to the Ranger Course for the newly commissioned RA officer.
After carefully weighing the value of airborne training to the indivi-
dual, the Board concludes that, with due regard for the needs of the
government, it falls into the nice-to-have category, except for
officers being assigned to airborne duty. This is particularly true
for newly commissioned officers, with the many competing demands for
their time. The Army is today overtraining airborne officers against
established requirements. Further, these requirements will almost
certainly decrease over the next decade. The Board considers that
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the airborne course should be regarded as a job-oriented specialist

course and attended only by officers being assigned to airborne duty.
Such a policy would result in a major reduction from the 3,939 Army
officers who graduated from airborne courses in FY 65.

BASIC COURSE GRADUATES ATTENDING SPECIALIST COURSES*
-I

BASIC APPROX SPEC NUMBER AVERAGE
BRANCH COURSE % TO COURSE COURSES LENGTH

GRADS SPEC GRADS USED WEEKS

Infantry 1954 10% 195 2 11
Armor 701 0 0 - -

Artillery 1662 21 350 9 7
Engineer 1]-12- 25 283 5 3
Signal 1113 25 278 8 11.6
Chemical 172 ' 0 0 - -

Ordnance 744 100 744 7 8
Quartermaster 487 38 185 10 5
Transportation 511 7 36 6 12

SAdjutant General 656 4.5 30 3 3.5

Finance 217 10 22 1 5

Intelligence &
Security**
(Intel) 475 52 247 4 14.5

(ASA) 126 10 13 3 7
Military Police 232 0 0 - -

Medical Svc Corps 602 5 30 4 8

TOTAL 10784 22(Avg 2413 62 9(Avg

* Based on estimates for FY 65. There is wide variation within branches
over a period of time according to personnel priorities.

** Attend Infantry Basic Course; then to Holabird or ASA for orientation
and specialist courses. Time shown is for specialist training only.

FIG. D2-5

Specialist Training

30. With few exceptions, the branches find it necessary to
retain at the school a certain number of basic course graduates
from each class to pursue specialist training required for their
first duty assignMent. (A large number of basic course graduates
are also retained at the schools for assignment to the staff and
faculty, the undesirable aspects of which are discussed in Apperdix
22.) Figure D2-5, based on one sampling, shows that approximately
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22% of newly commissioned officers take specialist training immediately
after having completed a basic course (Figure D2-5). Attendance by
branch varies according to the number of branch functions, and ranges
from 07 for some branches to 100. for Ordnance officers. One hundred
percent of non-RA officers of the Intelligence and Security Branch
attend so-called branch orientation courses either at the Intelligence
School (six weeks) or the Security Agency School (eight weeks) after
having completed the Infantry officer basic course at Fort Benning.
Some of these officers remain for still additional specialist train-
ing as shown in Figure D2-5. This problem is discussed further in
Appendix 17.

31. While the needs for this specialist training are dictated
by the requirements of the duty performed by second lieutenants, it
absorbs valuable time from the 24 months' service performed by
officers serving obligated tours of duty and compounds the officer
shortage problem. Specialist courses are job oriented and contain
little emphasis on leadership principles or on psychological pre-
paration of newly commissioned officers, except ior such preparation
as follows from job competence. They cannot be substituted in any
sense for basic courses.

32. In addition to the high percentage of officers taking
specialist training before their first duty assignment, an additional
number return to a branch school for specialist training shortly after
arriving at first duty stations. The present turbulence in the per-
sonnel situation caused by the Vietnam crisis probably precludes any
significant improvement in this latter practice at this time. Never-
theless, the Board believes the following two steps could be taken
which would greatly improve the utilization of second lieutenants,
shorten the time spent in initial training, and result in substantial
savings in TDY funds:

a. A higher degree of control over officers' initial duty
assignments could be exercised by the career branches of the Office C'f
Personnel Operations and the chiefs of the professional services. Al-
though this could be construed as an unwarranted infringement of field
commanders' authority and needed flexibility in assignment of per-
sonnel, the Board does not consider it as such. Newly commissioned
officers are under orders to particular commands when they attend
the basic and associated specialist courses in a TOY status. It
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would appear that, in view of the relatively short length of these
courses, a reasonably accurate forecast could be made of the con-
templated use of these officers prior to their enrollment. Con-
tinuing contact should be maintained by the career branches with
field commanders to stay abreast of changing requirements as they
occur. The Board is convinced that more centralized control of the
assignment of newly commissioned officers would spotlight and hence
reduce some of the current abuses in the system.

b. The length of time being spent in specialist training
could be shortened and the number of officers attending specialist
courses could be reduced by structuring basic courses to be more nearly
responsive to initial duty assignment patterns. Thus, for branches
whose principal functions can be categorized into two or three major
groupings, the basic course could be in two parts, a common or general
portion followed by a portion devoted to first duty specialty training
for each of the several groupings. The Artillery Branch provides an
example of the system visualized by the Board. Not only is the branch
itself already divided into two principal groupings, field artillery
and air defense artillery, but each of these groupings is susceptible
to further division accordivg to delivery systems/missions. Field
artillery can be divided into tube and missile groupings and air
defense into high and low altitude groupings. The Artillery and
Missile School might sub-divide its basic course, after an initial
common portion, into two sub-programs, one to train officers assigned
to tube artillery, and the second to prepare officers destined for
missile type units. At the Air Defense School the second portion of
the course might be split between high and low altitude air defense
"protection. (Such a proposal has, in fact, already been submitted by
the Air Defense School.) Similarly, in the Ordnance School some
officers might spend the second portion of their basic course in
armament maintenance, some in automotive maintenance, and still
others in ammunition training.

33. The chart in Figure D2-6 shows hypothetical maximum and
minimum lengths of time which would be spent in initial entry train-
ing by newly commissioned officers of the Army (RA and non-RA) under
proposals Tnade herein (exclusive of paragraph 32 above) compared
with similar times for newly commissioned officers of the other
Military Service with roughly parallel requirements, the US Marine

S , Corps. A study of the chart indicates thiat Army officers, as a
whole, would spend less time in such initial training than their
Marine Corps counterparts.
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LENGTH OF INITIAL ENTRY TRAINING
US ARMY - US MARINE CORPS

ARMY USMC

RA NON-RA

MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN

Basic Course 6 5 9 9 20 20

Ranger Course 8 8 8*- 0 0 0

Airborne Training 3** 0 3** 0 3** 0

Average Weeks Specialist

Training*** 9 0 9 0 7 0

TOTAL 26 13 29 9 30 20

Voluntary Basis if quota available
** If ordered to A/B duty-

All figures are *** Army attendance = 22% of strength
in weeks USMC attendance =65% of strength

FIG. D2-6

Warrant Officer Orientation Training;

34. The lack of standard training practices for newly appointed
warrant officers has been noted previously. Although pilots 6omprise
only 267% of the active duty warrant officer strength, OCS-type okficer-
ship training is currently available to and utilized exclusively for
this category of warrant officer. Approximately 800 to 900 enlisted
personnel, selected for their qualifications and proficiency in other
occupational areas, are appointed as warrant officers each year. The
majority of these individuals receive no training in conjunction with
their appointment; when training is provided, its purpose is to en-
hance existing technical knowledge and skills.

35. The screening process for prospective non-pilot warrant
officers is stringent and generally can be relied upon to determine
the adequacy of professional qualifications without additional !;elect.on
devices. However, it would be desirable to assist newly appointed
warrant officers in their adjustment to officer status. The Army is
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experiencing a continuing drop in the average age and length of
service of its new appointees and an increase in their educational

W level. These younger personnel, with potentially longer periods
of service retention, have less knowledge of the Army but a greater
receptivity to instruction. They merit a training investment which
will better equip them to face their future Army career. Parallel
treatment to that already accorded to warrant officer pilot candidates

[' and proposed by the Board for all newly commissioned officers, should
help to instill in the new warrant officer a feeling of pride and a
bense of belonging-as a member of the officer corps.

Rj •36. A modified version of thd warrant officer pilot pre-flj-'-t" - indoctrination course appears to meet the requirement. The inst
to be conducted on a branch immaterial basis at Fort Benning or
designated trainingtinstallations, should be approximately three L
four weeks in length. It is envisioned that all new warrant officers,
concurrent with their appointment, would be ordered to the course
enroute to their first duty assignment. Coordination of warrant
officer appointments and course starting dates would be required. De-
tailed administrative procedures would have to be developed, but could
be resolved in principle by establishing specific quarterly dates for
the appointment and schooling of warrant officers. Use of such a con-
trol technique would establish direct inputs of around 200 per orien-
tation class. Some modification would be required for oversea
appointees.

CONCLUSIONS

37. Military training at the Onited States Military Academy and
in the Reserve officer Training Corps programs is not designed to pre-
pare graduates to assume immediately the functions and duties o' newly

commissioned officers. It would be impracticable and undesirab (. to
change USMA and ROTC objectives to meet this purpose.

38. Basic courses of instruction presented by the several branches
of the Army are the best means for providing initial entry training of
newly commissioned officers. All newly commissioned officers, except
graduates of officer candidate schools, should attend the basic course
of their duty b:anch. (AIS: would attend Infantry basic).

39. The basic course should be designed as a leadership course
* and as a coaching session, focused toward helping the newly commissioned

officer over the shoals of his first six months' duty. It should not be
-geared to developing branch expertise in depth.

4I
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40. The purpose of the basic course as set forth in paragraph
17, AR 350-5, should be changed to read as follows:

"To prepare newly commissioned officers for their
first duty assignments; to instill in them a feeling
of dignity and confidence, and a sense of duty and
obligation for service. Emphasis is on leadership
and on the fundamentals, weapons, equipment and
technIques required at company/battery level. Practical
work is stressed and there is a minimum of theoretical
instruction."

41. The basic course should emphasize practical work; instruc-
tion should be by the "hands-on" technique. The use of lectures and
seminar/conferences shouid be minimized.

42. For Regular Army officers, initial training should consist
of two parts, taken in any sequenra, one part to be presented at the
appropriate branch school (basic course), the other part to consist
of the Ranger Course at the Ilfantry School. Total course iength for
Regular officers of Infantry b'ould be 13 weeks, five weeks in a
modified basic course plus eight weeks in a shortened Ranger course.
For all other Regular officers, the course length should be 14 weeks,
six weeks in a modified basic course plus the eight weeks Ranger
course.

43. kor non-Regular Army officers, initial training should
include a basic course not more than nine weeks in length. Ranger
training should not be required.

44. A specially designed orientation course, two weeks in
length, should be held for groups of officers whio are branch trans-
ferees, RA officers joining their assigned branch after combat arms
detail, or OCS graduates assigned to a branch other than that of the
school they attended.

45. Airborne training should be attended only by those newly
commissioned officers being assigned to airborne duty.

46. Greater control of assignments of newly commissioned officers
would improve their utilization and decrease the amount of time spent
in initial entry training. A feasibility study snould be made of
directed personnel assignments, and there should be a corollary struc-
turing of certain basic courses in two parts: the first to provide
general branch indoctrination and the second job-oriented training.
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47. An OCS-type orientation course of approximately three to
four weeks' duration should be established at Fort Benning, Georgia,
or other appropriate installation, for non-pilot warrant officers to
impart officership skills and assist in the transition from enlisted
to warrant officer status. Appointments of new warrant officers
should be made quarterly to permit direct inputs to this training an-
route to initial duty assignments.

P
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ANillXIX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 3

CAREER COURSES AT BRANCH SCHOOLS

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

"1. This appendix analyzes the career courses taught at branchschools and suggests improvements.

2. The discussion reviews the need for formal schooling early
in officers' careers to prepare them for the type assignments they
can expect in the future; examines the career course from the stand-
points of course objective and the previous experience of oificer
students; reviews, in the light of potential graduate utilization and
the requirements of the Army, the curricula with respect to adequacy
and appropriateness; and suggests eAjustments in the course of instruc-
tion and an educational philosophy for the future.

BACKGROUND

3. Certain factual data developed in Annex B, Appendices 2 and
4, are pertinent to this appendix and are sunmarized below:

a. In carry-ng out their officer educational and training
functions, branch schools conduct career courses for all officers
generally between their third and eighth year of service. These
courses constitute the second of the four levels of officer career
schooling.

b. An average of 45% of the time available in care"'r
cturse curricula is devoted to "common subject" training prescribed
by the US Continental. Army Command (USCONARC).

c. No elective subjects are currently offered within the
curriculum of any career course.

d. The Artillery career course is divided sequentially
between the Artillery and Missile School (24 weeks) and the Air
Defense School (eight weeks).

Preceding page blank
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PROFILE OF CAREER COURSE STUDEKtS

Question I - What percentage of students at the last five (5) career
courses had commanded a company prior to attendance?

Question 2 - What percentage of students at the last five (5) career
courses had battalion or higher level staff experience?

Question 3 - What is the experience level (years of service) on arrival
at the career course of the average student?

SCHOOL QUESTION 1 QUESTION 2 QUESTION 3

Infantry 70% 76% 6.0 Yrs

Armor 72 71 5.8

Artillery 67 69 5.2

Engineer 69 65 6.5

Signal 48 43 5.1

Chemical 38 71 3.8

Ordnance 51 39** 6.0

Quartermaster 36 73 7.5

Transportation 55 69 6.7

Adjutant General 30 95 6.6

Army Security Agency 25 50 7.8

Finance 16 48 5.5

Intelligence 30 80 8.4***

Military Police 71 37 7.0

Women's Army Corps 74 95 5.0

Chaplain N/A 100 7.0

Judge Advocate General N/A N/A 7.0

Army Medical Service 50* 57* 7.G

Army Nurse Corps N/A N/A 7.5
* MSC only

** Last class 56%
*** Backlog being reduced

FIG. D3-1
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DISCUSSION

Need for Career Schooling

4.. A Reserve officer on active duty serving his initial tour
"as a commissioned officer may terminate that tour after having satis-
fied his period ,f obligated service, normally two years. He is given
entry schooling (the basic course) to prepare him for initial duty
assignments generally at the platoon level. Officers of the Regular
Army and those Reservists who remain on extended active duty for an
unspecified period require additional formal military schooling to
prepare them for duty at higher levels of tactical and non-tactical

1 command. Approximately half of these officers will attend the Command

and General Staff College (C&GSC) about five years atter completion of
the career course; the other half will receive no further formal

4 military schooling. This latter group will serve in numerous assign-

ments, many of them of a non-tactical nat'ire, in association with
officers who have attended C&GSC and, on occasion, a War College.
To compound the problem further, these assignments are becoming
"increasingly challenging and complex due to new concepts and procedures
emerging as a result of the nation's expanding technology and the
rapid developments in management techniques. In substance, the career

-*course is the last opportunity to educate 2,500 company grade officers
S-per year to cope with the requirements of the future.

Examination of the Career Course

5. As currently stated in AR 350-5, the objective of the career
course is: "To prepare officers to perform command and staff duties
at company through brigade level and to provide sufficient instruction
on division organization and onerations to develop branch perspective.
Technical and administrative branch career courses will include such
instruction above division level as is necessary to orient students
in the mission and functions of their branch." In analyzing this
objective, each school was asked three questions which, with the

Sreplies, appear on Figure D3-1. It is obvious that these replies
challenge the validity of the course objective, particularly that
portion which states "to prepare officers to perform command...
duties at company...level." In the case of the principal combatant
arms, approximately 70% of the officers had previously been company
commanders, for which the course purported to prepare them. While the
same general percentage of officers have had prior experience on
battalion staffs, it must be bcrne in mind that staffs are a composite
of many individuals, operating in widely diverse fields. Although
service on these staffs provides an officer with some familiarity with
staff procedures, he generally has a working knowledge in only a single
area.
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CAREER COURSE CURRICULA BREAKOUT BY PERCENTAGE

SUBJECTS AREAS CONCENTRATION TYPE WAkRFARE
C A R E E R . .. -

STAB
COURSE COMMON BRANCH OTHER TACI LOG ADM) OTHER NUC O OPNS OTHE

INF 74 26 - 86 3 11 - 35 30 35 -

ARM 46 47 8 54 12 26 8 11 79 3 7

ARTY 38 62 - 86 12 2 - 20 71 3 6

ENGR 14 58 28 25 15 15 45 8 21 15 56

SIG 36 64 - 80 8 12 - 8 68 7 17

CML 51 .7 2 72 4 24 - 26 70 4 -

ORD 46 50 4 17 34 41 8 9 79 5 7

QM 32 35 33 20 31 17 32 2 55 2 41

TRANS 41 36 23 11 72 17 - 6 13 2 79

AG 30 63 7 19 2 79 - 5 10 4 81

ASA 32 61 - 16 10 74 - 8 86 6-

FIN 24 75 1 16 3 81 - 118 5 76

INTEL 45 55 - 75 3 22 - P87 5 -

MP 36 34 30 34 2 64 - 10 19 12 59

WAC 98 2 - 36 13 51 - 9 6 3 82

CHAP 49 40 11 30 20 50 - 2 90 8 -

JAG 12 88 - 8 2 90 - 1 8 1 90

AMEDS 31 69 - 16 13 28 43 8 20 6 66

ANC 37 30 33 2 17 75 6 5 1 4 90

FIG. D3-2
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The reply to Question 3 substantiates that the officers arrive at the
career course between their third and eighth years of service, but that
most of them are on the upper end of the scale -- a fact which results
in nearly all of them attending the course as captains.

Adequacy of the Curricula

6. Investigation has been made of those curricula aspects
specified in the directive to the Board, plus other areas which the

& Board considered appropriate. (Certain areas are being examined in
separate appendices). Since approximately 45% of each career course

* °is devoted to common subjects, the Board considered that the list of
those subjects (included in Annex B, Appendix 4, Figure B4-3 warranted

analysis. The following quotation from the Williams Board Report of
I July 1958 is pertinent:

"I1. The Board concludes that the demands upon the
branch schools for formal instruction in Common
Subjects should be modified by the elimination of
subject. of marginal value; by reduction of hours of
coverage to a minimum; by coverage of appropriate
subjects in an individual study program, information
program, or troop schools; and by giving maximum
freedom oZ action to comrrandants in the coverage and
integration of instruction in Common Subjects."

7. The above quotation is valid in 1966, except that the time
to be devoted to each subject has been left to the judgment of School
Commandants. Of the 45 common subjects currently specified, 37 of
them must be covered in the career course. In the Board's opinion,
at least 12 of the 37 should be taught on-the-job, in unit schools,
or by extension course. These subjects (extracted from Figure B4-3)
are as follows:

5. Basic Military Administrative Law
k 13. Signal Security

14. Department of Defense Organization
15. Domestic Emergency and Civil Defense

£ 19. Field Engineer
"25. Map and Aerial Photograph Reading
26. Martial Law
29. Military Justice
31. Military Transportation
32. Mine Warfare
37. Physical Security
44. Weapons
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CAREER COURSE METHODOLOGY BY PERCENTAGES

WRITING SEMINAR/ EVALUA- PRACTICAL
SCHOOL LECTURE DEMON /ORAL CONF TION EXERCISE OTHER

INF 17 6 2 26 6 43

ARM 2 8 - 34 5 51

ARTY 3 6 1 38 6 46

ENGR 21 3 - 36 5 35

SIG 2 15 2 44 4 33

C14L 8 3 4 43 4 38

ORD 3 9 - 44 4 40

QM 30 7 3 26 3 31

TRANS 16 3 3 36 4 38

AG 26 8 4 25 3 34

ASA 13 9 - 32 3 43

FIN 19 4 4 38 5 30

INTEL 11 13 - 38 2 36

MP 2 11 20 44 5 18

WAC 18 16 18 28 3 17

CHAP 23 5 20 33 4 15

JAG - 4 8 38 1 - 49*

AMEDS 30 13 4 22 4 27

ANC 38 5 5 24 2 26

AVERAGE 15 8 5 34 4 32 2

* Individual Study for Thesis
FIG. D3-3
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8. The career course curricula were next analyzed from the
stardpoints of type subjects (common, branch), a-eas of concentration
(tactical, logistical, administrative) and types of warfare (nuclear,
conventional, stability operations). The breakout by schools is shown
in Figure D3-2. The "subjects" and "areas of concentration" breakouts
are largely school determinations and reflect branch functions as was
the case in the basic course. The percentage of time allocated to
"type warfare" is dependent on Army doctrine. Except at the Infantry
School, and to a lesser extent at the Engineer and Military Police
Schools, there is insufficient emphasis on stability operations.
The remaining combat arms and the technical services, in particular,
should provide a better balance to their curricula, by the inclusion

S- of a larger number of practical exercises in this environment.

9. The Board noted that dhe curricula vary considerably in
methodology, length, orientation, and content. rhe analysis on
methodology utilized the headings appearing in Figure D3-3. The time
the schools devoted to field trips and training films was consolidated
under "Demonstrations;" guest speaker time was included under "Lecture.
The Board considers too much lecture time is included in most school
curricula. Considering the divergent material presented, there is
surprising uniformity in the areas of demonstration, seminar/conference,
evaluation and practical exercise, and the Board believes the use of
these methods 's adequate. The staff wilting and oral presentation
areas, which are of vital importance to commanders and staff officers
at all levels, warrant an increase in emihasis in nearly all schools.

10. Other areas selected or specified for analysis have been
charted in Figures D3-4 through D3-15 at the end of this appendix.
Many of these areas are covered in depth in other annexe-. Broad
comments on each of these areas follow:

a. Length. Course lengths vary from 22 to 37 weeks. The
relatively small variations among the principal combatant arms and the
professional services are considered acceptable. The wide variations

£ in course lengths among the technical services, from 23 weeks for the
Ordnance to 34 weeks for the Transportation Corps appear unwarranted.
The same observation can be made of the administrative service courses
which vary from 22 to 37 weeks. The Board believes that career course
lengths merit a careful USCONARC review.

b. Non-Academic Hours. Generally speaking, each school
allocates time in the course for the Commandant, student processing,
physical training, and "open time." These hours vary considerably
and are directly proportional to each school's educational philosophy.
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Course length is also a factor. It is significant to note that only
the Finance and Women's Army Corps Schools (23 and 22 weeks long,
respectivel.) currently have less than 250 hours of non-academic time.
Irrespective of course length, 25% of the average course is non-academic
time. It is apparent to the Board that each course, as now constituted,
contains a considerable number of hours which can be devoted to expanding
existing instructional areas or undertaking new instruction. Additional
time can be generated within the non-academic block by eliminating the
hours allocated for physical training. Each officer arriving at the
career course should be mature and responsible. He should be informed
that his physical condition is a personal responsibility. He should
be required to achieve a given score in the Physical Combat Proficiency
Test, which the Board suggests be administered to each student 30 days
after the start and 30 days before the end of the course. Results
should be made a matter of record.

c. Company Training. AR 350-5 currently specifies training
at company level; however, the amount of time varies considerably from
a low of zero at several schools to a high of 33% at the Ordnance School.
Among the combat arms the amount is 21% at the Infantry School, 14% at
the Armor School, and 4% at the Artillery School. Considering student
background (Figure D3-1), the Board fLils that there is an excessive
amount of company level instruction in at least seven of the career
courses. In the years ahead the Board believes that instruction at
this level should not exceed 5% of the time available.

d. Management. The amount of personnel, financial, and
materiel management instruction varies from zero to 450 hours. Annex D,
Appendix 9 develops the relative requirements of the various branches
for training in command and management. Despite the accepted need for
broad variations of emphasis in these two areas across the total branch
spectrum, there should be a closer correlation between branches within
the same category.

e. Maintenance. This instruction varies between zero and
94 hours and includes both maintenance management and maintenance train-
ing. Considering both the student's experience on arrival and his
probable future assignments, the Board is of the opinion that mainten-
ance management should be given clear priority over maintenance
training at this level.

f. Counterinsurgency. There is a degree of uniformity in
the number of hours of pure counterinsurgency instruction among the
schools. However, there is great disparity shown in the number of
integrated hours. This subject is discussed further in Annex D,
Appendix 14.
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e g. Psychological Operations. Time spent on psychological
operations varies between zero and five hours. The importance of

this type warfare in Vietnam and its potential employment in other

areas during the next tan years clearly indicates a need for additional
emphasis. Annex D, Appendix 14, analyzes this subject in depth.

h. Civil 'ffairs. All schools conduct a certain amount of
civil affairs ins* action varying from two hours at the Transportation
School to 24 hours at the Judge Advocate General School. This is an
important area which warrants increased emphasis in most schools.
Its relationship with psychological operations should be clearly estab-
lished. It is also analyzed in Annex D, Appendix 14.

i. CBR. The Chemical and Military Police Schools devote
347"hours and 167 hours respectively to pure and integrated CBR instruc-
tion. In other schools the time varies between four and 67 hours.
These wide variations in emphasis, which are not relatable to differ-
ences in branch functions, underline the requirement for more precise
guidance in this area. This subject is analyzed in Annex D, Appendix 15.

J. Nuclear Weapons Employment. Raw statistics compiled by
the Board indicate that about 60% of the total Army-wide Prefix 5
requirement is being produced every year at the Infantry, Armor,
Artillery, Engineer and Chemical Schools. This instruction, plus the
time spent to maintain the specialty, results in a waste of hundreds ofS• i officer-days annually. There is also a considerable variation in the

amount of general nuclear weapons instruction conducted in all the
schools. It is evident that there should be a substantial reduction in
Prefix 5 qualification. See Annex D, Appendix 15, for further analysis.

k. Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Instruction varies from
zero at the Infantry School to 114 hours at the Finance School. ADP
has already influenced almost every functional area in the Army. In

I the near future it will also impact at almost every organizational
level. As a minimum in the career course, the Board feels students

E need orientation training on the capabilities and limitations of the
I equipment, characteristics of the information systems and their inter-

action with the equipment, and representative applications. See
Annex D, Appendix 12, for further analysis.

I. International Relations. Instruct 4 onal time in this
subject varies between zero ac five schools to 129 hours at the Mili-
tary Police School. This subject area is of increasing importance to
Army officers and warrants additional emphasis in most schools.
Instruction in the field of international relations would add variety
to the courses, present new challenges to the students, and expand
their opportunities for staff writing and oral presentation. The
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Board considers this area should be covered largely through elective
courses as discussed in paragraph 17.

11. Operations Research/Systems Analysis. When the courses
were analyzed for instiuction in operations research/systems analysis,
it was discovered that 12 schools allot no time to the subject. Those
schools which included it in their curricula, together with the number
of hours, were Infantry (8), Signal (13), Army Medical Service (4),
Chemical (6), Transportation (4), Military Police (9), and Women's
Army Corps (3). The use of these decision-making tools has greatly
increased in the past few years, and there is ample reason to believe

Sthat the rate will accelerate. Career co:irse students should be given

at least an introduction to systems analys!s/operations research
techniques. The Army must develop additional expertise in this area.

See Annex D, Appendix 11.

12. COSTAR and TASTA. The planned Army reorganization under
COSTAR and TASTA has had a mixed impact on the cur- 4cula of the
branch schools. The FY 66 curricula have been revised to reflect the
COSTAR concept and to present TASTA in broad outline. Within the
combat arms and administrative services, the effects are minimal due
to the fact that the career course provides only a general orientation
on logistics at the field army and theater levels. Within the technical
services che effects are profound since branch identifications of
units in the materiel area are replaced by functional designations,
beginning at company level. The Ordnance and Quartermaster Schools haue
revised 25% and 10% respectively of their total curricula for FY 1966.

13. Overlaps With Basic Course. The curricula were also
reviewed from the standpoint of overlap with the basic course. Analy-
sis of school replies indicates that course overlap varies between zero
in most schools to a reported 23% in the areas of gunnery, survey,
artillery transport, and demonstration at the Artillery School. The
significant overlap in Artillery instruction is due primarily to the
previous orientation of the students to either Air Defense or Field
Artillery. The first 24 weeks of the 32-week career course are spent
at Fort Sill, where all of the instruction on common subjects and
Field Artillery takes place. If only Field Artillery-oriented officers
attended the course, 76 instructional hours could be eliminated as
acknowledged and unneeded duplication. An additional 107 hours are
duplication for many officers but considered by the school as necessary
refresher training for most of them. In substance, up to 183 hours or
about six weeks of the Fort Sill instruction is repetitive for many
of the Field Artillery-oriented officers who comprise about 70% of the
average class. In the eight weeks of Air Defense instruction at Fort
Bliss, it appears that 83 instructional hours constitute unwar-anted
duplication for the Air Defense-oriented officers who comprise about
15% of the class. Since an additional 42 hours fall in the refresher
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category for this group, up to 125 hours (four' weeks) are repetitive
for many of the Air Defense-oriented officers. For the 15% of the
average class who are cross-trained on arrival, there .re up to 10
weeks of unneeded instruction. In the Board's opinion, most of this
"lost" time can be salvaged by the judicious use of an elective pro- i
gram which is discussed later in this appendix.

14. The Army intelligence and Security Branch, alone among the
i a branches, is offering two separate and distinct career courses.

Officers special'dng in the communications intelligence and security
field attend the course at the Army Security Agency School, at Fort
Devens, Massachusetts. All other officers of the branch attend the
career course at the Intelligence School at tort Holabird, Maryland.
In the interests of branch integrity and obvious personnel and fiscal
economies, it is considered that the two courses should be brought
together. Requirements for specialized instruction should be met by
the establishment of specialist cc -ses. See Annex D, Appepdix 17
for a detailed analysis of this suLbect.

Educational Philosophy.

15. As previously indicated, the average officer entering the
career course is a captain with about six years' service, who has

im already been a company commander and a battalion staff officer. During
the course he currently receives a significant amount of training
which is repetitious to his experience. On the other hand, he is given
but little assistance in preparing for the branch immaterial assignments
which he is most likely to receive in the coming years.; In a letter to

P the Board dated 20 July 1965, General Paul D. Adams addressed this
subject as follows:

"The current curricula...parallel very closely those
which obtained prior to World War II. They have not
advanced abreast of the times...there is a tendency to

resist injection into the curricula subjects oi courses
(Personnel and Business Management, Politico-Military
Matters, History, Economics) that ate not purely military
but which are needed in order to train officers for the
wide variety of tasks and assignments they will beicalled
upon to fill... Another point...is the lack of depth or
substance in what is taught in the schools...too much
attention to technicalities, and too little to principles

1. .believe students...do not have to be spoon-fed, as
is tbr case with so much instruction at this time."

16. The analysis thus far has largely substantiated General
Adams' views on course content. Areas of duplication as well as
I istructiottal voids have been indicated. It is now appropriate to
, '.ermine ways to make the course more stimulating.
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.17, Elective subjects were introduced into the Infantry School
career course in FY 66 but only on an extra-curricular basis.
Seventy-seven percent of the resident career class is participating
in one or more of the ten available courses, with heavy enrollment in
language training, effective. writing, effective speaking, and reading
comprehension. No academic credits are awarded but the fact that a
student participatý.s together with the quality of his performance will
be entered on the academic report. Thus far the only noticeable effect
has been improved test scores in the regular course. The long term
possibilities of this system are very attractive. The Infantry
School visualizes, in the next phase of its program, incorporation of
electives into the regular program of instruction, through a reduction
in the corelcurriculum and allocation of the hours savec to electives
chosen by the officer. The final phase of the program contemplates
crediting officers for segments of the core curriculum in which they
have proven cqmprehension through a series of validating examinations.

18. Aisystem.such as this, begun at the career courses and
continued through the C&GSC and the Army War College, points the way
for significant numbers of officers to be educated in depth in scores
of areas to include operations research, automatic data processing,
international relations, and various aspects of management. All Army
schools today utilize various statistical profiles, questionnaires,
records, and tests to-determine the experienc Level of incoming
students. They analyze and compile the data gathered, but do not
"tailor" the courses to reflect student experience. Officers highly
qualified in a particular area are grouped with the less experienced.
The schools accept this condition on the basis that the informed
student becomes an "assistant instructor." This philosophy misses
the point that the officer will receive little benefit from this
portion of the course and will tend to lose interest. In the time
frame under consideration, Lhe Board Lonsiders that all schools should:

I

a. Employ automatic data processing in assembling and
analyzing experience data on incoming students within ten days of their
arrival at the school.

b. Offer, in addition to the core curricula, eleLtive courses
appropriate to the mission of the school, some of which will iarry
through higher levels of Army schooling. All students will take certain
electives under this program.

c. Administer validating examinations in specific measureable
segments of the course to those students who volunteer for an additional
elective program. Emphasize that the decision to enter this program
is entirely a personallone.
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19. End of Course Specialization. In the career course the
c~ficer is being prepared for a series of future assignments -- not
just the next one. On the other hand, some schools are providing about
two weeks at the end of the course to give the student an opportunity

* to specialize in areas pertinent to his next assignment. The Board
favors this practice in those cases where it can be accommodated, since
it prcvides a controlled transition from an academic situation to job-
oriented interest, with attendant increased receptiveness to instruction

£ at the end of the course. This instruction must harmonize with the
elective program. Where it does not, the Board is of the opinion that
the elective program should have priority.

20. The extension course is an educational technique which warrants

Sfull utilization by the beanch schools. During its visits the Board
noted that all schools utilize from a few days to several weeks at the
beginning of the course to establish a "common denominator" of student
knowledge, This procedure wastes the time of a significant percentage
of the students. As an alternative, the Board considers that the
schools, in coordination with the career branches, should mail a
specially prepared extension course to each branch officer when he
completes approximately 30 months' service. The covering letter should
explain that the material is part of the career course, and that
thorough study and understanding by the officer is mandatory. If

=considered desirable, the packet could be expanded to include coverage
of some of the common subjects now included in the course but recom-
mended by the Board for elimination (See paragraph 7 abova). Discretion
will obviously be required in determining the degree to which this tech-
nique calL be employed without overloading the officer.

21. Inter-branch schooling at the career course level is per-
mitted among ill branches but has generally been restricted to the
principal "tant arms. Present operating policies provide for the
followir. 1 on an annual basis:

Infantry Armor Artillery
School School School

Infantry officerL to x 40 8

Armor officers to 20 x 0*
Artillery officers to 10 4 x

*Four Armor officers initially programmed for the Artillery course.

The program, begun in FY 64, is designed to promote understanding among
the principal combatant arms and provide mutual educational and training
benefits to the officers involved. The 68% commonality between the
Infantry and Armor School curricula plus the similarity of command and
staff responsibilities indicate that the average student in these
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branches can readily adjust to either school environment. Such is not
the case concerning Infantry or Armor officers attending the Artillery
School, where the emphasis on subjects such as gunnery, fire direction
and survey place unfamiliar demands on the non-Artillery officer.
The Board is of the opinion that the exchange between Infantry and
Armor officers should continue, but that Infantry and Armor officers
should not attend the Artillery career course. Conversely, the
Artillery, as the supporting arm, should continue to send a reasonable
number of officers to the Infantry and Armor courses.

22. The Board has reviewed the oljectives and purposes of the
career course as stated by the various branch schools. There are wide
var-iations in the wording of these objectives a-Ld purposes, reflecting

differences in branch functions and inadequacies in the guidance
furnished in AR 350-5. The adoption of the ROAD and COSTAR concepts,
together with the reorganization of the Army's CONUS structure in 1962,
has left certain of the technical and administrative schools uncertain
as to the proper scope and organizational leiel for their instruction.
The objective of officer career courses as stated in AR 350-5 is notparticularly applicable to branches with few troops but many adminis-
trative, technical, or managerial functions. The differences of content
in the various career courses, previously discussed, are to some extent
due to the uncertainties engendered by changing organizational patterns
and inadequate guidance. While the Board recognizes the varying
requirements of the several branches, it is mindful of the necessity
for all branch career courses to lead logically to the C&SC as the
next levet in the structured schooL syscem of the Army.

23. To this end, the career courses must focus their instruction
on the Army in the field, as opposed to major Army or joint commands
or agencies in CGNUS. Certain technical service schools consider
that, as a result of the 1962 reorganization, their instructional
mission within established functional areas extends from the lowest
levels of the Army in t. e field through the highest levels of the
LONUS logistic structure. Thus, the Quartcnaster School in referring
to itself as the "Supply Traira.ng Center of the Army School System"
apparently recognizes no upper limit in the level of supply instruction
offered. This is at variance with the assignment of instruczional
responsibility for wholesale logistics to the Army Materiel Command
(AMC). The difficulties of dividing supply instruction into retail
and wholesale categories are recognized. The depots in the communi-
cations zone are certainly similar to those in CONUS. Nevertheless,
there are essential differences in orientation between the two. The
Board considers that, while some overlap in coverage is inevitable,
and, in fact, desirable, instruction in the wholesale or producer
logistics area should be left primarily to the AK( schools.
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c. Operations research/systems analysis

d. Automatic data processing at most schools

e. Maintenance management, as opposed to maintenance training

f. Staff writing and oral presentation

28. Career course curricula should be revised to reduce:

a. Training and qualification of Prefix 5 nuclear weapons
employment officers.

b. Company level training to not more than 5% of the
academic hours. available.

c. Training in at least 12 of the 37 common subjects
currently specified by USCONARC for inclusion in the course. These

should be taught on-the-job, in unit schools, or by extension courses.

d. Lecture time in most schools.

e. Time alloted to physical conditioning. This should be
made largely a personal responsibility.

29. USCONARC should review the current wide variation in career
course lengths.

30. The overlap in course content between the basic and career
courses, comnmon to all schools but most pronounced in the Artillery,
should be eliminated through deletion of certain blocks for some or
all students and use of electives.

31. In addition to core curricula, branch schools should offer
elective courses appropriate to the mission of the school to all
students, and additional elective courses to selected student-, who
receive credit for specific parts of the course pursuant to successful
completion of validating examinations. A portion of the non-academic
time in the career courses today, varying from 160 to over 400 hours
in the-various branch schools, should be utilized to inaugurate the
program.

32. In order to establish a common denominator of student knowledge,
branch schools, in coordination with career branches, should mail a
specially prepared extension course to each branch officer when he
completes approximately 30 months' service. Completion of this course
should be considered a prerequisite to attendance at the career course.
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33. Inter-branch sch'oling at the career course level should be
continued with selected In-antry and Armor officers attending the
school of the other branch, and selected Artillery officers attending
the Infantry and Armor Schools.

34. Instruction in the branch career courses should be focusedi on the Army in the field, leaving instruction in the wholesale or
producer logistics area primarily to Army Materiel Command schools.

35. instruction in the functions of the general staff, together
with practical exercises in its operation at division level, should
be included in the career courses of all schools.

36. The objective of the career course, as stated ip AR 350-5,
should be amended tc read as follows:

"To prepare officers for command and staff duties at
battalion through brigade or comparable levels in
both divisional and non-divisional units. Emphasis
is on the exercise of command at battalion level.
Where such command is not applicable, instruction will
be directed toward an understanding of c'mmand functions,
branch responsibilities for command support, and develop-
ment of managerial and specialist skills. In all cases
the course will include instruction in general staff

S~organization and operations tu provide branch perspec-

tive and orient students in activities pertinent to their
branch. Elective subjects will be included in the
curriculum to provide individual challenge and strc:.
branch-related skills."

37. The title of the present career course should be changed to
the "advanced course."
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 4

L COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGE SCHOOLING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix addresses itself to an analysis of command and
staff college schooling of US Army officers. It includes a comparison
of certain facets of the Service command and staff colleges and the
Armed Forces Staff College; an analysis of officer preparation for
command and staff schooling and of the US Army Command and General Staff
College missicn, curricula, and graduate study program; and considera-
tion of Armed Forces Staff College schooling for US Army officers.

BACKGROUND

General

%l 2. Basic facts regarding the US Army Command and General Staff
College (C&GSC), the command and staff colleges of the other three
Services, and the Armed Forces Staff College (AFSC) are developed in
Annex B, Appendix 4, and Annex C, Appendices 1, 2, and 3. Factual data
selected from these appendices serve as a basis for most of the compara-
tive discussion of the five colleges.

3. About 97% of current Acti-e Army officer schooling at command
and staff college level is provided by the C&GSC. The remainder is
provided by the command and staff courses of the other Services and by
token attendance at seven foreign military colleges.

4. Under current Army policies, graduation from the C&GSC is
normally a prerequisite for Army officers to attend the AFSC. The other
Services, however, equate the AFSC with their own command and staft
courses and rarely send command and staff course graduates to attend
the AFSC.

5. The C&GSC currently conducts an 18 weeks associate course as
well as a regular course, and maintains a 14 weeks mobilization course
current for use as directed. As discussed in Appendices 7 and 8, the

Preceding page blank
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED DATA COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES

C&GSC AIR NAVAL MARINE
REG ASSOC CSC CSC 3ORPS CSC AFSC

1. Course Length 10 mo 18 wks 10 mo 10 mo 10 mo 5 mo

2. Class-Size 749 900 591 203 127 535
(2 cls) (2 cls)

Composition
Army (Active) (640) (648) ( 14) ( 14) (6) (174)

(ACDUTRA) (2) (180) ( 0) ( 0) (0) ( 0)
Air Force (14) ( 0) (496) ( 14) (2) (160)
Navy (3) ( 0) ( 7) (160) (7) (124)
Marine (10) ( 0) ( 8) (14) (104) (36)
Coast Guard (0) (0) (0) (1) (0) (2)
Civilian (0) (0) (6) (0) (0) (17)
Foreign (80) (72) (60) (0) (8) (22)

Basic Organ 50 Man 50 Man 14/15 14/15 10/11 12/15
Gps Gps Man Gps Man Gps Man Gps Man Gps

3. Student
Grade 03/05 03/05 03/04 04/05 04/05 04/05
Avg Service 11.7 13.9 II 12 16.4 14.5

4. Faculty
Size 193 68 33 13 51
Military (193) (67) (26) (13) (51)
Civilian (0) (1) (7) (0) (0)

Ratio to
Stvdents 1:6.2 1:9 1:6 1:10 1:5.3

FIG. 04-1
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Board is of the opinion that associate courses should be replaced by
Smobilization courses throughout the Army school system. Although this

analysis is directed primarily toward the regular course, it examines
the mobilization course in the proposed coverage of selected subjects
in paragraph 23.

Comparison Between Command and Staff Courses

6. As indicated in Figure D4-1, all of the command and staff
-: colleges conduct regular resident courses of about ten months in length,

while the AFSC cours,. is of five months' duration. Classes vary in size
from 769 at C&GSC to 127 at the Marine Corps Command and Staff College.

* StudeIL bodies include officers of comparable grade, age, and experience
from all Services. With the exception of the Naval Command and Staff
Course, all student bodies include foreign officers. The Navy conducts
a separate Naval Command Course for foreign officers. A few civilians
from various agencies of the federal government attend the Air Comma•nd
and Staff College and the AFSC. Together, the command and staff col-
leges and the AFSC are programmed to produce an annual total of 3,105
graduates, including 1,678 Army officers, 686 Air Force officers, 301
Naval officers, 1' Marine officers, 3 Coast Guard officers, 242 foreign
officers, and 23 civilians.

7. The student bodies are organized into 10-to 15-man groups ex-
cept at the C&GSC, where the class is organized ii~co 50-man sections.

Sk Consistent with their small group organization, the other colleges employ[ seminar and committee methods to a greater extent than does the C&GSC.
The faculties are almost completely military. The faculty-to-student
ratio varies from about 1:5 at the Air Command and Staff College to 1:10
at the Marine Corps Command and Staff College. The faculty at C&GSC
presents more platform instruction than do the faculties of the other
colleges. The use of guest lecturers varies widely, ranging from 40 at
the C&GSC to 223 at the Air Command and Staff College. Guest lecturers
are predominantly military. As noted in Figure D4-2, research and
writing programs range in magnitude from a requirement for one treatise
at the C&GSC to a requirement for one thesis, two book reports, and
eight other papers at the Air Command and Staff College. The speaking
programs are roughly equivalent. Graded examinations are given at all
colleges except the School of Naval Command and Staff and the AFSC, with
those at the C&GSC being the most extensive and rigorous.

* "8. The Air Command and Staff College and the School of Naval
Command and Staff are collocated with respective seýnior schools, the
Air War College and the School of Naval Warfare. In addition, they
are tied together organizationally, in that the Commander of the Air
University and the President of the Naval War College supervise the
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED DATA COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES

MARINE
C&GSC(Reg) AIR CSC NAVAL CSC CORPS CSC AFSC

1. Guest
Lecturers 40 213 127 70 80
Military (23) (126) ( 88) (47) (58)
Civilian (17) (87) ( 39) (23) (22)

2. Research 1 Treatise 1 Thesis - I Thesis, I Research Staff
& Writing 1500-4000 5000 words 2 Staff Paper, Study or

words 2 Book Studies, 1 Solution Thesis
Reports, 2 Briefs to

8 Other Problem,
Papers 1 Article

3. Speaking I Briefing 2 Book 2 OPs I Briefing Briefing
Reports l OP on on above

Research
Paper

4. Examina- 12 Exams 7 Exams None 5 Graded None
tions (32 hrs Require-

total) ments

5. Graduate Yes - In- Yes - GWU Yes - GWU None None
Program house (Negotiat-

ing with

Amarican U)
No. in
Current 25 330 57
Class

6. Extension Yes Yes Yes Yes None
Course

No.
Enrolled 14,901 8,446 483 250 --

FIG. D4-2
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operation of both their command and staff and sunior colleges. In cer-
tain instances, the command and staff co~leges share faculty and guest
speakers with their senior colleges and have common blocks of instruc-
tion. The courses at both the Air Command and Staff College and the
School of Naval Command and Staff parallel their senior college courses
and are, in effect, junior war college courses.

9. In the Army's sequential educational system, command and
staff level schooling is an essential part of a career pattern for
those officers destined to attend senior service colleges and to fill
top level command and staff positions. In contrast, the other Services
du not place the same emphasis on sequential.schooling. Consequently,
large numbers of their officers who attend senior service colleges, have;
not had command and staff schooling.

DISCUSSION

10. Command and staff level schooling-traditionally has been the
keystone of the Army educational system. The widespread and highly
integrated structure of Army field type organizations has posed con-
tinuing demands for large numbers of officers skilled in the art of
tactics and the interrelationships of the combined armA and services'
The Army's quantitative requirements for officers with command and
staff level schooling exceed the combined requirementg of the other
Services, and from a qualitative standpoint fundamentally are oriented
"more directly toward battlefield command and staff positions., To
satisfy the Army's requirements, the C&GSC course produces a large an,
nual volume of graduates who have undergone a vigorous and demanding
professional military educational experience.

11. Although the Navy and the Air Force pattern their command
and staff courses after their senior college courses, and do not
emphasize sequential schooling, the Board does not subscribe to this
concept for the Army. Instead, the Board is fully in accord with the
:2oncept of Army command and staff schooling expressed by the Williams
oard:

"As a matter of basic policy, the Board confirms that
the USACGSC should remain as the keystone in the education
and training of selected officers in the tactical application

* •of the combined arms.and services. The proven reputation of
'Leavenworth' as the place where ground commanders learn the'
art of battlefield command should be perpetuated. The
USACGSC course should continue to be a vigorous, exacting

t course where selected officers learn those elements of
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cormand and staff that enable the complex and diverse
elements of the US Army to be directed and controlled
to a single purpose."

I

12. The Board considers that the Leavenworth education should
continue to be regarded as the hallmnark of military competence, and it
is in this light 6hat the subseque t analysis is made. The Board does
not intend that the main theme and emphasis of the C&GSC course be re-
oriented, but rather that greater flexibility be added to the course to
keep it fully responsive to the demands of a rapidly changing military
environment.

Preparation for C&GSC

13.: The experience level of student officers at the C&GSC has
risen substantially over the past 20 years. Prior to World War II,
the peacetime Army did 'not have a single full-strength division in
being anywhere, nor were there Army corps or field armies in existence.
The Army, therefore, relied almost entireiy on the C&GSC to provide
officers with professional competence in the handling of larger units.

PROFILE OF US ARMY STUDENT OFFICERS AT CGSC
AGE - EDUCATION - EXPERIENCE

REGULAR COURSE ASSOCIATE COURSE

FY 65 FY 66 FY 65 *FY 66

Average Age 34.8 35 37.5 38

Serage 11.6 11.7 13.7 13.9

No. With Baccalau-
reate Degrees 81% 88% 57% 60%

No. With Masters 28% 27% 17% 20%
Degrees 28_ 27% 17_ 20%

No. With PhDs .05% .05% .05% 1%

No. With Experience
at Division Level or 62% 60% 54% 53%

Higher I

.No. With Combat 45% 34% 62% 4:%
'Experience 45I_ 3I% 62 I_ 4_%

* Associate Course data for FY 66 is for one class only.

FIG. D4-3
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That the C&GSC fulfilled the role well has been attested to Sir

Winston Churchill and many others. Since World War II, the Active
Army structure has consisted not only of numerous divisions but also
has included higher echelons of the Army in the field. In this en-
vironment, most officers have served with or around divisions or higher
headquarters prior to attending the C&GSC, and have acquired a sut-
stantial level of knowledge and understanding -F their operations. The

Board considers that the C&GSC course should be responsive to and ex-
ploit fully the students' experience and capabilities. The table at
Figure D4-3 shows a profile of the age, education, and experience of

US Army student officers at the C&GSC.

14. With respect to prior military education, all Army officers
have completed a career course at one of 19 branch schools prior to
attending the C&GSC. The branch schools currently are charged with
providing in their career courses "sufficient instruction on division
organization and operations to develop branch perspective." Each
career course, however, is oriented primarily toward brannh require-
ments, and there is a wide disparity in the coverage of division level
instruction. In 1963, US Continental Army Command (CONARC), designated
the C&GSC as the proponent of division level instruction conducted in
the career courses. The C&GSC provided the branch schools with in-
structional packets which specified subject coverage and hours. Although
career courses were scheduled to include the prescribed division level
instruction for class3s beginning in FY 65, the minimum hour require-
ment has since been cancelled. As discussed in Appendix 3, the Board

* • considers that an expansion of divisioa level instruction, to include
the functioning of the general staff, should be included in the career
couises to prepare officers more uniformly for attendance at C&GSC.

15. The C&GSC exteusion course offers an additional means of
preparing officers for attendance at C&GSC. The C&GSC propoaes that,
upon completion of the career course, all Active Army officers be re-
quired to enroll in the C&CSC extension course and complete it within
five years. The Board agrees with the concept of mandatory enrollment
in the extension course, but considers that completion within a five-
year period would place too great a burden on an officer in light of
other career requirements. The Board proposes that only the initial
phases of the extension course be completed by all officers within five
years or prior to attending the C&GSC resident course; that officers
not selected to attend the resident course be required to complete the
remaining phaces of the extension course by the end of their fifteenth
year of service. Details concerning the extension course program are
In Appendix 7.

16. The Board considers that inclusion of additional general
staff and division level instruction in the career courses and the
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mandatory participation of all officers in the C&GSC extension course
would provide clear benefits. Officers would be better prepared for
the duties that face them In the period between their attendance at the
career course and the C&GSC resident course; those who attend C&CSC would
be more uniformly prepared; those who do not attend the resident C&GSC
course would raise their military educational level; room would be made
in the curriculum of the resident C&GSC course for increased emphasis
in other areas required under an expanded mission and for an electives
program as discussed later in this appendix.

Scope of the C&GSC Mission

17. Traditionally, the C&GSC mission has focused on preparing
officers for duty wich the Army in the field. In examining the appro-
priateness 5f the mission, the Board has considered the changing military
environment in which the graduates will serve and the fact that the ;&GSC
is the final stage of professional military schooling for over two-thirds
of its graduates. The current military environment includes a wide range
of high level commands and organizations that are outside the structure
of the Army in the field and that impose growing demands for C&GSC
graduates. Many graduates will spend much of the remainder of their
careers serving primarily in non-tactical organizations, i.e.: the
Department of the Army, combined and joint staffs, the Continental United
States (CONUS) operating base, and a multitude of new commands and agen-
cies such as the US Army Materiel Command (AMC), the US Army Combat
Developments Command (CDC), the Defense Supply Agency (DSA), the Defense
Communications Agency (DCA), and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).
About oue-third of the regular course graduates in 1965 went directly to
such assignments, and it can be assumed that the remainder eventually
will serve in these or similar organizations. Graduates, therefore,must be v'ersatile and knowledgeable in procedures and concepts that go

far beyond the operation of the Army in the field. The C&GSC recognizes
the need to broaden its mission beyond the Army in the field and already
has expanded the scope of the regular course to include other areas of
instruction.

18. In light of the broadened experience and educational base of
the student officers, as previously discussed, and the wide range of
commands and organizations in which graduates must be prepared to serve,
the Board considers that the C&GSC mission should be expanded. The Board
proposes the following as a revised mission statement for the C&GSC:

To provide resident and non-resident instruction for
officers of all components of the Army and selected
officers from other Services and other countries in the
exercise of combined arms command and the functions of
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the general staff, with emphP- Zs on the Army in the field;
to advance military art and z-ience through faculty and
student research; and to participate in the development
of concepts and doctrine for the operations of Army
forces from division through army group.

19. Consistent with t.2 revised mission, the Board proposes the
following as the objective of the Command and General Scaff Officer
Course:

't.o prepare selected officers for duty as commanders and
ae, principal general staff officers with the Army in the
field from division through army group, and at field
army support command and theater army support co, mand;
to provide these officers witb an understanding of the
functions of the Army" General Staff and of major Army,
joint, and combined commands, and to develop their in-
tellectual depth and analytical ability.

COUMSE COVERAGE BY ORGANIZATIONAL L.EVELS - CGSC

PEGULAR ASSOCIATE
LEVEL (uURSE % COURSE %

Divv-ion 26 20
Corps 6 6
F'eld Army 3 3
Communications Zone - Logistical

Command 7 10
IntegrateO (Division and higher) 28 39
Joint 5 3
Other Services 4 3
National 14 1
Not Applicable 7 5

100 100

FIG. D4-4
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C&GSC Curricula

20. The breakdown in Figure D4-4 shows the current emphasis. on
division level instruction at the C&GSC. In the regular course, 26%
of the course is pure division level instruction, and an additional
28% includes integrated division level instruction. In the associate,
course, 30% is pure division level and an additional 39% is integrated.
Consistent with the concept of shifting more division level instruction
to the career courses and of mandatory participation in the C&GSC
extension course, the pure division level instruction in the C&GSC
curricula should be decreased.

Stability Operations

21. Considering the present world situation and the probable
continued geopolitical unrest during the next ten-year period, US forces
probably will be involved on a reptitive basis in stability type oper-
ations. As the conduct of stability operations is one of the Army's
major mission responsibilities, this category of warfare should receive
appropriate emphasis in the C&GSC courses. As shown in Figure D4-5,
about 5% of the instruction is devoted to stability type operations.
The Board does not consider this coverage adequate. The C&GSC is aware
of the need for added emphasis and is in process of making changes.
Appendix 14 discusses the various facets of stability type' operations
in greater detail.

COURSE COVERAGE BY CATEGORIES OF WARFARE - CGSC

REGULAR ASSOCIATE
SUBJECT COURSE I COURSE %7

Nuclear Warfare
Related to General War 34 35

Conventional Warfare
Related to Limited War 22 25'

Stability Operations
Related to Cold War 5 5.5

Not Applicable 39 34.5
100 100

FIG. D4-5
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Logistics

- 22. Another area examined in the current C&GSC curricula is the
lcgistics instruction included in the regular and associate courses.
The table at Figure D4-6 shows the percentage of each course devoted to

P A-ctical, logistical, administrative, and other instruction. The Board
considers t1- overall emphasis on logistics instruction to be in proper
balanc..&. under the current mission; however some logistics subjects re-

5 quire added emphasis as discussed in Appendix 13. Under a broadened
mission, some degree of additional emphasis would be required to cover
other facets of CONUS logistical activities.

]BROAD SUBJECT COVERAGE - CGSC

"REGULAR S ASSOCIATE
SUBJECT COURSE % COUPSE %

Tactical 53 58.5
(Operatiorns) (42) (48.5)
(intelligence) (11) (10 )

Logistical 14 18

Administrative 9 10
(Personnel) (6) (7 )
(Civil Affair3) (3) ( 3 )

Other 24 13.5

i03 100

FIG. D4-6

23. The Board examined the idea of separate courses for operations,
logi3tics, and administration. It also considered separation of the
course into two segments during its latter phase -- one segment oriented
toward the G2-G3 area and the other toward the Gl-G4 area. Neither of
the ideas is as appropriate as the present system which produces co-
manders and general staff officers who have a thoro.ugh and balanced
grounding in the roles, responsibilities and functions of ee'h geneT I
staff officer and of the general staff as an integrated entity.

Selected Subjects

24. The Board was charged with examining t'he adequacy and u?' o-
priateness of instruction in specific subject areas throughout the Army
school system. The table at Figure D4-7 shows the current coverage in
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BREAKOUT OF HOURS FOR SELECTEU SUBJECTS
(BASED ON FY IM CURRICULA)

ASSOC MOBILIZATION
REGULAR COURSE COURSE COURSE

SELECTED SUBJECTS -NO OF NO OF HOURS

ROPOSED PROPOSED
CURRENT Y C&GSC CURRENT CURRENT BY C&GSC

1. Command ResponsibilLies
and Functions 73 103 41 41 71

2. Resource Utilization
a. Personnel Management 10 10 0
b. Financial Management 15 44 00 0 10
c. Materiel Management 9 9 0

3. Operations Research 1 9 0 0 0

4. Maintenance Management 4 6 4 4 6

5. Counterinsurgency
a. Pure Hours 14 3 0
b. Integrated Hours 79 27 11

6. Psychological Operations 19 19 15 6 6

7. Civil Affairs 33 33 17 14 14

8. CB (R)
a. Pure Hours 9 3 9 I 8 3
b. Integrated Hours(CBR) 38 389 I 9 9

9. Nuclear Weapons Employme 28 18 28 25 9

.0. Automatic Data Processing 3 16 1 0 9

11. *International Re-ations 115 115 11 2 2

12. Joint Amphibious

Operations 27 27 6 6 6

13. Intelligence 14 14 11 11 1

* Includes strategic subjects and foreign militazy organizations.

FIG. D4-7
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the regular, associate and mobilization courses. It also depicts a
revised coverage for the regular and mobilization courses proposed by
the C&GSC based on an iritial evaluation of expanded course objectives.
The Board eoncurb generally with the proposed coverage, except that it
considers the regular course instruction in operations research should
be increased to 24 hours, automatic data processing to 30 hours, and
intelligence to 30 hours, for the reasons expressed in Appendices 11,
12, and 17 respectively. Further, as indicated in Appendix 15, the Board
does not agree with the reduction in hours proposed by tbe C&GSC for pure
hours of chemical-biological and nuclear weapons employment and believes
that these areas should be reevaluated. The C&GSC proposed coverage for
the associate course is not reflected in the table nor commented on in
view of the Board's position, as discussed in Appendix 7, that as.ociate
courses should be discontinued and replaced by mobilization courses.
Other curricula revisions may develop when a detailed reevaluation of
the curricula is made consist-nt with the broadened course objectives.
For example, greater coveiag iould be given to the roles of AMC and
CDC, to be followed by a proDvem of interplay among AMC, CDC, and CONARC.

C&GSC Writing Program

25. The C&GSC places less emphasis on formal writing than do the
other command and sta.ff colleges. The Board recognizes that, to some
extent, this is compensated for by the extensive writing requirements in
the C&GSC exeminations program, which includes 10 subjective examinations
totaling 30 hours of work. Nevertheless, the current writing program in
the C&GSC course does not appear to offer the type and variety of require-
mcnts that will develop an officer's ability to research, analyze, and
write under the pressure of short deadlines. Many officers are capable
of preparing an outstanding paper over a periou of several months, but
are totally incapable of researching and preparing an acceptable staff
paper in three days. Experience indicates that an officer will have to
prepare hundreds of such "short-fuse" papers in his career. The Board
considers that the formal writing program st the "SC should be e-panded
to provide increased and varied requirements, wi some of a short dead-
line nature. As well as incorporating additional writing requirements
in the hard-core curricula, the writing program could be expanded by
offering elective courses in the Communicative Arts which would be reme-
dial in nature for those who are deficient, or of an advanced nature for
studerts who already are proficient ana wish to develop a higher skill
level.

Electives Prcgram

26. The C&GSC has a form of el.ctive study in its graduate study
program; but it does not offer a wide range of subjects, and relatively

L
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few students participate. A comprehensive electives program would offer
an excellent means of adding flexibility to the C&GSC course and of en-
riching the hard-core curricula. An electives program should provide a
choice of several subject areas that would give students an opportunity
to specialize in depth or to overcome gaps in their educational back-
ground. Although students should be permitted a choice of subject
areas, participation in the electives program should be on a mandatory
basis. Eventually, some electives on a voluntary, extracurricular,
basis could be offered for selected students.

27. Electives at the C&GSC should be of two categories: local
electives which relate to and complement the C&GSC course; and progres-
sive electives which are extensions of electives begun at lower level
schooling. a either case they should be designed to stimulate intel-
lectual endeavcr and to add significantly to the students' professionml
military educacion. The Board considers that a local electives program
should be intr3duced in the C&GSC course in the academic year 1967-68.
A more thorough discussion of electives and their establishment through-
out the Army school system is contained in Appendix 26.

C&GSC Graduate Study Program

28. A graduate study program is offered in the regular course at
the C&GSC. The college is not affiliated with a civilian university but
has been accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools for granting a Master of Military Art and Science
degree. Legislative approval is required b.fore degree-granting author-
ity can be vested in the C&GSC. Although in the past the climate in the
Department of Defense and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
has not been receptive to seeking the required legislative authority, it
now appears that such action would receive favorable support.

29. Meanwhile, a limited number of students in the regular course
are participating in the additional academic requirements which the
graduate study program entails. The selection process is highly compet-
itive, and the academic work requires approximately 700 hours of addi-
tional study. In FY 64 a total of 204 students applied for the program;
33 were admitted; and 21 successfully completed the program. In FY 65,
only 96 students applied; 32 were selected; and 22 completed the program.
The college awards a certificate in lieu of a diploma, indicating that
requirements for the award of a degree as a Master of Military Art anC
Science have been completed.

30. Students attending the School of Naval Command and Staff and
the Air Command and Staff College •may paiticipate in George Washington
University programs leadine to a graduate degree. Abot 287% of the
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current class at the School of Naval Command and Staff are participating
in a program leading to a Master of Science in International Affairs;
while 60% of the students at the Air Command and Staff College are
participating in a program leading to a Master of Science in Business
Administration or in Public Administration. The Marine Corps Command and
Staff College is not affiliated with a civilian university, but is
negotiating with American University to establish a graduate study pro-,

S * gram.

31. The Board favors continuance of the in-house graduate study
program at the C&GSC rather than establishing an affiliated program with
a civilian university. The C&GSC graduate study program should continue
to be challenging and demanding, focus on the military area, and comple-
ment the C&GSC resident course. To the maximum extent possibie, the
graduate study program should be made a part of the electives program
previously discussed, rather than conducted as an extra-curricular
activity. Only highly selected students should participate; however,
some increase in participation should be permitted, at least propor-
tional to the increased size of the student body in the regular course
as discussed in Appendix 8. The Board considers that the Department of
the Army should continue to seek legislative authority for the C&GSC to
grant the degree of Master of Military Art and Science.

Monitorship of Army Instruction at Other Command and Staff Colleges

32. Under currev procedures, CONARC mcnitors Army instruction at
the co.niand and staff colleges of the other Services. Army faculty
members at the other command and staff colleges are assigned to CONARC
and coordinate Army instructional matters with CONARC and direct with
the C&GSC. The Board is of the opinion that monitorship of such in-
struction should more appropriately be assigned to the CDC. This would
place the responsibility on the Army organization which has the most
direct interest and expertise in the level of Army doctrine concerned
and which has the greatest awareness of new concepts and Service posi-
tions. It also would be consistent with the Board's organizational
proposal in Appendix 21 to place the Army War College and the C&GSC
under the CDC. To facilitate coordination, personnel in the Army advi-
sory groups at the Naval War College and the Air University and the Army
representative at the Marine Corps Educational Center should be assigned
to the CDC instead of to CONARC. The senior Army representative at each
of these institutions should be the liason representative of the CDC.
No change would be required in the status or relationship of the Army
faculty members with the institution at which stationed. A similar
proposal for CDC to monitor Army instruction in the three Service war
colleges is discussed in Appendix 5.
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Other C&GSC Considerations

33. Other areas concerning the C&GSC which have only been touched
upon in this analysis or which have not been mentioned, are covered in
detail in separate appendices of the Annex. Of particular interest are:
Associate, Refresher, and Rxtension Courses - Appendix 7; Prerequisites,
Requirements, and Quotas - Apdendix 8; Alternative Organizational Structures
for the-Army School System - Appendix 21, Faculty Selection, Training,
Qualification, and Role - Appendix 22; Student Testing and Evaluation-

* Appendix 23.

The Armed Forces Staff College

34. The AFSC provides the US Military Services with graduate level
staff schooling oriented toward preparing officers to serve in all eche-
lons of joint and combined commands. The empbasis in the curriculum is
on joint and combined organization, planning, and operations, with about
557. of the 610 academic hours in the course devoted to this area. As
previously mentioned. Army officers selected to attend the AFSC normally
are graduates of command and staff college schooling while those from
other Services are not.

35. In commenting on the varied command and staff schooling back.-
grounds of AFSC students, the Commandant, AFSC, in his last annual report
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated:

"The continuing divergence in military educational background
of AFSC students presents a serious handicap to the College. Be-
cause certain of the students are unschooled in staff procedures
and in 'he structure and capabilities of sister Services, curric-
ulum time must be devoted to these subjects. This coverage re-
presents, in large part, duplication for students who are graduates
of a command and staff level course. Were the student body to

*. have a more uniform background this time could be most profitably
utilized on more advanced subjects."

36. The AFSC is continuing its efforts to raise the military educa-
tzional level of non-graduates of command and staff colleges. The college
has considered two approaches for students in this category: to give
them three weeks of preparatory resident .nstruction prior to the begin-
nino' of the course or to require them to be enrolled in appropriate
preparatory extension courses of their own Service. It is doubtful that
either proposal will be implemented in the near future. Meanwhile, Army
officers attending AFSC receive a considerable amount of instruction
that duplicates what they already have learned at the C&GSC. Marine
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'm tCorps officers face some duplication, although of a lesser nature, as
they previously have received instruction in staff planning at the Marine
Corps intermediate school (roughly equivalent to the career course at
the Infantry School). The AFSC uses the experience of Marine Corps and
Army officers to assist in teaching the staff planning process to the
other students. The AFSC considers the review to be beneficial for Army
and Marine Corps officers; however, this is questionable for Army offi-
cers whose careers already are crowded with extensive schooling. An
alternative solution, which would provide a more uniform student back-
ground at the AFSC and eliminate the duplication that exists for Army
officer students, would be to equate attendance at a command and staff
collegc -.d the AFSC, and normally permit an Army officer to attend

* only one. The Board believes that the inclLs'on of more general staff
and division level instruction in the revised advanced course at branch
schools, mandatory participation in the C&GSC extension course, and
appropriate staff experience should qualify selected Army officers to
meet the AFSC requirements. The Board proposal to equate Army officer

- •attendance at command and staff college and the AFSC also is discussed
in Appendix 8.

37. A final point of interest in the AFSC area is the pattern of
initial assignments for Army officers after graduation from the AFSC.
The greatest benefits would accrue both to the officer and to the Army
if the initial assignment were to a joint type of duty. The table at
Figure D4-8 shows a breakdown of Army officar assignments for the last

ARMY OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS UPON GRu.AUA fION FROM AFSC

_ _ASSIGNMENTS

CLASS TOTAL ARMY JO0NT DA ARMY OTHER*
NO. STUDENTS MAAG/ HQ

_ _STAFF MISSION

34 82 5 11 14 2 50

35 77 6 6 18 15 32

* 36 88 6 3 21 10 48

37 86 16 17 15 9 29

, T 333 33 37 68 36 159

* Other includes assignments to corps, division, brigade, battle
group, separate battalion, schools.

FIG. 04-8
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four classes. Data for the most recent class show that 40% of the Army
students received joint assignments. This is the highest percentage of
record for such assignments. In all previous classes, only from 10% to
20%/ of the Army students have received joint assignments. The Board
considers that, to the maximum possible extent, the initial assignment
for Army officers upon graduation from the AFSC should be to joint type
duty.

CONCLUSIONS

38. Additional division level fundamentals should be shifted from
the US Army Command and General Staff College course to the career
(advanced) courses at the branch schools to prepare the career course
graduates better for subsequent duty and to provide a more uniform base
for command and staff schooling.

S39•Npon graduation from Lhe branch school career course, all
Active Army officer- shculd b- mandatorily enrolled in the US Army Com-
mand and General St. - Jollege extension course and should be required
to complete the initial phases of the course within five years or prior
to attending the resident course; officers who do not attend the resident
course should be required to complete all phases of the extension course
by che end of their fifteenth year of service.

40. The mission of the US Army Command and General Staff College
should be revised to read as follows:

To provide resident and non-resident instruction for
officers of all components oW the Army ana selected
officers from other Services and other countries in
the exercise of combined arms comiand and the func-
tions of the general staff, with emphasis on the Army
in the field; to advance military art and science
through faculty and student research; and to partic-
ipate in the development of concepts and doctrine for
the operations of Army forces from division through
army group.

41.A'The objective of the US Army Command and General Staff Course
should be:

To prepare selected officers for duty as commanders
and as principal staff officers with the Army in the
field from division through army group, and at field
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army support command and theater army support command;
to piovide these officers with an understanding of the
functions of the Army General Staff and of major Army,
joint, and combined commands; and to develop their
intellectual depth and analytical ability,.

42.eonsistent with a broadened course objective, the curriculum
should be revised to increase emphasis on stability operations, command
responsibilities and functions, resource utilization, operations research,
maintenance management, counterinsurgency, automatic data procesiing, and
intelligence. Logistics subjects should be mdintained in balance; writ-
ing requirements should be increased and varied; and'pure division level
instruction should be decreased.

43•I4'n electives program should be established as part of the
curriculum in the academic year 1967-1968.

44ý" 'The graduate study program should be* continued for selected
officers, within the framework of the electives program to the maximum
extent possible. The Department of the Army should continue to seek
legislative authority for the US Army Command and Generai Staff College
to grant the degree of Master of Military Art and Science.

45. The US Army Combat Developments Command should be assigned
monitorship of Army instruction at the commaand and staff colleges. Army
officers on the Army advisory groups at the Naval War College and the
Air University and the Army representative at the Marine Corps Educational
Center should be assigned to the US Army Combat Developments Command
instead of to US Continental Army Command; the senior Army officer at
each location should be designated as the US Army Combat Developments
Command liaison officer.

46. l'nArmy officer career progression, attendance at command and
staff colleges and the Armed Forces Staff College should be equated, and
Army officers normally should attend only one.

47t Upon graduation from the A-med Forces Staff Ccllege, Army
officers should be assigned to joint type duty to the maximum possible
extent.
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ANNEXC D

ANALYSIS fF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFY* ý= SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 5

SEIIOR SERVICE COLLEGE SCHOOLING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix addresses itself to an analysis of senior
serviee college schooling of US Army officers, and includes a com-
parison of cerai-a facets of all senior service colleges and a
consideration of their relationships, followed by a more detailed
analysis of the Army War College mission, course, faculty role,
ektension course, and graduate study program.

BACKGROUND

2. Annex B, Appendix 4, and Annex C, Appendices 1, 2, and 3,
develop the basic facts which are pertinent to this analysis and which
serve as a basis for most of the comparative discussion of the senior

- - colleges.

3., Although the Army school system provides the bulk of the
formal military training and education of Army officers up through
commaud and staff college level, the same situation does not prevail
at the senior service college level. Of the 280 Active Army officers
who attend senior service college annually, 162, or only ;bout 58%,
attend the Army War College (AWC); 49, or about 17,57., attend the
Industrial College of the Arm(d Forcea (ICAF); 35, or about 12.5%,
attend the National War College (NWC); 32, or about 11%, attend the
Naval and Air War Colleges; and three, or about 1%, attend foreign
senior colleges.

4. As noted in Figure D5-1, all of the senior colleges conduct
resident courses of ten months in length, with classes that vary in
size from 280 at the Air War College to 137 at the NWC. The student
bodie include officers of comparable grade, age, and experience from
all of the Military Services and civilians from agencies of the federal
government. 'The only -enior college with foreign off' :rs in the
student body is the Ait War College, where four officers of the Royal
Atr Force and one of the Royal Canadian Air Force are admitted annually.
Together, the senior colleges are scheduled to produce an annual total
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED DATA
SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES

AWC AIR WC NAV WC NWC ICAF

1. Course Length 10 mo 10 mo 10 mo 10 mo 10 mo
-i i

2. Class-Size 205 280 160 137 180
Army (165) (16) (16) (34) ( 49)
Air Force ( 16) (220) (16) (34) (49)
Navy/Marixne ( 16) ( 17) (119) (34) (49)
Civilian (8) (15) (9) (35) (33)
Foreign (0) (5) (0) (0) (0)

Basic Organiza- 1.2/13-man 11-man 12-man 12-man 15-man
tion gps gps gps gps gps

3. Student
Grade 05/06 05 05, )6 05/06 05/06
Avg Service 20 yrs 19 yrs 21 yrs 22 yrs 21.8 yrs

4. Faculty
Size 38 42 35 22 31
Military (37) (40) (30) (15) (23)
Civilian (1) (2) (5) (7) (8)
Ratio to Stu 1:6 1:6 1:5 1:6' 1:6

i - - iii "

5. Guest Lecturers 119 155 113 141 130
Military (58) ( 87) ( 56) (33) (26)
Civilian (61) ( 68) ( 57) (108) (104)

6. Faculty
Lecturers 25 49 55 8 6

7.Methodology (In
% of time)
Lecture 22.2 22 21 45 18
Small Group 26.2 25 38 10 35
Research/Study 49.6 39.3 30 29 37
War Game - - 9 - -

Trip 2 2 - 10 8
Admin and Otner - 11.7 2 6 2

FIG. D5-1
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of 955 graduates, consisting of 335 Air Force officers, 280 Army
officers, 235 Navy/Marine officers, 100 civilians, and five foreign
officers.

5. The faculties are predominantly military. The NWC and the
Naval War College have on their faculties professors on sabbatical
leave from civilian universities. All colleges have a ratio of about
one faculty member to six students.

6. Lectures and relsted question periods are used extensively,
with guest lecturers playing a major role. Stud ýnts are exposed to
an imposing array of talent consisting of national ind world leaders
and prominent academicians. Despite a recent tren-' toward reduction
of guest lecturers, those scheduled in the current academic year range
from a high of 155 at the Air War College te a low of 113 at the Naval
War College. Modest increases are being made in the number of -;tures
given by faculty members. Faculty lecturers schedu.led for the irrent
academic year range from six at the ICAF to 55 at the Naval War iollege,
which makes extensive use of the expertise of its civilian profe, sors.

7. The students ar.! organized into small groups for sext=ars,
committee work, and case studies, with rotating membership throughout
the year. The colleges place the student in the heuristic learning
situation typical of graduate-level study by pr.,viding him a sub-
stantial amount of time for research and st ". As shown in Figure
D5-2, students prepare a research paper, a -iesis, or essays, and
normally present and defend their paipers orally as part of their
speaking requirement. Subject areas generally consist of problems
which face the Military Establishment or which have some bearing on
national security. The research progxams provide valuable contribu-
tions to the Departmental staffs; however, they are not designed to
3erve as an extensicn of the staff effort.

8. Although students are afforded an opportunity to do research
in a wide choice if subjects, a true elective program is offered only
at the ICAF. There the student chooses one of eight graduate-level

courses to pursue in depth. These electives are approximately equiva-
lent in length and .ntens! 1, of effort to a university one-semester
course. Elective courses c-fered at the ICAF include Automatic Data
Processing, Contemporary Zconomic Theory, Defense-Oriented Cost
Analysis, Human Relations in Organization, Law for the Defense Manager,
and the Theory and Management of Systems. The ICAF initiated the
elective program in the current curriculum and plans to expand it in
future years.
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED DATA

SENIOR SERVICE GOLLEGES

AWC AIR WC NAV WC NWC ICAF
1. Writing Thesis, Thesis Research Research Research

reseArc., paper paper or paper or
paper, dr thesis thesistwo essays

2. Speaking Present & Six 20 min Presepn, &6 None
defend briefings brief of defendabove above above

3. Resident Nat'l Nat'l Global None NoneSeminars Strategy Security Strategy
(Included in Seminar Forum Seminar
courses)

4. Grad Study Prog Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Current Class 88 91 40 47 94
Total Grad 478 231 Not Avail 232 276

5. Non-Resident
Courses

Ext Course None 757-Corre 402 None Mil 2039Enrollment pondence Civ 2373
type
757-
Seminar
Type

Seminar Crse None None None None Nat'l
(Conducted by Securityfaculty) Seminar

,,,___(10 days)

6. Short Resident Sr Res Air Res 0 Sr Res Defense None
Course (for Comp Off Orienta- Off Crse Strategy
Res Comp) Course tion Crse (2 wks) Seminar

(2 wks) (5 days) (2 wks)

Fria D5-42
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9. All of the Cervice war colleges conduct comparable seminar
* programs during one of the final weeks of the course. The National

Strategy Seminar at the AWC, the National Security Forum at the Air
War College, and the Global Strategy Discussions at the Naval War
College bring distinguished civilian and military guests together with
the respective student bodies for about a week to ccnsider national
strategy problems and programs.

10. A graduate study program is offered on a voluntary basis at
all of the colleges through 4ffiliation with the George Washington

SUniversity. The course of study at the four war colleges is in Inter-
national Affairs while L' . at ICAF is in Business Administration. The
graduate study programs dt the War Colleges are given on an extracur-
ricular basiR and hence compete for student time. The graduate study
program at the ICAF is not extracurricular, as the recently revised ICAF
curriculum has been accorded additional graduate credit by the 7eorge
Washington University.

11. Extension courses are provided by all of the colleges except
the AWC and the NWC, with the most active program at the ICAF. All of
the colleges conduct short resident courses or seminars for Reserve
Component officers.

it ~DISO.USSI0N

Relationships Between Senior Colleges

12. The formal coordination between the colleges established by
means of the Military Education Coordination Conference (MECC), dis-

f cussed in Annex C, Appendix 1, has brought the Commandants into a
closer relationship and has facilitated the exchange of ideas, views,
and information. In addition, the Service war colleges maintain close,
informal liaison with each other, primarily through the Service
representatives on the faculties. Under present procedures, however,
no central agency monitors Army instruction at the three Service war
colleges to insure th t it is uniformly appropriate and consistent.

13. The Board considered several alternative agencies to which
monitorship could be assigned, including the Department of the Army
Staff, the Continental Army Command (CONARC), the Combat Developments
Command (CDC) a:xd the AWC. As the Army instruction at the three
Service war colleges should be fully responsive to new Army concepts
and doctrine, the CDC is the most logical agency to review and monitor
it. This would place the responsibility on the Army organization which
has the most direct interest and expertise in the development and
promulgation of the level of Army doctrine concerned and which has the
greatest awareness of Service positions regarding new conceptual areas.

•I&
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MISSION STATEMENTS OF THE SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES

A,-RY WAR COLLEGE

To prepare selected senior officers for command and high level
staff duties with emphasis upon Army doctrine and operations and to
advance interdepartmental and interservice understanding.

AIR WAR COLLEGE

To provide instruction which will prepare senior officers for
high command and etaff duty. To develop scund understanding of the
elements of national power to insure the most effective development
and employment of aerospace power.

NAVAL WAR COLLEGE

To provide Naval officers advanced education in the science of
naval warfare and related subjects in order to improve their
professional competence for higher responsibilities.

NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE

To conduct a course of study of those agencies of Government
and those military, economic, scientific, political, psychological,
and social factors of power potential, which are essential parts of
national security in order to enhance the preparation of selected
personnel of the Armed Forces and State Department for the exercise
of joint and combined "nigh-level policy, command and staff functions,
and for the planning of national strategy.

INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES

To conduct courses of study in the economic and industrial
aspects of national security and in the management of resources under
all conditions, giving due consideration to the interrelated military,
political, and social factors affecting national security, and in the
context of both national and world affairs, in order to enl.ance the
preparation of selected military officers and key civilian personnel
for important command, staff, and policy-making positions in the
national and international security structure.

.48G. 5-3
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Further, it would be ccnsistent with the command arrangements outlined
in Appendix 21. To fa•litate coordination, Army personnel on the
advisory groups at the Air University and the Naval War College should
be assigned to the CDC, instead of to CONARC as at present. The senior
US Army officer at eazh location should be the liaison representative
of the CDC. No change is visualized in the status or relationship of
the Army personnel with the institutions at which they are stationed.

14. The concept of a National Security University, which would
place the five senior service colleges within a single university, was
considered but was not examined in depth. Such a concept would disrupt
the structured organization already existing at the Air University and
the Naval War College and conflict with the organizational structure
for Army colleges proposed in Appendix 21.

Equivalency of Senior Colleges

15. All of the senior service colleges have a similarity of
i purpose (see Figure D5-3 for mission statements): to prepare selected

individuals for high level command and staff responsibilities in the
Military Establishment. Each of these institutions, however, has a
unique purpose that places it at the apex of a distinctive field of
military education and knowledge. Each covers national security areas
in a pattern of emphasis consistent with its mission. The Service war
colleges emphasize predominantly military subjects with stress on their
respective Service roles. This variation in course emphasis provides
focus to the curriculum and promotes Service and inter-Service under-
standx.%Z in depth. Both the AWC and the Air War College are placing
increasing emphasis on military subjects, with about 70% to 757. of
their current curricula being military-oriented. The Naval War College
appears to place even greater emphosis on military subjects and to be
more Service-oriented than the AWC and the Air War College. The NWC
curriculum emphasizes the high level military-political aspects of
national security. The ICAF curriculum centers on the management of
logistic resources for national security.

16. In the current educational patterns of all Services, the
five senior colleges are considered co--equal and an officer is per-
mitted to attend only one. With the senior colleges all at the same
level, it is logical that there be certain fundamental similarities in
their curricula. Viewed in an overall context, the similarities that
exist do not appear unwarranted, but rather serve a useful purpose of
providing all senior college graduates with a common ?erspective of
broad areas which have a continuing profound impact on the Military
Establishment.
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17. Although all of the senior colleges emphasize their separate

areas of interest, the level of professional military education is
roughly comparable. The Board considers that attendance at more than
one of the senior service colleges would be redundant and that they
should continue to be regarded as equivalent within the Army educational
system.

18. With the exception of the ICAF, the senior colleges appear to
be appropriately named in terms descriptive of their distinctive
missions. The Commandant of the ICAF is highly desirous of changing
the name of the college and has proposed to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) that it be named the National Command Management College, as
first choice, or the National Resources War College. The Board favors
a modification of the second name, the National Security Resources
College, and believes that the Army should support such a change.

Army War College Mission

19. The current mission statement of the AWC was examined for
adequacy and appropriateness. The Board considered that the mission
would be strengthened by greater specificipy. The responsibilities of
the AWC as the capstone of the military educational system in the art
and science of land warfare within an expanded military environment
require added emphasis. Levels of instructional and doctrinal
responsibility should be specified.

20. Despite its primary Army orientation, the AWC must prepare
its graduates to perform *.n the broad environment of the total
Military Establishment. Students must be provided with professional
education that will enable them to serve in the wide range of assign-
ments that face them during the remaining 10 to 20 years of their
careers as top-level Army officers.

21. The Lverage age, education and experience of Army students.
at the AWC over tihe past five years is shown in Figure D5-4. A
marked increase has occurred in the civilian educational level, with
"the number of students having baccalaureate degrees rising from 83%
of the class in 1962 to 937. in the current year and those having a
master's degree increasing from 32% to 49%. The number with command
experience at battalion or higher level has decreased from 84% to
73% but haE leveled off in the last four years. An upward trend has
occurred in the number who have had staff experience at DA or comparable
level, with the proportion going from 81% up to 86%. Overall, an
impressive level of education and experience is evident. The AWC
course must challenge these selected officers with obvious general
officer potential and enhance their already considerable capabilities
for command and key staff assignments at the highest levels.
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PROFILE OF US ARMY STUDENT OFFICERS AT AWC
1962-66

CLASS YEAR

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Number of Students 165 162 164 165 165

Average Age 43.2 43.9 43.5 42.8 44.1
-

Average Length of Service 19.7 19.6 20.2 20 20.3

Number with Baccalaureate No. 137 150 136 142 153
Degrees % 83% 93% 83% 86% 93%

Number with Professional No. 8 7 4 10 11
Degrees % 5% 4% 2% 6% 7%

Number with Masters No. 53 65 46 62 81
Degrees % 32% 40% 28% 38%W 497.

Number with No. 0 1 0 2 5
PhD's % 0 .671 0 1% 3%

Number with Command No. 139 119 115 109 120
Experience Bn or Higher % 847. 747. 70% 66% 73%

Number with Staff Experi- No. 134 131 146 147 142
" ence DA or Comparable 7. 817. 81%1 89%1 89% 86%.

FiG. 05-4

22. The factors that bear upon the AWe mission continue to be
viewed in differing perspectives by those who would shape the course[ in a specialist pattern and those who subscribe to the generalist
approach. The specialist concept generally holds that the AWC should
be almost completely oriented toward military problems with the
emphasis on land warfare, that it should concentrate in depth on
techniques and procedures which would prepare the students for dutyin the DA/OSD/JCS environment, and that the more general considerations
of national strategy and international affairs should be minimized.

The generalist concept, on the other hand, holds that the course should
have a broad scope that gives the student a general background on the
problems of national strategy in the international environment and the

* Army's role therein, and does not concentrate on preparing him for
specific staff duties. The Board considers that certain aspects of
both the specialist and generalist concepts have merit and that it is
possible to combine both in the same program. The Army's role, doc-1* Itrine, and operations should comprise the primary theme of the course,
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against an appropriate background of national strategy and the joint
and international environment. Specialization should be centered in
the electives program discussed in paragraphs 32-33.

23. In order to tie doctrine and academic instruction more closely
together, the Board proposes (see Appendix 21) that the collocated CDC
Institute of Advanced Studies be made an integral part of the AWC.
Under this proposal, the college should be charged with developing con-
cepts and doctrine applicable to theater army. Also, in view of the
advances in space technology and the certainty that the Army's in-

volvement in space activities will increase within the next decade,
the Board considers it appropriate to assign responsibility to the

AWC for assisting in the development of Army concepts in this area.
The Board has used the term "terraspatial" in the absence of an appro-
priate existing term, to identify Army operations in the space environ-
ment. A revised mission statement reflecting the educational and
doctrinal responsibilities of the AWC, organized as above, is proposed
as follows:

To provide resident and nonresident instruction for
senior officers of the Army and other Services in the
exercise of command and in the execution of key staff
responsibilities at major military and departmental
headquarters; to advance the art and science of land
warfare in the joint and combined environment; to de-
velop concepts and doctrine for theater army operations;
and to assist in devel:'pment of Army concepts for
terraspatidl operations.

24. Consistent with the revised mission, the Board proposes that
the objective of the AWC resident course be:

To enhance the competence of selected officers, with
high general officer potential, to assume command
responsibilities and to function in ke~y staff assign-
ments in major Army, joint, and combined headquarters
and in planning and policy-making positions at the
seat of government; to stress Army doctrine and opera-
tions against an appropriate background of national
strategy and the joint and international environment;
and to provide intellectual challenge and ahi opportu-
nity for individual contribution to the advancement of
the art and science of land warfare through student
research.
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BREAKOUT OF HOURS FOR SELECTED SUBJECTS AWC

SELECTED SUBJECTS NR HOURS % OF COURSE

1. Command Responsibilities & Functions 178 11

2. Resource Utilization 128 8
Personnel Management ( 33) (2.1)
Financial Management (48) (3 )
Materiel Management ( 47) (2.9)

3. Operations Research 12 .7

4. Maintenance

5. Counterinsurgency 186 11.5
Pure Hours (74) (4.6)
Integrated Hours (112) (6.9)

6. Psychological Operations 43 2.7

7. Civil Affairs 20 1.2

8. CBR 21" 1.3K .Pure Hours ( ) ( .4)
SIntegrated Hours (15) ( .9)

9. Nuclear Weapons Employment 59 3.7

10. Automatic Data Processing 12 .7

I1. International Relations 94 5.8

FIG. D5-5

Army War College Course Content

25. The AWC has constructed its course around a curricular theme
which stresses the design of a national strategy and a supporting
military program. The curriculum is divided into eight courses as
described in Annex B, Appendix 5. The content and continuity of the
overall curriculum are maintained by the interrelationship of the
various courses and their adherence to the central theme. Although
the curr 4 nulum is military-oriented, the Board considers that addi-
tional emphasis can and should be placed upon the role of the Army.
In the interest of encouraging original thought on problems of direct
interest to the Army and of improving the body of professional military
writings, the Board considers that individual research papers should
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be limited to military subjects. Under the organizational arrangements
prepared in Appendix 21, it is visualized that the Combat Developments
Commane would furnish a lisc of suggested topics.

26. A breakout of hours for selected subjects provided by the
AWu is shcwn ir Figure D5-5, with the reservation that it represents
or,, chos.; hovwq reason&.bly identifiable and that many of the subjects
r.: "e ai'icic•.' coverage on a-, integrated basis throughout the
cu•: ,",um Th. cc- ,rage of all subjects is considered to be adequate
wit- -ae e, 3p'•'• • 9peraticis research (12 huurs) and automatic
dat& ,rocessi:i. 0' tours). Both subjects should receive additional
emphas.s, and %- na•verage of each should be incte~sed to 424 hours as

discussed in Aendices 11 and 12 of this annex.

Army War College Instructional Methodology and Faculty

27. in its curriculum, the AWC assigns broad problems, avoids
organizing sub§...ct matter in terms of specific academic disciplines or

blocks of iustruction, emphasizes individual resear-h and study, and
encourages academic freedom in a graduate-level atmosphere. To en-
hance individual research, writing, and oral presentatichi, the AWC has
decreased group committec requirements and has increased individual
effort. Three courses in the current curriculum require individual
research papers and five courses require committee papers, with two
of the five committee papers combining both individual and committee
work. In contrast, last year's curriculum contained seven committee
requirements and onie individual book report. The shift away from
group committee work is in areas susceptible to Individual effort and
places group and individual effort in better balance. Adequate em-
phasis still is maintained on committee work in the courses that focus-
on areas such as plans, estimateG and programming. The Board considers
that the AWC should employ the case study method on an expanded basis
in the course curriculum, with particular reference to committee prob-
lems in which group decisions dertve fr.m its use.

28. The AWC relies on guest speakers for about 82% of its lecture
program. The Board agrees that selected guest speakers offer an un-
rivaled source of expertise and talent; however, theiT employment in
such large numbers poses a real problem in achieving cotaiinuity in
subject coverage. Although guest speakers can be requested to cover
a specific scope, in some instances they deviate. The AWC seeks to
provide background and continuity by giving the students appropriate
readfng assignrents related to the presentations. At the Naval War
College, guest speakers are tined for only about 67% of the lecture
program. The remainder of the lecture program consists of integrated
lecture series presented by the military faculty and by civilian pro-
fessors who are employed by the Naval War College while on fabbatical
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"leave from their'universities. The Board is of the opinion that the
AWC should employ a limited number of civilian professors on sabbatical

4 leave or through contract arrangements with local universities, and
use them, together with the military faculty, to give portions of its
electivelprogram discussed below. In view of current emphasis on
stability operations, the Board also considers that a faculty member
from the United States Information Ageicy would contribute to the
course. (See Appendix 22)

29. The military faculty at the AWC are primarily generaliste,
and a' .utone-third of them have had no intervening assignment after
graduating from the AWC. The Board considers that selected specialists
should be on the faculty and that, as a general rule, faculty members
should have at least one intervening tour after completing a senior
service college. Current arrangements whereby the officer completing
the Harvard Fellowship in International Affairs each year is assigned
to the AWC faculty should be continued. Specialties which should be
represented on the AWC military faculty include research and develop-

t ment, logistics, operatibns research or systems analysis, and project
management. Assignment of specialists would give the military faculty
a greater depth of expertise which would be of benefit in all aspects
of the course,.including the lecture and electives programs.

* 30. Additional time must be provided for faculty research. The
AWC has proposed that a research program be established by retainiig
four highly selected students for an additional year at the college on
a fel.owship basis to pursue research and/or writing in areas of direct
interest to the US Army. The personnel spaces for this proposal would
be obtained by reducing the student enrollment in the AVC course by
four spaces. The Board' opposes this concept for two re&tons. First,
the limited time of one year and the continual turnover of fellowship
personuel do not appear to give the stability needed to complete mean-
'Angful research in depth. Second, the program would redupce the number
of students cor1leping the AWC course annually. The Board proposes,
instead, tbut four additional military faculty spaces be given to the

"* AWC to increase its research capability, and that initially the re-
search pursued and the writing-accomplished be in areas of direct
interest to the AWC course. This would include the development of
ouitable military case studies for use in the course as previously
mentioned.

able31. In certain areas of the AWO course it appears that a suit-
able standard textbook should be provided. Althou~h the current
system provides for special reading assignmento in a series of
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separate publications, prescribed basic texts would give a solid base
for study of entire subjects and would serve as a connecting link
between presentations by guest speakers and faculty members.

Army War College Elective Program

32. As pzeviously discussed in paragraph 13, a program of
electives offers an excellent means of enriching the curricula at
senior service college level. A preliminary evaluation by the AWC
irndicates that about 10% of the curriculum could be devoted to an
elective program, with courses being conducted by the faculty as well
as by contract civilian professors. This program should offer a
choice of elective subjects, with participation on~a mandatory basis.

* In addition, some electives on a voluntary, extracurricular basis
might be offered selected students.

S33. Electives offered at AWC should be of two categories: local
electives which relate to and complement the AWC course; and progres-
sive electives which are extensions of electives begun at lower-level

5 schooling. In either case they should be designed to stimulate intel-
lectual endeavor and to add significantly to the students' professi~nal
knowledge. The Board considers thVL a local elective program should be
introduced in the AWC course in the 1967-68 academic year. A more
detailed discussion of electives and their establishment throughout the
Army schcol system is contained in Appendix 26.

Army War College Extension Course Program

34. The Board is of the opinion that there is a need for an AWC
extension course program. The Board notes that the Naval War College,
the Air War College, and the ICAF have active extension course programs
which are based on curricula that are of the same general nature as the
AWC curriculum. Many dedicated Army officers who are not selected for
the resident course could enhance their military professionalism and
their value to the Army by participating in an AWC extension course.
The strong interest that Active Army officers have in extension study
at senior service college level is indicated by their substantial
participation in the ICAF correepondence course. Over the past three
years 643 Active Army officers have enrolled in the ICAF correspondence
course and 405 have graduated. An AWC extension course would give
added depth to the Active Army educational base and would fill a defi-
nite schooling gap for senior Reserve Component officers.

35. The Board visualizes that the AWC extension course program
should consist initially of selected courses from the AWC curriculum,
with an eventual goal of a complete extension course paralleling the
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I resident course. To enroll, a student should be in the grade of lieu-
tenant colonel or colonel, be a graduate of the C&GSC resident or
extension course or its equivalent, and have between 15 and 25 years ofS~service. The program should be open to both Active ArWy and Reserve

Component officers. Although successful completion of the AWC exten-
sion course should not be equated to completion of the resident course,
it should be recognized with a diploma in its own right, and recorded
on the Officer Qualification Record (DA Form 66). Further discussion
of the extension course program is contained in Apiendix 7.

Army War College Graduate Study Program

36. As previously noted, the AWC is affiliated with George
Washington University (GWU) for student participation in a graduate

* study program which is now beginning its sixth year. Under the
program, GWU requires a total of 30 academic credit hours for the
degree of Master of Science in International Affairs. The student
is granted 15 hours of credit for his AWC work, nine hours for com-
pletion of the regular curriculum, and six hours for the AWC thesis.
The other 15 hours consist of four graduate-level courses in Inter-
national Affairs, at least two of which must be completed while the
student is at Carlisle Barracks. Classes meet off duty, once a week
during the academiL year. Following AWC graduation in June, partici-
pating students remain at Carlisle Barracks for 4½ weeks, attending
GWU classes four times a week during normal duty hoturs.

37. The GWU program is estimated to require an average of 12
to 15 hours of a student's time per week. The weekly class is 2½
hours long, and study requirements average 2½ to 3 hours per claoz-
room hour. In additLon, 20 to 30 hours per trimester are required to
prepare a term paper and to study for examinations. The total cost of
obtaining a Master's Degree in the WU - AWC program is a little over
$700, of which the Army pays about $300 under the General Educational
Development program. Despite the cost and the workload, the course
has been popular with the students. Approximately 478 have completed
the program, and 88 of the current class are enrolled in it.

38. The AWC is opposed to continuing its affiliation with the
GWU degree program. The college's position is based upon the belief
that participation in the GWU program dilutes the effort that the
student puts forth in the AWC course, and that the student conflict
in meeting both sets of requirements is often resolved in favor of
the GWU requirement. The AWC position is influenced by the growing
number of students who acquired graduate degrees before coming to
the AWC.
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39. The Board agrees that the AWC curriculum, with the elective
program previously proposed, should be sufficiently challenging to
warrant the full.-time attention and effort of the students. The

curriculum and the professional opportunities it offers should not be
erodei by extracurricular efforts to obtain a purely academic degree.
Further, the curriculum should not be compromised in any respect
through inclusion of material to satisfy academic credits. If GWU
or any other university will grant credit for any part of the AWC
course, to include a thesis on a purely military nubject, the Board
sees no objection to the consummation of such arrangements. The Board
does noc feel, however, that the Army can afford to have students re-
main at senicr colleges after graduation in order to complete an af-
filiated study program. Completion of any such program should be on
the student's own time at a subsequent duty station. In summary, the
Board considers that, unless appropriate modification can be made
which will eliminate the conflict between the AWC course and the GWU
program, the graduate study program at the AWC should be discontinued.

Other Considerations

40. Other considerations concerning the AWC which have been only
touched upon in this analysis or which have not been mentioned are
covered in detail in separate appendices of this annex. These include:
Prerequisites, Requirements, and Quotas - Appendix 8; Alternative
Organizational Structures for the Army School System (including doctrinal
responsibilities) - Appendix 21; Faculty Selection, Training, Qualifi-
cation, and Role - Appendix 22; and Student Testing and Evaluation -
Appendix 23.

CONCLUSIONS

41. The US Army Combat Developments Command should be assigned
monitorship of Army instruction at the three Service war colleges.
Army officers on the Army advisory groups at the Naval War College and
the Air University should be assigned to the US Army Combat Develop-
ments Cotmand, and the senior officer of each group 3hould serve as
the ITS Xrmy Combat Developments Command liaison officer.

42. All of the senior service colleges provide US Army students
with a comparable level of professional military education and should
continue to be considered as equivale-t within the Army educational
system.

43. The mission of the Army War College should be revised to

rtad essentially as follows:
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To provide resident and nonresident instruction for
senior officers of the Army and other Services in the
exercise of command and in the execution of key staff
responsibilities at major military and departmental
headquarters; to advance the art and science of land
warfare in the joint and combined environment; to de-
velop concepts and doctrine for theater army operations;
and to assist in development of Army concepts for
terraspatial operations.

44. The objective of the Army War College resident course should
be as follows:

To enhance the competence of selected officers, with
high general officer potential, to assume command
responsibilities and to function in key staff assign-
ments in major Army, joint, and combined headquarters
and in planning and policy-making positions at the
seat of government; to stress Army doctrine and opera-
tions against an appropriate background of national
strategy and the joint and international environment;
and to provide intellectual challenge and an opportu-
nity for individual contribution to the advancement of
the art and science of land warfare through student
research.

45. The curriculum of the Army War College should continue to
be military-oriented, with increased emphasis on the Army's role,

* strategic concepts, and doctrine. The individual research papers
should be limited to military subjects of direct interest to the Army.

46. The Army War College should employ the case stndy method on
an expanded basis in the course curriculum, with particular reference
to committee problems in which g-oup decisions derive from its use.

47. The Army War College faculty should be augmented with several
professors on sabbatical leave from their colleges or by contract
arrangements with local civilian institutions. These professors, inconjunction with the military faculty, should be used tc give a portion
of the Army War College lecture program and assist in conducting an

elective program.

48. As a general rule, officers should not be assigned to the

Army War College faculty unless they have had an intervening tour of
duty after graduating from a senior service college.

49. The military faculty at the Army War College should include
officers who are specialists in such areas as research and development,
logistics, operations research/systems analysis, and projert management.
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50. The arrangement whereby the officer completing the Harvard
Fellowship in International Affairs each year is assigned to the Army
War College faculty should be continued.

51. The Army War College should be given an increase of four
military faculty spaces to increase its research curriculum improve-

ment effort, with initial emphasis on preparation of case studies.

52. Textbooks should be used by the Army War College to provide
a solid base for the study of appropriate subject areas and to serve
as a connectiug link between presentations by guest speakers and
faculty members.

53. The Army War College should establish an appropriate local
elective program as part of the curriculum in the academic year 1967-
1968.

54. The Army War College should initiate an extension course
program by the academic year 1968-1969 and be provided with the addi-
tional resources required.

55. Unless appropriate modifination can be made which will
eliminate the conflict between the Army War College course and the
George Washington University program without any compromise of the
curriculum, the graduate study program at the Army War College
should be discontinued.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 6

SPECIALIST AND ORIENTATION COURSES

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendi~x is fo analyze specialist and
orientation courses. It addresses the differences between these and
career type courses; examines certain specialist and orientation
courses for objectives and student body profile; reviews curricula

for adequacy and appropriateness and suggests adjustments.

BACKGROUND

Definitions

2. Army Regulation 350-5 states the purpose of a specialist
course as follows: "To qualify officer or enlisted personnel in a

. particular military specialry. successful completion normally leads
to award of an MOS." The purpove of a functional course as set forth
in AR 350-5 is: "To prepare officer or enlisted personnel with a
specific skill or specialty, within the scope of an MOS or not covered
by an existing MOS." As the distinction between these two types of
courses appears without real significance, the Board has included
both within the definition of a specialist course in its rewrite of
AR 350-5 and treats them as a single classification in this appendix.
The orientation courses covered herein are those given to senior
officers as opposed to introductory courses of branch schools for
newly commissioned officers. Only resident courses are considered
in all instances.

Extent of Specialist/Orientation Trainin

3. Specialist/orientation courses are conducted in the Army's
22 branch schools, (see Annex B, Appendix 4) and in the seven
Continental Army Command (CONARC) specialist schools, the three
Army Materiel Command (AMC) schools, and the two Army-operated
Defense schools (see Annex B, Appendix 6). The total number of
such officer courses conducted at branch schools and the FY 65
attendance by Active Army and Reserve Component officers are shown
in Figure D6-1. As can be seen from the figures; Army officer
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attendance at specialist/orientation courses each year is high. The

number of Active Army officers who attended specialist/orientation
courses in branch schools amounted to about 43% of the total number
of such officers who attended all resident courses at branch schools
in FY 65.

OFFICER SPECIALIST AND ORIENTATION COURSES IN BRANCH SCHOOLS
FISCAL YEAR t965

NUMBER ACTIVE ARMY RES COMP
SCHOOLS COURSES OFFICERS OFFICERS

Infantry 5 5317* 120

Armor 4 1113** 154

Artillery 7 657 151

Air Defense 7 422 12

Engineer 9 583 123

Signal 11 477 146

Chemical 8 539 70

Ordnance 6 570 204

Quartermaster 16 899 115

Transportation 11 426 133

Adjutant General 6 418 91

Army Security Agency 8 226 119

Civil Affairs 3 247 2

Finance 8 235 26

Intelligence 21 848 44

Military Police 10 220 63

Judge Advocate Gencral 7 123 304
Medical Field Service 11 574 122

Medical Service Vet 3 185 3

TOTAL 161 14,079 2,002

Approximately 4,000 officers in Airborne Course and 1,100 officers
in Ranger Course.
Over 1,000 in two maintenance courses.

FI5.D0-0
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4. When these figures for specialist/orientation courses at
branch schools are added to those at specialist schcols, the following
total Army figures result:

ARMY OFFICER ATTENDANCE AT SPECIALIST/ORIENTATIOI COURSES
FISCAL YEAR t965

NUMBER ACTIVE ARMY RES COMPW
SCHOOLS COURSES OFFICERS OFFICERS. TOTAL

Branch (22) 161 14,079 2,002 16,031
Specialist

CONARC (7) 36 7,067 930 7,997
AMC (3) 62 1,038 607 1,645
DA (2) 27 955 11 966

TOTAL 286 23,139 3,550 26,689

FIG. D6-2

DISCUSSION

General

5. The need to train officers in specific techniques or
specialties to perform the myriad functions of the Army is widely
recognized. Many functi%%s are categorized in near-like groupings
and assigned to branches in accordance with commonly accepted branch
responsibilities; many ether functions, not so readily categorized,
are common to more than one branch. Career training in branchschools is designed to develop officers' command, managerial and

branch-oriented skills. However, this training cannot prepare all
"officers in all branch functions, particularly in certain technically
oriented branches with multiple functions and career patterns.
Consequently, branch schools must also conduct specialist courses
through which officers may acquire qualifications in particular
branch functions. Examples include courses for topographers in the
Corps of Engineers, post exchange officers in the Quartermaster Corps,
and NIKE HERCULES officers in the Artillery. Branch schcols also
conduct specialist courses which cut across branch lines in functional
areas, such as the Communications Officer Course at the Artillery
School, the Organizational Maintenance Officer Course at the Armor
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School and the Air Transportability Planning Course at the Transporta-
tion School. Thus, some specialist courses conducted in branch schools
are designed to develop branch expertise while others develop branch
immaterial or Army-wide competence. Specialist courses conducted in
specialist schools are designed principally for the latter purpose.

6. Dynamic System. The Army officer schooling system must be
promptly and accurately responsive to requirements for new courses,
and retain flexibility for adapting to needed change. There is an
evolutionary process by which some functions, initially performed by
specialists, are eventually absorbed into mainstream career patterns
of one or more branches, thereby changing the requirements for
specialist courses in that function. Further, orientation courses
for senior officers can be eliminated when career courses include
progressive schooling in the areas for which the orientation courses
were designed. Counterinsurgency operations are an illustration of
this point. Until recently, counterinsurgency training in the Army
was concentrated in a few specialist and orientation courses; now it
is a fundamental part of the career training of every officer.
Through the addition of new functions, techniques, or materiel, the
Army also experiences changes in requirements for types and number of
specialist/orientation courses. The Army has been more adept at
adding new courses than in cancelling old ones.

7. Control and Police. The Board believes that natural
tendencies toward growth in the number of non-career type courses
and toward their perpetuation could be sharply curtailed through
tighter control of the school system. At the present timeresponsi-
bility for policing courses devolves largely upon school Commandants,
charged "to continually examine their own courses, compare them with
courses of other schools and when finding a duplication of training
submit a plan for elimination and/or consolidation." The Board
believes that closer control over the inauguration and elimination of
courses would pay greater dividends in meeting the desirable objective
of holding specialist/orientation courses to the minimum essential
number. New courses should not be established without full considera-
tion of possible trade-offs. Headquarters, Department of the Army,
through the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, the Commanding
Generals of CONARC and AMC, and the Surgeon General, should exercise
rigid control over approval of new non-career courses in schools under
their control and over policing of the system to eliminate unneeded,
outmoded, or duplicative courses.

8. Nature of Training. The Board believes that a specialist
course, by its very nature and purpose, should present strictly job-
oriented training, related to particular techniques or procedures
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associated with Army materiel or administrative actions. In most
cases, a specialist course teaches a "perishable skill" which demands
imuediate use to fix it firmly for maximum effecti%eness and re-
trievability. In every case, a specialist course should be associated
with a particular MOS, a designated Job title, or specific organiza-
tional and grade levels. Orientation courses, although not job, oriented
to the same degree as specialist courses, should be related to command,
staff and academic responsibilities at specified levels. The state-

t . ments of purpose, scope, and prerequisites of the course, as set forth
in the Army catalogue and in the program of instruction, should avoid
broad generalizations. If, for example, a course is designed for
communications officers at battalion through brigade levels, this
should be made unmistakably clear in course directives and the appro-
priate grades specified.

9. Student Selection. The requirement for precise designation
of scope, purpose (objective), and student grade in school literature
imposes a concomitant requirement that such prerequisites be precisely
adhered to. An officer attending a specialist/orientation course
should be assigned to or on orders to a position specifically requiring
the instruction offered in that course. Attendance should not be per-
mitted on a "nice-to-know" basis; rather, attendance should only be
sanctioned on the basis of "need-to-know." Failure to designate
officer responsibility and grade level precisely and to select students
accordingly will inevitably result in a situation where so!Le students
are being "talked down to" while others find the instruction over their
heads. The tendency toward assigning officers just completing a career
type course to a specialist course at that or another school as an
interim time-killing or quota-filling device should be avoided.
Clearly, the schools themselves have a responsibility to police the
student body and to insure that course prerequisites are followed.
Each student should be required to justify his need for the particular
specialist/orientation course he is attending, and schools should
maintain this data with other statistical records. The impact and
certain undesirable aspects of specialist training on students who
are newly coumissioned officers are discussed in Appendix 2; subsequent
paragraphs in this appendix highlight additional undesirable features
of having many second lieutenants who are serving obligated two-year
tours of duty attend certain specialist courses.

10. Specialist/Orientation Training for Reserve Component
Officers. The number of Reserve Component officers attending
specialist/orientation courses is approximately 15% that of Active
Army officers. The percentdges are generally higher in the technical
branch schools, and in the case of the Judge Advocate General School,
the number of students from Reserve Components is nearly two and one-
half times the number from the Active Army. These statistics reflect
the heavy dependence of officers of the Reserve Components on the
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Army school system for professioual development and competence in
special areas. Generally speaking, the frequency and short length
of thase courses make them particularly suitable for Reserve Com-
ponent officers who must fit their periods of military training into
their employment schedules. Since USAR schools do not normally have
available to them the extensive equipment, elaborate training aids
and highly qualified instructor personnel necessary for the conduct
of non-career courses, Reserve Component officers have contiruing
need to use Active Army courses.

11. Location of Courses. A key element in establishing a new
specialist course is the decision on where to locate it. This may

be based on one or more of the following factors:

a. Requirements are satisfied for specialized equipment,
facilities, or training areas.

b. Course is logical extension of primary branch function(s)
or career training.

c. Existing facilities (brick and mortar) dictate use for
reasons of economy.

d. Instruction can be assimilated into load already carried
without additional resources.

e. School has recognized technical expertise or user
experience.

There are several examples in the school system, some of which will
be examined in succeeding paragraphs, wherein a course location
decision was made '- favor of a school which had user experience in
lieu of one wit! chnical expertise. In such instances, CONARC
assigns cour o onency to the branch school having technical
expertise in .ner analogous to the system of proponency for
comon subje A course proponent has responsibility for develop-
ment and refte. )f instructional material in that particular area
of study.

12. In its review and study of officer specialist training,
the Board found no instances where the training being conducted in
Army schools could be any more economically or effectively presented
by civilian schools. The factors listed above for decision on course
location almost inevitably favor location of such courses in an Armo;
school, even though the particular specialty being taught may have
application to civilian practice. The Board found several areas of
study, however, wherein collocation af related facilities, now
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•.• geographically separated, would be in the Army's long-texm interest.
These are discussed separately in Appendices 14, 15, 17, and 21.

Selection of Courses for Analysis

13. In this appendix the Board examines 10 non-career courses

from among the 161 conducted in branch schools and four from among
the remaining 125 conducted in specialist schools. Additional
specialist areas or courses are discussed in 10 other appendices of
this annex, viz., Ranger and airborne (Appendix 2); management
(Appendix 10); operations research/systems analysis (Appendix 11);
automatic data processing (Appendix 12); logistics, maintenance and

* supply (Appendix 13); counterinsurgency (Appendix 14); CBR and
tactical nuclear operations (Appendix 15); laaguage and foreign area
training (Appendix 16); intelligence (Appendix 17); and Army aviation
(Appendix 18).

14. In selecting specific courtes for examination, emphasis was
placed on those attended by officers of several branches, a factor

Swhicn eliminated scores of courses from consideration. For example,
courses such as the Engineer Equipment Maintenance Officer Course
and the Construction Planning and Management Course at the Engineer
School were not selected since the student body is c=mprised of
officers from only one branch. Additional factors considered during
the selection process, other than composition of the student body,

I i were as follows:

a. Size of the Active Army student body.

b. Length of the course.

c. Number o schools represented in the sample.

d. Objective of course and scope Gf instruction.

e. Utilization of Active Army graduates.

Specialist Courses in Branch Schools

15. A listing of the 10 courses selected together with Active
Army attendance appears in Figure D6-3. Course lengths vary from
one to 39 weeks and frequency from two to 22 cimes annually. These
courses were taught ct seven of the branch schools in FY 65; almost
2,300 Active Army officers attended.
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REPRESENTATIVE SPECIALIST COURSES IN BRANCH 3CHOOLS
FISCAL YEAR 1965

LENGTH TIMES ACTIVE ARMY
SCHOOL COURSE TITLE WEEKS HELD OFFICXR ATTENDANCE

Artillery & Communications
Missile Officer 11 249

Organizational
Maintenance Officer 10 11 315

Armor
Senior Officer Pre-
ventive Maintenance

NORAD Senior
Officer Orientation 1 2 40

Air Defense -
Guided Missile
Systems Officer 39 2 32

O aField MaintenanceSOrdnance Ofer8 7 151
Officer

Quartermaster Army Supply .
Officer 1 10 320*

Air Transport- 2 5 204

ability Planning
Transportation '-,,

Aircraft Mainten-
ance Officer

Adjutant Military Personneli5 4 103
General Officer

TOTAL 2,283

* January - July 1965
PFIG. DS)-3
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* 16. The Board examined teach5ng methodology as shown in Figure
4 D6-4. Based on the type course (training or senior officer orienta-

tion)" the breakouts appear reasonable, with the exception that there
is an excessive amount of lecture time in the Army Supply Officer
Course. As this and other specialist courses are training courses,
they should devote a large amount of the available time to practical,
hands-on applications. Several of the courses listed below are weak
in this respect and should be changed to reflect a greater percentage

S' of time devoted to practical work.

METHODOLOGIES EMPLOYED IN REPR9SENTATIVE NON-CAREER
COURSES IN TERMS OF PERCENTAGES

& 0

0 H

-Artillery Coimnunications
& Missile Officer 10 33 8 49

Organizational
Maintenance Officer 8 23 4 65SArmor -m, - -,Senior Officer

_______Preventive Maintenance 8 5 82 5

NORAD'Senior Officer
Air Orientation
Dk ense Guided Missile 6 9 I56 8 20,

Systems Officer 9 1 56

Ordnance Field Maintenance 1 7 36 4 52
Officer m - m

WQtarter- Army Supply 33 7 27 8 25
master Officer

Air Transportability 4 4 19 2 71
Transports Planning4
tion Aircraft Maintenance

Officer 3 11 59 4 23

Adjntant Military Personnel 4 56 4 36
LGeneral Officer
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17. Communications Officer Course. The objective of the 11-week
Comuunications.Officer Course is "to provide commissioned officers
with a working knowledge" to supervise and coordinate the installation,
operation and maintenance of communicatiozns systems, and selected
electronic equipment of non-Signal Corps units." The. course is
actually designed to train officers for duty as battalion, regimental,

group, and brigade communications officers, positions designed for
first lieutenants, captains, and majors. The course was established

by COMARC in 1964 and represents a consolidation of separate communi-
cations officer courses taught at each of the arms schools. It is
taught at the Artillery and Missile School, which does not have an
across-the-board communications-electronics futtction, but does have
geographic location, facilities, equipment, and instructor expertise
well suited to perform the teaching function. The fact thaz Artillery
has traditionally provided a sizeable number of the students was

apparintly an additional factor in locating the cour3e at Fort Sill.

18. The course is under proponency of the Signal School, which

has recognized technical competence in the field. Because of this
proponent responsibility In the communications-electronics field the
Board considered carefully whether the course should be relocated to
the Signal School. Nol. only does the lack of adequate facilities and
equipment at Fort Monmouth militate against any change, but the user
experience available at Fort Sill supports the original decision on
course location.

19. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-5. It is significant that 168 officers
had only a two-year active duty obligation and 205 officers were
second lieutenanta (168 USAR and 37 RA). It appearp from these
statistics that career officers of the comb-t arms avoid this
speciallst course and consequently are losi..S the opportunity to
carry forward, as future commanders, specialist training in the
techniques and procedures of effective tactical communications.
The Board believes that second lieutenants should not normally
attend this course, particularly as a follow-on to the basic course.
While it is clearly not a course for Signal Corps officers, attend-
&ane by officers of other technical branches is unquestionably too
low. The Army should take steps to limit Lhe attendance of officers
withL only two-year obligations; otherwise, there will continue to be
a loss, through non-retention, of a large percentage of officers
trained in tactical communications.
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COMMUKICATIONS # TFVICER CCURSE
COMPOSITION OP ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 6C

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 44 Infantry 104 Capt 26
USAR (Indef5 37 Armor 27 ist Lt 16
USAR (Under 2 Artillery 1ei 2nd Lt 205

yrs svc) j Corps of Engineers 5
Signal Corps 2 249

249 Ordaance Corps 5
Transportation Corps A

Army Intelligence &
Security 4

S_249

PI. D(-5

20. Organizational Maintenance Officer Course. The objectivc

of this 10-week course is "to provide commissioned officers with a
I[. working knowledge in the supervision of organizational maintenance of

conventional materiel (all materiel except guided missile, signal,
aircraft, medical, and ammunition)..." This course, also established
in 1964'by CONARC, was a consolidation of three separate courses
formerly taught at the Infantry, Armor, and Artillery and Missile
Schools. It is under the proponency of the Ordnance School, which
appropriately has primary Army training responsibility in the field
of materiel maintenance. The course is taught, however, at the Armor
School and was located there for generally the same reasons, set
forth above, that the Communications Officer Course was located at
the artillery and Missile School. In the maintenance area there is
is a clear line of demarcation between field and organizational
maintenance not evident in the communications area, which supports
the decision to locate this course at the Armor School instead of
the Ordnance School. Additionally, the Armor School has had long
experience in the maintenance area and the Army Materiel Command's
Maintenance Board is collocated at Fort Knox. In view of these
considerations, the Board is of the opinion that this course should
continue to be taught at the Armor School.
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21. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army student body is
shcmn in Figure D6-6; by category and grade it is comparable with
thaz of the communications course. Approximately 75% of the officers
had only a two-year active duty obligation and over 80% were second
lieutenants. While the breakout by branch appears generally reasonable,
the Board believes that attendance by Artillery officers is low and
that Ordnance officers should not attend this course. It appears that
career officers avoid training in this specialty area just as was
observed in the Communications Officer Course. Unless more career
officers enter this specialized field, the materiel readiness situa-
tion in the Army will continue to suffer from the loss of the bulk of
school trained officers after only a short period of active duty.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE OFFICER COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY Fy 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 34 Infantry 120 Capt 10
USAR (Indef) 45 Armor 65 Ist Lt 36
USAR (Under 2 Artillery 45 2nd Lt 261

yrA svc) 236 Corps of Engineers 22 WO 8
Signal Corps 15

315 Chemical Corps 5 315
Ordnance Corps 2
Quartermaster Corpa 7
Transportation Corps 13

Adjutant General Corps 1
Military Police Corps 2
Medical Service Corps 10
Warrant Officer 8

315

FiG. D6-6

22. Senior Officers' Preventive Maintenance Course. The objec-
tive of this one-week course at Fort Knox is "to presene to commanders
and key staff officers from major units, including Reserve Components,
the critical importance of effective preventive maintenance in train-
ing and combat operations and the elements of an effective preventive
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maintenance program; and to provide procedures, techniques, and
criteria for establishing, maintaining, and evaluating preventive

E maintenance."

23. Approximately one-third of the course is devoted to command
responsibilities and functions and the balance teaches principles and
proccodures of maintenance management. The Board considers that the
course serves a useful purpose in training tactical commanders, but
believes that only those staff officers having maintenance or materiel
readiness responsibilities should attend. Ideally, officers should
attend the course during the first few weeks in their command or key
staff position.

24. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown below. The Board believes that the statistics reflect
appropriate branch interest and grade.

SENIOR OFFICER PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 635

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 545 General Officer 23 GO 23
USAR (Indef) 164 Infantry 187 Col 185

Armor 79 Lt Col 344-.
709 Artillery 144 Maj 157

Corps of Engineers 63
Signal Corps 22 709
Chemical Corps 7
Ordnance Corps 34
Quartermaster Corps 35
Transportation Corps 51
Army Intelligence &

Security 6
Military Police Corps 7
Medical Service Corps 23
General Staff 21
Inspector General 7

709

FIG. D6-7
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25. NORAD Senior Officer Orientation Course. The objective of
this one-week course is "to orient general officers, flag officers
and field grade officers of the North American Air Defense Command
(xORAD) on the characteristics and employment of Army Air Defense
weapons systems." It is conducted at Fort Bliss, Texas, and is
limited to discussions and demonstrations of Continental United
States Air Defense weapons systems that are in place or planned for
deployment. The course is a needed refresher for Artillery officers
and a veluable orientation for selected officers of other branches
assigned to NORAD. Although this course overlaps to a considerable
degree the three-week field grade refresher course at the Air Defense
School, there is merit in tailoring an abbreviated course to the needs
of a specific command.

26. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown below. The course was also attended by 40 officers
from tbh Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps and by 17 Canadian officers
during FY 65. The total student load for the year was approximately
four times the programmed load. It is appropriate that the bulk of
the students were Artillerymen since officers of that branch pre-
dominate among the Army officers assigned to NORAD. The objective of
this course permits a wide range in student grade, although no general
officers attended during FY 65. NORAD has recently confirmed the re-
quirement for continuation of the course.

I4ORAD SENIOR OFFICER ORIENTATION COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY F'Y 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 31 Infantry 2 Col 11
USAR (Indef) 9 Artillery 33 Lt Col 18

Signal Corps 2 Maj 11
40 Military Police Corps 2

Medical Service Corps 1 40

40

FIG. D6-8
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27, Guided Missile Systems Officer Course. This 39-week course,
the longest specialist course in the Army school system, Is taught at
the Air Defense School and has the objective "to provide commissioned
officers with a working knowledge of essential material pertaining to
research and development, testing analysis, and military application
rof guided missile systems." The mission of the Air Defense School is
very general in nature and makes no mention of providing training in
guided missile systems. On the other hand, the Ordnance Guided Missile
School currently has the mission "to provide all required career and

R specialist school education for officers in missiles..." Under these
circumstances, one might logically ask why the course is not conducted
at the Ordnance Guided Missile School. The Board is of the opinion
that the question arises largely because of inadequate mission state-
ments at both schools. The Air Defense School appropriately conducts
many specialist ccurses in guided missiles; while the Ordnance Guided
Missile School conducts no career courses of any type. Courses at
the Ordnance Guided Missile School are oriented principally toward
maintenance and logistiral operations and procedures asseziated with
missile systems rather than with their operational employment or with
research and development activities. (See paragraph 49 below.)

28. The course contains 1,317 academic hours broken down into
iz Mathematics (172), Engineering Electronics (306), Physics (193),

Aeronautical Engineering (104) and military subjects and applications
(542). While portions of the course could be taught in a civilian
school, the fact that 293 hours cover classified instruction disperses
throughout the course satisfieýs its retention in the military school
system. In addition, instructor requirements for the non-military
aspects of the course are minima!.

29. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student body
is shown in Figure D6-9. The second lieutenant should not hc.e attended
the course; otherwise the statistics appear appropriate. Postgradua-
tion assignments of these officers reflect that they are, for the most
part, being ordered to agencies, boards, schools and commands where
their specialist training is being utilized. Subsequent assignments
of officers attending this course should be closely monitored by the
Office of Personnel Operations in the same fashion as those attending
graduate train4ng under the advanced civil schooling program. A
utilization tour following completion of this course should be manda-

& tory. Any additional education provided graduates of this course in
civilian educational institutions should be oi limited duration and
covfined to corresponding disciplines.
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GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS OFFICER COURSE

COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY rY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE
RA 16 Artillery 32 Ma1

USAR (Indef) 16 Capt 21
"lst Lt 9

32 2nd Lt 1

32

FIG. D6-9

30. Field Maintenance Officer Course. The objective of this
eight-week course at Aberdeen Proving Ground is "to provide com-
missioned officers with a general knowledge in materiel maintenance
and to prepare them to supervise personnel engaged in the repair of
conventional materiel..." The course deals with operations, pro-[ cedures, and maintenance at the direct and general support level,
and covers repair and maintenance of Ordnance, Engineer, Quarter-
master and Transportation equipment.

FIELD MAINTENANCE OFFICER COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FrY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADEII

RA 12 Infantry 3 Maj 1
USAR (Indef) 15 Armor 2 Capt 12
USAR (Under 2 Artillery 2 1st Lt 10

yrs svc) 124* Corps of Engineers 2 2nd Lt 128
Ordnance Corps 135

151 Quartermaster Corps 2 151
Transportation Corps 2
Medical Service Corps 2
General Staff I

151

* Some of these officew may be either RA or USAR (Indefinite).

FIG. DO-10
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i •31. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-10. As the function of field maintenance
is predominantly an Ordnance responsibility, the Board believes that
this course should be attended primarily by Ordnance officers.
Combat arms officers should not attend it unless they have super-
visory responsibilities for field maintenance.

32. Army Supply Officer Course. The objective of this seven-
week course at Fort Lee, Virginia, is "to provide a working knowledge
of policies and procedures applicable to all classes of supply and
to assignments in CONUS installations, the diviiion, direct support,
general support, and overseas depot units...." This program of
instruction spans the supply spectrum from unit and organizational& level to theater of operations and includes segments of instruction
on financial management, automated supply systems, and procurement.
Officers of any rank and branch are accepted as students, provided
they have completed the basic course of their branch and have an
actual or anticipated assignment in supply activities.

33. This course is a combination of two courses taught in 1964,
one of which spent seven weeks on supply from unit through installa-
tion level and another which devoted six weeks to a discussion of
supply from installation to theater level. In the Board's opinion
the spectrum of instruction is appropriate for Quartermaster Corps

I: officers, and to a lesser extent for officers in other technical
branches. It appears too broadly oriented to be suitable for the
training of combat arms officers in such branch material supply
officer positions as battalion or brigade S-4.

34. The composition of the Active Army officer student body
( attending this course in the last half of FY 65 appears in Figure

D6-11. The 142 Ordnance officers, most of whom were second lieute-
nants who had just completed their basic course, included nearly 38%
of Ordnance basic course graduates. The wide spread in grade of
students indicates still another course which suffers from lack of
precise statements of objective and student grade. Branch repre-
sentation appears appropriate with the possible exception of thej students from the Infantry and Artillery.

|I
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ARMY SUPPLY OFFICER COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY 2ND HALFr rY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 62 Infantry 2 Lt Col 2
USAR (Indef) 63 Artillery 1 Major 3
USAR (Under 2 Corps of Engineers 6 Captain 38 1

yrs svc) 19! Signal Corps 28 1st Lt 53
_ Chemical Corps 4 2nd Lt 191

320 Ordnance Corps 142 WO 33
Quartermaster "

Corps 87 320
SITransportation

Corps 16
Army Intelligence

& Security 1
Warrant Officer 33

320

FIG. DO-11

35. Air Transportability Planning Course. This two-week course
at Fort Eustis, Virginia, has the objective "to provide selected com-
missioned officers and warrant officers of all arms and services with
a working knowledge of the planning and supervision of and the pro-
cedures and techniques for preparing, loading and lashing unit equip-
ment and supplies on transport aircraft foz the purpose of performing
airlanded unit air moves."

36. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-12. In the Board's opinion, attendance
should be restricted to company grade officers. Branch attendance
figures appear appropriate, except that the Board sees little require-
ment for attendance of officers from the Chemical Corps, Adjutant
General Corps, or Finance Corps..eý" t
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AIR TRANSPORTABILITY PLANNING COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT IODY IrY 5

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 57 Infantry 37 Lt Col 2
USAR (Indef) 46 Armor 5 Maj 2
USAR (Under 2 Artillery 34 Capt 33

yrs svc) 101 Corps of Engineers 22 1st Lt 29
"Signal Corps 18 2nd Lt 135

204 Chemical Corps 3 WO
Ordnance Corps 10
Quartermaster Corps 15 204
Transportation Corps 30
Adjutant General

Corps 2
Army Intelligence

& Security 1
Finance Corps 1
Military Police Corps 4
Medical Service Corps 19
Warrant Officer 3

-° 204

F19. 134-12

37. Aircraft Maintenance Officer Course. The objective of this
14-week course, also at Fort Eustis, is "to provide commissioned
officers and warrant officers with a working knowledge in organiza-
tional, direct, and general support aircraft maintenance and a general
knowledge in maintenance management procedures." It also instructs
students in the Army supply system and use of management techniques.

38. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-13. Except for the five second lieuten-
ants, the Board considers that the student profile reflects proper
branch, category and grade distribution.
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AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OFFICER COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 37 Infantry 7 Maj 12
USAR (Indef) 117 Armor 3 Capt 48
USAR (Under 2 Artillery 5 1st Lt 16

yrs svc) 6 Transportation Corps 64 2nd Lt. 5
160 Medical Service Corps 2 WO 79

Warrant Officer 79 160
160

FIG. D6-13

39. Military Personnel Officer Course. The objective of this
five-week course at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, is "to provide
commissioned officers and warrant officers with a working knowledge
in the principles, functiorns and procedures of the Army Personnel
System." It is a comprehensive course designed for personnel
officers as opposed to adjutants.

40. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-14. In the Board's opinion this course
is more appropriate for officers assigned to the Adjutant General's
Corps and to the Medical Service Corps than for officers of other
branches.

MILITARY PERSONNEL OFFICER COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 17 Infantry 4 Maj 1
USAR (Indef) 60 Artillery 2 Capt 16
USAR (Under 2 Corps of Engineers 2 Ist Lt 32

yrs svc) 26 Chemical Corps 2 2nd Lt 26
Quartermaster Corps 1 WO 28

103 Transportation Corps 1
Adjutant General Corps 61 103
Medical Service Corps 30

103

FIG. D6-14
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41. Utilization of Branch Schools Specialist Traitinio Examina-
tion of the student body of eight of the above courses (all except the
two senior officer orientation courses) shows that second lieutenants
coiprise 627. of the student body, and that 567. of the students are
serving obligated tours of duty. This sample appears to be fairly
representative of the specialist courses conducted in branch schools.
Thus, the Army's specialist training effort in bra,,ch schools is being
given primarily to its most junior officers, and over one-half of its
specialist training is lost to the Army after a period of utt.lization
of less than two years. The Board appreciates that cechnical branches
are particularly vulnerable on this latter point since their Regular
Army lieutenants are on detail to a combat arm. The training utiliza-

3 tion loss to the Active Ary is a gain to Reserve Components.

Specialisc Courses at Specialist Schools

42. The specialist schools, together with the courses taught,
r are described in Annex B, Appendix 6. Most of the areas covered by

these specialist schools are analyzed in depth in other appendices to
Annex D. However, two areas not analyzed elsewhere are combat sur-
veillance and guided missile maintenance. Two courses in each of
these areas, as delineated in Figure D6-15, will be examined in
succeeding paragraphs.

SELECTED SPECIALIST COURSES IN SPECIALIST SCHOOLS
FISCAL YEAR 1965

LENGTH TDMS ACTIVE ARMY RES COMP
SCHOOL COURSE TITLE WEEKS HELD OFFICERS OFFICER
b Mohawk Pilot
oa Aerial Surveil- 3 9 82 0
Surveillance lance 8

Senior Officer
Orientation 1 5 148 2

Ornac Guided Missile&

Ordnance Special Weapons 12 4 17 0
Guided Staff Officer
Missile .... . -

Ordnance MissileSystems Mainten- 19 1i 133 0
ance Officer

FIG. D6-13
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43. Combat Surveillance. The US Army Combat Surveilllance School

at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, conducted four officer courses in FY 65
attended by 251 Active Army officers And two Reserve Coomponent officers,
One of these cou'res, Aeriai Surveillance Materiel, hae been cancelled
and will not be held during FY 66. The two mostheavily-attended
courses are e:amtined below.

44. Mohawk Pilot Aerial Surveillance Course. The purpose of
this three-week cour3e is "to qualify Mohawk aviators in the employ-
ment of aerial radar, photographic and infrared surveillapce devices,
and to provide them with a gereral knowledge of the organization and
uperation of the Aerial Surveillance and Target Acquisition Platoon."
Prerequisites for officers attending this short familiarization course
include Mohawk-qualification. Of the more than 100 academic hours in
the course, approximately 65% are spent in practical exercises.

45. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D45-16. Student breakout by category or com-
ponent is not available except for the notation that, for all officer
courses at the Combat Surveillance School, Regular Army officers formed
437% of the student body. The Board believes that the figures represent
appropriate grade spread and branch interest.

MOHAWK PILOT AERIAL SURVEILLANCE COURSE
COMPOShITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 65

BRANCH GRADE

Infantry 33 Major 6
Armor 10 Captain 43
Artillery 17 1st Lt 26
Corps of Engineers 5 2nd Lt 5
Signal Corps 7 WO 2
Transportation

Corps 8 82
Warrant Officer 2

82

FIG6 D6-16
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- 46e The Boiard examined the' relationship of the above course to

the 18-week Aerial Surveillance Officer Course at the Intelligence
School. It was noted that, while the latter course devotes only
approximately 1ýro. of its time to aerial surveillance materiel, and
the bulk, of its time to metrics, imagery and terrain, the Mohawk
Pilot Aerial Surveillande Course is nearly 807. materiel-oriented.
These two courses are quite:dissimilar and, in the opinion of the
Board, are complementary and not duplicative.

47. Senior Officer Orientation Course. The purpose of this
one-week course, also conducted at Fort Huachuca, is "to provide
senior commanders, key staff officers and key Department of the Army
civilians with a general knowledge of the techniques for analyzing
modern surveillance equipment, methods of integrating such devices
with conventional zollection agencies, and the capabilities and
limitations of combat surveillance and target acquisition equipment
to inqlude' the logistical support and maintenance thereof." Officers
attending, according to the prerequisites, should be in grade of
captain or above, and assigned oi anticipating assignment to duty
requiring employment of combat surveillance and target acquisition
equipment.

48. The composition of-the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-17. The Board believes thar branch
interest is appropriately reflected, but that the grade sprq.d is

1. _far too wide. The 13 lieutenants did not meet grade prerequisites.
Further, the Board considers that the title and stated purpose of
the course should be: amended or the minimum grade prerequisite
raised tn major.

SENIOR OFPICER ORIENTATION COURSE

COMPOSITION oF' Ac'TlVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY iY 65

BRANCH GRADE
Infantry 36 Colonel 17
Armor 15 Lt Colonel 25
Artillery 23. Major 46
Corps. of Engineers 1 Captain 47
Signal Corps 18 1st Lt 4
Transportation Corps 3 2nd Lt
Ordnance Corps 3 148

Chemical Corps 2

Intelligence & Security 26
General Staff'

148_ _ _ _ _ _ __

FIG. D6-57
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49. Guided Missile Maintenance. The Ordnance Guided Missile

School is the primary source of officer training for missile support
units and for missile logistics and maintenance. The Board believes
that the mission of the school, quoted in paragraph 27, is too
broadly stated in reflecting a responsibilitv to provide all required
career and specialist school education for officers in missiles. The
Air Defense and Artillery and Missile Schools have clear responsibi-
lities for conducting career and certain specialist training in the
field of guided missiles. It is apparent that school missions need
clarification and refinement. Two of the three officer courses con-
ducted at the Ordnance Guided Missile School during FY 65 are examined
below.

50. Guided Missile and Special Weapons Staff Officer Course.
The purpose of this 12-week course is "to provide senior company
grade and field grade officers with a general knowledge of doctrine,

policies, plans, and procedures for missile systems and special
ammunition logistical support; organization, mission and capabilities
of Ordnance missile systems and special ammunition support and related
using units; and a technical working knowledge of Ordnance, Artillery
and Air Defense Missile Systems and special ammunition." This course
is to be replaced with an expanded course of 19½ weeks' duration to
produce the new COSTAR MOS 4515 (Ammunition and Missile Maintenance
Officer). The course title will be changed accordingly and the
objective revised as follows:

"To provide senior company grade and field grade
officers with a general knowledge of doctrine, plans,
policies, and procedures for the US Army's Special and

Conventional Ammunition and Missile Programs to include:
Total maintenance, supply and logistic support and
management; organization, mission and capabilities of
Special and Conventional Ammunition and missile direct
and general support units and major missile firing units:
a general knowledge of special and conventional ammuni-
tions and missile materiel including test equipment and
missile systems' ancillary control and launching equipment."

51. The composition of the FY 65 Active Army officer student
body is shown in Figure D6-18. The Board believes that scheduling,
attendance, and quota allocation for this course should be examined.
Average attendance during FY 65 was only four officers per class,
where.s the school indicates that optimum attendance is 12 officers
per c&ass.
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GUIDED MISSILE AND SPECIAL WEAPONS STAFF OFFICER COURSE
COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 8 Ordnance Corps 17 Major 3
USAR 9 Captain 11

WýI st Lt 3

17 7
m_ 17

FIG. D6-18

52. Ordnance Missile Systems Maintenance Officer Course. The
purpose of this 19-week course is "0to provide commissioned officers
with a working knowledge of the operation, maintenance, test and
checkout procedures for missile systems and associated equipment.
To provide a working knowledge of the duties and responsibilities
of company grade officers in units engaged in the support of missile
firing units." While this course is currently producing officers
"qualified in MOS 4801 or 4802 (Ordnance Guided Missile Officer), it,
too, is being replaced during FY 66 with a COSTAR course designed to
produce officers qualified in the new functional MOS 4516 (Missile
Maintenance Officer). The objective of the revised course will be:

"To provide commissioned cfficers with a general
knowledge of the duties and reaponsibilities of missile
maintenance commanders and staff nfficers who provide
support to the missile firing units. To provide a
working knowledge of the functions, maintenance and
repair parts supply, test atid checkout procedures of
missile systems and associated equipment."

53. The compositioii of the FY 65 Active Army student body is
shown in Figure D6-19. As is the case in many of the branch school
specialist courses, the majority of students in this course are it
the grade of second lieutenant and few of them are Regular Army.
While the Army obtains a one-year extension of obligated service
from students attending this course, overall reutilization of the
training is very low.
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ORDNAX=E MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE OFFICER COURSE
"COMPOSITION OF ACTIVE ARMY OFFICER STUDENT BODY FY 65

CATEGORY BRANCH GRADE

RA 20 Ordnance Corps 132 Captain 10
USAR 113 Artillery 1 lst Lt 13

2nd Lt 110
133 133 13

FIGM DS-19

CONCLUSIONS

54. General Comment. While the Board examined within this
appendix only 14 specialist/orientation courses out of a total of
286, certain findings stand out clearly enough to suggest their
general applicability across-the-board. Several of the following
conclusions are enumerated on this basis; others are stated on the
basis of specific course analysis.

55. Specialist courses should present strictly job-oriented
training related to particular techniques or procedures. Orienta-
tion courses should be related to command, staff and academic
responsibilities at specified levels. An officer attending a
specialist/orientation course should be assigned to or on orders to
a position specifically requiring the instruction offered in that
courBe.

56. Control over non-career courses needs tightening up
throughout the Army. Headquarters, Department of the Army, through
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel; the Commanding General,
Army Materiel Command; the Commanding General, Continental Army
Command; and The Surgeon General, should exercise rigid control over
approval of new courses and over policing of the system to eliminate
unneeded, outmoded, or duplicative courses.

57. Directives and other memoranda pertaining to specialist
courses ahould define precisely the purpose, scope and prerequisites
with specific reference to appropriate MOS, job title, organizational

A
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and grade level toward which the courses are focused. The authorized
kgrade spread of students is generally too wide and should be narrowed

in the interest of more effective instruction.

58. Attendance at specialist/ortentation courses should be
authorized only in accordance with established prerequisites on a
need-to-know basis. Schools should be required to record the stated
need of each student for the training and to make periodic reports on
the composition of student bodies by grade, branch component, and duty
assignments.

59. Officers of technical branches who are already qualified in
their respective areas of specialization should not attend courses in
those areas intended for officers of other branches, i.e., Signal
Corps officers should not attend the Communications Officer Course
and Ordu2nce Corps officers should not attend the Organizational
Maintenance Officers Course.

60. As specialist courses are training courses, a large per-
centage of the curricula should be devoted to practical exercises;
action should be taken to correct current deficiencies in this area.

61. The Office of Personnel Operations, the Commanding General,
Continental Army Command, and major Commanders should take action to
reduce both the number of secund lieutenants and the number of
obligated service officers being assigned to specialist courses.
Students should be of higher rank and a larger number should be
Regular Army and career Reserve officers.

62. The number of career officers attending the Communications
Officer Course at the Artillery and Missile School and the Organiza-
tional Maintenance Course at the Armor School should be substantially
increased.

63. The mission of the Air Defense School should be made more
specific, with particular attention to its responsibilities for guided
missile training. The mission of the Ordnance Guided Missile School
(recently renamed the Missile and Munitions School) should be reworded
to limit its responsibilities for guided missile trainirg to support
as opposed to operational areas.

64. The Office of Personnel Operations should monitor graduates
of the Guided Missile Systems Officer Course at the Air Defense School
in Lhe same manner as participants in the advanced civil schooling
program; a utilization tour should be mandatory immediately upon
graduation. Any additional education provided these graduates in
civilian educational institutions should be of limited duration and
confined to corresponding disciplines.
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65. Quota allocation and scheduling of students for attendance
at the Guided Missile and Special Weapons Staff Officer Course at
the Ordnance Guided Missile School should be examined in connection
with stated Army requirements with a view to limiting the frequency
of the course.
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ANNZX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 7

ASSOCIATE, REFRESHER AND EXTENSION COURSES

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix analyzes the validity of the current concept of
conducting beth regular and associate courses and examines the role of
mobilization, refresher, and extension courses in officer training.
Primary consideration is given to career schooling, although refresher
and extension courses in specialist training are discussed.

hF 
BACKGROUND

Types of Abbreviated or Nonresident Courses

1 2. The need for shorter versions of the regular courses offered
at the various Uaited States Army schools has been recognized since
before World War I, when abbreviated courses were designed for Reserve
Component officers who did not have time to take the lengthy regular
course. currently five types of abbreviated or nvnrejident courses
are provided for in the Army school system:

a. Associate courses are described by AR 350-5 at the
Command and General Staff College (C&GSC) level as "courses of rela-
tively short duration, paralleling the regular courses and designed
primarily to increase the output of officers, and for officers who
cannot be made available at the proper time to attend the regular course.
This course is also available to a selected number of qualified reserve
officers and officers of the Army National Guard not on active duty."
At branch level, the regulation does not distinguish between the
purposes of the regular ard associate courses nor the types of students
fo, whom they are designed.

b. Orientation courses (sometimes referred to as familiariza-
tion courses) are not covered in the current regulation, but are
conducted for a variety of purposes, including use as a shortened basic
course for officers transferring from one branch to another, as branch
indoctrination after completion of a basic course, or for generalized
instruction in a particular area.
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c. Refresher courses as described in AR 350-5 "provide
information on recent developments or changes which have occurred since
the individual last attended a school or served with troops." The
implication is that refresher courses bring the student up to date on
material he has previously learned, rather than learning it for the
first time as in an orientation course.

d. Extension courses are nonresident courses, a part of
which may be conducted on a resident basis. AR 350-5 gives as their
purpose: "to provide a means for personnel of all components of the
Army to obtain or further their military education, and improve their
ability to perform appropriate duties which they may be called upon to
perform in peace or war; to award point credits creditable to various
retirement programs for Reserve Component personnel; to relate comple-
tion of training to requirements for education as a condition for pro-
motion of Reserve Component personnel not on active duty."

e. Mobilization courses are not addressed in AR 350-5. As
developed by the US Continental Army Command (CONARC) under Department
of the Army (DA) direction, however, the mobilization course is designed
to contain "all fundamental instruction" and to serve as the basic
instructional block upon which other courses are built by adding addi-
tional subject matter or detail.
Evolution of the Associate Course

3. In a major post-World War II study of officer education, a
special board headed by Lt General Leonard T. Gerow recozmmended in 1946
that short courses, designated "associate courses," be established at
each of the principal Army schools. modelled after their regular
counterparts, these short courses were to be for officers of the Organ-
ized Reserves and the National Guard. The Gerow Board went further,
however, and recommended that Regular officers attend, not the associate
courses of their own branch, but the associate courses of other branches,
for the purpose of gaining a better appreciation of the operations and
functions of other elements of the Service. It was stipulated that
attendance at an associate course was not to prevent an officer from
attending his own regular course.

4. Further modification concerning Regular officer attendance at
associate courses came in 1949, when another Army school system review
board under Lt General Manton S. Eddy, while reaffirming the need for
associate courses designed specifically for National Guard and Reserve
officers, also expressed the belief that Regular officers should be
encouraged to take the associate course. The Eddy Board directed its
attention speL.ifically to Regular officers who had been given "construc-
tive credit" for school attendance because of responsible positions held
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during World War II, and thus were virtually barred from attending their
branch schools to their academic disadvantage.

5. This limited concept was enlarged by the next Army education
and training review board, headed by Lt General Edward T. Williams,
which met in 1958. The Williams Board recommended that associate career
courses at the branch school level be designed as a combination of resident
and nonresident instruction for officers not on extended active duty. At
the Command and General Staff College level, the Williams Board saw a
combination of associate and regular courses as providing necessary flexi-
bility, with the associate course permitting variations in the ratio of
Regular Army and Reserve Component officers to meet particular conditions
and requirements and accommodating selected Regular Army officers who were
unable to attend a regular course.

6. The Department of the Army, in approving the Williams Board's
recommenditions in 1960, authorized associate courses at branch level
"as an interim measure pending establishment of the comprehensive branch
career course, pending the availability of PCS spaces which will permit
all career officers to attend the comprehensive branch career course,
and to accommodate exceptional circumstances where necessary to satisfy
specific branch requirements." With respect to the C&GSC course, the
Department of the Army position was that "the Army will attempt in the
future to increase the output to the regular course, consistent with
the maintenance of essential associate course training."

DISCUSSION

Current Associate Courses

7. As indicated in Annex B, Appendix 4, all but six branch schools
conducted resident associate career courses, varying in length from 10 to
20 weeks and in frequency from one to seven times a year during FY 65.
The exceptions were the Engineer, Ordnance, Women's Army Corps, Civil
Affairs, Judge Advocate General's, and Medical Service Veterinary Schools.
Beginning in FY 66, the Finance School also discontinued its associate
career course. As indicated in Annex B, Appendix 5, the C&GSC conducts
two 18-week associate courses a year. No associate courses are offered
at basic course or Army War College levels.

8. During FY 65, attendance at associate courses consisted primarily
of Active Army officers, as shown below:
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OFFICER ATtENDANCE
BRANCH CAREER AND CGSC COURSES

FY 1955
CAREER :*:*:.::k:ASSOCIAE CAE

ACTV RES OTH ACTV RES OTH
ARMY COMPS FOR SVCS ARMY COMPS FOR SVCS

TOTAL 2990 55 248 28 1521 661 226 27

PERCENT 90 2 7 1 63 27 9 1

C&GSC ~SQt~
__ _ __ _ m m m i m m --.. I.... ...... --. +,. 'I

TOTAL 641 1 80 27 668 157 551

PERCENT 86] 0 11 3 761 1816 6

FIG. D7-1

Validity of the Associate Course Concept

9. The Board asked all of the branch schools for their views
on the validity of the current concept of conducting both regular and
associate career courses. With only two exceptions, the schools
replied that they considered the concept was not valid; that all
career officers on active duty should attend the regular career course;
and that Reserve Component officers not on active duty should attend
associate courses, modified in some cases to include a combination of
resident and nonresident courses. The branch schools indicated fur-
ther that, if all Active Army officers attended the career courses,
they could accommodate the additional student load. In some instances,
additional career courses plus some increase in faculty and facilities
would be required.

10. The CWGSC recommended that the regular and associate courses
be changed in the manner set forth in a Long Range Plan submitted
originally in 1963. This plan proposed one regular course of 1,008
students, one associate course of 336 students (primarily active duty
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Reservists), and a special course of 10 weeks for Reserve Component
officers not on active duty. In proposing its plan, the CSGSC
presumably was mindful of the stated DA objective "to increase the
output of the regular course consistent with the maintenance of essen-
tial associate cdreer training."

11. The Board considers that the present associate courses are
not responsive to the requirements of the Reserve Component officer
for whom they were originally designed. As shown in Figure D7-1,
during FY b5 only 277. of the officers attending associate courses at

jbranch level, and only 187% of those attending such courses a# the
C&GSCwere Reserve Component officers not on active duty. The great
bulk of these officers today pursue their mar.datory military schooling
through extension courses or US Army Reserve (USAR) schools, rather than
through resident courses at Active Army branch schools or the C&GSC.

12. Associate courses, as currently conducted, are hybrid courses
with no clearly defined objectives or purposes. As noted previously,
AR 350-5 makes no effort to assign a separate purpose to branch levelI associate courses from that of the regular courses. The regulation is
candid if not discerning when it indicates that the associate course at
the C&GSC is "designed primarily to increase the output of officers."
The Board considers that "cut-rate education" does not meet requirements
for Active Army officers at this important mid-career level. It is
at variance with the Board's concept for an enlarged acational experi-
evce at the C&GSC, as delineated in Appendix 4.

13. The Board finds it difficult to equate associate courses with
regular courses and cannot justify continuation of both types of courses.
In fact, if one could develop a rationale which would equate the two
courses, the regular courses would become immediately suspect. Active
Army officers who attend associate courses are expected to perform the
same duties and to assume the same responsibilities as their colleagues
who attend the regular courses. It appears logical and equitable from
a professional point of view that all Active Army officers should attend
the career courses at the branch schools and that those selected for
the C&GSC should attend the regular course at that level. Additionally,
an opportunity for a limited number of qualified Reserve C-Mponent offi-
cers to attend career (advanced) courses and the C&GSC should be provided.

Mobilization Courses

14. The Board is of the opinion that the associate courses now
conducted at the branch career schools and C&GSC should be focused on
the purpose for which they were originally intended -- the preparation
of Reserve Component officers not on active duty to assume their duties
under partial or total mobilization. The courses, therefore, should be
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reduced to their mobilization content and attended during peacetime by
active duty for training (ACDUTRA) officers. These mobilization courses
should be adaptable for presentation in a combination of resident and
nonresident instruction and so structured as to permit completion inL i two years or less. This proposed concept of utilizing mobilization
courses for ACDUTRA officers is compatible with the purpose of the

Reserve Components which, as stated in Annex B, Appendix 10, is "...

to provide trained units and qualified persons available for active
duty in the armed forces, in time of war or national emergency..."
Additionally, although admittedly no justification in itself for this
proposal, the conduct of mobilization courses in peacetime would serve

Sto maintain their programs of instruction current.

15. The Board recognizes that 226 foreign officers attended
associate career courses during FY 65 and that the proposed mobiliza-
tion courses may not meet their requirements for training. Foreign
officers should be given the opportunity to attend the longer career
(advanced) course in lieu of the mobilization course, subject to
funding limitations related to the Military Assistance Program. They
can be accommodated at the branch schools. However, at the ^&GSC,
since the current allocation of 80 spaces for foreign officers in the
regular course cannot be exceeded without a corresponding reduction in
Active Army quotas, the Board considers that an increase in spaces for
foreign officers in this course is not warranted. Quotas to the
mobilization course could be provided as desired. (See also Appendix 27).

ATTENDANCE AT REFRESHER COURSES, COMPONENT UNSPECIFIED
FY 1965

ACTV RES FOR OTH
SCHOOL TYPE OF COURSE ARMY COMPS OFFS SVCS TOTAL

F Infarntry Field Grade 93 165 - 13 271

Armor Field Grade 54 65 1 2 122

Signal Grade Unspecified 38 43 - - 81

civil Grade Unspecified 1 97 - - 98
Affairs I _ _ _ I

PERCENT 32.5% 64.77. .27. 2.6% 1007.

FIG. D7-2
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Current Refresher Courses

16. In addition to specialist refresher courses (e.g. Prefix 5),
by US CONARC directive branch schools may conduct officer refresher
courses at three different levels (grade unspecified, company grade,

and field grade) for either the total Army (without specification of
component) or the Reserve Components specifically, making a total of
six possible types of courses. In practice, however, only four schools
conduct unspecified component type courses, attended predominantly by
Reserve Component officers as indicated in Figure D7-2.

17. Most of the schools conducting Reserve Component type
refresher courses do not direct them towards a specific grade group as
indicated in Figure D7-3. Two schools, the Engineer and Medical Field
Service, conduct refresher courses at both company and field grade
level. Seven branch schools (Air Defense, Chaplain, Intelligence,Ordnance, Southeastern Signal, Veterinary, and Women's Army Corps

Schools) conduct no officer refresher courses of any type.

ATTENDANCE AT RESERVE COMPONENT REFRESHER COURSES
FY 1963

ACTV RES FOR OTH
SCHOOL TYPL OF COURSE ARMY COMPS OFFS SVCS TOTAL

-° Chemical Grade Unspecified - 17 - - 17
Quartermaster " " - 77 - - 77
Transportation " 1- 56
AG 35 - 35
ASA " " " 4 - 4
Finance " " - 12 - - 12
Mil Police " - 21 - - 21
JAG " " 16 - 70 86

Arty & Msl Field Grade 33 98 - 18 149
Engineer Company Grade - 24 - - 24

" Field Grade 9 75 - 2 86
Med Fld Svc Company Grade - 38 - - 38

" " " Field Grade - 69 - - 69

PERCENT 6.4% 80. 27. 13.47. 1007.

FIG. D7-3
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18. The COSC conducts two types of refresher courses exclu-

sively for Reserve Component officers: Combat Division Refresher,
attended in FY 65 by 686 officers; and Logistical Command Refresher,
attended in FY 65 by 56 officers. These two courses lare designed to
offer training for commanders and staffs of Reserve Component divi-
siona, separate brigades, and support commands. With the adoption
of the COSTUAR/TASTA organization, the latter course wi-1 have to be
changed to Support Command Refresher.

Evaluation of Refresher Courses

19. The two C&GSC refresher courses for Reserve Component officers
appear to fill a clear need. The requirement for six different types
of refresher courses aL *he branch school level, however, is by ;o
means as clearly apparent. The "grade unspecified" type of refr•shar
course is not directed towards a specific career objective and hence
apt to lack focus in course content. Field grade refrcsher courses
serve a useful purpose for both the Active Army and the Reserve Compor
ents, since they prepare officers for battalion and brigade duty who
have been away from duty with troops or out of their career course for
some time and need to be brought up to date on branch subjects. The
courses should not be divided into two types by component designation,
however, since even the Active Army type is today attended predominantly
by Reserve Component officers. The Board found no need for a company
grade refresher course. This course falls during the period when
Reserve Component company grade officers should be engaged in taking a
Career Extension Course (see paragraph 21 below), to qualify themselves
for promotion to major. Active Army officer's have no requirement to
attend company grade refresher courses in any case.

20. The Board is of the opinion that all six t;pes of officer
branch refresher courses should be replaced by a single field grade
refresher couse, to be attended by officers of all components, and that
prerequisites for attendance at this field grade refresher course should
be uniform for all branch schools.

Current Extension Courses

21. The Army Extension Course Program provides a number of volun-
tary extension courses in which officers, primarily of the Reserve'
Components, can complete career schooling by nonresident instruction,
which may or may not be complemented by short (two-week) periods of'
resident instruction. Extension courses of a carees nature are:

a. Army Precommission Lxtension Course, administered by the
Infantry School (except for the Women's, Army Corps which is administered
by the Adjutant General School), is a prerequicite for conmiissioning of.
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Reserve enlisted personnel thq have not attended an officer candidate
school.•__

b. Officers •Basic Extension Course and Officer Familiariza-

tion Extension Course are conducted as nonresident courses only in two

phases, to be taken in not more than two years. Successful completion
is a requirement for promotion to captain 'n the Reserve Components.

c. Officer Career Extension Course and Officer Career
(Reserve Component) Extension Course are conducted by branch schools.
The Reserve Component course includes one or two resident phases and

can be completed in five years; the other is all nonresident and can

be c~mpleted in six years. Completion of the first half of either
'course, is required for promotion to major in the Reserve Components,
and completion of the entire course is required for promotion to

S~lieutenant colonel.

ENROLLMENT IN ARMY EXTENSION COURSES
fr Y INS

ACTV RES OTH FOR
COURSE ARMY COMPS SVCS OFFS CIVS TOTAL

SOfficer Basic 1371 5619 89 156 7 7242
Officer Career 2008 15195 101 235 11 17550
Officer :Career

(RC) - 4498 2 - 4500
C&GSC Extension

Course 1147 3577 - 139 - 4863
(PERCENT) (13.3%) (84.5%) (.67.) (1.67) (-) (1007%)

C&GSC Preparator 268 20 - 135 - 423
C&GSC Refresher 850 1693 - 298 - 2841
(PERCENT) (34.3%) (52.5%) - (13.27.) - (100%)

Special Courses 7266 10616 2508 447 11763 32600
(PERCENT) (22.3%) (32.67') (7.7%7, (1.4%) (36.07.) (1007.)

STOTAL 12910 41218 2700 1410 ' .81 70019
(PERCENT) (18.4%) (58.9T/) (3.97.) (2.07.) (16.87%) (100%)

FIG. D7-4
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d. CbQSC Extension Course consists of 28 sub-courses grouped
into nine phases, which may be completed in an average of 3-3/4 years.
If the course is completed solely by nonresident means, a certificant
is awarded; if the student attends a final two-week period of instruc-
tion at Fort Leavenworth, a diploma is awarded. Successful completion
of the course by either method is a prerequisite for promotion to
colonel for all branches'except the professional services, and receipt
of a diploma is mandatory for promotion to general officer.

22. The C&GSC also conducts a special voluntary preparatory
extension course for officers of all components who have been selected

to attend the resident associate or regular C&GSC course; and a volun-
tary graduate refresher course for any graduate of a resident or non-
resident C&GSC course. Other extension courses of a special nature are
offered by the Army branch and specialist schools and the C&GSC as
indicated in Annex B, Appendices 4 through 6. The preponderant use of
extension courses during FY 65 by other than Active Army personnel is
shown in Figure D7-4.

Evaluation of Extension Courses

23. The Board considers extension courses to be a valuable and
economical substitute for the more desirable resident courses, and
feels that this educationa7 technique warrants fuller utilization by
the Army school system, particularly for Active Army personnel. As
proposed in Appendices 3 and 4, mandatory extension courses should be
incorporated into Active Army career schooling at the career (advanced)
course and C&GSC levels. As proposed in Appendix 5, a voluatary ex-
tension course should also be established at the Army War College level.

24. The title "Officer Familiarization Extension Course" should
be replaced by "Officer Basic Extension Course" in all cases, since the
present title is a source of confusi3n. Similarly, the "Officer Career
Extension Course" and "Officer Career Extension (Reserve Component)
Course" should have a single title, "Officer Advanced Extension Course."
The "National Guard" refresher courses which are identified in the Army
school catalogue, DA Pamphlet 350-10, but which are not actually taught,
should be deleted.

Proposed Abbreviated or Nonresident Courses

25. Basic Course:

a. The Board considers that the basic courses proposed
in Appendix 2 are the irreducible minimum of Instruction required to
prepare young officers for their first duty assignments. The
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•" mobilization versions of these courses should be identical with the
nine-week basic courses conducted for the Active Army.

b. Since some enlisted Reservists on active duty and
other Reserve Component personnel cannot take the full resident course,
it is felt that a combination resident and nonresident exteaision course
should be developed fcr their use. The resident portion of the course
should be devoted to practical "hands-on" type of instruction, and the
nonresident portion suitable for completion through both extension
courses and USAR schools. It is understood that USCONARC is currently

* examining such a proposal. Although some individuals will have to
k rely entirely on an extension course, USAR school, Reserve Component

personnel should be encouraged to attend the resident or combination
resident-nonresident course where possible. Either method, however,
should be combined to fulfill educational requirements for promotion.

c. No refresher course should be given at this level.

26. Advanced Course:

a. The mobilization advanced course should be designed to
prepare officers of the Reserve Components for braiicl command and staff
duties ;,,• )attalion through brigade or comparable levels in both
divisional and non-divisional units. The mobilization course should be
a combination of resident and nonresident periods: two resident
periods, each of four to six weeks in length, preceded in each case by
a preparatory extension course. The course should be structured so that
completion of the two resident phases could be accomplished during a
single academic year, over two successive years, or as i combination of
one re•.ident period and attendance at a UShR school. If the officer
is unable to attend any resident period, it should be possible for him
tn complete the course entirely by nonresident instruction. For foreign
officers, the course should consist of a preparatory extension course,
a preparatory resident course of two weeks or less, and consecutive
attendance at the two resident periods. In time of mobilization, the
mobilization course should be given on a resident basis to all compon-
ents in lieu of the advanced course.

b. In order to establish a common denominator of e:tudent
knowledge, branch schools should mail a specially prepared extension
course to each Active Army officer when he completes approximately 30
"months of commissioned service. Completion of this preparatory exten-
sion course should be considered a prerequisite for attendance at the
advanced course.

c. Branch refresher courses should be given only to field
grade officers of all components, and should be a refresher of material
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presented in the advanced course.

27. C&GSC Course:

a. The mobilization general staff officer course should be
designed to prepare officers of'the Reserve Components not on active
duty for duty as general staff officers, with primary emphasis on the
Army in the field (i.e., division through army group and their combat
service support systems) and Army participation in joint and combined
operations. Instruction should consist of two resident periods, each
five weeks in length, preceded in each case by an extension course
covering the equivalent of two weeks of basic preparatory work, for a
total of four weeks'nonresident and ten weeks' resident instruction.
The two resident programs should be structured so that they could be
taken during a single summer, phased over two successive summers, or
taken as a combination of one resident period and attendance at a USAR
school. It should also be possible to take the entire course by non-
resident instruction. Foreign students should take a two-week prepara-
tory extension course, a two-week resident preparatory course, and two
consecutive resident periods during the same summer. In time of mobili-
zation, the mobilization course should be given on a completely resident
basis in lieu of the longer C&GSC couipre.

b. As a means of improving the preparedness of Active Army
officers to attend the resident .C&GSC course, tne Board proposes that
predetermined phases of the C&GSC extension course by completed by all
Active Army officers within five years after completing the branch
advanced course and prior to attending the C&GSC resident course.
Officers not selected to attend the resident course should be required
to complete the remaining phases of the M•GSC extension course by the
end of their fifteenth year of service (See Appendix 4).

c. The graduate refresher course and the refresher courses
conducted by C&GSC for the Reserve Component divisions, separate bri-
gades and logistical (support) commands, should be continued. No
additional refresher courses at this level are indicated.

28. Army War College Course:

a. The Army War College has traditionally cloced during war-
time and general mobilization. There is therefore no requirement for
a mobilization course at this level.

b. The Army War College should initiate an extension course
program by academic year 1968-1969. The extension course should not be
considered the equivalent of attendants. at the resident course, but
should parallel it and be recognized by the award of its omn diploma.
(See Appendix 5).
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c. No refresher course at this level is indicated.

Impact of Proposals

29. Active Army: At present Active Army officers attend associ-
ate courses on temporary duty and thus are not chargeable as student
spaces, even though they ate actu&lly absent from their parent organi-
zations. The Board's proposal to have all Active Army officers attend
regular courses would amount to an ircrease in the number of studenr
spaces (one space equals 50 student weeks). In terms of trainees,
transients and patients (TTP), the result would be an increase of 927
spaces for the branch career courses and 508 for the C&GSC course,
for a total of 1,435 spaces. However, this represents an increase
of only 662 spaces over the 773 uncharged spaces actually being
utilized now for Active Army officers attending associate courses in
FY 65. The TTP spaces would thus reflect z:hool utilization more accu-
rately than at present.

30. Reserve Components. An informal survey of the ag'ncies
concerned with the training of Reserve Component officers indicates
that most of these officers now atteuding associate courses will
probably elect to attend mobilization courses rather than the longer
resident courses. A number of student positions should be made avail-
able at the longer courses for those Reserve Component officers who
desire to attend the longer course. The Board recognizes the disad-
vantage of not having Active Army and Reserve Component personnel
actending school togetLer in large numbers, but feels that this
disadvantage is offEet by the increased flexibility of attendance
possiblities for Reserve Component officers and the sharper focus on
their own mobilization requirements.

31. Foreign Officers. The Board feels that officers of foreign
countries now attending the associate course would prefer in most
instances to attend the longer resident course rather than a mobiliza-
tion course. A number of these officers will probably be prevented
from doing so by the lack of Military Assistance Program funds. It
is also realized that foreign officers who attend mobilization courseswill not come into the same intimate daily contact with Active Army

officers as they currently do in the associate courses. Since the
courses must be geared primarily to the needs of US officers, the
Board accepts these disadvantages. They may be offset in part by
certain of the proposals for improvements in foreign officez schooling
made by the Board in Apperdix 27.

CONCLUSIONS

32. All Active Army officers should attend a regular course at
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the branch advanced course level and, if selected, at the C&GSC level.

33. Officers not on active duty should participate in the follow-
ing career courses which are based on mobil.zatior. requirements, given
as resident or nonresident instruction, or as a combination of both:

a. Officer Mobilization Basic Course. The mobilization
version of the basic course should be identical in content with the
nine-week basic course conducted for non-regular Active Army officers.
Resident instretion of a practical "hands-on" nature is preferred.

b. Officer Mobilization Advanced Course. The associate
career (advanced) courses should be reduced to their mobilization
content and designed to prepare officeLs of the Reserve Components not
on active duty for branch command and staff duties at battalion through

brigade or comparable levels in both divisional and non-divisional units.

c. Mobilization General Staff Officer Course. The current
Associate Command and General Staff Course should also be reduced to
its mobilization content and designed to prepare officers of the Reserve
Components not on active duty for duty as general staff officers, with
primary emphasis on the Army in the field and participation in joint
and combined operations.

34. In time of mobilization, the mobilization courses at the
basic, advanced, and C&GSC level should be given on a resident basis
to all componencs.

35. Preparatory extension courses should be developed and
distributed by branch schools 4c all Active Army officers upon comple-
tion of approximately 30 months of commissioned service. Completion of
these courses should be considered a prerequisite for attendance at the
advanced course.

36. Predetermined phases of the C&GSC extension couise should be
completed by all Active Army officers within five years of completiun
of the branch advanced course and prior to attending the C&GSC resident
course. Officers not selected to attend the resident course should be
required to complete the remalning phases of the C&GSC extension course
by the end of their fifteenth year of service.

37. The Army War College should initiate an extension course
program by academic year 1968-1969. The extension course should not be
considered the equivalent of attendance at the resident course, but
should parallel it and be recognized by the award of its own diploma.

38. Branch refresher ccurseo should be given only to field grade
officers of all components, and chould be a refresher of material
presented in the advanced course.
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39. The C&GSC graduate refresher extension course and unit re-

fresher course for the Reserve Component divisions. logistiLal (support)

commands, and separate brigades should be continued.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

r APPENDIX 8

PREREQUISITES, REQUIREMENTS, AND QUOTAS
FOR SERVICE SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ATTENDANCE

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix is an analysis of the prerequisites, selection
procedures, requirements, and quotas for attendance at the service
schools and colleges. It deals primarily with the top three levels of
Army officer career schooling - the branch career (advanced) course,
"the Command and General Staff College (C&GSC), and the senior service
colleges - as well as the Armed Forces Staff College (AFSC).

g BACKGROUND

Prerequisites

2. Branch Schools. This appendix omits consideration of branch

Sbasic courses since these are dealt with in some detail in Annex D,
Appendix 2. Normally, officers attend their branch career (advanced)
course between the third and eighth years of their commissioned service,
the exact prerequisites depending on the branch. Some branches have
identical prerequisites for the regular and associate career courses;
others establish different prerequisites for the two. Because of the
backlog in certain branches, some officers sent to this course have
had as much as 17 yeats of service.

3. Command and General Staff College. In order to attend the
regular coursf at C&GSC, an officer must be in the rank of captain to
lieutenant colonel, be under 41 years old (this may be waived), have
credit for the career course (may also be waived), and have between
eight and 15 years'commissioned service. For the associate course,
an officer must be 44 or younger and have between eight and 19 years
of service; otherwise prereouisites are the same.

4. Armed Forces Staff College. For attendance at the AFSC an
officer must be a major or lieutenant colonel; be a graduate of either
C&GSC or its equivalent (although this may be waived); and have ten to
20 years of ccunissioned service if Regular Army, or ten to 15½ years
if other than Regular Army (the service requirement may be waived also).

Preceding page blank
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5. Senior Service Colleges. For attendance at a senior service
college, an officer must be a major on a selection list for promotion,
lieutenant colonel, nr colonel; be a graduate of C&GSC or its equiva-
lent (this may La waived); and have between 15 and 23 years of service.

Selection Procedures

6. Attendance at branch career courses is mandatory for essen-
tially all officers. Selection is by career branches of the Office
of Personnel Operations (OPO) and the professional services.

f 7. Attendance at C&GSC is competitive and selection is by career
branch nomination, governed by branch quotas.

8. Attendance at AFSC is competitive, and selection is the same
as for C&GSC.

9. Attendance at the senior service colleges is highly competi-
tive and selection is by two boards, each consisting of a general
officer and seven colonels. Under the system established in 1964 the
first, or pre-screening, board chooses a number of officers two and a

half times greater than the number of spaces available, selection being
made from all eligible officers. Concurrently, the career branches
submit to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) branch
rosters of recommended officers by order of merit, and an informal
comparison of the two pre-selection lists is made by DCSPER to determine
if there are gross discrepancies. The second board then makes a final
selection in order of merit, and distributes individual officers among
all of the senior service colleges on an equal basis.

Quotas

10. Overall quotas for C&GSC are established by DCSPER, the total
number of spaces being dictated by the physical capacity of the college.
After deductions for other categories (182 Reserve Components, 152
Allied, 28 other Services) the Active Army quota in recent years has
been 1,288 students annually (640 in the regular course, 648 in two
associate courses). In addition, 28 officers attend other Service
Command and Staff Colleges, and 11 officers attend one of seven foreign
staff colleges. Total Army spaces are apportioned 65% to the three
combined arms and 35% to the other branches. Based on reports by OPO
and the chiefs of the professional services as to numbers of eligibles
by branch, these two group quotas are then assigned to branches on a
proportional basis. Officers of the Women's Army Corps attend only
the associate course.
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11. Quotas for AFSC are established in the same manner, except
that the total number of spaces is dictated by the allocation received
from the Office of 1.he Joint Chiefs of Staff. In recent years the
total Army quota for AFSC has been 160 spaces, in two classes of 80
each. Allocation of spaces to the professional services is adjusted
according to experience factors. Up to now chaplains have not attended,
but starting FY 1967 one chaplain will attend every third year. WAC
officers do not attend.

t 12. There are no branch quotas for senior service college selec-
tion, but starting with the class of 1967 the following branch maximums

A have been established: Adjutant General's Corps - 3, Army Medical
Service - 5, Chaplains Corps - 1, Finance Corps - 1, Judge Advocate
General's Corps - 3. (This was done largely as a result of the
selections for FY 66 which included 11 medical officers, 3 chaplains,
6 finance officers, and 4 JAGC officers.) In recent years the total
number of Active Army officers selected has been 279: 161 for the Army
War College, 49 for the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 34 for
the National War College, 16 for the Air War College, 16 for the Naval
War College, and three for foreign service colleges (British, Canadian,
and French).

Requirements

'13. In 1958, DCSPER provided to the Williams Board an estimate
of the Army-wide requirements for graduates of the C&GSC, the AFSC,
and the senior setvice colleges, which had been calculated as uf 1954.
These estimates have since been revised by DCSPER as of 30 July 1965:

ESTIMATE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR SERVICE COLLEGE GRADUATES

1954 1965
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE

C&GSC 10,242 15,520

AFSC 1,G66 2,730

SR SERVICE
COLLEGE 1,558 5,050

FIG. D8-1
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14. The 1954 estimate of requirements was based primarily on a
canvass of the field commands and staff agencies and displayed a pro-
nounced lack of uniformity. The rationale behind the i965 estimate
is as follows:

a. '&GSC - All colonels and lieutenant colonels of the
combat arms and technical services to be C&GSC graduates; the pro-
fessional and administrative services, by reason of mission variance,
to be held to 207% of authorized strength in these grades.

b. AFSC - One-fourth of all lieutenant colonels to be AFSC
graduates, except for those in the professional and administrative
services where only 5% of that rank were to be graduates.

c. Senior Service Colleges - All colonels and an arbitrary
number (560) of lieutenant colonels selected for promotion to be
senior service college graduates. Exceptions were USMA professors
and colonels of the professional and administrative services, of which
latter group only 20% were to attend.

Assets

15. As of mid-FY 65, the following military college graduates
were on active duty in the Army (figures 4nclude all equivalent
colleges but do not include 498 general officers):

ASSETS OF MILITARY COLLEGE GRADUATES FY 65

C&GSC AFSC SR SVC COLL
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

COLONEL 4263 83.0% 345 6.7% 1827 35.5%

LT COLONEL 7043 57.7% 524 4.3% 393 3.2%

MAJOR 2884 18.3% 57 .4%

CAPTAIN 179 .6% - - -

TOTAL 14369 926 2220

FIG. D8-2
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DISCUSSION

Prerequisites

16. Attendance at the branch career (advanced) courses serves to
provide a common base of branch expertise and a foundation for further
career progression. Attendance at these courses _.hould, therefore,
remain mandatory. To insure proper spacing of career schooling and
troop assignments, the career (advanced) course should be attended only
by captains - not by lieutenants or field officers, except in
exceptional .rcumstances such as for officers of the Medical Corps.
Persconnel requirements differ materially between branches, and the
limit of the period of attendance for each of the career courses

should continue to be left to the discretion of the career branches,

17. The practice of sending captains to C&GSC tends to crowd
attendance at the career course, civil schooling (if any), and C&GSC
into the same period of an officer's career, at a time when he could
more profitably be engaged in the command of troops or in a basic
technical assignment. Further, the curriculum at C&GSC is desigAed
to prepare the student in the duties of commanders and general staff
officers of division, corps, and field army, and appears to be more
suitable for presentation to majors and lieutenant colonels than to
captains.

18. The AFSC is currently outside of normal Army career pro-
gression, occupying an indefinite position between C&GSC and the
senior service colleges. All other Services equate attendance at
AFSC with attendance at their own staff college level, and it appears
that the Army should do the same. If this policy is adopted, pre-
requisites should be the same for both AFSC and C&GSC.

19. Prerequisites for attendance a,- the senior service colleges
appear to be sound. Ideally, there should be no restriction as to
eligibility such as prior attendance at C&GSC, but this is impracti-
cable due to the unmanageable number of records which would have to
be examined by the selection boards each year. Instead, more liberal
use of waivers for the C&GSC prerequisite should be possible, in
order to put the names of all deserving officers before the initial

selection board.

Selection Procedures

20. The present system of selection by career branches for
branch career courses should continue, since these are mandatory
courses. The number of personnel files involved in selection for
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C&GSC and AFSC indicates that this level of selection should also be
by career branch. The process to date appears to have been fair and
is administratively workable.

21. The method of selection for senior service college by board
is comparable to that of selection for general officer, and seems to
be free of branch bias. It is a source of concern, however, that
career branches have almost no influence on the selection of their
officers, despite the fact that they have managed these officers'
careers for the preceding 15 years or more. There should be some
provision whereby nomination by a career branch would at least insure
that an officer is considered by the final selection board. This
could be accomplished by having each career branch submit to DCSPER
a roster of branch nominations, the length of the roster being twice
the average number of branch officers selected for the five previous
years. On completion of the first board's action, DCSPER would re-
store to the pre-selection list all names on the branch rosters which
the first board had not included. This amended list would then be
submitted to the final board.

Requirements

22. Any statement of requirements is necessarily an arbitrary
one, based on many conflicting factors. RevisLn of the estimated
requirements betw;een 1954 and 1965 indicates a pronounced increase,
particularly for graduates of AFSC and the senior service colleges.
To meet these increases, the Army input to AFSC and the senior service
colleges would have to be doubled for the next ten to fifteen years.

23. Increases of this size appear to be neither practicable nor
desirable at the senior service college level. Advanced military
schooling at the highest level, like advanced civilian schooling,
traditionally is given to those individuals who show the greatest
future potential. The goal of 3uch schooling is to foster the
excellence of a few, rather than to raise the average of all.
Slightly over one-third of all Army colonels are now senior service
college graduates, and each year the number of senior service college
graduates is about six times greater than the number of colonels pro-
moted to general officer. The current output thus appears to offer
sufficient selectivity to insure excellence, while prcviding suffi-
cient volume from which to draw senior staff officers and potential
general officers.

24. The A2SC is presently operating at full capacity, and there
is no apparent possibility of a gross increase in the number of
graduates produced each year. Further, attendance at AFSC is not now
within the progressive career pattern of the Army officer, and is
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considered valuable but not essential. To benefMt fully from the
quotas presently available, the AFSC should be tied into the career
schooling program. There are currently 1,765 Aamy field'grade posi-
tions in 27 joint and combined headquarters. An ll-year stockage at
the present annual quota of 160 would provide 1,760 graduates as a
pc.ot from which to fill these pooitions.

25. Selectivity is an inescapable feature of higher education.
Stated requirements for graduates of a given military college in manyV. instances reflect not a requirement for an officer with a particular
schooling, but rather the type of officer who would be selected to
attend such a schocl. This is particularly true in considering the
requirements for C&GSC graduates. The proposed requirement as stated
by DCSPER closely api roximates current assets in numbers but not in
composition. It does not include any majors. ever, though officers of

g-, this grade form the bulk of C&GSC students. In round numbers the
present prcportion is 207, of all majore, 607. of all lieutenant
colonels, and 85%. of all colonels, for a total theoretical require-
ment of 15,320 C&GSC graduates, not counting general officers. This
is almost exactly the stated OPO requirement arrived at by other I
means. As a theoretical goal, therefore, something in excess of
15,000 C&GSC graduates appear to be a reasonable fig re.

Quotas - General

S1 26. The following discussion of quotas applies only to the C&GSC
and AFSC, since attendance at the two branch career courses is manda-
tory and there are no quotas (although there are some maximtuns) for
the senior service colleges.

27. The 65/35 quota breakout at C&GSC-for the combined arms/
technical and administrative services has been criticized vigorously
by some as being unfair and a bar to career opportunity for the
technical officer. Much of the criticism apparently hinges on the'
fact that, since the C&GSC is a prerequisite for senior service
college attendance and such attendance is considered important in
selections to general officer, the 65/35 quota gives the combined
arms officer a disproportionately greater chance to become a general.
As a criticism of the present quota system, this contention is not
verifiable, since the 65/35 quota was not formally established untilSFY 64 -- too recently to have had ayeffect on general officer po
motions. Rather, it appears that any historically better promotion

opportunity for the combat arms officer is a reflection of the b~lLef
that the baaic mission of an Army is combat and not its own support.
Nonetheless, any completely arbitrary inequity at such a critical
point in an officer's career is difficult to justify.
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28. In general, the means by which quotas can be established are:

af Proportionally, according to:

(1) Branch strength Army-wide.

(2) Number of branch eligibles each year.

b. Arbitrarily, by classes of arms or services. Arbitrary

quotas may be:

(I) Fixed, i.e. a set number per year.

(2) Fiactional, i.e. only a certain percentage of the
branch strength 6r of branch eligibles is considered in calculating
proportional quotas.:

29. If a branch quota is not proportional, a measure of equity
may be reintroduced by a number of devices, including:

a. Constructive credit for other education (e.g., a civilian
graduate degree) 1 breadth of experience, or demonstrated ability.

b. Waiver of the requirement for attendance as a prerequi-

site for further schooling.

z. Equating ae tendance at another military school.

Constructive credit is not now granted for C&GSC, but waivers are
employed by the professional services. Staff colleges of the other
Services and of some foreign countries are equated to the C&GSC; the
AFSC is not.

30. Proportional quotas on the basis of branch eligibles each
year appear to be more equitable than quotas based on percentage of
total officers Army-wide. Although the two figures usually are
grcssly comparable, the number of eligibles in any one branch may
vary considerably from one year to another while total branch strength
remains constant or varies in an oppcsite manner., In addition, the
total numbcr bf officers in the Army Medical Service (AMEDS) is greatly
disproportionate to the number of AMEDS officers eligible for C&GSC.

Quotas - Bratich Considerations

31. The Women's Army Corps' requirements are uoique in that WAC
officers do not ncw atte~id the regular C&GSC course, AFSC, nor the
War Colleges (although two WAC officers have attended ICAF). For
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five of the last seven years, four WAC officers have attended the
C&GSC associate course.

32. In the computation of quotas, the professional services
must be considered as occupying a different position than do the
other branches. They make more liberal use of waivers for C&GSC
attendance and by reason of their mission appear to have less need
for this level of schooling for the majority of their officers,
since professional personnel are utilized largely in positions re-
quiring their particular branch qualification. This is less true of
the MSC officers who, although included in the professional medical
group (of which they make up 37%), have many functions which make
them more comparable to the technical than to the professional
services. A complicating factor is that, while MSC officers need
C&GSC more than du iaad!cal officers per se, fewer MSC oýficers attend
the senior service colleges and ncne become general officers. The
special position of the profeasional servicec is reflected in the
arbitrary limit currently placed on their attendance at the senior
service colleges.

33. The Adjutant General's and Finance Corps also appear to
occupy a special, although less clearly defined, position in the
requirement for advanced military schooling, since they generally
operate in specialized fields with only limited numbers of command
and general officer positions. This again is reflected in the current
arbitrary limit on their attendance at the senior service colleges.

34. The relative requirements of the other arms az.,d services
for attendance at C&GSC are not readily quantifiable. The present
65/35 quota apparently is the continuation of a traditional policy
that the three combined arms which provide the bulk of the Army's
combat strength should receive proportionately more advanced military
schooling, while the services should receive proportionately more
advanced civil schooling. Figure D8-3 shows that this relation-
ship between military and civilian higher education does in fact
exist. It will be noted that the sum of the two percentages is
almost identical for the first three groups.

35. Although a case can be made numerically for across-the-
board equity in apportioning branch quotas to C&GSC, the relative
needs of the Service do not appear to warrant such an approach.
The emphasis of Army officer career schooling has traditionally
been on the art of command. The discussion of command responsi-
bility at Appendix 9 clearly establishes. 4hat officers of the
different branches have different roles in the command and control
of troops and staffs. Priority for attendance at C&GSC, therefore,
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ADVANCED MILITARY AND CW:LIAN EDUCATION BY BRANCH TYPE
(AS OF MID FY 65)

"% WHO ARE C&GSC % WITH ADVANCED
BRANCH TYPE GRADUATES CIVIL DEGREES *

COMBINED ARMS 20.4 5.6

ENGINEER, SIGNAL 13.2 15.6

TECHNICAL SERVICES 13.8 12.5

-ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICFS 9.6 8.0
* Does not include professional degrees.

FIG. 08-3

should be given to those for whom the instruction given has direct
_, application, rather than to those for whom it is largely a valuable

orientation on the functions of others.

* 36. Appendix 9 sets forth a graduated scale of branch emphasis
on command in the following order: Infantry, Armor, Artillery,
Engineer, Signal, Military Polie., AMEDS, Transportation, Ordnance,
Quartermaster, Aury Intelligence and Security (AIS), Chemical, Civil
Affairs (not an Active Army Branch), Adjutant General, Finance, Judge
Advocate General, and Chaplain. For application at mid-career level,
where attendance at C&GSC normally falls, several additional factors
come into play. The relatively heavy emphasis 9n command by the
Military Police Corps has primary application up to the battalion
level end Military Police officers are not frequently used in a
general staff capacity. The same situation applies to the Mediral
Service officer. On the other hand, the Army Intelligence and
Security Branch places only limited emphasis on command as such,
Lit has proportionately one of the highest requirements for general
staff officers. When an AIS officer is serving in his specialty, he
is normally serving in a general '.taff capacity.
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'V 37. The Corps of Engiueers clearly occupies a unique position
among branches as far as schooling is concerned. Not only do the
Engineers have the highest proportion of advanced civil degrees, as
a reflection of their technical role, but they also have maintaineed
an excellent record in purely military schooling. A review of branch
performance at the C&GSC regular course for FY 61-65 shows that
Engineer officers made up only 6% of the Army students, but provided

E[ •24% of the top twenty studerts and only 2%/ of the bottom twenty.
Clearly more Engineers could be sent to the C&GSC without lowering
the general qaality of the class as a whole.

38. A tabulation by branch of Army positions in joint and com-
bined headquarters clearly indicates that the five combat arms and
-he Army Intelligence and Security Branch make up the bulk of the
,.ield grade officers required. This is not a simple function of the
availabii!ty -• C&GSC graduates as is shown by the fact that require-
ments for Signal Corps and AIS officers are second only to those for
Infantry and Artillery officers.

39. Based on these considerations, the Board determined that,
for the purposes of establishing quotas to C&GSC and AFSC, the
branches may be grouped as follows according to their pn#ential
direct use of the instruction given:

a. Infantry, Armor, Artillery

b. Engineers, Signal Corps, Army Intelligence and Security

c. Technical Services and Military Police Corps

d. Professional Services (AMEDS, JIGC, Chaplains), Finance,
and Adjutant General's Corps

'e. Women's Army Corps

Proposed Quotas - C&GSC

40. The DCSPFR-developed requirement for only 20M of the pro-
fessional and administrative field grade officers to be C&GSC
graduates, as opposed to 100% for other branches, appears to be too
restrictive a proportion for application to C&GSC quotas, as it would
reduce these branches to one-third or one-fourth of even their present

quotas. Rather, it appears more equitable to relate quotas for these
branches to the composition and organization of the C&GSC class as a
whole, basing branch representation on the numbers desired in each
section (i.e. classroom).
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41. The present capacity of C&GSC is based on 24 classrooms
with a maximum of 56 students each, for a total of 1,344 possible
students at any one time. Within each classrocm, students are
divided into four work gr)ups. In a previous discussion (Appendix 7)
it was established that the goal of C&GSC should be to do away with
the associate course and offer instead a regular course for Active
Army officers and a special course for Reserve Component officers
(who also would have eight spaces in the regular course), with
foreign officers attending both courses. This would result in full
utilization of all 24 classrooms for the regular course, with a
consequent total of 96 work groups.

42. The Board proposes to allocate a total of one space in
each of the 96 work groups to those categories of US personnel which
by reason of Service affiliation, specialized'interest, or other
factors discussed above are to be held to arbitrary, fixed quotas.
Within this total allocation, branch breakdown is proposed as follows:

TOTAL PER CLASSROOM

24 Other Services 1

36 AMEDS 1 1/2

32 AG, Fin, JAG, Chap 1/3

4 WAC 1/6
96 4

The quota for AMEDS has been separated from that for the other pro-
fessional services, Finance, and Adjutant General's Corps, due to the
fact that each year the number of AMEDS eligible3 is usual!- greater
than the sum of the eligibles of the other four branches named. A
separate quota for the latter insures that they will always have
adequate representation L. work groups. Within the 32 spaces
allocated to these four branches as a whole, spaces are to be divided
proportionately by numbers of eligibles.

"43. The practical maximum quota for foreign officers is sim-
larly one per each work group for a total of 96, an increase of 16
over the present quota of 80 in the regular course. Although there
are pressures to make this increase, it can be accomplished only at
the expense of Active Army students, which does not seem justified.
Therefore, no change in the present quota for foreign officers is
proposed.
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44. For the remaining spaces (1,160 for an all-regular course)
the Board proposes the following division, based on branch require-
ments for the instruction presented:

Infantry, Armor, Artillery 65% (754)

Engineer, Signal, AIS 20% (232)

Transportations Ordnance, Quarterinastcer, 15% (174)
Chemical, Military Poliie

(In FY 65 the actual proportion of eligibles in these groups was
61%-21%-18%). The total within each group is to be allocated pro-
portionately by eligibles to each branch makiug up that group.

* 45. Since the proposed quota system is based on classroom
represehtation, it may be applied to the present mix of courses and
to any intermediate mix during the phase-in to an all-regular course.

* For ease of administration, however, the quota for the other Services
should be reduced from the present 28 to 24 and then not changed
further.

Proposed Quotas - AFSC

46. As has been noted previously, the Army is the only Service
which does not now give C&GSC equivalent credit for attendance at
AFSC. Although the AFSC course of 22 weeks is shorter than the C&GSC
regular course, it is longer than the present associate course (18
weeks), for which the Army student now receives full C&GSC credit.
For an officer with extensive Army staff experience before attendance
at the staff college level, attendance at a joint course of this
nature appears a valid substitute for C&GSC. The Board proposes,
therefore, that attendance at AFSC be equated to attendance at C&GSC.
Priority for attendance at AFSC should be given to those branches
which are most directly concerned with joint operations as evidenced
by relative strengths on joint tables of distribution: Infantry,
Artillery, Armor, Engineers, Signal Corps, and Army Intelligence and
Security.

47. The Board proposes the following allocation of AFSC quotas:

a. No quota to be allocated to the Women's Army Corps.

b. One chaplain to attend every third year.

c. Adjutant General's Corps, Finance Corps, and Judge
Advocate General's Corps to receive one space each per year.
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ACTIVE ARMY C GSC QUOTA COMPUTATIONS UNDER DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

ACTNEARMYC GSCQ(OT 65)

0 PRESENT PROPOSED
cn 0 0 COURSES N (ALL REG COURSES

0 B H H H QUOTA SYS AFSC EQUATED)
BRANCH

P4 Pý WIn
- ->- 0 t- 0 mn 0 -

ARMOR 1393 89 108 118 127 120 16 115 16 131

ARTILLERY 3536 229 276 299 324 304 42 293 42 335

INFANTRY 4173 256 326 353. 386 358 50 346 50 396

ENGINEER 1350 88 106 114 85 104 16 100 16 116

SIGNAL 1120 84 87 95 73 86 13 83 13 96

AIS 651 63 50 55 37 50 8 49 8 57

CHEMICAL 266 18 21 23 17 18 2 17 2 19

HP 288 22 22 24 18 19 2 19 2 21

ORDNANCE 840 73 66 71 54 56 2 54 2 56

QM 467 50 36 39 29 31 2 30 2 32

TRANS 828 62 64 70 53 56 2 54 2 56

AG 272 41 21 15 19 1 15 1 16

FINANCE 131 15 10 2 8 9 1 7 1 8

CHAPLAIN 116 17 9 2 8 8 * 6 * 6

JAG 60 15 5 1 8 /4 1 4 1 5

MEDICAL 775 157 60 13 38 45 2 36 2 38

WAC 257 9 21 4 8 3 - 4 - 4

TOTAL 16523 1288 1288 1288 1288 1292 160 1232 160 1392

1 1 every third year.

FIG. D8-4
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d. Each of the following branches to receive two spaces a
year (one per class): Chemical Corps, Military Police Corps, Ordnance
Corps, Quartermaster Corps, Transportation Corps, and the Army Medical
Service.

e. The remaining spaces to be allocated 75% to the combined
arms (Infantry, Artillery, and Armor) and 25% to the remaining branches

(Corps of Engineers, Signal Corps, Army Intelligence and Security),
broken down in these groups proportionately according to numbers of
eligibles.

Proposed Maximums - Senior Service Colleges

48. The present branch maximums for selection to the senior
service colleges from the professional services, Adjutant General'sS~Corps, and Finance Corps apparently are based on average numbers

selected over the period preceding FY 66. With one exception, the
present maximums appear adequate. The annual branch maximum equals
1/2 or 1./3 the number of general officers in each branch concerned,
except for AMEDS where the ratio sinks to 1/4. For the sake of
equity, the present AMEDS maximum of five should be increased to six.

Imact of Proposed Solution

49. Ruoa. Actual branch quotas for FY 65 and theoretical
quotas, calculated by the different methods discussed, are at

Figure D8-4.

50. Prerequisites. For those branches on which ar :bitrary
limitation has been placed, fairness dictates that the I sibility
of constructive credit for or waiver of C&GSC attendance as a pre-
requisite for the senior service colleges not only be preserved, but
encouraged. The Office of Personnel Operations and the chiefs of Lhe
professional services appear to be the agencies to recommend appro-
priate waivers to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

51. R,-quirements. Under the recommended system, Active Army
production of staff college graduates would be 1,427 a year (1,232
regular course C&GSC, 24 at other Service staff colleges, 13 at
foreign stL7f colleges, and 160 at AFSC). Experience shows that
total assets are based on eleven years' accumulation (current 5tockage/
annual output = 14,369/1,288 = 11 years). This supports the theo-
retical computation of stockage as based on average length of service
for all officers (25 years) less the average years of commissioned
service on graduation from C&GSC (14 years); 25-14 = 11 years. Thus,
stockage of staff college graduates under the proposed system would
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be 1,427 x 11 = 15,697, to meet an estimated requirement of over
15,000. If the AFSC is not equated, stockage would be 13,937.

CONCLUSIONS

Prerequisites

52. Branch career courses should continue to b& mandatory, the
time of attendance to be between the fourth and ninth years of
service where possible. Except in special cases, such as the Army
Medical Corps, only captains should attend the branch career course.

53. Only majors and lieutenant colonels with 9-15 years of service
should attend C&GSC. The service requirement should be waived only in
unusual cl- umstances.

54. Attendance at AFSC should be equated to attendance at C&GSC,
and prerequisites for the two should be made identical.

55. Waiver of C&GSC attendance as aprerequisite for senior
service college s..ould be possible for all branches in special cases,
particularly for those branches which receive a fixed quota each year.

Selection Procedures

56. Select. n to branch career course, C&GSC, and AFSC should
continue to be by career branches.

57. Selection to senior service college should continue to beby board antion, but with these modifications:

a. Waiver of the C&GSC requirement should be recommended
by career branches to DCSPER in time to insure that all deserving
officers are considered by the first (pre-selection) board.

b. Career branches should be empowered to place a limited
number of nominations before the second (final) board.

Requirements

58. The Army should seek to maintain a minimum stockage of
approximately 15,000 C&GSC graduates.
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59. Present AFSC quotas should be maintained as a minimum. Any
pos "ble increase in the Army quota would be desirable, as current
output provides only one AFSC graduate world-wide for each Army posi-
tion in a joint or combined headquarters.

L i 60. No fixed stockage figure should ýe established for senior

service college graduates. The current output should be maintained.

Quotas

61. Quotas for C&GSC should continue to be set by DCSPER, but
based on the following considerations:

a. A fixed quota to be given the other Military Services,
professional services, Adjutant General's Corps, Finance Corps, and
Women's Army Corps; to be based on one representative of these
Services and branches as a whole in each work group.

b. The remaining spaces to be divided 65% to the three
combined arms; 20% to Corps of Engineers, Signal Corps, and Army
Intelligence and Security Branch; 15% to the remaining branches.

62. Quotas for AFSC should continue to be set by DCSPER, but
based on the following considerations:

a. No quota to be allocated to the Women's Army Corps.

b. One chaplain to attend every third year.

c. Adjutant General's Corps, Finance Corps, and Judge
Advocate General's Corps to receive one space each per year.

d. Following branches to receive two spaces each per year
(one per class): Chemical Corps, Military Police Corps, Ordnance
Corps, Quartermaster Corps, Transportation Corps, and the Army
Medical Service.

e. The remaining spaces to be allocated 75% to the three
combined arms and 25% to the remaining branches (Corps of Engineers,
Signal CorDs, Army Intelligence and Security Branch).

63. No branch quotas as such should be established for the
senior service colleges, but certain maximums should be applied as
follows: Adjutant General's Corps - 3, Army Medical Service - 6,
Chaplains Corps- 1, Finance Corps - 1, Judge Advocate General's
Corps- 3.
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SANNE X D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 9

. TRAINING IN COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS

k PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix examines the anatomy of command and analyzes
training conducted within the Army school system in the responsibi-
lities and functions of command. It develops the relationship of
command with leadership and management, branch requirements for
command, emphasis on leadership and command required at various
levels of the Army school system, and required changes in current
regulations to reflect that emphasis. The appendix also discusses
pre-commissioning leadership training, company command training, and
the command/specialist problem.

BACKGROUND

2. The Williams Board in its first recommendation affirmed its
belief that: "The objective of the Army school system is to prepare
selected individuals of all components of the Army to perform those
duties which they may be called upon to perform in war. The emphasis
is on the art of command." (Underlining supplied)

3. The current version of AR 350-5, "Military Education and
Service Schools," states that: "The primary mission of the Army School
System is to prepare selected individuals of all components of the
Army to perform those duties which they may be called upon to carry
out in war or in peace. The emphasis is on the art of leadership."

q (Underlining supplied)

4. With specific reference to officers, this regulation later
asserts that: "Army colleges and schools will conduct career courses

S° to provide progressive military education and appropriate practical
training for officers of all Army components at appropriate levels in
order to prepare them to perform efficiently, in peacc and in war, in
all positions concerned with leadership of troops and units; with
application of doctrine, tactics, and techniques; with the employment
of units; with strategic concept, planning, and execution; and, with
national policy and planning."

SProceding page blank
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STATED EMPHASIS ON LEADERSHIP AND COMMAND IN BRANCH SCHOOLS

IN PURPOSE
SCHOOL IN SCHOOL MISSION OF CAREER COURSE

Adjutant General Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

Armor Emphasis ci leadership Primary emphasis on command

Intelligence & Command not mentioned Primary emphasis on command
Security

Artillery Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

Air Defense Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

Chemical Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

Engineer Emphasis on command Command not mentioned

Finance Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

Infantry Primary emphasis on Primary emphasis on command
command and leadership

Army Medical Commond not mentioned Command not mentioned
Service

Military Police Emphasis on leadership Command not mentioned
related to branch

Ordnance Command not mentioned Command ,not mentioned

Quartermaster Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

Signal Emphasis on command Command not mentioned
related tc branch

Transportation Command not mentioned Command not mentioned

FIG. D9-1
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5. AR 350-. assigns a generalized mission to the branch and
specialist schools together, which does not single out either leader-
ship or command. The purpose of the officer basic course is well
stated in the regulation with the exception that %raining in leadership
is omitted. In the stated purpose of the officer career course, pre-
paration for command is highlighted Similarly in the assignment of

* missions to the two Army colleges, preparation for command is stressed.

6. The emphasis given to leadership and command in the specific
mission statements of the various branch schools and the stated
purposes of their career courses is depicted in Figure D9-1.

i. The branch schools' interpretations of the amount of instruc-
tion related to command presented during their career courses in terms
of hours and percentage of total instruction, are shown in Figure D9-2.
The wide varialion in the school responses probably indicates that the
Board question was imprecise and that school semantics vary. Never-
theless, the chart is useful as a gross comparison.

INSTRUCTION RELATED TO COMMAND - OFFICER CAREER COURSES

HOURS I1W ARM ART ENG SIG MED CML ORD QM TC AG ASA CHP FIN INT JA MP
K, 93%

63%

800- .

33%
3006- 25% 41% 34Y.

14%0

200, 1...1 "

151 10% 6%

100- I -

50 -Iiai fS0

FIGý D9-2
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8. AR 145-133, Branch Assignment of ROTC Students, states: "All
branches of the service require officers who possess a high degree of
leadership. However, certain branches place significant stress on
technical qualifications as well." Later the AR states, " . while
the technical fields in which a student is specializing may indicate
his potential usefulness in a specific branch, the requirements of
combat leadership are such that practically all academic study is of
assistance . ."

9. A table in AR 145-133 relates academic majors to branches as
an aid to making branch assignments. The letters A to D are used to
indicate the degree of assignment, A representing very high relation-
ship, B high relationship, C substantial relationship, and D general
relationship. The following chart indicates the stated relationship
to branches of two disciplines which would appear valuable to the
exercise of leadership or command.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CERTAIN ACADEMIC MAJORS AND BRANCHES

MAJORS RELATED BRANCHES

PSYCHOLOGY A - AG
B - None
C - Seven BranchesD - Eng, Fin, Ord, Mi

SOCIOLOGY A - None

B - AG and MP

C - AIS
D - All others

FIG. D9-3

DISCUSSION

General

10. Although the spectrum of military conflict is becoming
broader and the art of warfare increasingly complex, the time available
to develop individuals to meet the challenges imposed remains constant.
Realist:,c requirements to acquire new technical skills,' develop more
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complex weapons, communications and electronics, improve analytical

skills and managerial practices, analyze and understand the inter-nationel environment, and acquire language competence must be intro-
duced into the Army educational and training system. Moves to increase
periodsI of formal training reduce opportunities, for practical experience
and1 withdraw personnel from operating activities. Further, when
additional subjects are introduced into school curricula, the area
most easily invaded is that of command training.

11. Reduction in the quality of command is not readily detected.
It is seldom subjected to the ultimate test and has no really useful
numerical unit of measure, for missions can usually be accomplished at
the cost of greater e..penditure of life, time, and resources. In fact,
without the test of conflict, time taken from command skills and de-
voted instead to supervisory, edministrative, and managerial practices
in depth will probably reflect an improvement in force posture,
measured in terms of pdacetime accounting practices. It is incumbent
upon any review of the Jy educational system to insure that the
pressure for instruction in peacetime activitied does not degrade the
fundamental ta~k of developing operational comx.and capability in the
officer corps.

12!. Wide variations exist in the emphasis given training in
leadership and command by various Army schools. The apparent failure
of many of these schools to accord this training the primacy specified
in AR 350-5 prompted the Board to make a more comprehensive analysis
of this phase of Army education. Command functions are too all-
inclusive to permit meaningful analysis unless the elements of command
ate identified and related to branch requirements. The Board considers
that leadership and management skills are command attributes, and that
a diecussion of their inter-relationship will provide more precise
educational objectives.

Relationship of Ccmmand to Leadership

13. The Dictionary of US Army Terms does not define leadership
and command in a manner which distinguishes between them. Through
time-honored usage, however, command in Army parlance has come to mean
the, full spectrum of authority and responsibility vested in commanders
of companies and higher units; whereas leadership refers more to the
*face-to-face type of direction and control exercised at lower organi-
zational levels. Thus, one refers to squad and platoon leaders but
to rompany and battalion commanders. Generically, leadership is a
broager term than command and is related to personal attributes,
motivation,,and character. The capability of directing group effort
is inherent in leadership. Clearly, leadership skill is fundamental
to command competence.
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COMMAND CHARACTERISTICS BY BRANCH

BY
BY UNITS CLASSIFICATION

LEVEL OF UNIT WITH
OTHERS

BRANCH TITLE O- -R

I L,o

0<

CA Nn4

AG Few X 14X 1:

ARTY Many X X X X X X X X 3

CAS Few X X x xX NA

ONRD Many X X X X X 10xx

INF Many X X x X X x Iix

QM ManyI xx9
SIC- Many X X X X X X 7

TC 11any X X X X X X 12

JAC None I xIX 13

AMEDS Many X XX X X X 2

Oraer of branches by percentile casualties is WW II.
AMost Chemical units ar being eliminated under COSTAR concept.

FIG. D9-4
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Relationship of Command to Management

14. The following definitions are drawn from Webster's dictionary:
"Command . . . implies the formal exercise of absolute authority, as by
a sovereign, military leader . . ." and "Managdr . . . a person who
manages affairs or expenditures . . . skillfully and carefully."
Exercise of absolute authority must evoke the stress of total responsi-
bility. Management, conversely, is frequently fragmented and described

L. as one of a series of skills, such as materiel management, personnel
management, financial management, or business management. Management
implies authority with circumscribed reSDonsf.bility. The skills are
resource oriented and particularized. Resources allocation is a

* function of command and the successful commander must be a skillful
manager. Command competence includes but must go beyond management.

Branch Requirements for Leadership, Management, and Command

15. Though conmmnd and management vary in scope and degree of
responsibility, both involve directing functions and participants.
Leadership is fundamental to management as well as to cimmand.

~ Participation of personnel lacking leadership attributes is limited to
individual contribution. Industry makes major use of the individual
contributor, as brought out in Annex C, Appendix 4. The Army too can
profit from the contribution of skilled individuals, through its
enlisted and warrant officer specialist programs and career service

- - civilians. However, the purpose of initial commissioning is to
identify potential leaders. The Army has neither a requirement nor
an opportunity for officers who are not leaders, whether they exercise
toat leadership as commanders or as managers. The PRard agrees fully
with the statement in current regulations, quoted in paragraph 8 above,
that: "All branches of the service require officers who possess a high
degree of leadership." Officer education from its inception must
emphasize leadership training, regardless of branch.

16. In contrast to the universal requirement for leadership
throughout the officer corps, requirements and hence opportunities
for command, vary widely. Cormand characteristics by branch are
indicated in Figure D9-4. The column titled "Casualties" is included
as a measurement of command responsibility related to lives. Infantry

4 and Armor are the only brancles which include all of the following:
numerous units; branch itdentification of units to division level;
frequent assignments of officers to command at higher levels, close
association with combat by branch classification, and combat leader's
identification ("green tabs"); and criticality of command measured in
terms of casualties. Varying only in lack of division identity andI less sensitivity to casualties are the Artillery and Engineers.
Command requirements are also high in the Signal Corps, Military Police
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COMMAND AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING IN BRANCH SCHOOLS

THREE

HOURS OF THREE THREE TECHNICAL ADlMINISTRATIVE
INSTRUCTION ARMS SCHOOLS SERVICE SCHOOLS SERVICE SCHOO0LS

700-

600-

4 00-

300__________

FIG. D9-5
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Corps and the Army Medical Service, in terms of numbers and levels of
units, and sensitivity to casualties, and somewhat less so in the
Transportation, Ordnance, and Quartermaster Corps. Clear identifica-
tion of the Ordnance and Quartermaster Corps, in particular, with
command opportvinities is obscured by the many branch immaterial command
positions in ftnctionalized units. Army Intelligence and Security
command positions ore spotty, the Chemical Coips is apparently losing
most of its units, and Civil Affairs commands in the main are Reserve
units. Adjutant General and Finance officers have little opportunity
for command. For Judge Advocate General's Corps officers and Chap-
lains, the opportunity is negligible.

17. A listing of branches in order of requirements for command,
although obviously controversial, provides a 'ocus for school training.
The Board cons3iders the following listing reflects roughly the current
situation in the US Army: Infantry, Armor, Artillery: Engineers. Signal
Corps, Military Police, Army Medical Service, Transportation Corps,
Ordnance, Quertermaster, A-tty Intelligence and Security, Chemical,
Civil Affairs, Adjutant General, Finance, Judge Advocate General,
Chaplains.

18. Command training should be emphasized ":½ those branches with
major command responsibilitius. Management training in depth should
be provided in those branches with little command opportunity. A
balance must be struck between the two, tailored to the individual
needs of each !ranch. This cot. pt is clearly at variance with the
generalized statement of branch school mission in AR 350-5. However,
t!-- Board analysis is supported by the reality of current branch
school instruction. E'hool reports to the Board characterize their
instruction roughly as shown in Figure D9-5.

19. The failure of management training to meet the full spectrum
of command responsibilities is reflected in operations-oriented
branches. On the other hand, the primary applicability of management
training to certain branches is clearly indicated by -he reversal of
emphasis between commar'. .nnd manage:nent in resource-orr-%.ted branches.
In the view of the Board. Lne trend evolving in the school system
properly reflects the c6:acter of management. While management has
a broad base of application, command must encompass but go beyond it.

20. The Board considers that Army training and education must
ingrain in the officer corps a clear understanding that command
encompasses total responsibility to and for the units commanded. The
discipline, esprit, trai,.ing, and support of a unit as a fighting
force; its character as a community, wherever stationed; the well-being
of its individual members; and, above al], effectiveness of mission
a8t :t-nplishment within resources p-ovided at minimum loss, rest
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squarely upon the commander. Command responsibility cannot be delegated,
fragmented, nor shared. The officer corps must keep clearly in mind the
purpose of a military force is to r-evail in conflict. The assignment
of many officers may be geographically remote fram the arena itsel'-, but
the end result of their endeavors must be to suppcrt combat commanders.

21. Within these broaO parameters, all branches have functions
at,.. responsibilities related to command. These functions should be
isolated and stressed. In other than arms branches, command training
would be enhanced and time conserved for terhnical training by focusing
on an understanding of command functions and branch responsibilities to
field commanders, rather than on the exercise of command at all levels.
The case method of instruction seems espk.cially adapted to branches
with limited command opportunities. Pointed case histcries could be
developed illustrating the impact of technical and administrative staff
decisions on the esprit and effectiveness of deployed forces.

Revisions in Current Regulations

22. The BLaid considers that AR 350-5 should be revised to re-
flect more precisely the requirements for leadership, command, and
management training. The objective of the overall school system, as
embodied in that regulation, is properly stated in emphasizing leader-
ship as opposed to command (See paragraphs 2 and 3 above). The bulk
of school students are enlisted personnel taking rather specialized
technical training, and the broader term is obviously more applicable.

23. The objective of officer career courses, quoted in paragraph
4 above, is excellent guidance for arms-and-unit oriented branches.
However, it sounds somewhat unrealistic, or at best unhelpful, when
related to branches with few or no troops, remote command expectation,
and limited general staff responsibilities; but with many technical,
spec~alized and managerial functions. In the interests of providing
desired emphasis, guidance and priority, the objective of the officer
career courses should be reworded to:

a. Enhance command competence.

b. Insure cl.±ar comprehension of command functions a
responsibilities to command.

c. Stimulate the growth of profecsional standards in thB
officer corps.

d. Conduct research and participate in the forcnlation of
military doctrine.
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spcalse. Contribute to education in essential management and
o• specialist skills.

f. Provide individual intellectual challenge.

24. Emphasis in the basic courses at all branch schools should
* clearly be on leadership. AR 350-5 should be revised to spell out this

emphasij clearly. Although the word "basic" should be retained in
current regulations s a generic term generally applicable to initial
ofticer training, arms branches should be encouraged to develop more
descriptive and challenging terminology such as Platoon Leaders' Course.

25. The purpose of the career (advanced) course, as currently
embodied in AR 350-5, includes the preparation of officers "to perform
command and staff duties at company through brigade level." Technical
and administrative branch career courses are given the added leeway to
"include such instruction above division level as is necessary to
orient otude ts in the missions and functions of their branch." No
mention is made of management training.

26. The emphasis on command training is laudable for the arms,
but the level of such training requires further examination. Annex D,
Appendix 3, recommends the virtual elimination of company level train-
ing as being after the fact. If company command training is late,
brigade conmm.Ad training is probably early. Most senior commanders
expect their battalion commanders to be graduates of the Command anu
General Staff College (C&GSC) and their brigede commanders to be
graduates of a senior service college. There is mixed logi,, in this,
since the C&GSC and the senior service colleges conduct no instruction
in battalion and brigade command. They do provide a degree of officer
selectivity based on school attendance, unrelated to course content.
In the view of the Board, successful completion of a command tour at
one level should be given far greater weight than exposure to military
college schooling in selections for command at the next level.

27. Since Army officer career schooling is traditionally pointed
at two grade levels above that of the average student, command training
in branch career courses should concentrate on the battalion level.
With company instruction eliminated, brigade (division artillery,
support command, or group for applicable branches) command training
should continue to be included, although witl, less emphasis.

28. t,.e Board does not take issue with levels of instruction for
technical and administrative services if this instruction is slanted
toward providing perspective anQ understanding. The Board's primary
objection to the wording of the regulation with respect to the tech-
nical and administr..ative services is that it addresses only command
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and staff training. Earlier discussion disclosed the requirement for
emphasis on cnomand tr,.ning in certain branches and on management in
others. Tbe reg-tlation should permit this flexibility, and individual
branch school missions should be discriminating in this regard.

29. The emphasis accorded higher commar.d and staff functions in.
the assigned missions of the two Army colleges is considered proper.
At these colleges, the responsibilities of all branches are brought
together. Command training appropriate to these levels clearly
encompasses appropriate management techniques.

Other Problems Related to Couuaand

30. Precommission Leadership Training. The precormission military
training received by offir-rs from different sources is described in
Annex B, Appendix 3. Lhe Iet at the US Military Academy receives
extensive formal training in leadership (over 700 hours), as well as
ample opportunity to prectice it. The ROTC student currently receives,
on an average, approximately a fourth of the leadership training of
his USMA counterpart. The trend away frcm branch-oriented and toward
general military science ROTC courses has caused leadership instruction
to be less specific and directed. The growing inclusion of more general
academic subjects and the reduction in the military content of ROTC
courses Lean that leadership training will be confined largely to summer
camp. This underlines the requirement for any basic'course for ROTC
graduates to stress leadership.

31. A required semester course in psychology at the USMA, con-
ducted under the aegis of the Tactical Dep.rtment, undergirds the
formal leadership courses. Elective courses in sociology ari offered
later in the curriculum to advance a cadet's study and understandiug
of leadership. The close tie-in of these two disciplines to leadership
has not been recognized in the relationship liween academic majors and
branches as expressed in AR 146-133 (See pa aph 9 above). Current
assignment patterns relate psychology primai_.y to a branch with no
troops. Sociology is shown as having a high relationship to two
branches, and a substantial relationship to o-e, all of which are
classified as administrative or technical branches and only one of
which has any substantial number nf troops. The combat arms are rated
iow in their requirements for Loth disciplines. While it is recognized
that many factors influence initial branch assignments, it is con-
sidered that the relationship of psychology and sociology te leadership,
and hence to combat arms requirements, should be clearly recognized in
the regulation. AR 146-133 s',ould be amended accordingly.
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32. Training in Company Command. The basic course must stress
leadership at the platoon level as previously indicated. There is no
time in this course to traitL officers for command at company level.
Nevertheless, most officers are given comand of a company-sized unit
before they return to school for the career (advanced) course. The
Board gave consid, ration to moving the career course forward or in-
serting another level of schooling at the end of the second or third
year of an officer's career, but decided both were impractical.
Company command training must, therefore, be accomplished at unit
level. The Army would benefit by a real effort to minimize administra-
tive harassment and permit greater concentration or. small unit training

* and operations, to include the time-honored iormal unit instruction for
junior leaders. The Board agrees with the Williams Board, "that an
officer is educated and trained by many means such as on-the-job
experiences, training in troop schools, precepts acquired from his
coutnanders, individual study, formal schooling at service schools,
and advanced education at civilian institutions." Certainly, with
respect to command, actual experience under supervision of experienced
commanders is the best and most lasting education.

33. Command and Specialization. Individual preference should
provide a basic guide for officer command assignments and traiiing.
Command without motivation and enthusiasm is sterile. Many combat
arms officers today have the ability and motivation to develop
competence in command and expertise in a specialty area. These
officers should be afforded a coutinued o~portunity to serve in both
fields. For technical and administrative service officers, specialty
fields are in many cases an enlargement of branch functions. Indivi-
duals should be encouraged to pursue these specialties in depth. If
combat arms officers, early in their careers, desire to pursue a
specialty field at the expense of command assignments, they should
transfer to the appropriate service branch. If, however, an officer
in the grade of lieutenant colonel or higher prefers to forego command
for consecutive specialty assignments, he should be permitted to do so
wi!hout loss of branch identification.

CONCLUSIONS

34. All branches require leadership training, and this training
* should receive emphasis in officer basic courses. Regulations should

be atmended to provide for this.

35. Applicability of training in the exercise of command varies
widely by branch. Comparative opportunities for command by branch arer generally in the orcer: Infantry, Armor, Artillery, Engineer, Signal,

Military Police, Atmy Medical Service, Transportation, Ordnance,
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Quartermaster, Army Intelligence and Security, Chemical, Civil Affairs,
Adjutant General, Finance, Judge Advocate General, Chaplains

V 36. Emphasis on command training in career courses should reflect
che relative command opportunities of the several branches. Decreases
in emphasis on command training should be balanced by increases in
management training. Regulations should be reworded to provide for
this balance.

V 37. Instruction in the career courses of command-oriented branches
she-ild include practical exercises in thp discharge of conii•nd responsi-
bilities. Training in the career courses of other branches stc',ld be
directed toward an understanding of command functions and branch
responsibilities for command support.

38. Throughout the Army school system, greater use should be made
of the case method to drive home lessons in command.

V 39. The high relationship of academic majors in psychology and
sociology to leadership, and hence to primary needs of the combat arms,
should be recognized in the current regulation on Branch Assignments of
ROTC Students.

40. Officers should be encouraged to develop a specialty in
addition to branch competence. In the grade of lieutenant colonel and
above, those who have developed an expertise in depth should b( per-
mitted to forego command for consecutive specialty assignments.
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ANNEX D

• ! ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 10

MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This alpendix analyzes the adequacy and appropriateness of
management training and education provided to Army officers. Coverage
includes schooling in the diverse but related subjects of general
management, functional mana~ement (including special training provided
for senior officers), installation level management, comptrollership,
and managerial analytical techniques.

BACKGROUND

Categories of Management

2. Management is a term often indiscriminately used and variously
defined. In the Army it is considered to be: "The process of establish-
ing and attaining objectives to carry out responsibilities. Management
consists of those continuing actions of planning, organizing, directing,
coordinating, and controlling use of men, money, materials, and
facilities to accomplish missions and tasks." For the purpose of this
report, management training is divided into the following broad
categories: general management - principles and practices applied
across-the-board by anyone who "manages"; functional management - a
narrower use of the term, applied to such specialized areas as the
resource utilization functions of personael, financial, or logistics
management; and managerial analytical techniques - tools and procedures
used by practitioners in performing managerial duties. The more technical
and sophisticated of these-techniques are used primarily by professional
management analysts, systems analysts, and operations research personnel.
The training required for each of the foregoing, as well as for installa-
tion level management and comptrollership, is different, although not
mutually exclusive.

Trends in Management

3. Since World War I1, emphasis on improvement of management and
use of up-to-date management tools and techniques has been mounting
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HOURS OF FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION
AT BRANCH SCHOOLS

PERSONNEL FINANCIAL MATERIEL
SCHOOL MANAGEMEN £ MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT

BASIC CAREER BASIC CAREER BASIC CAREER
COURSE COURSE COURSE COURSE COURSE COURSE

Adjutant General R 54 135 1 0 6 3 5

Air Defense 5 8 0 0 0 0

Armor 22 44 0 2 38 92

Army Nurse Corps 32 64 1 8 5 30

Army Security Agency NA 8 NA 2 NA 2

Artillery & Missile 0 0 3 26 15

Chapla:.ý. 0 60 12 58 15 10

Chemical 66 90 0 18 26 75

Engineer 3 6 0 4 7 94

Finance 0 38 4 337 0 8

Infantry 6 15 0 1 4 72

Intelligence 0 6 0 4 0 6

Judge Advocate NA 0 NA 0 NA 0

Military Police 33 42 0 6 10 9

Medical Field Service 12 40 1 10 4 23

Ordnance 2 8 3 7 12 11

Quartermaster 20 50 2 28 0 134

Signal NA 6 NA 1 NA I

Southeastern Signal 10 NA 0 NA 6 NA

Transportation 6 17 3 15 1 8

Women's Army Corps 15 10 6 13 20 12

RANGE 0-66 0-135 0-12 0-337 0-38 0-134

FIG. D110-1
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steadily. In industry the numb'tr of managers enrilled in formal manage-
ment training programs grew from less than 10,000 a year in 1948 to an
estimated 750,000 annually in 1965. Comparable trerds have been noted
in governmental agencies and the Military Services.

4. Management is not new to the Army; it permeates every echelon
and is inherent in varying degrees in all jobs. Due to the ever increas-
inr, size, complexity, and cost of operations, the Army has been devoting
more and more attention to managerial systems, techniques, and controls.
This growth of interest has been accelerated by technological changes in

* automated information handling and retrieval, new analytical techniques,
Congressional insistence on more efficient handling of resources, and
centralization trends within the Department of Defense. The Army has
had to adjust to these new management controls and processes. Demand
for Army officers qualified to develop and apply complex management
systems at both Army and Defense levels have risen steadily.

Current Army Management Training

5. Br'nch Schools. Continental Army Command (CONARC) conmon
subject traling requirements in personnel and financial management
t--e b een established in branch school career and associate career
c.aucses. Logistics management is included to some extent under oth.c
mandatory subjects such as supply in the basic course; maintenance
management at both basic and career course levels; and division supply,
service, and transport operations in the career course. Under the
CONARC concept of subject proponency (see Appendix 3), the Adjutant
General and Finance Schools are assigned monitorship for personnel and
financial management respectively. The Army Management School (AMS) was
assigned proponency for general management training until May 1965 when
the scope of its instruction was reoriented to the installation level.
While general management, analytical techniques, iastallation manage-
ment, and comptrollership are not today required subjects in branch
schools, several schools provide some instruction at their own option.
The wide variance in iastructional hours reported by branch schools in
three broad management areas is depicted in Figure D10-1. Although the
Board's questionnaire required arbitrary identification of academic
time in the reporting categories, the information is indicative of areas
of emphasir and trends in the schools. Materiel management, only one
segment of the broader logistics management field, was interpreted by
some schools in the broader context. Further discussion of logistics
training will be found in Appendix 13.

6. Service Colleges. Hours of instruction for the three
functional management areas reported by the Army colleges are:

|37
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Personnel Financial Mhteriel
Management Management Management

C&GSC (Regular Course) 10 15 9
C&GSC (Associate Course) 10 0 9
Army War College 33. 48 47

Total time devoted to management instruction at the other senior service
colleges varies from 15 hours at the National-War College to 780 hours
at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. The data should be con-
sidered only as an order of magnitude, since the Board questionnaire.
was interpreted differently by the various senior service 'colleges.

Specialist Courses

7. Specialist courses offered at Army branch and specialist
schools are described in Annex B, Appendice- 4 and 6, and analzed in
Annex D, Appendix 6. Figure D10-2 tabulates the primary Army school
management training sources and provides an insight into the magnitude
and diversity of the training. This codification, complicated by multi-
purpose course scopes and title ambiguiLies, required arbitrary cate-
gorization of courses based on their major thrust. For example,
"management" appears in course titles at 11 Army schools in conjunction
with such subjects as open mess, specifications, industrial security,
dizposal, research and development, procurement, construction, traff~ic,
maintenance, medical, depot, installation, post engineer, personnel,
finance, and logistics. On the other hand, numerous courses without
"Imanagementv' in their titles are of direct or peripheral interest to
managerial personnel.

8. Joint and Defense schools provide an assortment of, courses
(see Annex C, Appendix 1) in various management disciplines and subjects.
Many are multi-purpose and are attended by different categories of manage-
ment personnel. Ranging from one week to one year in length, they include:
the Institute of Defense Analysis program, the Defense Management Systems
Course, the Defense Weapons Systems Management Course, the Defense
Advanced Traffic Management Course, approximately 40 courses at the
School of Systems and Logistics, and three courses at the PERT Orienta-
tion and Training Center.

9. Hundreds of courses, covezing a wide range of management
activities, are offered by other government agencies and civilian
institutions. Although used for officer training, they are too numerous
to list.
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MANAGEMENT COURSES AT ARMY SCHOOLS

. . .NR. OF
CATEGORY SCHOOL COURSES COURSE DURATION

AMETA 8 2½ days -2 weeks

GENERAL MANAGEMENT ALMC 2 2 weeks

Quartermaster 1 3 weeks

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT
SPersonnel Mgt Adjutant General 3 3 - 5 weeks

Finance 5 3 - 6 weeks
Financial Mgt -

and AMETA, I week
Comptrollership
, _Quartermaster 1 1 week, 2 days

Army Mgt 1 3 weeks
Installation Mgt ALMC 1 1 week

MANAGERIAL ANALYTICAL AMETA 31 1½ days - 8 weeks
TECHNIQUES

ALMC 1 2 weeks

FIG. DI0-2

Graduate'Civil Schooling

]0. Approximately 36% of 931 officers currently pursuing graduate
studies are enrolled in selected business administration and engineering
courses related to the management field. Currently validated require-
ments for these two disciplinary areas are 593 and 89 respectively.
Twenty-nine officers included in the above totals are enrolled in the
Army Comptrollership School, established at Syracuse University in 1952.
This specially developed program leading to a Master of Business Admini-
stration degree is based on studies in public and business administration,
with emphasis on the military and industrial mwnagement and comptroller
aspects of effective use of resources. Twenty cilonels, considered
potential future senior commanders and staff officers, are selected each
year to attend advanced management courses at either Harvard (13 weeks)
or Pittsburgh (eight weeks) Universities.
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DISCUSSION

General

11. The spiralling increases in management training are illustrated
by developments at the Army Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA).
AMETA was established in 1952 with nine courses. During the past five
years alone, course offerings expanded from 36 to 53; student load
climbed from 2,500 to 6,500 annually, and a load of 9,000 is programmed
for FY 1967. Over 40,000 students have participated in courses to date.
Despite these trends, a negative reaction toward management and manage-
ment training has appeared, attributable in part to imposed management
systems and the nature of current management courses. Some find it
difficult to associate large-scale training requirements in nebulous
business-associated management techniques and practices with the Army's
primary combat role. Others compare ma.nagement training with normal
courae patterns in other fields and challerge the validity of frequent
attendance at short, fragmenLtd, unstructured, duplicative courses that
are not always job-oriented.

12. Some cr.iticism is justified, while some represents a lack of
awareness of the changing role of management. As indicated in Annex D,
Appendix 12, the advent of electronic computers and automated information
handling techniques has created a revolution in managerial concepts,
reversing organizational and operational trends of long standing. In
the years ahead, further centralizaticn of control and decision-making
authority can be anticipated. RequirE ien for training in management
skills will continue, not only for upper level assignments but in the
lower echelons as well. Earlier identification and development of
personnel with potential managerial competence will be necessary.

General Management Treining

13. The correlation of management with command and leadership is
discussed at length in Appendix 9. Training in general management
should Se closely intertwined with command and leadership, although
subject emphasis will vary by branch. While benefits are derived from
instruction in general management, competence results from the cumula-
tive effect of usage during systematically planned career assignments.
Schooling normally presents an orientation to the subject, imparts a
limited amount of knowledge, and initiates a course of training and
discipline. The most important function is to help individuals realize.
the importare of continuing to educate themselves and to apply ba.,!'
management principles on the job. Despite the limitations of formal
training, the Board substantiates the requirement for providing general
management instruction in career schools.
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14. Current coverage of general management at branch school career
courses varies considerably in hours (zero to 73), scope, and quality of
instruction. Management instruction is also provided at the Command and
General Staff College (C&GSC) and the Army War College (AWC), although
the large number of different topics included in their curricula permits
only limited coverage of general man&gement per se. This subject lends
itself admirably to the progressive electives program proposed in
Appendix 26. A management option could be offered, patterned after the
American Management Association "Management Course." Although the exact
details of these Army-oriented elective units would have to be developed,
they could cover "Basic Principles, Skills and Tools of Hanagement" in
Unit One in the career (advanced) course, to include organizational
analysis, work measurement, and statistics, while Unit Two, under the
title "Staff and Command Managerial Processes," at C&GSC, could incorpo-
rate the quantitative tools of oanagement such as cost effectiveness,
planning and control techniques, and techniques for reviewing and
improving performance. Instruction should ev-loy such techniques as
case studies, role playing, and group dynamics.

15. AMETA and civilian institution trainize i.- characterized by a
large number of short fragmented courses presenting single subject
instruction for a period of several days to one or two weeks While
still popular in private industry, too often they develop t) reputation
of being "charm" courses, regardle.- of the validity of the. subject
matter. The obvious virtue f this type training is the bri, f period
of time a student is cif the job. Disadvantages include difLiculties
in structuring progressive educational patterns for managers, 'ack of
student evaluation, and impracticability of providing individual
remedial work for the slow student or challenge to the cutstanding
individual. Course costs rise when travel expenses must be amortized
in a few days.

a. In recognition of growing Army requirements for developing
competence in management, the Board considers that related short courses,
particularly those of one weeks' duration or less, should be consolidated
into instruction covering two or three weeks to permit structuring of
courses for progressive development and the evaluation of student per-
formance. Exarýples of related instruction which could be combined are:
Principles and Application of Va.ue Engineering with Managing the Value
Engineering Program; New Organization Concepts for Top Management with
Organization Planning; Probability Controls in Management with Operations
Research Appreciation; and Real Time Systems with Data Processing and
Profitability Studies and ADP for the Systems Analyst.

b. One of ,ae consolidated offerings should be a comprehensive
manegement course o. not to exceed two monthst duration to qualify
selected officers and civilians for key managerial positions. The
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course should be Army problem-oriented and patterned along the lines of
a modified version of the American Management Association "Executive
Action Course," with emphasis on the practical application of management
principles, practices, and techniques. Pertinent instruction from
current AMETA courses could form the basis for the course, including the
Top Management Seminar, Managerial Communications, New Organization
Concepts for Top Managemenr, Organizational Planning, and some manageria±
analytical techniques such as PERT, Probability Controls, Operations
Research Appreciation, Management Statistics, and Work Methods and
Standards. The Board considers that this course should be conducted
by the AMETA, pending establishment of the proposed Army Resources
Management Institute (ARMI) discussed in Appendices 13 ar.d 21. Develop-
ment of this course would permit the Army to reduce the number and
frequency of short specialist courses, reduce dependence on costly
external source schooling, direct instruction toward specific Army
requirements, and provide an in-house capability for the career develop-
ment of potential managers.

16. Advanced management courses at Pittsburgh and Harvard
Universities, although oriented primarily toward civilian industry,
are beneficial. The courses not only enhance the general management
competence of senior Army officers but also develop relationships
between the military and civiliar participants which contribute to a
fuller understanding of each other's problems. Continued attendance
at these courses is warranted, although at a reduced level after the
establishment of the proposed Army in-housc course.

Personnel Management Traiiing

17. Despite the fact that the majority of newly commissioned
officers have had little or no prior experience in personnel supervision,
they are responsible for "managing" personnel starting at their first
assignments. Faced with immediate and direct contact with his enlisted
personnel, the young officer as mentor to his troops is expected to be
generally familiar with Army personnel policies and procedures. Yet
most officers properly acquire the bulk of their knowledge of military
personnel management through on-the-job experience over a period of
years. The dichotomy is obvious. Branch school basic courses must
provide the fundamentals of personnel management emphasizing practical
instruction appropriate to the type and level of personnel actions
officers will encounter upon graduation. As officers progress in
career schooling, personnel management instruction related specifically
to organizational levels included in course objectLves should be
provided.

a. In many cases, instruction in career schooling has been
too theoretical and frequently gives insufficient attention to enlisted
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personnel matters. While not a CONARC common subject requirement for
basic courses, all but four branch schools provide some personnel
management instruction, although with wide variances in the hours and
scope of subject coverage, in both basic and career courses. The AG
School should ) •ntinue to provide comprehensive coverage of personnel
managemenc in ics basic and career (advanced) courser. Instruction at
other branch school basic courses, geared specifically to the needs of
platoon leaders in troop-oriented branches, should provide a practical
"orientation in Army personnel management and cover principal personnel
records, with emhasis on enlisted proficiency tests, commander's
evaluation repot. and officer efficiency reports. Graduates of these
courses should be sufficiently conversant with the practical aspects of
these subjects to start their initial assignments without trepidation.

b. Career (advanced) courses should offer a uinimum of 16
hours' instruction on the commander's or manager's role, as applicable
to various branches. Instruction should include the functions of
personnel staff officers to enable graduates to render effective
service as S-1 at battalion through brigade level, and Assistant G-1
at division level. Emphasis should be accorded to personnel utiliza-
tion procedures, including techniques for recognizing outstanding and
deficient performance of duty. Use of case studies and role playing
will enhance this instruction.

c. Coverage of personnel management at Army colleges is
generally adequate and appropriate. The C&GSC estimates that approxi-
mately 50 hours are devoted to the overall personnel/G-l field.
However, the integration of this instruction with other subjects in
staff, command, operations, and map exercises makes it difficult to
identify specific hours of personnel management. A personnel manage-
ment elective at the C&GSC might logically provide expanded coverage

* of personnel staff officer functions. Because of prior intensive
study of this area, AG officers should pursue other electives such as
general management (see paragraph 14). The curriculum at the AWC
adequately covers personnel management and requirements and the capa-
bility of US manpower and reserve forces to support limited or general
mobilization under all conditions of warfare. No changes are recommended.

18. The three specialist courses available at the AG school for
officer personnel management training have no undesirable overlap in
subject matter and are generaU!;, adequate.

a. Comments from some students and field commanders indicate
a possible requirement to revise the Personnel Management Officer (PMO)
Course to broaden instruction on personnel staff functions and to reduce
coverage of classification and assignment techniques. Over 607. of the
students in this field grade course are non-Adjutant General Corps
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officers; approximately 71% are in Tat-le of Distribution units, primarily
engaged in personnel type assignments. The program of instruction should
be reviewed to insure that it meets the requirements of these students.
New developments in automated information handling and retrieval systems
eventually will require revision of personnel management courses to
incorporate more instruction on these techniques.

b. Two courses are available in the manpower analysis field.
The three-week AG School Manpower Control Officer Course covers the full
range of Army manpower management, including the principles and pro-
cedures employed in the control, distribution and utilization of man-
power resources. The four-week AMETA Manpower Validation Course is
taught exclusively for the US Air Force and concentrates on the tools
for developing standards, including work sampling and measurement,
methods study, and other statistical techniques. Both of these
Service-oriented courses appear warranted, and consolidation is not
considered appropriate. However. increased emphasis and instruction
on work measurement techniques should be incorporated into the AG
School course.

Financial Management Trainini

19. Financial management, comprising a portion of the functions
associated with the comptrollership field, is utilized in a narrower
fiscal/accounting role in other positions. Although prescribed as a
USCONARC common subject requirement, the hours and quality of coverage
at branch schools vary widely and frequently leave much to be desired.
The indifferv!t "lip-service" treatment often accorded this subject is
demonstraLed by the short, uninspired lectures used to present the
instruction. If covered in course examinations, it is usually on the
basis of a few memory recall questions. It is doubtful that officers
gain sn understanding of budgeting, accourting and related financial
management processes through the limited exposure in career courses.

a. The coverage should be revised to sharpen the focus of
instruction, particularly in courses offering less than ten hours on
this subject. Instruction should embrace cost reduction and effective-
ness and the impact of source data automation and automatic data pro-
cessing (ADP) on data handling, availability, and analysis. Subject
coverage should be directed toward creating an empathy for the financial
management processes officers will encounter in their duties. Attenpts
to provide a general survey of nll fiscal activities or develop narrow
specialized area technicians shouid be avoided. The Finance School, as
the proponent, should offer branch schools full assistance in developing
instructional materi.al.
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b. The C&GSC's demonstration tecbnique for presenting a
quarterly review and analysis is commendable, but the remainder of its
financial mauagement instruction appears to be too diffused among other
management topics. Increased emphasis should be given to providing an
appreciation of the elements of the Five-Year Force Structure and
Financial Program and the budget and programming process as related to

H force planning. Financial management ivstruction at the AWC is compre-
hensive; no changes are recommended.

20. The Finance School career course satisfactorily qualifies
Finance Corps officers for assignments in the financial management
field. Specialist courses at the Finance School, if adequately attended,
would meet xequirements for training officers of other branches in
financial management duties. No appreciable undesirable overlap was
noted in Army courses, although orientation seminars and workshops con-
ducted by other government and civilian agencies such as the Civil
Service Commission and the American Management Association do have
this deficiency.

Comptrollership Training

21. Although comptroller-type duties have always been performed in
well managed organizations, the rise of the field as a separate entity
is of recent (1948) origin. Comptrollers are still not authorized in
Table of Organization units, except upon special augmentation to Support
Commands, and comptroller functions in combat areas are not clearly
delineated. Originally staffed to a great extent with narrowly-trained,
disbursing-oriented accountants, comptrollership has matured and expanded
to its present broad role, utilizing personnel skilled in a wide range
of managerial techniques. Comptroller duties are to "advise commanders
on past, present, and proposed use of resources in order to promote
effectiveness, efficiency, and economy in accomplishing assigned missions,
and to assist commanders in programming and budgeting matters." As of
30 June 1965, there were 1,163 officers in comptroller and associated
duty assignments throughout the Army. Trends toward increased use of
ADP for centralized data analysis and decision-making portend future
expansion of the comptroller field, although the number of officers
ultimately assigned may be reduced as a result of the recent Department
of Defense military-civilian substitutability plan which identifiescomptroller positions as susceptible to converjion.

22. Relatively little instruction is offered within the framework
of sequential officer career schooling to qualify officers for comp-
trollership assignments. The Finance School career (advanced) course
provides 155 houre of comptroller type subjects, including the major
subject matter of the separate 230-hour Military Comptrollership Course
(discussed below), as well as 284 hours in military accounting, of which
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114 hours are devoted to ADP. Comptrollership instruction at other
branch schools and the Army colleges varies from none to partial or

superficial treatment of comptroller-related subjects as partially
discussed in paragraph 19. Since comparatively few officers are
assigned to comptroller duties during their careers, no change in
comptroller-type instruction at career courses is recommended. How-
ever, subject matter being taught should be reviewed to insure that it
incorporates the latest information on Army managerial systems and
techniques. Recognition should be given to the current and expanding
impact of ADP on this field and instruction correlated with the ADP
coverage recommended in Appendix 12. Comptroller instruction, covered
briefly at the C&GSC, should be given more emphasis by separate treat-
ment as a general staff function. Comptrollership instruction at the

AWC satisfactorily examines the DOD programming and budgeting concepts,
the DOD program system, and review and analysis. Instruction is appro-
priate to this level of schooling; no changes are recormended.

23. A six-week Military Comptroller Course is conducted at the
Finance School to provide officers and civilians with a working knowledge
of the principles and practices of comptrollership and the utilization

of techniques and procedures in the performance of comptroller functions
within the Army. "?rerequisites for attendance are captain/GS-9 or above,
with actual or anticipated assignment to duties which require a knowledge
of comptrollership.

a. Analysis of recent student attendance indicates that pre-
requisites are too loo.ely phrased and interpreted; classes have included,
for example, personnel assigned to accounting, audit, budget and contract

specialist positions. In each of the last three classes, waivers were
granted to lieutenants or civilians bclow GS-9. Classes were approxi-
mately equally divided between military and civilians, with a wide grade
spread ranging from lieutenant through colonel and GS-7 through GS-13.
Finance Corps officers comprised 39% of the US Army officer students.
Closer adherence to prerequisites is desirable to assure a more homo-
geneous student body, sharing commonality of job interests in the
complete spectrum of comptroller activities. Finance Corps officers
receive the major elements of this training in their branch career

(advanced) course and should not normally attend this specialist course.

b. Some opinion was received by the Board that the course
dwells excessively on detailed accounting procedures and is not general
staff-oriented. The instruction should be reviewed in detail to deter-
mine whether a broader approach is warranted. Attendance at the course
should be utilized, in conjunction with subsequent on-the-job training,
for initial training of non-Finance Corps officers selected for comp-
troller assignments without prior equivalent experience.
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24. Other short specialized courses at the Finance School, available
for training for specific assignments, are fulfilling their objectives.

25. Officers have participated in graduate civil schooling in
comptrollership and general management at Syracuse University since 1952.
Regular research by Syracuse faculty members to develop and maintain
Army-related instruction, combined with close coordination of curriculum
between the university and the Office of the Comptroller of the Army,
has kept this education closely attuned to Army comptrollership problems
and requirements. This program should be continued along the general

* lines of its development to date.

26. Comptrollership has experienced difficulty in retaining quali-
fied officers. The lack of a progressive career pattern with clearly
identified developmental and utilization positions causes frequent loss
of officers in this field after schooling and a single comptroller
assignment. This wasteful use of school-trained officers should be
corrected by the establishment of a comptroller specialization program
under the direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel in coordina-
tion with the Comptroller of the Army.

Installation Level Management

27. The report on Project AIM (Army Installation Management),
I December 1964, criticized aspects of installation level management
training and recommended corrective action. Some progress has been
made, although further improvement is needed.

a. Responsibilities for all aspects of resource utilization
are reflected in installation level management positions. Despite the
increasing importance of this field, relatively little training has
been provided in the past at career schools. Faced with overcrowded
curricula and concerned primarily with subjects contributing more
directly to the Army combat role, schools have slighted instruction in
installation management. Since the majority of officers performing key
installation duties are not normally senior service college graduates,
instruction in this field must start at branch career courses. Recom-
mendations for coverage are treated separately under the various
functional management subjects. Installation management local elective
options should be offered in the career courses of branches most closely
associated with installation operations as well as at the C&GSC. Career
schooling instruction, combined with knowledge accumulated during normal
career development and progression, should be topped off with specialist
courses and on-the-job training fo; officers selected for key installa-
tion-level management assignments.
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b. In May 1965, CONARC directed that a three-week Army
Installation Management course be established at the Army Management
School (AMS) for installation commanders and staff members, with
particular reference to Class I installations, to provide practical
training in improving management of Army resources, increasing unit
readiness, and reducing operational costs. The new course replaced
the former three-week more generalized Army Management Course; it is
being conducted through FY 66 pending review to determine its future
status. The curriculum, generally well received by students, is still
being improved. While it is questionable whether all participants to
date have been the type for which the course was designed, training
requirements are valid and an Army installation Management Course
should be continued. No conflict is seen between the scope and level
of this Army installation-oriented instruction and the longer Defense
Management Systems Course at the Naval Postgraduate School, which is
directed toward DOD-wide planning, programming, budgeting and cost
effectiveness techniques for personnel at major command and higher
echelons.

c. Justifications to retain the former management course
in separate live-in facilities close to Washington, D. C. are no longer
valid. Requirements for day-night total immersion relationships among
students and geographic proximity to high-ranking guest speakers dimi-
nished with the change in focus of the course to installation level.
Objectives and subject matter are now reiated to courses at the Army
Logistics Management Center (ALMC). In fact, ALMC conducts a one-week
course entitled Installation Logistics Management. Centralization at
one facilit) of courses with a commonality of purpose is logical from
every standpoint. Consideration should be given to consolidating the
coarses at the proposed Army Resources Management Institute at Fort Lee,
and to discontinuing the AMS and releasing its facilities at Fort Belvoir
for other uses. The unique aspects of the current ALMC one-week installa-
tion course could be combined with the curriculum of the AMC course,
thereby eiiminating one of the two. CONARC should be afforded full
opportunity for review of the consolidated course to insure complete
responsiveness to its installation management requirements.

Managerial Analytical Techniques Training

28. During the past few years, the management field has been beset
by a rash of newly acclaimed analytical techniques, all purporting to
solve management's ills. Many have proven to be valuable aids for
improving operations; others were overpublicized fads which reached
their peak and slowly disappeared. The Department of the Army Letter
=_ Management ]?ractices, October 1963, identified 96 management skills

and techniques; others have come and gone since that date. Short
courses, developed to promulgate many of the new techniques, tend to
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become self-perpetuating and grow in numbers each year. Proliferation
of essential courses is not challenged, but the economy of school courses
that often involve travel and disruption time exceeding course length is

K. questionable. Prime axamplesof "quickie" classes are the three-hour
Executive Orientation at the PERT Orientation and Training Center in
Washington, D. C. and the one-day Contractor ?erformance Evaluation at
ANETA. Twenty-seven other courses ranging from one-and-one-half days
to one week are currently offered by AMETA. The vast number of
potential training permutations for attendance at these courses and
comparable military, governmental, and civilian courses complicates
the development of training estimates and sequential training patterns.

29. AMETA courses enjoy an excellent reputation in the Military
Services and in industry. Some overlap among courses was noted but
probably is inherent under the present concept. Regardless of the
outcome of the proposal in paragraph 15 for a comprehensive management
course, a continuing requirement will exist for some short courses i.n
analytical techniques. To reduce repetitious travel to these courses,
related subjects should be combined wherever possible. Courses should
be structured to provide for sequential development of personne' who
are assigned to management positions but did not select management
elective courses during career schooling or tttend the comprehensive
management course. Increased use should be made of extension courses
and on-site presentaticns by traveling teams. Application of the
teaching innovations discussed in Appendix 24 would also be appropriate,
e.g. programmed instruction, closed circuit television,. TV tapes,
and training films.

Subject Proponency

30. The CONARC concept of assigning to a particular school responsi-
bility for development and review of instructional material primary to
its area of academic interest has merit for across-the-board application
throughout the Army school system. Proponency in the context employed
by CONARC involves annual distribution of instructional packets to
applicable schools and their use as may be considered appropriate by
individual school Commandants. It does not impinge on command relation-
ships, and, therefore, could be applied to schools of different major
commands, under overall supervision of the Department of the Army (DA).
Pending establishment of ARMI, the Board considers that the DA should
designate AMETA as the proponent institution for general management and
managerial analytical technique subjects, and the AMS for installation
management.
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CONCLUSTONS

31. Emphasis on management practices and techniques has' resulted
'ca a proliferation of courses and spiralling increases in student loads
'o --it demands for qualified p-rsonnel. Early identification and

, ument of officers with potential managerial competence is needed
..et continuir. requirements.

32. General .management instruction, intertwined with command and
leadership and varyint, in subject emphasis by branch, should be pro-
vided in officer career schooling. Management electives should be
offered at career (advanced) courses of certain branch schools and the
Command and General Staff College.

33. A comprehensive Army-oriented management course, not to exceed
two months in length, should be conducted to train selected officers and
civilians for key managerial positions. The structuring of pertinent
material from existing Army Management Engineering Tri.ining Agency
courses into a consolidated course should permit redu:tion in the number
and frequency of short specialist courses, concentrate instruction on
specific Army problems, and reduce reliance on costly non-Army school
so ,rces.

34. Branch schools should provide instruction in .personnel manage-
ment, to include enlisted personnel procedures, related specifically to
organizational levels included in course objectives. Basic courses
should provide a practical crientation in Army personnel management and
cover principal personnel records. Career (advanced) courses should
offer instruction on the commander's or manager's role, as applicable
to various branches, in personnel management operations, and on the
functions of personnel staff ofticers at battalion through division level.

35. The Personnel Management Officer Course at the AG School may
warrant reduced coverage of classification and assignment techniques and
an increase in instruction on personnel staff functions. The course
should be reviewed to insure that it meets the requirements of the
majority of students pursuing this specialist instruction.

36. Career schooling financial management instruction requires
sharpened focus, particularly in courses offering less than ten hours.
Subject coverage should provide officers with an understanding of
financiai management processes, including cost reduction and cosE
effectiveness and the impact of source data automation and automatic
data processing on financial management.
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37. The curriculum of the Military Comptrollership Course at the
Finance School should be reviewed in detail to determine whether a
broader approach is warranted. The course objective should be stated
more explicitly and attendance prerequisites anforced to provide for
a more homogeneous student grouping. Finance officers who are graduates

Sof their career (advanced) course should not attend.

38. A Comptroller Specialist Program should be established under
the direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel in coordination

r with the Comptroller of the Army to enhance identification, progressive
development, and retention of qualified officers in this field.

39. Although instruction in installation level management has
improved since publication of Project AIM, further emphasis should be
accorded this area in officer career schooling. Elective options should
be offered in career (advanced) courses of branches maost closely
associated with installation operations as well as at the Command and

* .General Staff College.,

*" 40. The Army Installation Management Couzse should be continued,
but relocated to Fort Lee and incorporated uithin the Army iogistics
Management Center (which the Board has proposed elsewhere be renamed
the-Army Resources Management Institute). The Continental Army Command
should be afforded full opportunity for review of the consolidated
.ourse to insure complete responsiveness to its 4 nstallation management
requirements. Vacated Army Management School fac. lities should be
released for other use.

41. The proliferation and use. of short courses for managerial
analyticz-l techniques, particularly of less than one week's duration,

* is geiera.'.ly uneconomical and should be curtailed wherever possible.
r Rdlated courses should be combined and structured to provide for

sequential csreer development. Increased use should be made of exten-

sion courses, on-bite presentations, and the latest teaching innovations.

42. The CONARC concept of designating proponent schools for cowimnon
j subjects should be extended throughout the Army school system. Pehnding

establishment of the Army Resources Management Institute, the Department
of the Army should designate the Army Managertent Engineering Training
Agency as the proponent for general management and managerial analytical

* technique subjects, and the Army Management School for installation
management.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 11

OPERATIONS RESEARCH/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS EDUCATION AND TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze current operations
research/systems analysis (OR/SA) education and training, compare quali-
tative and quantitative OR/SA personnel requirements with resources and
available educational programs, and recommend adjustments in light of
current and anticipated requirements.

BACKGROUND

General

2. In the past 20 to 25 years, a pattern of analysis has evolved
which provides a disciplined approach to evaluating operational concepts.

This pattern has developed into applied technologies frequently called
operetions research and systems analysis.

3. Both operations research and systems analysis use inter-
disciplinary techniques and seek to provide a quantitative approach to
decision-making. If a variation in philosophy exists between the two,
it is the emphasis systems analysis accords to economic rather than
operational variations and its more permissive attitude toward empirical
factors. The techniques may vary but OR and SA are supplementary iv
nature.

4. The requirement to develop OR/SA expertise has been emphasized
by recent Congressional statements critical of the amount of money re-
quired for contract studies. The expressed Congressional desire is for
reduction of appropriations for support of such studies, at a time when
requirements seem to be increasing rather than diminishing.

Degree Requirements

5. Army positions requiring giaduate degrees in OR/SA are identi-
fied by-field commands and agencies on a case-by-case basis. A con-
solidated !ist of these positions is submitted to the Army Educational

- Preceding page blankS• 593



USMA ELECTIVE COURSES
INVOLVING CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES OF ORISA

PRINCIPAL COURSES

Linear Algebra & Linear Programming

Numerical Analysis with Digital Computation

Applied Economic Theory *

Defense Economics & Public Finance

Management Engineering

Operations Research

Computer Science Fundamentals

ASSOCIATED COORSES

Managerial Psychology

National Security Problems

Digital Computers

Information Transmission

Automatic Control Systems

Abstract Algebra

Individua] Engineering Project

Individual Ordnance Project

* To be offered in FY 1966-67.

FIG. D01-,1
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Requirements Board (AERB), whose functions are described in Annex B,
Appendix 7. For 1965-66 the AERB validated a total of 116 positions
requiring graduate degrees in OR or SA, double the requirement of
1963-64.

Systems Analysis Specialist Program

6. An informal SA Specialist Program was initiated in late 1964
to identify specific positions reqniring officers trained in OR/SA and
to coordinate assignments of officers to these positions. As of
1 December 1965 the Specialist Program had identified a total of 175
OR/SA positions in the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the
Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the General Staff, and the Combat
DevelopmentsCommand (CDC). The Army Materiel Command (AMC) require-
"ments have not been developed as yet. The position requirements
associated with the SA Specialist Program have not as yet been validated
by the AERB.

7. As of November 1965, 109 officers were participating informally
in the SA Specialist Program, of whom 60 were colonels/lieutenant
colonels, 39 majors, and only 10 captains. Nearly all of these 109
officers had received masters degrees or a doctorate in OR/SA or in
closely related fields.

Current Education and Training Programs

8. Army officers may participate in four types of OR/SA-oriented
education and training programs: instruction included in officer career
and specialist courses in Army schools; participation in other Service,
Defense and government courses; graduate schooling in civilian colleges
and universities; and on-the-job training.

9. Army Schools

S~a. The US Military Academy (USMA) provides cadets with a

solid base for advanced OR/SA education. The standard and advanced
studies programs, described in Annex B, Appendix 3, include more than
the equivalent of 13 credit hours of OR/SA. In addition, there are a
number of available elective courses involving OR/SA concepts and

k techniques, as shoWn in Figurc D11-1.

b. There is no OR/SA instruction in the officer basic course.
Only seven branch schools include ': i the career (advanced) course,
as shown in Figure D11-2.
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FIG. DI 1-.

c. The US Army Command and General Staff College (C&CSC)
devotes only one hour in its regular course to OR/SA as such. However,
12 hours are devoted to instruction in selected management control
techniques and war gaming. Reference to OR/SA techniques can be found
in other courses throughout the curriculum.

d. The Army War College devotes approximately 12 sub 4ect
hours to OR/SA, principally in the four-day Command Manageiwnt Seminar
which includes the theory and principles of decision-making, techniques
of OR/SA, and war gaming concepts.

e. The US Army Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA)
conducts six courses designated as OR/SA, ranging in length from one to
eight weeks.

f. The US Army Logistics Management Center (ALMC) has no
course designated as OR/SA; however, OR/SA logistics management tech-
niques are included in a number of the courses conduzted.

10. Other Service, Defense, and Government Courses. There are
opportunities for OR/SA study in several other Service, Defense, and
grvernment education programs. Graduate degree level courses are
available at the Naval Postgraduate School, Air Force Institute of
Technology (AFIT), and the Institute of Defense Analysis (IDA).
Fourteen Army officers were attending these three courses as of
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November 1965. The Civil Service Commission and several other govern-
ment agencies conduct short orientation OR/SA courses ranging in length
from one day to eight weeks.

11. Civilian OR/SA Degree Programs. At least 15 universities in
the United States offer graduate education OR/SA courses. In 1965 there
were 21 Army officers enrolled in civilian degree programs in seven of
these schools. The growth of the SA Specialist Program is exemplified
in the fact that this year's enrollment is 507. greater than the total
number of Arm; officers who received graduate degrees in OR/SA duting

he ten preceding years.

- 12. Other Civilian Training. Training in OR/SA is also available
in a short appreciation course at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and
through assignment with operations research groups under contract to the
Army. The SRI course is of several weeks' duration and is designed to
prepare officers who are assignea to the Combat Developments Command
Experimentation Command (CDCEC) for work in controlled and instrumented
field experiments. Duty with contract study groups provides practical
training for a limited number of officers.

DISCUSSION

General

13. From a modest beginning, OR/SA has become an integral part of
.he Army's decision-making proces. It is in fact an extenrKon of the

estimate of the situation, with analytical tools added to snarpen the

ability to discriminate among alternatives and provide a more rigorous
evaluation of evidence and assumptions. The nature and complexity of
the problem and the time available for analysis will dictate the degree
of analytical elegance.

14. In general, OR/SA provides an analytical foundation for making
a choice among alternative means of carrying out a mission. Although a
degree of specialized training is required to develop OR/SA competence,
it is a tool of the generalist who will be called upon to make funda-
mental decisions involving strategy and tactics, objectives, weapons
systems, and force levels. In fact, the operating instructions promulgat-
ing the Systems Analysis ,'pecialist Program call for "officers of proven
operational ability."

Levels of OR/SA Trainink

15. Since the majority of Army officers, particularly of the combat
arms and technical services, are involved to varying degrees in solving

5
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operational problems, OR/SA has an almost universal application. Although
not all officers require or are uniformly prepared to absorb the same
degree of technical training, all should be acquainted with the techniques
and, ever. more important, with their application.

16. The Board has explored the problem of establishing three levels
of OR/SA education for Army officers. The highest would be at graduate
degree level with the objective of developing a group of "hard core"
specialists who have the ability to initiate and conduct independent
OR/SA studies. The objective ot the ne.t level of training would be to
develop the practical working skill with OR/SA techniques required for
executive supervision. This would include th. Ability to participate in
OR/SA studies and to evaluate professional work, particularly the appro-
priateness of the selected model to the problem to which applied. The
lowest level, applicable to all officers, would be familiarization with
OR/SA techniques and approaches to military problems and sufficient
applicatory training to induce an inquiring and analytical attitude
towards military operations and force development.

OR/SA Specialist Program Requirements

17. As of December 1965, the valilated positions for OR/SA-qualified
officers were in the following grades:

VALIDATED ORAA F' -rITIONS BY GRADE

COLONELS 24

LT COLS _ 63

MAJORS_ _ 24

CAPTAINS 4

FIG. DII-3
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The base is obviously inverted, since OR/SA positions at bench level
(major and lower) amount to only 29 positions, while 87 are to be filled
by colonels/lieutenant colonels. An officer should not be sent back to
college to get a degree In a demanding technical discipline after 15 or
more years service. The Army does not derive full benefits from train-
ing received this late in an officer's career, and he is handicapped in
embarking on rigorous educational effort after such a long absence fromI , the campus. These senior officer positions, therefore, should be filled

on a reutilization rather than an initial tour basis.

aJ. To accomplish this reutilization, the SA Specialist Program
should he formalized under the direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
"Personnel in coordination with the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force
Development; and a phased input established to meet growing requirements
and provide a proper grade structure. Based on current trends, the Board
estimates that at least 100 OR/SA supervisory positions in colonel/lieu-
tenant colonel grades will be validated by 1970. To support these 100
senior positions, a base of 300 junior officers is required today.

19. In developing this junior officer base, the optimum formal
school training period is between the officer's fourth and eighth years
of service. Thus, officers entering OR/SA formal training would serve
an average period of ten years before promotion to lieutenant colonel.
Based on a five-year cycle of two years of training and a three-year
initial utilization tour, a 300 man pool would require an average annual
input of 60 officers into the OR/SA degree program. This would provide
180 junior officers at the bench level at any given time.

OR/SA Specialist Level Training

20. The Army could elect any one of several courses of action to
meet its OR/SA specialist requirements. It could develop an in-house
degree-granting capability paralleling that of the Air Force and Navy.
It could continue to employ a rather extensive list of university
degree-granting courbes. It could establish close wtrking relationships
with selected universities to develop degree courses demanding hign
academic attainment but adjusted to reflect Army requirements. As a
"supplementary measure in lieu of graduate training, the Army could develop
more extensiqe on-the-job training (OJT) programs with contract research
organizations.

21. As discussed in Appendix 19, the Board would prefet not to
establish in-house degree-producing institutions as long as civilian
universities can meet Army requirements. At the same time, it notes
that OR/SA courses offered at the average civilian institution are
frequently industrially oriented, providing instruction in marketing
and other activities with little or no military application. The Board
considers the best solution would be establishment of graduate courses
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at a limited number of civilian universities tailored to Army require-
ments. A West Coast university in reasonably close proximity to the
CDCEC would provide an excellent academic and experimental environment
for OR/SA graduate training. A university in the vicinity of Fort Bragg
and the Army Research Office at Durham, North Carolina, would have
similar advantages. The University of Michigan, although remote from
major military centers, has demonstrated faculty competence and interest
in OR/SA and is considering the inauguration of an additional degree
program in this field oriented toward military problems. With the
development of an Army-oriented OR/SA program in selected universities,
attendance at other civilian instituticns could be phased out. Pre-
sumably they would remain available to provide the Army with an overflow
capability to meet unexpected requirements. In the interest of cross-
training, the Army should continue to send a representative group of
officers to the Naval Postgraduate School, AFIT, and IDA.

22. On-the-job training should be used, in lieu of degree programs,
for both the specialist and executive level training. The Research
Analysis Corporation and Stanford Research Institute have indicated a
willingness to participate in OJT programs to consist partly of formal
training through lectures, tutorial conferences, seminars, panels, and
study assignments; and partly of practical training through the assign-
ment of the officers to the RAC or SRI technical staff for work on Army
studies.

OR/SA Executive Level Training

23. OR/SA validated requirements represent only a small fraction
of all officers actively engaged in this field as a primary duty. Using
the largest OR/SA program customer, CDC, as a sample, of 168 officers
identified as members of the headquarters Developmental Staff only 23
are validated, approximately one in each seven positions. Although this
seven-to-one ratio obviously does not obtain in all instances, it is
apparent that a sizeable number of officers require an executive level
skill. A progressive OR/SA elective program (see also Appendix 26) in
officer career schoolin,; appears to be the most effective way for the
Army school systeic to offer this executive level training.

24. The Board has examined briefly the number of officers who
might appropriately be involved in such an elective program. While
this examination does not pretend to be exhaustive, it did indicate a
general requirement for some 2,000 to 3,000 ufficers or approximately
207. of branch school career (advanced) course, C&GSC, and Army War
College students in the combined arms and technical services branches
to take an OR/SAelective. Participation on this scale would result in
an available pool of more than 3,000 officers with executive level
training in a five-year period.

/
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25. Based on the experience of institutions engaged in OR/SA
instruction, at least 60 to 120 hours are required to impart useful
OR/SA training beyond the familiarization level. Ninety hours would
strike a balance and would approximate the 60-hour Basic Course in
Operations Research offered at Ohio State University plus a limited
period for practical OR/SA application.

26. Students would be expected to continue in the same elective
program progressing from the career (advanced) course through the Army
War College. This should be sufficient to provide executive level
training appropriate to the student's grade and anticipated responsi-
bilities at each level. A brief of possible subject areas in a pro-
gressive OR/SA elective is outlined in Figure Dll-4. The Board
considers that the degree program in Military Art and Science at the
C&GSC (see Appendix 4) could be further strengthened by progressively
introducing requirements for employing OR/SA techniques into the course.
The associated thesis program provides an opportunity for application
of these techniques.

OR/SA Familiarization Level Training

27. Although the USMA provides an excellent OR/SA foundation,
since its graduates constitute only a small percentage of the total
officer production the net effnct is limited. It would be inappropriate

Sfor the branch schools to include OR/SA instruction in the "hands-on"
officer basic course; however, it would be desirable and practical for
all officers to receive a familiarization at the other three levels of
career schooling in preparation for command and staff assignments.
Career (advanced) course students should be familiar with the nomen-
clature and characteristics of common OR/SA techniques and their logical
areas of application. They should be made aware of the hallmarks of
good statistics and develop a critical attitude toward the admissibility
of basic assumptions and supporting statistical, empirical, or subjective
evidence. Appropriate branch-oriented OR/SA case studies should provide
an introduction to applicatory techniques.

28. Minimum familiarization courses of approximately eight hours
should be provided in professional and administrative branch career
(advanced) courses, and at least 24 hours of instruction should be pro-
vided in the core curricula of the career (advanced) courses of the
technical servces and combat arms. This instruction should be scheduled
early in the course curriculum to permit periodic application of OR/SA
fundamentals in subsequent course problems. These hour allocations
roughly parallel current familiarization and introductory programs con-
ducted in various federal institutions, with an average length of from
one to three days.
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PROGRESSIVE ELECTIVE IN OPERATIONS RESEARCISYSTEMS ANALYSIS
IN4 60 TO 90-HOUR BLOCKS

Review
Simulation and Gaming

ARMY Modeling Techniques
WAR Cost Analysis and Effectiveness

COLLEGE Application and Case Studies Related to Strategic
Deployment and Force Development, Evaluating
Doctrine and New Equipment

COMMAND Review
AND Linear and Non-linear Programming, Network Analysis

GENERAL Waiting Line Theory
STAFF Systematic Gaming

COLLEGE Application and Case Studies Related to Combined
Arms and Their Support

TECHNICAL BRANCHES

Principles of Decision-making
Mathematical Models, Data Collection
Probability Concepts and Statistical Analysis
Simulation
Replacement and Inventory Models
Case Studies and Application Related to Technical

BRANCH Organization and Operations
ADVANCED
(CAREER)
COURSE COMBAT ARMS BRANCHES

Principles of Decision-making
Mathematical Models, Data Collection
Probability Concepts and Statistical Analysis
Simulation
Case Studies and Application Related to Tactical

Organization and Operations

FIG. D01-4
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29. The Board feels that the C&GSC and Army War College core
curricula should include a minimum of 24 hours of pure and applicatory
OR/SA training. Instruction and OR/SA technique application should be
appropriate to the level and missiont of each college. The C&GSC should
stress progranming and systematic gaming related to combined arms and
their support and AWC modeling and cost effectiveness related to
strategic deployment and force development. Case studies will assist
in identifying the application of techniques to military problems.

OR/SA Program Supervision

30. Proponency. Initially, the proposed increases in OR/SA
instruction in officer career schooling may require the assistance of
the Department of the Army staff, CDC, appropriate educators aod con-
tract operations research organizations, but the eventual proponent for
OR/SA in the Army school system should be the C&GSC. Its OR/SA instruc-
tion in the core curriculum, progressive elective and Military Art and
Science degree program, plus its close association with the CDC Combined
Arms Group, provides a logical base for the overall monitorship of OR/SA
instruction.

31. Faculty competence in OR/SA could present a problem to many
of the schools until an in-house capability is developed. Where school
talent is not available, local contracting would be a possible solution.

Traveling instructor teams would be practical on the Eastern Seaboard.
The CDC could provide assistance through its collocated boards and con-

OR/SA personnel. The C&GSC, which has the major load, might expand
'e CDC Booz-Allen contract group, stationed at Fort Leavenworth, to
.,lude an OR/SA instructor team.

CONCLUSIONS

32. Three levels of OR/SA officer training and education should be
established: specialist, executive level, and familiarization.

33. The Systems Analysis Specialist Program should be established as
a formal program under the direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel in coordination with the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force
Development.

34. Position requirements in SA Specialist Program in the grades

of captain and major should be increased to provide program balance and
an adequate junior officer base to support validated senior positions
filled on a reutilization basis. An annual input of approximately 60
officers in junior grades into graduate echooling in OR/SA would meet
estimated requirement•..
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35. For the OR/SA education of specialists, advanced degree courses
tailored to Army requirements should be established at a limited number
of civilian universities. To supplement this graduate schooling, on-the-
job training programs should be developed with selected contract research
agencies.

36. For OR/SA executive level training, the branch career (advanced)
courses, C&GSC, and Army War College should adopt a progressive elective

Sprogram for approximately 207. of students in the combat arms and technical
services.

37. For OR/SA familiarization training, branch-oriented instruction
should be conducted as part of the career (advanced) course. At least
eight hours should be devoted to this subject in courses of the pro-
fessional and administrative branches and 24 hours in those of the
technical services and combat arms. Students at the C&GSC and Army War
College should receive approximately 24 hours of OR/SA training in each

course.

38. The C&GSC should be the proponent agency for OR/SA instruction
in Army schools.
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' /IANNEX D

ANAL~YSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 12

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix analyzes the training provided to-officers to
meet Army requirements in the rapidly expanding field of automatic data
processing (ADP).

BACKGROUND

ADP Trends

2. Twenty-five years ago the electronic computer did not exist.
Today the Army has 324 computers and expends 17,500 man years annually
on their use. More than 260 separate Army ADP systems, designed foi
personnel, finance, logi.stics, intelligence, command and control, and
weapons systems are now operational or under development. People play
a singificant role in all these systems; yet the military, as well as
civilian industry, has found it difficult to keep abreast of burgeoning
needs for ADP-trained people.

3. The sustained growth of ADP will continue unabated into the
foreseeable future. New developments in computers, ancillary equipment,
and software, together with new systems applications, will affect pro-
foundly the full spectrum of Army operations. Lower-cost, smaller-
sized computers and breakthroughs in data link transmission and in-put/
out-put devices will result in increased ADP usage, particularly at

lower echelons, and bring many new officers, including those of the
combat arms, into ADP assignments. Two years ago only one' general
officer in the Army devoted full time to ADP; currently, there are four,
with another position under consideration; by 1971 this number is ex-
pected to be tripled. Requirements for other Army full-time ADP officers
are expected to more than double within five years. The Army school
system must be ready to meet the challenge of the forthcoming Era of
the Information Explosion.
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ARMY SCHOOL ADlP OFFICER COURSES

LENGTH FY 1966 FY 1965
COURSE TITLE SCHOOL IN NR OF GRADUATES

WEEKS CLASSES OFFS OTH

IADP Systems Analysis Officer AG 4 6 90 76

Financial Management Systems-PCM Finance 2 2 17 55

Financips1 Management Systems-ADP Finance 3 2 11 33[ Auditing of ADP Systems Finance 2 7 8 212

ADPS Plans & Operations Signal 11 2 55 5

ADPS For Staff Officers Signal 3 9 175 92

Computer Programming AMETA 3 2 NA NA

Common Business Oriented Language AMETA 2 1 NA NA

Data Collection & Transmission AMETA 1 3 5 37

r ADP Appreciation AMETA 1 12 34 i83

ADP V'3r the Systems Analyst AMETA 2 8 2 58

AM6 Systems Analyst AMETA 8 3 1 13

AMC Management Information * AMETA 1½ 7 NA NA
Systems

Data Systems Analysis & Design AMETA 3 2 19 79

Data Processing Profitability
& Application Studies AMETA 2½ days 0 2 34

SReal Time Systems AiMETA 2½ days 1 NA NA

Cordputer InstAllation Management
Seminar' AVETA 3½ days 6 7 113

peeTOTAL 17 COURSES - 73 426 990
Als: o provide on-site by contract (30 clses,~agntueo

current opera tiont.

FIG. D12-1
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Current Status of Arwy ADP Training

4. Role of the Army officer. All Army officers today are
associated directly or indirectly with ADP, providing or recei, .ng
iaformation processed by ADP equipment. Some reach decisions or take

i actions based on analyses of ADPS outputs; others develop policies or

procedures which alter ADP systems significantly. A smaller group,
almost 5.00, are directly associated with data processing operations

*. on a full-time basis. Their duties fall into three broad categories:
data processing installation operations, systems design, and overall
ADP -wnagement. The type of training required varies from a brief
orientation on ADP capabilities and limitations to extensive technicalI i training.

5. Pre-commission Training. All US Military Academy (USMA)
$ cadets take a course in basic programming and computer operations and

subsequently utilize ADr techniques for problem solving in other
courses. Cadets desiring more advanced instruction may select ADP
elective courses. No ADP instruction is provided ia Officer Candidate
School OCS) or Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) courses. However,
increasing numbers of colleges, high schools and vocational institutions
offer computer instruction.

6. Branch School Courses. In June 1965, ADP was added as a

common subject for career and a-sociate career courses at USCONARC
branch schools, under proponenL, of the Adjutant General (AG) School.
A comparison of hours of AD? instruction is included in Annex D,
Appendix 3. Intensity of coverage, ranging from 0 to 40 hours in
basic courses and C to 114 in career courses, reflects the current
degree of branch interest and usage of ADP.

7. Service Colleges. Some ADP instruction is included in
courses at the majorlty of the service colleges. The US Army Command
and General Staff College (C&GSC) identifies 3-1/3 hours in '.he regular
course and 1-1/3 in the associate course; the Army War College (AWC)
provides 12 hours. ADP instruction varies among the other senior
service colleges from none at the National War College to 100 hours at
the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. Subject coverage ranges
from a brief ADP orientation lecture to actual computer usage in a
computer-assisted simulation exercise and complex socio-political-
economic war gaming. In most cases, the objective is limited only to
developing student appreciation for ADP.

8. Specialist Courses. The 13 ADP specialist or orientation
courses taught by Army schools in FY 1965 (covered in Annex B,
Appendices 4 and 6) as well as four courses added in FY 1966 are
reflected in Figure D12-1. The two senior officer ADP orientation
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courses taught at the DOD Computer Institute (DODCI), (described in-
Annex C, Appendix 1) will be supplemented by a six-week Command and
Control Course in April 1966.

9. Graduate Civil Schooling. The Army Educational Requirements
Board validated 56 officer positions for graduate level training in ADP
at civilian universities. Thirty-seven positions are for business type
ADP use and 19 in ADP engineering. Currently, 48 officers are pursuing
graduate studies in the ADP field, for periods of 18 to 24 months at 14
universities.

10. Other ADP Training. ADP instruction is available tu Army
personnel at numerous other sources, including:

a. Army data processing activities, which schedule "in-house"
training programs as required, normally for newly assigned personnel.
These sessions, held full-time for several days or weeks or at periodic

! intervals, generally are conducted in conjunction with on-the-job

t-aining. Occasionally on special request, ADP "road-shows" are pre-
sented on-site.

b. Other governmental or civilian agencies such as the Civil
Service Commission, which currently offers 22 courses and seminars on a
recurring basis; the Graduate School of the Department of Agriculture,
whif-teaches 25 courses'; the General Services Administration Institute,
which offers two data automation courses; the American Management
Association, which conducts 38 ADP workshops and reminars on a periodic
basis; various universities that conduct courses and seminars for which
the Arvy pays all or part of the tuition costs; and ADP professional
societies, which sponsor periodic meetings and symposia of interest to

S ADP personnel.

c. ADP computer equipment manufacturers that offer a large
variety of short courses without charge, ranging from one-half day to
11 weeks. Estimates of Army officer attendance by three large ADP
equipment firms fcr the past year are: Radio Corporation of America1-
125; Sperry Rand Corporation - 45; Iniernational Business Machines
Corporation - unable to provide statistics closer than "in the
hundreds." Thepe courses supplement Army schools, particularly for
prompt presentation and "hands-on" demonstration of new equipment and
software te.hniques.
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DISCUSSION

Evaluation of Current Officer ADP Training

11. General. As with any complex new development, ADP has had
its problems. Rapid technological changes, exponential expansion of
equipment and applications, personmel and organizational turbulence,
"conflicting priorities for service, and utilization of sophisticated

I. techniques such as gaming, simulations and linear programming, have
all impacted on Army ADP systems. Disregarding spiralling future re-
quirements, ADP training needs now exceed Army, in-house capabilities.
The current proliferation of specialist courses at multiple sources in

San effort to keep pace with developments, though perhaps undesirable,
. is certainly understandable. The succeeding paragraphs evaluate
•' current Army ADP training and propose steps to develop an optimum long-
S~range program.

12. Pre-commission Training. Cadet ADP training at the USMA is
considered excellent. Although ADP is not included in OCS or ROTC
courses, none is considered appropriate. The increasing amount of ADP
instruction offered in civilian educational institutions should pro-
vide the Army with large numbers of ADP-oriented officers in the future.

13. Officer Career Courses. Currently there is no pattern which
insures that Army officers receive appropriate ADP indoct~:ination as
an integral part of their career schooling. Wide divergencies in
subject coverage and number of hours of ADP instruction in the branch
schools are common. The majority of officers currently in the Army
have had little or no exposure to meaningful ADP training. To correct
this situation, all levels of the Army school system must share the
burden of providing basic ALP orientation, as well as the type of ADP
training which normally should be associated with taeir levels of
instruction. Eventually, when ADP instruction has perm-.ated the
officer corps and the majority of newly commissioned officers have
had previous ADP orientation at pre-conmmission sources, modification
of this program will. be possible. Until then, ADP instruction should
start selectively at branch basic and careet course levels and insure
sequential development as officers proceed through the Army school
system, as follows:

a. Branch Basic Course. Six branch schools currently pro-
vide some ADP instruction in their basic courses. As brought out in
Annex D, Appendix 2, schooling at this level should be oriented directly
toward an officer's first assignment. Because of competing demands
for class time and the requirement to maintain a primary focus in the
instruction, ADP orientation training should be given to Adjutant
General, Finance, Signal, and possibly Women's Army Corps officers in
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the basic course. Officers of Artiller>, the Corps of Engineers and
other branches may have to be added in the future if they become more
immediately involved in ADP usage. Depending upon individual branch
requirements, between 20 and 40 hours of instruction appears warranted.
It should include a practical "hands-on" approach to ADP fundamentals
and be oriented toward specific branch use of ADP.

b. Branch Career (Advanced) Courses. Despite USCONARC re-
quirements for ADP common subject coverage at this level, some schools
provide little or no ADP instruction in their career (advanced) courses.
Upon graduation these officers will increasingly be in positions
associated with ADP systems. Although the impact of ADPS on branches
varies, career development considerations dictate the advisability of
providing a foundation in ADP fundamentals at this level. From 10 to
40 hours of instruction should be provided, depending on branch ADP
involvement, with primary emphasis on the effective use and super-
vision of branch-oriented ADP systems. In those cases where ADP has
previously been offered in the basic course, the latest developments
should be covered and sequential instruction introduced to provide
wider exposure to branch-oriented information and data systems. A
progressive ADP elective program, in consonance with the overall con-
dept delineated in Appendix 3 and illustrated in Appendix 26, should
be offered in all branch career courses, the C&GSC, and the AWC.

c. Command and General Staff College. Current ADP coverage
is not considered adequate. With the imminent expansion of ADP to the
field army and its utilization in command and control and cther opera-
tional roles, C&GSC graduates will increasingly use the output of
information and data systems and influence the design of future auto-
mated systems. Approximately 30 hours .E instruction, covering RD?
hardware, software, systems analysis and tactical applications
currently appears warranted. Some of this coverage can be integrated
with other subject area instruction.

d. Army War Coll e.e. Current ADP coverage is approximately
half that considered desirable at this level of schooling. Instruction
sbould include command, coa'trol, managerial and analytical aspects of
the major Army ADP systems in operation and under development, overall
management of command inf-;rmation and data systems, and evaluation of
the state oi the art in hardware and software. Some experience in war
gaming and simulation techniques might also be appropriate, integrated
with other instruction.

14. Army ADP Specialist Courses. ADP specialist courses are con-
ducted at four Army schools and at numerous CONUS installations by
travelling teams. Because of this dispersion, larger instructional
staffs are maintained than would otherwise be required. With the
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"present backlog of training requirements and need for different types
of ADP training, the pletnora of training sources is probably necessary.
However, action should be initiated to concentrate common-type ADP
specialist training at a single Army facility.

a. Attendance at ADP specialist courses appears to be handled
on a random, non-sequential basis. Courses often overlap and subject
emphasis in comparably titled courses varies widely. Although these
variations may be desirable, similarities in course titles are mis-
leading to prospective students. Course content is not always modified
promptly to incorporate the latest developments in ADP. Only one of
the 17 courses offered (ADPS Plans and Operations Officer Course given

* at the Signal School) results in the award of a military occupational
specialty (MOS). Insufficient attention is given to advanced planning
for future systems applications. Training requirements by specialty
categories must be developed and students programmed into appropriate
courses in sufficient cime to meet expanding Army ADP needs. Courses
should be modified in both content and titles to eliminate unnecessary
overlap, duplication and ambiguity, and to keep pace with growing com-
plexities in ADP techniques and usage. When the ADP MOS are revised
(see paragraph 19 below), courses should be structured to provide for
award of appropriate MOS and attendance programmed to follow a logical
sequence leading to progressively more responsible positions in the ADP
field.

b. Today, none of the courses develop well-rounided ADP
officers qualified tc assume full responsibility in major ADP assign-
ments. The ADP field has tended toward fragmentation of subject matter
into short, limited-scope courses. There are some advau':ages to
narrowing courses to fit smaller homogeneous groups and concentrating
instruction to meet immediate specialized needs; however, two-day
courses are generally uneconomical. For some, the travel and disrup-
tion time exceeds course length. Particularly for field grade officers,
there would be real advantage to combining complementary subjects into
cohesive broader-scope courses. Instruction could then be related and
a uniform approach provided for closely interdependent subject matter.
Concentration of formal school resources on providing individuals with
horizontal skills and knowledge would permit increased use of on.the-job
narrower vertical train' .ng for lower level technicians. The 11-week
ADPS Plans and Operations Officer Course, previously referred to, comes
closest to meeting requirements. However, it needs to be lengthened
and made more comprehensive to reach this goal. This revised course,
not necessarily taught at its present location, could provide the basic

in-house source to produce qualified officers for future ADP assign-
ments. The course could be structured to offer standard training for
all; or to provide a common block cf insLruction in ADP fundamentals
and, after appropriate division of the student body, to d:vote the re-
maining time to the development of specialized ADP skills.
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c. The senior officer orientation courses offered by DODCI
are meeting a valid requirement to apprise these officers of the rami-
fications of ADP and its value at all echelons of the Military
Establishment. Until ADP-trained graduates of the Army school system
enter the senior ranks, the need for attending these courses will
continue.

d. Graduate Civil Schooling. Students selected for ADP
graduate schooling in the past have been provided little or no Army
guidance. The majority were not apprised of post schooling utiliza-
tion assignments and hence did not know which subjects merited special
attention. As indicated in Annex D, Appendix 18, the Office of
Personnel Operations is taking steps to rectify this situation, but a
close follow-up is essential. ADP instructor quality and course con-
tent vary widely at different universitiec. No fori,.al evaluation is
made on a continuing basis to determine which best meet Army needs.
Consideration should bp given to concentrating ADP graduate instruc-
tion at carefully selected universities whose curricula meet Army
requirementS.

e. Other ADP Training. Attendance at non-military source
ADP training is normally random and unstructured. The quality of
courses and instruction varies considerably; frequently titles are
misleading and subjects duplicate material covered in previous training.
Although convenient and often used in lieu of Army schools, computer
manufacturer courses, especially above the technician skill level, tend
to lose objectivity. While not feasible immediately, the Army should
reduce long range dependence upon the majority of these courses by
incorporating pertinent subject material into Army in-house courses.
Participation in non-military courses should be controlled and
periodically evaluated to insure courses meet Army needs.

Corollary Problems Affecting ADP Training

15. Preparation of Common Instructional Material. Army schools,
particularly those teaching ADP specialist courses, have been develop-
ing their own ADP programs of instruction and supporting materials or
requesting arqistance from various sources. This procedure has re-
sulted in uneconomical, inefficient utilization of scarce ADP-trained
resources, duplication of effort, and differing subject emphasis in
comparably titled courses. Central preparation of all common type ADP
training programs and materials under the aegis of a single agency
would resolve this problem. Recent assignment of proponency for ADP
common subject instruction in USCONARC branch school career courses is
a step in the right direction. However, further expansion of pro-
ponency is desirable, both to other course levels and specialist
courses, as an additional preliminary step toward concentration of ADP
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training at a single facility. In assigning common subject responsibi-
lity, specialized aspects of technical operations such as ADP conmuni-
cations equipment repair should be excluded. In other cases where
single agency responsibility is not appropriate, close coordination of
effort between interested agencies should be encouraged.

16. Use of Computers in Training. Current Army ADP training is
often accomplished without appropriate supporting equipment. With com-
puter usage on the ascendan_ýy for computer assisted instruction,

managerial decision making, research, effectiveness analyses, simula-
tions, and war gaming, the, Army requires an overall integrated policy
for the use of electronic computers throughout its school sy.;tem.
USCONARC plans for the establishment of the Continental Army Educa-
tional Data System network (CONEDS) will help but further expansion
is required, particularly for specialist ADP courses.

17. ADP Doctrine. A dearth of published doctrine exists in the

ADP field. Action should be taken to develop and publish Army doctrine
to provide guidance to all echelons in this rapidly expanding field.

18. ADP Careec Specialization. The Army ADP field has hadIdifficulty in attracting and retaining qualified officers. Some
officers apply for ADP training and, after attaining proficiency,
leave the service for lucrative positions with private industry.
Others with fine potential are reluctant to apply for fear of being
frozen in a narrow specialization field which might, in their opinion,
seriously damage their military careers. Thus, continuous training
requirements are generated to provide initial qualifications and to
replace officers leaving ADP. This dilemma could be partially solved
by the establishment of an ADP specialist program under the direction
of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel in coordination with the
Special Assistant for Army Information and Data Systems.

19. ADP MOS Structure and Training Requirements. Only one
officer MOS has been established for ADP - MOS 2402 (ADPS Plans and
Operations Officer). This single MOS is too broad to identify the
various skills and assignments of officers in the ADP field. Because
of this deficiency, it is difficult to acnurately identify requirements
(positions), assets (officers), and qualifications (training). The use
of prefix "9" to identify ADP qualifications in combination with other
MOS is being considered. Early authorization of this prefix will
partially alleviate the problem. Restructuring of the ADP MOS into
several different ADP MOS (three to six) is also required. These
actions, in conjunction with the proposed specialist program, will en-
hance establishment of valid training requirements and structured
schooling for ADP.
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CONCLUSIONS

20. Increasing officer involvement in ADPS makes it essential
that all officers receive ADP orientation, with length of instruction
and depth of coverage related to individual branch usage and antici-
pated subsequent assignments. Practical "hands-on" instruction,
selectively initiated and structured sequentially to insure pro-
gressive development, should be an integral part of officer career
schooling.

21. For the present, career schools will receive a preponde-
rance of officers without previous ADP exposure and must adjust ADP
instruction accordingly. Instruction should provide for: 20 to 40
hours at designated branch basic courses, emphasizing branch-oriented
ADP fundamentals; 10 to 40 hours at branch career (advanced) courses,
depending on branch ADP involvement, introducing branch-oriented ADP
fundamentals or continuing progressive ADP development as appropriate;
approximately 30 hours at the C&GSC, emphasizing ADP operational
applications; and approximately 24 hours at AWC, covering Army-wide
ADP managerial and control techniques.

22. Responsibility for development of common subject ADP
instruction should be vested in a single agency. Proliferation of
specialist courses should be curtailed as soon as training require-
ments permit, and action should be initiated to concentrate all common
ADP specialist training at a single facility.

23. ADP specialist courses should be modified to eliminate un-
necessary duplication, overlap and ambiguity and structured to qualify
students for logical progression in appropriate ADP MOS's. ADP training
requirements should be developed and student inputs programmed
sufficiently in advance to provide supervision and operating personnel
for known future ADP systems applications.

24. Senior officer ADP orientation courses are required until
ADP-trained graduates of the Army school system permeate the senior
grades.

25. The Army should reduce dependency on non-military sources by
incorporating pertinent ADP subjects into Army in-house courses. When
used, external courses should be periodically evaluated and attendance
limited to those meeting Army requirements.

26. ADP advanced civil schooling should be related more closely
to Army requirements and concentrated at a limited number of selected
universities. Students should be given closer guidance and apprised
earlier concerning utilization assignments.
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27. An overall integrated policy for the installation and use of
electronic computers throughout the Ar-.'y school system should be de-
veloped. Appropriate ADP supporting equipment should be obtained
promptly for "hands-on" use in instruction at ADP specialist courses.

28. An ADP career specialist program should be established under
the direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel in coordination
with the Special Assistant for Army Information and Data Systems to meet
the growing requirement for recruitment and retention of ADP qualified
ofticers. ADP MOS should be restructured to facilitate identification
of requirements, assets and qualifications for the major ADP areas.
Eypeditious action should be taken to authorize the use of prefix "9"
for identification of ADP qualifications.
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4 ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 13

LOGISTICS EDUCATION AND TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix is an analysis of officer logistics education
and training in the Army school system. Emphasis as placed on main-
tenance and supply education and training at branch schools,sand
supplementary education and training for logistics specialists.

BACKGROUND

2. Logistics training was addressed at the Departmental level
in 1958 by the Army Officer Education and Training Review (Williams)
Board (See Annex B, Appendix 11). The Williams Board concluded that
a separate logistics school should not be established; that additional
required logistics instruction should be incorporated into the existing
school system. The Board noted that: "The need for this emphasis,
particularly in the generalist education of Army officers, comes from
the self-evident reality that logistics is less glamorous, therefore
less interest-inspiring, than military operations." The 1958 report
went on to caution that "those who control the scope and emphasis of
course curricula should not lose sight of the mission of training and

L- educating student officers to understand, to appreciate, and to
t manage the logistic support essential to the successful operation of

land power."

3. Logistics instruction in maintenance, supply, and other

functional areas was further influenced in 1964 by the Board of
Inquiry on Materiel Readiness (Baker Board), whose recommendations
generally confirmed the validity of logistics instruction in basic
and career courses and led to the establishment of several specialist
courses and training packabes to correct supply and maintenance
schooling deficiencies. Currently, in addition to the review conducted
by the present Board, the Army logistics education and training system
is being studied in detail by the Army Logistics System (Brown) Board,
and close liaison has been maintained during the two Boards' common
period of study.

Preceding page blank
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4. At Department of Defense, a Defense Procurement Training
Board (DPTB) was established in 1962 to address planning covering
the scope and level of all Defense joint procurement training and
policies concerning joint training requirements. Steps are now being
taken to eliminate this agency and transfer its procurement function
to the Defense Logistics Management Training Board (DLMTB), established
in 1963. These boards are discussed in Annex C, Appendix I.

5. Existing Army agreements covering logistics trair 4 ng,
research, and doctrinal responsibilities use a number of terms in
discussing the two main divisions of logistics. This analysis uses
only two: "producer logistics" and "consumer logistics." The Army
Materiel Command (AMC) is responsible for producer logistics training,
while the Continental Army Command (CONARC) controls consumer logistics
training. Close coordination between the two commands seeks to prevent
gaps, duplication and overlap.

6. The Army educates and trains its officers in prouucer and
consumer logistics in Defense, joint, and other government agency
schools. It also makes use of civilian educational institutions to
provide education in depth in disciplines useful to logistics activi-
ties. Another use of civilian facilities is trainr.ng with industry
which includes about twenty officers per year. For discussion of
branch schools, see Annex B, Appendix 4 and Annex D, Appendix 3;
Army colleges, Annex B, Appendix 5, and Annex D, Appendix 5; Joint and
defense schools, Annex C, Appendix 1, and Annex D, Appendix 5; other
governmental schools, civilian education, and training with industry,
Annex B, Appendix 7.

DISCUSSION

7. The 1962 Army reorganization and consequent shift from a
technical service to a functional support structure has made necessary
a redefinition and clarification Army-wide of the pattern of technical
missions, activities and functions. ROAD introduced functionalization
of support activities in the division area, COSTAR extends it to non-
divisional units throughout the field army, and TASTA will expand it
to the theater of operations. Logistics instruction in every school
in the Army is affected. The Board noted that career courses began
logistics instruction under the ROAD concept in FY 62 and under the
COSTAR concept in FY 66, and will begin instruction in the TASTA
doctrine probably in FY 68. It will take some years for the impact of
this instruction to be felt at all levels of the Army. In the meantime,
a heavy responsibility will rest on the field to orient and indoctrinate
officers. Logistics organizations will have to rely primarily on on-
the-job training or on unit schools.
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8. The full impact of functionalization on service schools is
not known because career patterns for technical and administrative
service officers are in transition. These career patterns should
not be made rigidly functional to the extent of prohibiting commodity
specialization but rather should recognize Army needs for generalist
logisticians, qualified functional specialists and commodity specialists.

Career patterns must be correlated with the functional organization of
the Army in order to permit orderly planning for the progressive train-
ing and education of officers for assignment to the new logistics
positions.

Training in Branch Schools
9. Maintenance and supply activities are common subjects for

career type courses and thus are mandatory in officer basic and career
courses as 6hown in Figure D13-1.

COMMON SUBJECTS COVERING MAINTENANCE AND
SUPPLY TRAINING IN BRANCH SCHOOLS

SUBJECT BASIC COURSE CAREER COURSE

Organizational Maintenance
and Maintenance Management X X

Supply X

Division Maintenance Operations X

Division Supply, Service and
Transport Operations x

Division Support Command Concept X

FIG. D13-1

The number of hours, and percentages of the total course, devoted to
the general areas of maintenance and materiel management (supply) in
the basic and career courses are shown in Figure D13-2.

Basic Course

10. The basic course has been described as a coaching session

where instruction is by the hands-on technique. With regard to
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MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY HOURS OF INSTRUCTION
PERCENTAGE OF COURSE,

BASIC COURSE CAREER COURSE
SBRANCH/SCHOOL - ,

M MAINT SUPPLY % CRSE MAINT SUPPLY % CRSE- - ,

Infantry 22 4 5.6 21 20 4
Armor 38 3 11.9 94 8 8.5
Artillery & Missile 33 12.5 12.1 54 45 10.5
Air Defense 42 8 14.7 -- -- --

Engineer 24 5 8.3 14 79 7.3
Signal 7 11 5.5 25 26 5.7
Chemical 8 20 7.7 44 99 14.7
Ordnance 24 47 20.7 33 103 18.0
Quartermaster 22 54 24.0 39 134 23.7
Transportation 16 23 12.7 18 74 8.9
Adjutant General 2 3.5 1.7 10 4.5 1.6
Army Security Agency -- -- -- 27 74 8.0

Finance 4 3 2.0 4 .9 2.0
Intelligence -- -- -- 20 6 1.9

Military Police 13 9 5.7 13 7 1.3
Women's Army Corps 5 17 3.2 2 ;19 2.8
Chaplain 4 10 5.0 25 18 3.5
Judge Advocate General 0 0 0 0 2 .4
Army Medical Service 4 4 4.8 8 18 2.5
Arriy Nurse Corps 2 5 10.2 2 19 2.9
Medical Service Corps 7 31 12.4 -- -- --

Some additional hours might be reflected under command responsibilities
and functions. Supply, as used in this appendix, includes materiel
management.

FIG. D13-2
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maintenance instruction, the Board considers that the second lieu-
tonant should get his hands dirty performing practical work in a
motor pool or shop. The basic course' should be restricted to the
operation of the Army maintenance system and the essentials of adminis-

'tration, inspections, equipment serviceability criteria, preventive
maintenance, and other maintenance problems met at platoon/company
levels. The, Boaid believes that'graduates, of basic courses conducted
by the combat arms: schools should not be imnmediately assigned to
maintenance or supply responsioilities above the company level. A
subsequent assignment as, battalion maintenance officer vould require
additional training'in an appropriate specialist course. Graduates of
technical'service basic courses, particularly the Ordnance and Quarter-
master, may appropriately be assigned initial duties at higher echelons
where maintenance and supply are functionalized under a direct support
(DS) or gdneral support (GS) concept. These basic course graduates
(should atend specialist courses in these areas upon completion of the
basic course.

ll.: The scope of instructiot. in supply activities in basic
"courses is appropriately described in current CONARC directives.
Emphasis is on responsibilities of the property book &"ficer, on
essential publications applicable to supply economy, and on procedures
for relief from property responsibility. Operation of the company
supply room should form the crux of instruction at this level. It would
be expected, and is reflected in Figure D13-2, that the basic course at
the QM School includes greater emphasis on supply than the courses
in other branch schools because of the nature of QM functions. The
Board has examined individual course programs of instruction (POI) and
believes that, with two exceptions, emphasis in supply and maintenance
training in!the basic courses is generally adequate. The Signal School
course provides insufficient maintenance and supply training for a
technical branch, and the Judge Advocate General (JAG) School should
include minimum instructional time for general indoctrination of
officers in maintenancd and supply activities.

Career CourseI 12. Whereas maintenance in the basic course is viewed as a hands-

on practical etercise, at career course level the management of
maintenance and maint 'nance personnel should be emphasized with atten-
tion to management tchniques, principles, and command responsibilities.
With the exception of the JAG School, emphasis on maintenance in career
courses is generally adequate; however, the focus of instruction shouldI * be raised from company to battalion level. The Board believes the
JAQ Scho6l should include general instruction in the area of maintenance
ana supply. Graduates of the Ordnance School career course should be
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CGSC REGULAR COURSE LOGIST .CS INSTRUCTION
IN HOURS

PURE INTEGRATED RELATED
_ _ _,,_,_STUDY

MATERIEL
Design & Development 0 3.2 1.8
Acquisition 0 9.3 5.7
Storage .1 5.4 2.6
Movement 0 18.7 8.0
Distribution 0 27.1 11.6
Maintenance 2.6 13.0 8.2
Evacuation 0 4.9 2.9
Disposal 0 .8 .6

PERSONNEL
Movement .1 11.1 5.6
Evacuation 0 9.7 4.3
Hospitalization 0 3.7 2.2

FACILITIES
Acquisition 0 3.1 1.5
Construction 0 6.1 3.1
Maintenance .4 2.3 .8
Operations .7 3.1 1.1

SERVICES
Acquisition 0 6.8 3.6
Performance &

Operations .1 21.2 9.0

TOTALS 4.0 149.5 72.6

FIG. D13-3

ca•i ble of commanding a direct or general support maintenance battalion
without additional training.

13. A graduate of a career course of any t:oop-oriented branch
should be able to render effective service as a battalion or brigade
5-4. Graduates of the Quartermaster and Transportation School career
courses should be capable of commanding composite supply and trans-
portation battalions without additional training. Coverage of general
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staff responsibilities is included in the Board's concept of the
objective of a career course. It is visualized that a career course
graduate would be qualified for direct assignment as assistant G-4
of a division. Schools should review their POI to ensure that supply
training meets these general objectives.

Command and Staff Colleges

14. The Command and General Staff College (C&GSC) and che Armed
Forces Staff College (AFSC) present logistics instruction in both pure
and integrated courses. Both colleges are producing graduates -1ith
generalist rather than specialist logistics knowledge. Army officers
also attend the command and staff colleges of other Services where
the emphasis is on the logistics doctrine of those respective Services.
These other service command and staff colleges are attended by only
three percent of the Army officers in resident courses at this level
and are not analyzed further in this appendix.

V 15. The C&GSC is the first of the career schools where combat
arms, technical, administrative, and professional services officers,
as a group, study the teamwork necessary for the successful applica-
tion of land power. The emphasis in the course is on operational
considerations; logistics subjects are usually presented and studied

* in relation to the othe, staff functions. Extensive coverage is given
to joint operations, particularly airborne and amphibious operations.
The emphasis is on consumer logistics but the full range of logistics
instruction is apparent from the information shown in Figure D13-3.
The greater part of the logistics instruction is integrated with other
subjects or activities with only four hours of pure instruction. The
149.5 hours of integrated instruction include 82.4 hours on materiel
w•th particular aLLention to movement, distribution, and ma'atenance.

Another 28 hours are scheduied in the area of services. The remaining
39.1 hours are divided between personnel movement, evacuation, and
hospitalization (24.5 hours) and facilities (14.6 hours). The r re
instruction is divided between 2.6 hours of maintenance and 1.4 hours
devoted to five other subjects. The total number of h urs of logistics
instruction constitutes l&% of the entire curriculum. Considering
that logistics is one of the principal parts of the Army's activities
this percentage is barely adequate. Additional instruction is warranted
under the current objective of the course, in the areas of design and
development, evacuation, disposal, hospitalization, facility acquisi-
tion, maintenance and operations, and services acquisition. Under the

broadened objective discussed in Annex D, Appendix 4, additional hours
would be required in order to cover adequately resource utilization
and CONUS producer logistical activities.
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16. The AIFSC curriculum includes Army, Navy, and Air Force
instruction, but primary emphasis is placed on joint and combined
logistics as indicated in these subject areas of its curriculum:
l t Service logistic organization and functions

Joint logistics planning exercises
Format of logistics documents
Logistics planning computations
Feasibility testing of logistics plans
Logistic3 planning on unified command and joint task force

levels
Base development logistics
EU(OM logistics
Joint logistics estimates
NATO logistics
Defense supply agency and other Defense logistics activities
Logistics planning in a general war situation

Consumer logistics is the principal theme with only minor attention to
producer logistics. There are 102 hours of logistics instruction,
which approximates 18% of the total course. Although Army officers
attending the C&GSC regular course receive almost 50% more logistics
inetruction than those attending the AFSC, the AFSC course is only
507% as long. The AFSC actually devoter 4% more of its curriculum to
logistics than does the CVSC. Ths Board concludes that the logistics
training received by Army officers attending the AFSC is appropriate
under the joint mission of that institution.

17. The Army War College (AWC) presents approximately 161 hours
of identifiable logistics instruction to prepare officers for command
and high level staff duties with emphasis on Army doctrine. Both Army
and joint logistics considerations are presented. These hours consti-
tute about 10% of the curriculum; for comparison, the hours devoted to
command responsibilities and functions are 11% and counterinsurgency
11.5%. The curriculum is divided into eight courses with logistics
being considered in seven and in one seminar. Particular consideration
is given to logistics requirements and their impact upon capabilities,
in Course 5, as they affect the preparation of theater commander's
.estimates and campaign plans and the war-gaming of these plans. In
Course 6, in addition to designated coverage for the entire clasp,
two committees prepare written reports on logistics preparedness and
capability to support military plans and operations. In Course 7, the
students are roquired to consider and develop logistical concepts
within the time frame 1970-80. In the other four courses, logistics
considerations are an integral part of material presented to and con-
sidered by the students. The semanar provides an opportunity to examine
the managerial aspects and tools to maintain an effective logistics
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ný rprogram. The Board concludes that the approximately 107% of the
curriculum devoted to logistics instruction is adequate under the
current AWC mission.

18. Other Service and National War Colleges' logistics instruc-
tion varies from less than 1% to 11. of the total hours in their re-
spective curricula. The Air and Naval War Colleges present their own
Service logistics doctrine and that of other Services ou points of
cross servicing, ccomwi servicing, and coordination. The National War
College logistics instruction is responsive to a much broader mission.
Its course includes study of resources requirements for support of a
strategic concept, and consideration of international stresses and
strains wherein the economic impact is a factor. The US economy and
international economics are presented in broad terms. The Board con-
siders that these colieges a,-a presenting adequate logistics instruc-
tion to fulfill the current mission assigned to each.

19. The Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) devotes
780 hours or 657 of the course time to resource utilization. While
this instruction is not carried specifically as logistics, it is all
in the logistics field. Approximately nine weeks are devoted to the
development, conservation, and utilizatiin of human, natural, and
developed resources as elements of national strength. 11anagement

techniques are presented with special attention to materiel. In-
structional periods are devoted explicitly to personnel management,
financial management, supply, procurement, maintenance, systems
analysis, and other fields either a part of or allied to logistics.
Field studies including visits to US industrial firms and tripsI abroad to visit foreign industry provide the opportunity for ICAF
students to observe the sources of materiel and discuss industrial
management with incumbents. The Board considers that the ICAF cur-
riculum is well balanced and appropriate to its mission. Since the
ICAF is the capstone of our military educational tystem in the man-
agement of logistic resources for national security, the Board
considers that Army office'rs in the Logistics Officers' Program
selected for senior service college attendance should be assigned
to ICAF rather than to one of the other colleges.

Logistics Soecialist: Training

20. The Department of the Army announced at the end of 1965
that the branch &ystem and specialist programs will continue to be
used as the structure for career development. The military occupa-
tional specialty (M1S) system will be retained for the classification
and control of officer positions and assignments; MOS are structured
on skill requirements, and specialist courses are utilized to teach
the skills in the quantities needed.
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21. The concept of specialist courses was discussed in Appendix 6,
wherein it was noted thattechnically-orien:ed branches, i.. particular,
must conduct specialist courses not only to qu.1ify officers 'n branch
functions, but also to qualify officers for branch immaterial functions.
Thus, specialist courses in UONARC's branch and specialist schools in
the broad area of consumer logistics qualify officers for functional
and commodity specialtl.es, while preparation of officers as general
logisticians on the consumer side is initially accomplished in the
career type courses. Where functions or skills have lost specific
branch identity through organizational changes or across-the-board
applications, the Army has established appropriate specialist courses.
Seven such courses have been or are in the process of being established
for recently approved functionalized 1S. Four of these officer courses
aze discussed in Appendix 6, i.e., Army Supply, Field Maintenance,
Ammunition and Missile Maintenance, and Missile Maintenance. The Board
believes that the Army school system has demonstrated, and must continue
to demonstrate its flexibility for prompt responsiveness to change in
consumer logistics specialist areas.

Army Materiel Command (AM) Schools

22. The Army Logistics Management Center (ALMC), tha Army Manage-
ment Engineering Training Agency (AHETA), and the Joint Military
Packaging Training Center (JMPTC) are discu2sed in Annex B, Appendix 6.

23. Problems of overlap and repetition related to management as

presented ir 'he two major schools, ALMC and AMETA, are discussed in

Appendix 10. The pattern of duplication is repeated in logistices
instruction presented at these two schools. Placing these schools
under a single Commandant would permit consolidating their programs of
instruction. In addition, the consolidation of ALMC and ANETA would
reduce the cost of operation, concentrate a wider range of expertise
at a "ngle location, improve flexibility in the use of instructors,
make -. ailable utore educational facilities for AMETA courses, and use
funds now required to rehabilitate existing AMETA facilities to relo-
cate AMETA. The Board is convinced that the consolidation of AMETA
with ALM at Fort Lee is in the best interests of the Army.

24. The Joint Zilitary Packaging Training Center (JMPTC). The
Orunance Packaging Training Course at Rossford Ordnance Depot, Toledo,
Ohio, was redesignated as the loin Military Packaging Course in 1951.
The scope of the course was broadened to meet the packaging require-
ments of all Services and the course made available to representatives
of all Services, qualified industries, and approved foreign nationals.
In 1963, when the Rossford Army Depot was inactivated, the JMPTC was
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relocated at Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG). Facilities at APG are
improvised and the JMPIC is planning for additional acLdemic and
laboratory buildings to meet its requirements. The Board has con-
sidered the mission, student load, facilities, cost of operation,
need for new construction,and compatibility with the ALMC vission
and other activities at Fort Lee, and concludes that JMPTC should
be moved to Fort Lee and consolidated with ALME as soon as facilities
are made available.

25. In Annex D, Appendix 10, the Board -. acluded that the Army
Management School should also be closed and tLe installation inanagement
course be taught at ALMC, subject only to the availability of facili-
ties there. If the consolidation of the institutions is accomplished,
the name, Army Logistics Management Center will become even more
of a misnomer than it is today. According to the dictionary of United
States Army terms, the word "Center" is normally applied to a training
activity; it is not indicative of an educational institution. A word
more descriptive of the ALM1 mission is "inst!.tute," defined in
Webster's Dictionary as, "a type of school for higher educatiou in
technical subjects, institution for advanced study, research, and
instruction in a restricted field." Considering the consolidation of
activities and their general resource management nature, it is ths
opinion of the Board that a more appropriate title for AL14C would be
the Army Resources Management Institute (ARNI). Its basic mission
should be stated as follows:

The mission of the Army Resources Management
Institute is to provide resident and non-resident
instruction for selected officers and civilians
of the Army and other Services in all functional
areas of producer logistics, installation operations,
equipment preservation, packaging and transport, and
skills and techniques of military management; to
conduct research and develop doctrine in these areas;
and to provide associated training materials aad
services as requested.

26. The responsibility for consolidation of AMETA, AMS, and
JMPTC at ARMI, Fort Lee, Virginia, should be assigned to AINC at the
earliest possible date to allow orderly planning and execution as
rapidly as facilities, personnel actions, and finance will permit.

Graduate Degrees

27. The Army has recognized the need for greater accuracy in
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establishing the number of graduate degrees it requires, and to this
end haa organized an Army Educational Requirements Board (AERB) to
assist in their evaluation and validation. As yet, the list of
position requirements for advanced degrees in the logistics field
has not been fully developed. Examples of the graduate degree
fields utilized in logistics positions at AMC are: Business Adminis-
tration-Industrial; Commerce, Marketing, Merchandising, and Retailing;
Industrial Management; Management Research; Business-General; Engineer-
Industrial Design; Engineer-General; and Education-General Administration;
all at the Master's Degree level. An analysis of 63 validated logistics
positions identified in the AM1 which require graduate degrees indicates
43 are in the grade of general officer or colonel, 14 in the grade of
lieutenant colonel, three in the grade of major, and three in the grade
of captain. Although it is possible to send lieutenant colonels to
graduate school to attain an advanced degree, the Board believes that
the utilization of that education would not give the best return on
the time and funds expended. Six majors/captrins are not an adequate
base from which reutilization requirements for 57 senior officers can
be met. However, the areas of knowledge required ior these branch
immaterial positions are required also by the branches for their branch
material duties. AER3 has validated requirements for graduate degrees
in these areas identified w.ith positions for company grade officers.
These officers actually form the base for reutilization at higher grades
and for selection to the Logistics Officer and other career programs
in branch immaterial areas.

28. The Air Force School of Systems and Logtstics (SOSAL) offers
a twelve-month course leading to a Master of Science degree in logistics
management. Army officers have attended this course since its accredi-
tation three years ago and four are currently enrolleýd. Position
requirements for the SOSAL logistics management degree, as distinguished
from more generalized management degrees granted by other institutions,
have not been established to date. AMH should evaluate the responsive-
ness of the SOSAL course to Army needs and submit reccmmendations as
to specific position requirements to whick it should be related.

Logisties Officer Specialist Program (LOP)

29. The LOP was established to develop and utilize professionally
equipped and qualified commissioned officers for assignment to key
logistics posiciins throughout the Department of the Army and other
positions of high responsibility requiring officers with logistics
training and background. A key logistics position is defined as a
selected branch material logistics position for which officers in the
grade of colonel are authorized and which involves a high degree of
individual responsibility and authority at policy-making or policy-
influencing levels (See AR 614-132 and DA Pamphlet 600-3). The ultimate
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objective of the LOP is to develop a hard core of professionally
qualified, readily identifiable logisticians capable of effectively
directing, supervising, and managing the extensive logistics activi-

ties of the Army. The Office of Personnel Operations (OPO) is
responsible for overall supervision of the LOP within the broad policy
guidance of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER).

30. There were 1,319 participants in the LOP (including 437
desiguated as logisticians), as of 30 November 1965, (See Figure D13-4).
Key logistics positions for 409 logisticians hdve been identified and

Y, approved. OPO has determined a requirement for 600 qualified logis-
ticians with 1,000 in the development stage. The Board noted that the
prerequisites for entry iato the LOP did not require a college degree.
The minimum aducational level, recommended elsewhere in this annex, for
all Regular Army officers is a baccalaureate degree. It follows, then,
that the prerequisites for entry should include a baccalaureate degree
in a required discipline and should consider a master's degree as
highly desirable. Possible key logistics positions are studied by both
OPO and the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG) before approval.

SA firm list of the key logistics powitions would assist in the determi-
nation of requirements for education and training of LOP participants.

LOGISTICS OFF'ICER PROGRAM

RANK ARM ART INF ENG CML MC ORD QM SIG TC AG FIN b1P WAC TOTAL

COL 15 56 57 80 20 25 93 153 49 100 1 5 2 656

LT COL 16 28 44 22 21 12 94 78 43 49 1 6 414

MAJ 8 16 19 9 11 3 45 64 13 57 1 1 247

CAPT 1 1 2

.TOTAL 39 100 120 111 52 40 232 296 105 207 1 5 4 7 1319

PIG. D13-4

31. The LOP started in 1956 with the mission of improving the
system of developing and assigning logistics managers. During the
formative years of the program, DCSLOG exercised general staff
responsibility for its direction. The program was oversubscribed and
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many highly qualified applicants were refused entry. Today, DCSLOG
responsibility is limited to participation in the approval of key
logistics positlons and the program is undersubscribed. The Board
has noted the coordination between the Chief of Research and Develop-
ment (CRD) and DCSPER in relation to the Research and Development
Specialist Program (See AR 614-135), and believes that similar coordi-
nation between DCSPER and DCSLOG should be provided for by AR 614-132
for the LOP. Such coordination would go far toward revitalizing the
LOP and would assist DCSPER in the determination of the requirements
for education and training for the program participants.

* CONCLUSIONS

32. In keeping with the principle that basic courses are oriented
toward platc-on/company level and career courses toward battalion/brigade
and general staff levels, branch schools should insure that maintenance
training in basic courses is focused on practical techniques and hands-
on instruction and in career courses on management techniques and
command responsibilities.

33. While it is appropriate that newly commissioned officers of
* the technical services be initially assigned maintenance and supply

duties in direct and general support units, their preparation therefor
should be accomplished through specialist training following basic
course instruction.

34. Graduates of troop-oriented branch career (advanced) courses
should be capable of serving as battalion/brigade S-4's and as assistant

* division G-4. Graduates of the Ordnance career (advanced) course
should be capable of commanding direct and general support functional-
ized maintenance battalions; and graduates of the Quartermaster and
Transportation career (advanced) courses should be capable of commanding
composite supply and transportation battalions.

35. The hours devoted to logistics instruction in the Command and
General Staff College regular course are barely adequate under the
current course objectives. The expanded course objective proposed else-
where by the Board for resource utilization and producer logistics
instruction will require additional hours.

36. Personnel in the Logistics Officers' Program selected to
attend a senior service college shouVl be assigned to the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces, which this Board has proposed to name
the National Security Resources College.
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prdu37. Specialist training for officers in both consumer and
producer logistics is required in addition to Army career schooling.
In general, specialist courses in military schools can meet this
requirement.

38. The Army Management Engineering Training Agency (ANETA),
Army Management School (AMS), and the Joint Military Packaging Training

SCenter (JMPTC) should be disestablished and their respective missions
assigned to the Army Logistics Management Center. Control of the
activities at AMETA, AMS, and JMPTC should be transferred to ALMC
now, with planning and executing the reorganization and transfer of
activities made the responsibility of the Army Materiel Command.

39. The Army Logistics Management Center should be renamed the
Army Resources Management Institute (ARMPi), with a mission (see
paragraph 25) including all functions now performed by the Army

Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA), Army Management School
(AMS), and the Joint Military Packaging Training Center (JMPTC).

40. An initial utilization base of company grade officers and
majors with master's or doctor's degrees in disciplines required for
logistics duties should be used at a later date as the prime source
of officers to fill positions requiring higher ra '-s and the graduate
degree.

41. Positions requiring the degree of Master of Science in
Logistics Management, as presented at the Air Force School of Systems
and Logistics, should be determined by the Army Materiel Command and
submitted to the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel, for validation.

42. The baccalaureate degree in ." discipline useful in logistics
activities should be made a prerequisite for entry into the Loigistics
Officers' Program. Graduate degrees should be included as "desirable."

43. Army Regulation 614-132 should be amended to provide for the
same relationsh.p between the Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics (DCSLOG)

* and the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel (DCSPER) with regard to the
Logistics Officers' Program as the Chief of Research and Development has
with the DCSPER with regard to the Research and Development Specializa-
tion Programs under AR 614-135.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 14

COUNTERINSURGENCY TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze current training in
Army achools for counterinsurgency operations and the related activities
of civil affairs and psychological operations. The discussion reviews
the requirements for such training by Army officers to support United
States overseas internal defense policy in light of current and antici-
pated trends in warfare; examines the appropriateness of current pro-
grams for providing the needed training; and recommends a modified pro-
gram more responsive to the Army's long-range requirements.

BACKGROUND

New Army Mission

2. United States aid to Greece and Turkey in 1947 and the sub-
sequent expansion of the Truman Doctrine into a broad program of military
and economic assistance brought the United States into world-wide con-
frontation with international Communism. To counter Communist-inspired
"wars of national liberation" during latent, incipient or active stages,
the US adopted a policy of assistance to emerging nations aimed at
enhancing their internal development, defense, and stability. The extent
of the Army's involvement in this area of activity in support of national
policy is evident in the Chief of Staff's 1964 statement that "counter-
insurgency operations and other types of US military participation over-
seas in time of nominal peace are a normal third principal mission of
the Army going hand-In-hand with nuclear warfare and conventional war-
fare... The Army should include these stability operations within its
concepts and doctrines for...combat on land."

3. Basic United States policy, doctrine and training objectives
in counterinsurgency operations are formulated at the highest levels of
government. These operations require cooperative efforts of the Depart-
ment of Defense, the Department of State, the Agency for International
Development, and the United States Information Agency.

- Preceding page blank
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4. At present approximately 22% of the Army is actively engaged
in world-wide stability or counterinsurgency operations, including over
83,000 soldiers directly supporting politico-military operations con-
nected with US foreign assistance programs.

5. Counterinsurgency operations are listed among the common sub-
jects for officer career schooling and thus are mandatory instructional
areas for basic and career (advanced) courses in branch schools. Pro-
ponency for instruction in counterinsurgency (CI) operations (OP) is
assigned by CGCONARC as follows:

SUBJECT PROPONENT

Brigade and/or Lower Units
in CI Op Infantry School

Fundamentals of CI Op Special Warfare School
Legal Aspect of CI Judge Advocate General School
Psychological Op Special Warfare School
The Insurgency Problem Special Warfare School
Unconventional Warfare Special Warfare School
Civil Affairs Civil Affairs School
Civic Action Civil Affairs School

Since school Commandants are authorized to determine the number of hours
devoted to these subjects, there is a wide variation in the emphasis
placed on them.

DISCUSSION

General

6. Basis of Investigation. The concept of stability operations
as a third principal mission of the Army formed the basis of the Board's
investigation into the adequacy and appropriateness of counterinsurgency
training in Army schools. Army training policies, established near the
end of FY 65 and being implemented as the Board was conducting its study,
will increase the emphasis on counterinsurgency instruction in Army
schools in FY 66 and undoubtedly lead to improvements.

7. Training for Counterinsurgency. Success in stability operations
is predicated to a great extent upon a concerted training and educational
effort in the political, economic, sociological, and psychological, as
well as military, interrelationships in a given cultural milieu. At a
time when a major :nvestment of Army resources is being directed toward
stability operations, training programs that prepare Army officers for
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such assignments must be adequate, responsive, and carefully projected to
meet operational requirements. Counterinsurgency training programs,
moreover, must be addressed not only to the entire officer corps as a
part of progressive career schooling in branch schools and Army colleges,S~but also to selected individuals who will provide expertise in depth in,

associated specialities.

8. Language Training. The objective of all counterinsurgency
operations is people. Primary orientation of effort in counterinsurgency'
operations must ht focused more on winning control and support :f local
citizenry of the emerging nation than on control of te-"
forces. To this end, the importance of language trair.,g ap ru,. t-
"mental part of counterinsurgency training should be emphp tsign-
ing or redesigning courses for officers being assigned -

Assistance Advisory Groups and missions.

9. Growth in Requirements. There is every probability that the
next decade will bring a growth in stability operations and require an
expansion in the Army's training in counterinsurgency, psychological
operations, and civil affairs. Planners must consider not only expanding
the present capacity of the Army's training resources in these areas ;
but also the feasibility of consolidating elements .of these resources to
produce a more effective training system. In the light of probable
operational commitments, the training system will have to strike a care-
ful balance between progressive career schooling and specialist training.
As the expanding commitment to counterinsuýgency operations raises
demands for broader general qualification in this field, an increasing
amount of stability training logically should be moved from specialist
into career schooling.

Evaluation of Counterinsurgency Training in Career Schooling.

10. Levels of Training. Counterinsurgency training in the Army
school system must be geared to the level of the course in which, it is
taught and the general level of responsibility of course graduates, and
must advance progressively from basic courses through the Command and
General Staff College.

11. Application of Branch Techni;ues. Each branch of the Army has
specific tactics and techniques for performing normal branch funntions
in all environments of war. Applicatory exercises are needed to cake
counterinsurgency training from the theoretical to the practical level,
to highlight branch functions and techniques, and to adapt them tc the
environment of stability operations in which officers will be working.
For example, junior officers attending the Ordnance School should be
training in the techniques of establishing an ordnance depot in a country
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EMPHASIS ON CATEGORIES OF WARFARE BY PERCENT
BASIC AND CAREER COURSES AND CGSC

*NUCLEAR CONVENTIONAL STAB OPNS OTHER
SCRPOL BASIC CAREER BASIC CAREER BASIC CAREER BASIC CAREER

Infantry, 14 35 50 30 36 35 .. ..
Armor 1 11 97 79 2 3 -- --

Artillery &
Missile 1 21 !93 70 2 3 4 6

Air Defense 7 -- 45 -- 5 -- 44 --
Engineer 1 8 18 21 5 15 76 56
SE Signal 1 -- 16 -- 0 -- 83
Signal -- 8 -- 68 -- 7 -- -7

Army Medical
Service 3 8 22 20 5 7 70

Army Nurse Corps 4 5 16 1 1 4 79
Medical Service

Corps 6 -- 55 -- 2 -- 37 --
Chemical 9 26 81 70 10 4 .- --

O~dnance i 3 9 92 79 2 5 6 7
Quartermaster 4 2 36 55 0 2 60 41
Transportation 3 6 7 13 4 2 86 79
Adjutant General 2 5 10 10 2 -- 86 85
Army Security.
'Agency -- 4 -- 0 -- 0 -- 96
Intc dligence -- 8 -- 87 -- 5 .. ..
Chaplain 2 2 95 90 3 8 .. ..
Finance 2 1 i27 18 7 5 64 76
Military Police 5 10 13 19 4 12 78 59
Judge Advocate

General 1 1 20 8 2 1 77 90
Women's Army

Corps * 2 9 3 6 2 3 9 82

Command & General : I

Staff College 34 22 5 39

FIG. D14-1
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II where the majority of workers will be illiterate; where the depot must
provide for its local security against insurgents; where depot personnel
will be active participants in the national effort to expedite the
development of the country concerned; and where the equipment is old and
obsolete by our standards.

12. Overall Emphasis in Stability Operations. Figure D14-1 shows
Iv a percentage breakout of the curricula in the career courses and the

Command and General Staff College according to the three types of warfare,
or thtce Army missions, nuclear, conventional and stability operations.
of the branch schools only the Infantry School gives appropriate emphasis

in both basic and career courses to stability operations as a third
principal Army mission.

13. F!3ure D14-2 shows the amount of training in counterinsurgency
operations i" Army schools today, with civil affairs and psychological
operations shown separately. Here again reliance is placed on hours of
instruction as a measurement of course value rather than quality of
instruction which the Board could nct gauge. Although it is difficult
to assign relative values to pure and integrated instruction, the total
number of instructional hours provides a gross measurement of effort and
emphasis in the several schools and courses.

14. Adequacy of Basic Course Instruction. The basic courses at the
Infantry, Armor, Artillery and Missile, Ordnancesand Military Police
Schools devote sufficient total hours to counterinsurgency, although the
courses at the Armor and Artillery and Missile Schools appear inadequate
in the number' of pure instructional hours. The courses at the Chemical,
Transportation, Adjutant General, Chaplain, Finance,and Women's Army
Corps Schools are relatively strong in pure hours of instruction. Vhile
instruction in civil affairs and psychological operations seems light in
all basic courses, the Board believes that at this level these two sub-
jects should be a part of general counterinsurgency instruction. Such
instruction should be sufficient for newly commissioned officers to under-
stand clearly their branch's role in stability operations and the tech-
niques to be applied. The addition of the Ranger Course as a mandatory
part of initial schooling for rAl Regular Army lieutenants as proposed
in Appendix 2 would result in substantial improvement in their preparation
for counterinsurgency operations.

15. Adequacy of Career (Advanced) Course Instruction. It would be
expected that the total amount of time devoted to counterinsurgency
instruction would be significantly greater in career courses than in
basic courses. The fact that this is not true in all cases is surprising
in view of the fact that career courses are several times longer than
corresponding basic courses and should present branch instruction in
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HOURS OF INSTRUCTION
COUNTERINSURGENCY, CIVIL AFFAIRS, PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

BASIC(B3C) AND CAPFEER(CR) COURSES
CGSC AND AWC

COUNTERINSURGENCY CIV i
SCHOOL PURE INTGR TOTAL AFFAIRS PSYOP

BC CR BC CR BC CR BC CR BC CR

Infantry 39 61 195 99 234 160 1 14 4 7
Armor 6 26 74 41 80 67 0 4 1 2
Artillery &
Missile 5 29 110 392 115 421 0 3 0 3

Air Defense 5 -- 13 -- 18 -- 3 -- 4 --
Engineer 7 18 11 165 18 183 2 3 0 1
Signa7. 5 33 7 131 12 164 0 3 1 1
Army .•. Svc 2 25 32 31 34 56 1 1 1 1
Army Nurse Corps 1 5 2 20 3 25 0 2 0 2
Medical Service

Corps 7 -- 7 -- 9 -- 0 -- I
Chemical 23 24 4 -- 27 24 3 12 7 4
Ordnance 12 27 137 119 149 146 1 3 2 2
Quartermaster 8 20 3 -- Il 20 0 5 1 0
Tra.nsportation 15 21 10 7 25 28 0 2 2 2
Adjutant General 13 21 2 6 1 27 0 13 1 2
Army S~curity

Agency -- '6 -- 29 --- 5-- 3 -- 2
Intelligence -- 40 -- 27 -- 67 -- 3 -- 5
Chaplain 11 28 30 32 41 60 0 10 4 5
Finance 21 37 44 25 65 62 0 5 2 3
Military Police 9 33 188 403 197 436 0 3 0 1
Judge Advocate
General 4 8 1 2 5 10 6 27 0 0

Women's Army
Corps 11 24 56 60 67 84 4 4 2 2

Command & General

Staff College 18 56 74 33 19
Army War
College 74 112 186 20 43

FIG. D14-2
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) counterinsurgency in much greater depth. The career courses at the
Infantry, Artillery and 14issile, Engineer, Signal, and Military Police
schools provide more hours of counterinsurgency instruction than the
courses in other branh schools, but puch instruction (Figure D14-1)
is insufficient almost across-the-board. Clearly- steps must be taken
to bolster training content in nearly all branch schools in this area
of warfare. Psychological, operations and civil affairs instruction is
also. inadequate in nearly every Army school at the career course 'eve!.
The time allotted to these two areas should be increased since they sup-
port stability operations directly.

16. Adequacy of Army College Level Instruction. Figures D14-1 and

2 indizate that the Command and General Stff College places inadequate
emphasis on counterinsurgency and stability operations. The C&GSC is
moving to correct this situation, and a revised program will reflect a
large increase over figures contained herein. This area should be re-
viewed constantly, since commanders and general staff officers being
trained at C&GSC must be as well prepared in this field as in the field

of conv.enti~onal operations. Examination of the purpose and scope of the' course of instruction at the Army War College led the Board to the con-
clusion that emphasis there on stability operations is adequate. In
contradistinction to the need to increase emphasis on stability operatiorn
at the C&GSC, the Board believes that current empiasis on civil affairsI' tand psychological operations instruction at both the C&GSC and the AWC

S~is adequate.

17. Adequacy of Senior Officer Instruction in Counterinsurgency.
Orientation trainingfor senior officers in counterinsurgency operations
is provided in a special five-day course conducted at the Special Warfare
School. This is largely a lecture course which focuses on US national
policy and its implementation. In FH 65 it was attended by ten general
officers and over 300 colonels and lieutenant colonels from 19 branches
of the Army; nearly 50% of the students were Regular Army officers. The
course appears .to be fully subscribed and still fulfilling a valid need.

18. Senior officers selected for key positions in MAAGs, missions,
or embassies in emerging nations, or in headquarters positions related
thereto, receive special instruction at a four-week course of the National
Interdepartmental Seminar held at the Foreign Service Institute in

Washington, D.C. Other senior officers may attend instruction given by
the Military Assistance Institute (MAI) (see parr.?;raph 32) where emphasis
is given to problems faced by the US in assisting underdeveloped countries
and in the development and coordination of policies and programs related
thereto.
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19. Current Army plans, programs and capabilities for training
senior officers in counterinsurgency, civil affairs and psychological
operations are adequate and appropriate. The objective shotld be to
eliminate orientation courses for senior officers as the officers corps
becomes progressively more knowledgeable in this area through improved
instruction in career type courses.

Z0. .MaJor Weaknesses in Ccurse Content. Considerable progress has
been made since 1961 in incorporating counterinsurgency training throughout
the Army school system. However, lack of doctrine and experience in thia
type of conflict is reflected in the fact that too mvch stress is placed
on the theory of Communist insurgency and insufficient emphasis on
practical techniques of combatting it. Schools have difficulty in
isolating specifically the types of training required. Deficiencies in
counterinsurgency training are generally caused by an attempt to apply
conventional procedures to a situation in which such procedures will not
necessarily produce satisfactory results. Another major weakness exists
in the intelligence area, where instruction is not good and 'a some cases
is ncn-existent.

21. Until complete sets of field manuals become available, it would
be helpful if CONARC obtained for the schuols reports of lessons learned,
after action reports, debriefing reports, and other published documents
which could be used to develop realistic problems and exercises. In
addition, many Army officers who have had experience in emerging nations
are now in a position to transmit this experience through the vehicle of
the school problem. Clearly, the assignment of more of these experienced
officers to school faculti'6 would be beneficial. Inscfar as intelli-
gence is concerned, instiuction should be given in the unique procedures
used in a counterinsurgency situation to gather information which can
be developed into effective intelligence. It is important to recognize
that counterinsurgency intelligence differs from conventional intelli-
gence, particularly in the collection effort which Is heavily dependent
upon close contact with and support by the local citizenry.

Evaluation of Specialist Iraining

22. Importance of Specialist Training. The broad spectrum of
stability operations involves a commitment of Army capability which way
range from only a few officers in one country to thousands in another.
In either case, there will be requirements for personnel who have inti-
mate knowledge of national mores, customs and language, and talent and
ability in civil atiairs/civic actions and psychological operations.
Thus, the need for specialists in various activities related to stability
operations in underdeveloped countri.-s is comparable to the need for
specialists in Army functions in other environments and intensities of
war.
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23. Examination of Selected Specialist Courses. Specialist Lourses
are conducted in counterinsurgency op-rations and related areas at the
Special Warfare School and in the Civil Affairs School. Three courses
from the Special Warfare School and three from the Civil Affairs School,
as listed in Vigure D14-3, are examined in subsequent paragraphs. Spe-
cialist training provided by the Military Assistance Institute (MAI) is
also discussed.

SELECTED SPECIALIST COURSES IN COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS

LENGTH TIMES ACTIVE ARMY
SCHOOL COURSE TITLE WEEKS HELD OFFICER ATTENDANCE

Special Counterinsurgency 10 3 171
Warfare Operations

Military Assist-
ance T¶'aining 6 7 911
Advisor (MATA)

Psychological
Operations 10 3 143

Civil Affairs Civic Action 6 4 129
Special CA

Advisor (Vietnam) 4 1 53

Civil Affairs 65
_Functions

FIG. D14-3

24. Counterinsurgency Operations Course. The ten weeks' Counter-
insurgency Operatioi : Course at the Special Warfare School provides off-
icers with a working knowledge of the nature and conduct of ccunterin-
surgency operations and a general knowledge of the various aspects of

I military and non-military participation in the counterinsurgency program.
The course covers both causes and cures. It was undersubscribed during
FY 65, when 286 of an annual quota of 354 stude'ts attended; 171 students
were Active Army officers. Thirteen branches were represented in the
student body; the principal grades were second lieutenant through major.
The Board notes that officers terving obligated two-year tours of duty
constituted about 16% of the student body; none of them, nor any officer,
should attend this course who is not on orders tu an assignment where the
training can be utilized. The Board believes ic may soon be possible to
eliminate this course as the career type courses expand and improve their
coverage of counterinsurgency.
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25. Military Assistance Trafning Advisor (MATA) Courses. The most
heavily subscribed courses in the counterinsurgency area are the several
levels of MATA courses held at the Special Warfare School. These bix-
week courses are held from four to seven times per year depending upon
the level at which the student is being trained. The instruction includes
area study and Vietnamese language training, counterinsurgency operations,
psychological operations, civil affairs, intelligence operations, and
refresher training in infantry weapons, demolitions and communications,
all, oriented towair6 the level required by the student. These courses are
heavily attended a.od provide needed specialist training prior to depar-
ture of students for Vietnam. Specially tailored courses of this type
will be needad for many years to come. Changes in course content will
be required to reflect differing geographical areas toward which the US
counterinsurgency effort is oriented. MATA type courses should act as
a surge tank to accommodate a large flow of students on sho.-c notice as
the need arises.

26. Language instruction given in MATA courses is augmented by
additional training at the Defense Language Institute, West Coast Branch.
(DLIWC) Some officors attend a five-week MATA course without language
training, then proceed to DLIWC for 12 weeks' training in Vietnamese.
Others receive 120 hours' language training at a MATA course, then proceed
to DULWC for an eight weeks' course in Vietnamese. This division of
language training duplicates facilitjes, fragments MATA training and
imposes an additional hardship on stueents and dependents immediately
prior to an extended separation. The training and language facilities
could be consolidated and multiple TDY assignments reduced by establish-
ing the East Coast Branch of DLI at Fort Bragg.

27. Psychological Operations Course. This 10-week course at the
Special Warfare School directs majoi emphasis toward psychological op-
erations in support of military operations. Eighty percent of the course
is oriented toward stability operations. A practical exercise constitutes.
nearly 50% of the instruction. Over two-thirds of the students during
FY 65 were from the Actie.rc A:my, principally from the five combat arms.
Approximittely one-third of the students were in the grade of second
lieutenant; the remsindo,, were concentrated largely in the grades of
captairi, major and Il- iileicnalt, in Lhat order of decreasing magni-
tude. A majorftV Jf Ce ti graduates wetre assigned to -sychological oper--

tions unitrs and/or. advisr zind sLa;f positions in the field, primarily
in Vietnam. The Buard' xLievw, that no officer should aitend the course
unless he is actital Iy on orders to psyciotoý;ical opcraLiorns duty.

28. Civil Affairs Functions Course. This eight-week course, given
four times annually at the Civil Affairs School, provides training for
junior anu s.niar personnel being directed into specialist positions in
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civil affairs units or in G-5 staff assignments. The course provides the
student with a working knowledge in the fundamentals of Civil Affairs
(CA) organization, policies and procedurecs at all levels of command for
the full spectrum of warfare. Over 90% of the instruction in *his course
is directed toward support of stability operations.

29. Civic Action Course. The purpose of this six-week course at
the Civil Affairs School is to provide commissioned officers with a work-
ing knowledge in planning, developing, programming, administering and
expanding, as necessary, military civic actions. It is designed for
officers being assigned to a MAAG or mission, to a civic action mobile
training team, to civil affairs augmentation to special action forces, to
a command or unit engaged in counterinsurgency operations, to schools, or
to staff positions which require knowledge of civic action. It is com-
pletely oriented toward counterinsurgency operations.

30. Special CA Advisor (VN) Course. A recently added four-week
CA Advisor (VN) Course at Fort Gordon is now offered four times annually
and provides training in civil-military interaction, civic action pro-
gramming, advisor-advisee relationships, and area study at the provincial
level in Vietnam. This course has the purpose "to provide a basic working
knowledge of those civil affairs/civic action theories, functions and
operations applicable to the role of civil affairs advisors in Vietnam
to selected commissioned officers progranmned -or assignment to that
country; and to supplement students knowledge of government, society and
economy of the Republic of Vietnam in terms of civil affairs/civic

K action operations. Anticipated student load will be 15-25 per course.
This course is too new to evaluate.

31. During FY 65, 248 Active Army and 39 foreign officers attended
all these courses at the Civil Affairs School. The Civil Affairs School's
capability of conducting civil affairs and civic action courses with a
particular geographical orientation represents a valuable asset to the
Army's school system. This capability should be retained both to provide
the continuing requirements for civil affairs specialists in the Active
Army and careeriscs in the Reserve Components, and to serve as a safety
valve or surge tank for emergency training of individuals being assigned
in advisory positions in specific geographic areas.

32. Military Assistance Tnstitute (MAI). This contract-operated
school is discussed briefly in Annex C, Appendix 1. Personnel who are
under orders to a MAAG, mission, or a headquarters administering the
military assistance program, attend the four-week course of the MAI in
Arlington, Virginia. Training is oriented toward counterinsurgency pro-
blems, civil affairs (civic action), advisor techniques and area studies.
As noted in the referenced appendix, the Army provides approximately 75%
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ef the student load. In some cases an officer who attends the MAl is
also required to pursue language training at the DLI prior to his move-
ment overseas.

Specialist Program

33. Civil Affairs Specialist Program. Specialist programs are
discussed briefly in Annex B, Appendix 2. It is noted that only 32
officers are presently enrolled in the Civil Affairs Specialist Program.
The Board has been informally advised that the Atmy currently identifies
a requirement for about 500 civil affairs specialists. As the Active
Army has no Civil Affairs branch, there are no branch generalists in this
area. Civil Affairs does exist as a branch in the Reserve Components,
and predominant Army strength in organized CA units occurs in the Reserve,
which has 77 units to Lhe Active Army's three. Civil Affairs emphasis
in the Active Army can be said to be predominantly in the context of
civic action related to stabiiity operations and in Resexve Components
predominantly in the clasaical World War II context.

34. Psychological Operations Specialists. There is no specialist
career program in the psychological operations area, although there have
been proposals for one. An increasing requirement is developing for
trained psychological operations officers at all levels of the Army.
Events in Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, the Dominican Republic and other
critical areas have served to demonstrate the need for officers trained
in this aspect of counterinsurgency operations.

35. Combination of Specialists. Thus, on the one hand, the Army
has the Civil Affairs Specialist Program, with some orientation toward
counterinsurgency, which seems to be dying for lack of interest or moti-
vating challenge. On the other hand, the Army has a growing requirement
for officers especially qualified in the psychological aspect of counter-
insurgency operations in which there is no specialist program. The Board
is led to the conclusion that a consolidated program including the afore-
mentioned specialties, broadened to establish a climate of intellectual
challenge and career opportunity would be desirable. Such a program
appears warranted by the prospeccs of future commitment of Army resources
and the need to attract young officers of pronmising potential in suffi-
cient numbers to meet anticipated requirements. The Board believes that
this should be a modified and enlarged Foreign Area Specialist Program
which would include specialists in languages, regions, psycholgical
operations, civil affairs, and related activitips. The present Civil
Affairs Specialist Program should be absorbed into the new program, which
would be renamed Foreign Studies Specialist Program. Key positions
should be established for participants in the new program, which would
be operated under the direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
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in cooperation with the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations
and the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence. Necessary procedures
should be instituted for identifying these key positions and for coi.-
trolling program participants and insuring their progressive development
and utilization.

Consolidation For Growth

36. Center for Foy'eign Studies. A further step in the consolida-
tion and exploitation of present talent and preparation for future growth
involves relocation of 3xisting widespread and non-mutually supporting
facilities. The Board believes it would be highly profitable for the
Army to take steps now to improve its posture and capabilities in foreign
area studies and related activities, including stability operations. To
this end the Board concludes that an educational ane training center
should be established aý which would be located Army schools conducting
programs in geographical areas, peoples, cultures, languages and civil-
military relationships. This consolidation of facilities and integration
of instructional material would provide a center for all specialized
training in counterinsurgency operations, would permit a reduction in the
number of instructional packets from dispersed proponents, and lead to

more effective training.

37. Location of Center. The US Army John F. Kennedy Center for
Special Warfare at Fort Bragg is particularly well suited as the location

r for such a new educational and training center. The Board believes thatS~the Civil Affairs School should be relocated to Fort Brag- within the

new center. An element of the Defense Language Institute should be
locaced at Fort Bragg with the new center. The Board would like to see
the proposed Intelligence Center (Annex D, Apptl'dix 21) also located at
Fort Bragg. A suggested name for the new center would be US Army
John F. Kennedy Center for Foreign Studies.

CONCLUSIONS

38. As US involvement in stability operations almost certainly
will continue and probably increase during the next decade, the
orientation of the Army toward this type mission should increase. Steps
should be taken by the Commanding General, US Continental Army Command
(CONARC) to accord instruction in counterinsurgency operations in career
schooling at the branch schools and the Command and General Staff College
the emphasis present and anticipated US Army commitments demand.

39. Career (advanced) course instruction in counterinsurgency
should identify and stress practical operational problems and their
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solutions as related to the branch against a background of national
policy in overseas internal defense operations and the cooperative
effort of several agencies of the Federal Government.

40. The Office of Personnel Operations should assign officers
returning from emerging nations who were involved in overseas internal
defense operations to the staffs and faculties of Army schools.

41. There is a continuing need for training specialists and advisors
in activities which form a part of counterinsurgency/stability operations

* such as civil affairs, civic action, languages, psychological operations
and military assistance activities.

42. The Senior Officers' Orientation Course in Counterinsurgency
l and Special Warfare and the Counterinsurgency Operations Course should be

eliminated when career-type courses reflect adequate and progressive
counterinsurgency training. Specifically, it should be possible to elimi-
nate the Counterinsurgency Operations Course at the Special Warfare
School during FY 67.

be 43. Courses of the Military Assistance Training Advisor type will

be needed for the foreseeable future as a surge tank to accommodate a
large flow of students assigned to advisory positions in specific geo-
graphical areas toward which the US counterinsurgency effort is oriented.

44. A modified and expanded Foreign Area Specialist Program should
be established encompassing the entire field of foreign area studies, to
include geography, customs and cultures, languages, psychological oper-
ations, civil affairs and related activities. This new program renamed

* the Foreign Studies Specialist Program should absorb the present Civil
Affairs Specialist Program. The progran. should be operated under the
direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel in cooperation with
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations and the Assistant Chief
of Staff for Intelligence.

45. An educational and training center should be established at the
present US Army John F. Kennedy Center for Special Warfare, to form the
nucleus of Epecialized Army training in foreign area studies. The pres-
ent Civil Affairs School and an element of the Defense Language Insti-
tute should be located at Fort Bragg. Space permitting, the Intelligence
Center proposed in Annex D, Appendix 21, should also be located at Fort
Bragg.
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iJ ANNEX

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 15

TRAINING IN CBR OPERATIONS AND EMPLOYMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

I. This appendix addresses itself to the training for chemical,
biological, and radiological (CBR) operations and the employment of
tactical nuclear weapons. The analysis includes career, specialist,
orientation, and refresher courses for Army officers at military
schools as well as advanced civil schooling.

BACKGROUND

2. Instruction in CBR and tactical nuclear operations is included
in the four levels of officer career courses at Army branch schools
and colleges. The Chemical School conducts branch material instruction
in CBR operations in Chemical officer career courses, and specialist
training in various aspects of CBR operations for officers of all
branches and services. The Infantry, Armor, Artillery and Missile,
Engineer, and Chemical Schools teach branch-oriented specialist
courses related to nuclear weapons operations. Senior officer CBF
orientation training is given in a CBR Weapons Orientation Course at
Dugway, Utah, and nuclear weapons orientation and technical training
is provided by the Atomic Weapons Training Group, Field Command,

I Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) and the US Naval School, Indian
Head, Maryland. Advanced civil schooling in various scientific and
engineering disciplines in the nuclear, chemical, and biological areas
is provided to selected offic-rs. A discussion of schools and courses
which provide instruction in CBR and nuclear operations is included in
Annex B, Appendices 4 through 7 and Annex C, Appendices I through 3.
These courses are analyzed in Annex D, Appendices 2 through 7.
Significant statistics in these annexes, with particular reference to
the number of instructional hours in CBR and nuclear operations at
various schools, are repeated in the discussion.

3. A Proponent School is defined in Annex Q to US Continental
Army Command (CONARC) 'Training Directive 350-1, dated 8 May 1965, as
timely review of training/instruction material primary to that school's
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area of academic interest. Instructional packets are distributed toall applicable branch schools not later than 1 December or each year,and indicate the minimum hours each ser,'1c2 school should teach inits basic and career courses. Although each Commandant has theprerogative to adjust his curriculum to fit his particular needs,programs of instruction must be approved by CONARC. Proponentschools are available also to advise highor level schools when asked.The Chemical School is designated proponent for CBR eperations andthe Artillery at,] Missile School proponent fir nuclear weaponsemploymen'.

DISCUSSION

Branch Schools

4. Basic Courses today all include some form of CBR and nuclearweapons employment instruction. These courses shoLld emphasizeindividual and small unit actions under field conditions where prac-ticable. Classroom sessions should be kept at a minimum since most-of the subject matter lends itself to demonstration and field exercises.A comparison of hours of CBR and nuclear instruction, togethe.. withthe rec'rmendations of the proponent schools ts shown in Figure D15-1.

CBR AND NUCLEAR INSTRUCTION - BASIC COURSE

SUBJECT CBR

BRANCH PURE I P INTE RATE
SCHOOLS

NO N R=E= NOW REC NOW REC NOW REC
Combat Arms 2 - 4 6 2- 52 10 2- 23 5 0 -5 C D
Tech & Admirt O
(less those listed M Sbelow) 2 -10 6 0- 16 5 2- 13 5 0- 15 A RN EMil Police 3 11 28 10 7 5 0 D T

Med Fld Svc, Chap,
JAG, WAC - 27 17 N

FIG. Dt 5-

6&8
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)
The proponent schools have ,:ot been incl-ded In this chart because
their areas of specialization would distort thd comparison. Some of
the schools included in the chart are teaching less than the minimum
hours recommended or are not teachipg the subject at all. The Mili-
tary Police School requires a rather large amount of CBR instruction
due to its responsibilities for riot control. The Medical Field i
Service courses, Chaplain, Adjutant General, and Women's Army Corps
Schools train newly commissioned officers who have had no previous
military training. An increased amount of training is required for
these officers to ensure their survival under conditions of CBR and
nuclear warfare. Add*tionally, the Army Medical Service, officers
must be given specialized instructiun in the handling and treatmnent
of CBR and nuclear warfare casualties. The Board considers that the
reconmnended minimum hours are valid and at least that many should bb
included in the curricula of all schools. The Board noted with
approval the trend to emphasize integrated or applicatory CBRtand
nuclear training. I

5. Career Courses today focus on company, battalion and higher
unit actions, and util -e lectures, conferences, semin-rs and field
exercises in the instrution. A comparison of actual hours of CBR
and nuclear instruction and the minimum recommanded by the proponent
schools is shown in Figure D15-2. Wide variations occur between

CBR AND NUCLEAR TRAINING - CAREER COURSE

SUBJECT CBR NUCLEAR

BRANCH PURE INTEGRATED PURE INTEGRATED
SCHOOLS' NOW REC NOW REC NOW REC NOW REC

Combat Arms 14 - 36 25 2 - 24 10 126-147 117 8 - 73 C D
01

Tech Service (less MS
those listed below) 4 - 64 21 C - 50 5 8- 77 22 6 - 29 M C

SAR
JAG, AG, Chap, Fin 4 - 10 21 0 - 5 5 5 - 30 6 1 - 21 N E

DT
Military Police 5 25 162 15i 42 22 10 A I

SNO
Med Fld Svc 17 23 3 5 25- 77 22 5 -6 T N

S
• Includes Prefix-5

FIG. D15-2
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schools and'between actual and recommended hours for each subject.
The Intelligence, Quartermaster, Jadge Advocate General, Chaplain,
and Finan~e Schools, with no CBR integrated instruction in their
career courses, should take immediate action to correct the
deficiency. The Board considers that all career (advanced) courses
should include at~least the minimum CBR and nuclear instruction
recommended by proponent schools in their core curricula. Additional
instruction in the form of electives could be offered at this level
of schooling, al discussed later in this appendix.

The Command and General Staff College (C&GSC)

6. The C&GSC refers to CBR and nuclear weapons as "Special
iWeapons," in its program of instructiop. The course focuses on Army
command and general staff responsibilities in the employment of
special weapons. 'The techniques and procedures for special weapons
employment, application of these techniques in practical exercises,
logistical aspects, and foreign capability considerations are included
in the regular course. The hours currently taught in the CBR and
nuclear fields are shown in Figure D15-3. These hours appear to be

CBR AND NUCLEAR INSTRUCTION AT COMMAND . ,ND STAFF COLLEGES

SUBJECTS GBR NUCLEAR

COLLEGE PURE INTEGRA$TED PURE INTEGRATED

C&GSC Reg 9 Reg! 38 Reg 28 Reg 98
Assoc 9 Assoc 9 Assoc 28 Assoc 46

AFSC (NC/B) 17* (NC/B) 8 (NC/B) 23 (NC/B) 120

Air Command and 0 3 27
Staff College

School of Naval 10 10 30 70
Comfand and Staff _ 0_I0_30_70

Marine Corps Staff 0 4 0 33
& Command College 0

* Includes 14 hours of NC/B combined group study of planning and
policy.

FIG. D15-3
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adequate and consistent with the mission and functions of the college.
The CBR and nuclear instruction is comprehensive, logically developed,
and well integrated with other subjects throughout the academic year.
The Board considers that the change of the C6WSC course objective
proposed in Appendix 4 should not act to decrease instruction in
CBR and nuclear operations. The current use of non-toxic chemicals
in counterinsurgency operations and the complex staff procedures
associated with the selective use of nuclear weapons in contingency
operations dictate continued instructional emphasis at the C&GSC in
these areas.

The Armed Forces Staff College (AFSC)

7. The AFSC uses the nomenclature "Nuclear, Chemical/BiologicalOperations (N/CB)," in reference to the CBR and nuclear aspects of the

course. The course covers major considerations involved in the prepara-
tion of N/CB planning guidance at joint and combiLed levels, to include
command and control, coordination, weapons requirements and allocation,
constraints and logistics, and the assessment of the impact of enemy
N/CB capabilities on UnIted States operations. The instruction in
nuclear and biological operations appears to be adequate and consistent
with the mission and functions of the college.

Other Staff and Conmmand Colleges

8. The Naval, Marine, and Air Command and Staff Colleges include
CBR and nuclear operations training in their curricula. Hours devoted
to each subject are shown in Figure D15-3. Since only 3% of the Army
officers attending command and staff college schooling attend these
three courses, no analysis is made of their CBR and nuclear operations
content.

Senior Service Colleges

The five senior service colleges present the CBR and nuclear
toyraent instruction from as many points of view. Although
if college curricula makes accurate determination of hours

devo, specific subjects difficu.t, Figure D15-4 indicates hours
as reported to the Board. These should be considered order of magni-
tude figures only. The tabulation indicates a major difference in

emphasis in CBR and nuclear operations instruction at the AWC and the
other senior service schools. Other than the AWC, only the Air War
College and NWC give even limited attention to C3R operations, and,
except for the Air and Naval War Colleges, little time is devoted to
nuclear operations. The requirements of officers of other Services
for CBR and nuclear operations instruction at this level, and the
reasons behind the allocation of hours to these subjects by other
Service and joint colleges, have not been investigated.
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CBR AND NUCLEAR INSTRUCTION AT SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES

COLLEGE CBR NUCLEAR ANNEX APPENDIX

Army War College 21 59 B 5
(AWC)

Naval War College None Scheduled Integrated C 2

Air War College 6 30 C 3

Industrial College
(ICAF) None Scheduled 6 C 1

National War College
(NWC) 3 5 C 1

FIG. D15-4

10. At the AWC, CBR and nuclear weapons employment is integrated
throughout the curriculum. The current and projected weapons systems
and the policies and procedures governing their use are presented as a
background to the development of strategic concepts for their employ-
ment. Consideration is given to the potential of these weapons
in the formulation of strategic concepts and basic undertakings for
employment of military forces. In addition, technical possibilities
and developments for the 1970-80 period are investigated, as are
limitations imposed on scientific advancement as a result of the
limited test ban treaty or other disarmament proposals. The Board
conclud s that the AWC is giving adequate instruction in CBR and
nuclear operations.

Specialist Courses

11. The procedure of training selected officers in greater
depth in certain areas of knouledge is employed in both CBR and
nuclear activities. This specialist training may be in a functional
area, or to qualify officers for a prefix to a HOS, or to qualify for
a MOS.
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12. CBR and nuclear specialist training in functional areas is
conducted at several locations as indicated by the following briefs.

ia. The CBR Officers' Course at the US Army Chemical School
is a four-week course designed to provide the non-chemical Corps
officer with a working knowledge of all aspects of CBR to include
operations, training and intelligence; logistics; technical considera-
tions; radiological defense; and medical training and support. There
are 12 classes scheduled for FY 66 with a total quota of 590 officers.
While similar training is being conducted today in some organizations
or installations, the Board concludes, after consideration of Army-wide
needs, that a valid requirement for the course exists. An imprecise
definition of student prerequisites, and a lack of cour3e focus toward
specific job assignments causes it to suffer from too wide a grade
spread of students arid, in certain instances, inadequate justification
fL: the.-r attendance. While branch representation i- adequate, the
preduminant attendance is by USAR second lieutenants who, after
receiving the training, have only a limited period of service obligation.
A more economical use of this course could be made by sending additional
Regular Army and indefinite category Reservists in place of short term
officers. Further, consideration should be given 'o some reductionof course length.

b. The Radiological Safety Officers' Course at the US Amny
Chemical School, of two weeks' duration,is for cfficers, warrant officers
and selected civilians. Its purpose is to provide training in radio-

* logical safety techniques, the storage and handling of radioactive
"material, and use of the RADIAC Calibrator. This course is programmed
for only 83 students in FY 66. Students come from all branches of the
Army. The course appears to be balanced in content and adequate in
length. No change is recommended.

. 'c. The Nuclear Emergency Team Operations Officers' Course
at Sandia Base is run by the DASA. The objective of this four-week
course is to train selected officer personnel in the hazards associated
with nuclear weapons components, in t..a safecy policies, preparations,
and procedures to be applied in minimizing nuclear and explosive hazards,
in the immediate implications and possible effects of a nuclear weapcns
accident or incident, and in the various immediate procedures for
minimizing adverse effects, including selected decontamination and
cleanup procedures. Eight classes are conducted each year. The Arn.y
sent 29 students through the course in FY 65 out of a Defense-wide
total of 144 students. This course meets the current requirement for
this type of training.

d. The Atomic Demolition Officers' Course at the Engineer
School provides commissioned officers with a working knowledge in
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NU.LEAR WEAPONS OFFICER (PREFIX-5) REQUIREMENTS AND ASSETS
BY BRANCH

TD and TO/E ARMY
BRANCH REQUIREMENTS ASSETS

To 31 MAR 67 30 JUNE 65

Armor 155 1,054
Artillery 1,722 4,398
Infantry 366 2.467
Chemical Corps 264 630
Corps of Engineers 222 737
Ordnance Corps 50 222
Quartermaster Corps 5 53
Signal Corns 4 121
Transportation Corps 4 97

SAdji.tant General's Corps - 18
Finance Corps - 15
Military Police Corps 6 33
Intelligence & Security 14 187
Women's Army Corps - 8
Chaplain ] 2
Judge Advocate General - 6
Medical Corps 2 11
Dental Corps - 1
Veterinary Corps 1 5
Medical Service Corps 3 30
Professors, USMA - 2

Arms Material 37 -
Branch Immaterial 18
Service Material 5 -

"TOTAL J .,879 10,099

FIG. D15-5
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planning and executing an atomic demo!ition mission at combat engineer
unit level. Attendance at the two-week course is limited to commissioned
officers whose actual or anticipated assignment is to a position
requiring knowledge of the subject matter. The student must meet the
selectio. nd clearance criteria for assignment to nuclear weapons
positions. This course wes offered 11 times in FY 65 and graduated
173. It meets a special need for training in depth in atomic demo-
litions. No change is recommended.

e. A variety of nuclear ani CBR field training, both in
the United States and abroad, has not Leen included in this study.

13. Prefix-5 (Nuclear Weapcns Officer) is used to designate
positions which require assignment of personnel specially tcained for
nuclear planning end operations. This prefix should not be employed as
the only indicator of qualification for a position. It is used with
the basic four-digit code to identify additional requirements of certain
positions and the additional qualifications of personnel who are capable
of filling such positionsJ. The Infantry, Armor, Artillery and Missile,
Engineer, and Chemical Schools conduct pr, fix-5 courses. The Table
of Distribution (TD) and Table of Organization and Equipment (TOSE)
positions designated to be filled by prefiy-5-qualified officers and
ihe assets currently available by branch, as of 30 June 1965, are
shown in Figure D15-5. A comparison of the columns indicates a ratio
of 3.5 to 1 of assets to requirements. No comparison by grade was
attempted but the ratio by branch, as indicated below, is significant:

Armor 7:1.
Artillery 2.6:1
Infantry 6.7:1
Chemical 2.5:1
Engineers 3.3:1

14. CONARC has programmed prefix-5 training for 1,677 officers
during FY 66. Compared kith the stated requirement, this figure
indicates that 60% of the stated total requirement is being trained
i:, one year. This apparent overtraining in CONARC schools is augmented
by training at schools overseas and by the authorization (under AR 611-
103, for prefix-5 qualifications by on-the-job training, Not only does
the number of officers trained seem excessive, but the number of hours
in the courses is also excessive. The proponent school (Artillezy and
Missile) indicates that a hard core program of 112 hours of instruction
and five hours of examination is necessary for qualification. All
schools presenting the prefix-5 course exceed this hard core by about

50%. While it is unde.staiJable that the Artillery and Missile School
may want more hours for nuclear weapons, the Engineer School for atomic
demolitions, and the Chemical School for radiological defense instruc-
tion, these extra hours belong in career or specialist courses other
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than prefix-5. Further, the Board seriously questions the validity
of currently stated requirements in the TD's and T/OE's. A spot
check of T/OE's reveals that such positions as the liaison officer
in a 105-. battalion, the S-3 of a tank battalion, and the S-4 of
an armored cavalry regiment are currently designated as prefix-5
positions. The Board considers there is inadequate justification for

specialized prefix-5 training for these individnals. Additionally,
the assets indicated are only for primary MOS's with a prefix-5.
The number of personnel with a prefix-5 to secondary and tertiary
HOS's add materially to listed assets - and could, in fact, double or
triple them. The need for a complete ctudy of the whole prefix-5 areaF ' is reocgnized by the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Dev.lopment
(ACSFOR) and one is now being made. Meanwhile, major reductions in
training appear possible, with concomitant savings in time and money,

without detracting from combat effectivenecs. Even if the current
requirements figures are accepted as valid, the following actions
should be taken as soon as practicable;

a. Discontinue prefix-5 training at the Armor School in
FTY 67.

b. Career (advanced) course student attendance at prefix-5
• • courses will be limited to 25% at the Infantry School and 50% at the

Artillery, Chemical, and Engineer Schools. Armor officers requiring
apr fix-5 can obtain It while attending the Infantry career course.

c. Reduce the prefix-5 course at the Infantry, Artillery and
Missile, Chemical, and Engineer Schools to three weeks and limit the
curriculum to the hard core subjects indicated by the proponent school.

d. Send officers o ither branches who require prefix-5
qualification to one of the four schools presenting the course.

e. Adjuet quotas of officers of all branches taking
prefix-5 training in the future to maintain not more than a 3:1 ratio
of assets to requirements.

15. A five-day prefix-5 refresher coturse, required for all
prefix-5-qualified officers every two years unless assigned to a
utilization position, is conducted under the proponency of the Artillery
and Missile School. The course may be taken in a resident or non-
resident status. The resident course is conducted at all schools
presenting a prefix-5 course. The correspondence course is entirely
adequate to meet the refresher requirement since the complexity of the
techniques and procedures has lessened during recent years. The Board
concludes that all resident prefix-5 refresher courses should be elimi
nated and that the refresher course should be taken by correspondence
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as required (See also Annex D, Appendix 7).

16. There are two MOS-producing courses for nuclear weapons
operations and none for CBR operations.

a. The Nuclear Weapons Disposal Officers' Course (MOS
9224) is of six weeks' duration and conducted at the US Naval School,
Indian Head, Maryland. Its purpose is to provide individual technical
training to commissioned officers to enable them to detect, render
safe, salvage, and dispose of unexploded nuclear weapons. The prere-
quisites of this course include satisfactory completion of the Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) course immediately prior to enrollment. The
EOD course consists of two phases: Phase I for two weeks at the US
Army Chemical School ard Phase II for 11 weeks at the US Naval School
at Indian Head. The EOD course is non-WOS producing, but the two
courses together, totaling 19 weeks, result in the award of MOS 9224.
They were completely reworked, and inaugurated on I July 1965. The
quota for FY 66 has been programmed at 188 officers of all four
Services; there is not enough operating experience with this course to
make an evaluation of its adequacy.

b. The Army Nuclear Weapons Officer Course (140S 1723) is of
seven weeks' duration and conducted at Field Command, DASA, Sandia
Base, by the Atomic Weapons Training Group. Its purpose is to train
commissioned officers and federal civilian employees in the technical
supervision and administration of various procedures and operations
essential to Army nuclear weapons assembly, operational maintenance,
end logistics. The attendance is limited to those persons whose actual
or anticipated assignment requires a capability for supervision and/or
hiministration of nuclear weapons assembly and maintena operations.
Joint-service application phases of this course are tat .t on an
integrated basis with the Navy Nuclear Weapons Officer Course. Eight
classes are scheduled in FY 66 with a total Army quota of 90 students,
A three-week refresher (Army Nuclear Weapons Officers Transition Course)
is offered to graduates of the long course after a mi.ninmm of three
years' postgraduate service. There are six refresher classes a year
with a total of 27 Army students for FY 66. No change is recommended for
either the long or the refresher course.

Orientation Courses

S17. Two courses are presented at Sandia Base which may be con-
sidered under the general heading of orientation: Nuclear Weapons

Orientation Advanced (WOA) and National Atomic Weapons Capabilities
(NAC). Both are Defense courses and Army students make up less than a
third of the current quotas. The purpose of the WOA is to acquaint
senior officers and selected civilians with the national nuclear
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weapons program. The purpose of the NAC is to familiarize senior
officers with the nation's nuclear weapons capabilities and with the
organizations responsible for and the procedures involved in develop-
ing, mainvaining, and employing these capabilities. The percentages
of the courses devoted to each major subject and other pertinent data
are shown in the tabulation at Figure D15-6.

DASA ORIENTATION COURSES

WOA NAC

Percentage Breakdown of Curriculum
Introduction and Principles 14% 13%
Nuclear Weapons and Delivery Capabilities 39 23
Weapons Ezfects 31 18
Employment of Nuclear Weapons - 2u
National Nuclear Weapons Program 16 16
National Nuclear Weapons Planning and

Operations - 10

Course Length 5 days 9 days
Number of Classes each year 10 9
Army Attendance FY 66 327 63
Total Attendance FY 66 1,060 234

FIG. D15-6

A review of the rosters of Army attendees at both courses reveals that
most of them have little need to know the information presented.
The Army-sponsored attendees do not meet the prerequisite of "senior
officers and civilians." Figure D15-7 illustrates this point in that a
large number of attendees are either at or below the grade of major/GS-13.
These facts, plus the several DASA-conducted special orientation trips
for general and flag-rank officers each year, indicate the advisability
of reducing the number of Army officers attending the WOA. Although
significant reductions in Army quotas for these Defense courses have
been made in FY 66, the Board concludes that additional reductions
should be made. The FY 66 figures could be reduced in half simply
by limiting attendance to the stated prerequisites for selection
(senior officers or selected civilians).
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ARMY ATTENDANCE AT ORIENTATION C)URSKS
ATOMIC WEAPONS TRAINING GROUP

WOA NACS' - -

FY 65 FY 66 FY 65 FY 66

OFF CIV OFF CIV OFF CIV

General/GS-16+ 4 6 3 - - -

Colonel/GS-i5 50 19 10 7 7 2
Lt Col/GS-14 74 39 28 5 20 8
Major/GS-13 49 37 23 16 23 9
Captain/GS-12 19 13 4 14 16 3
Lt/GS-1l- 2 11 - 1 1 -- i[

TOTALS 198 125 68 43 67 22

FIG. D13-7

18. The CBR Weapons Orientation Course (CBR WOC) at Dugway is
designed as a high-level orientation to inform senior commanders and
policy makers in the Department of Defense of the strengths, weak-
nesses, types of weapons systems and defensive system required in this
type of warfare. The highlight of the course is a live demonstration
of a lethal chemical attack. This course is one of the major efforts
in the program to overcome old misconceptions and present CBR operations
in their proper perspective. The live demonstraLion dictated that the
course be located at Dugway Proving Ground due to safety requirements,
even though the students view the demonstration over closed circuit
TV rather than directly. The course is composed of the following
parts:

Conference 18 • hourb or 64 %
Demonstration (Including Field Trip) 4 hours or 14 %
Seminar 5 ¼ hours or 18 %
Film 1 hours or 4 %

TOTAL 29 hours - 100 %

19. Attendance at the course has run up to 1,000 a year.
Several special classes have been conducted for British and Canadian
officers, the Board of Manufacturing Chemists, the National Press
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Conference, and others. The officer attendance in FY 65 was 451 and
included the following: 201 generals, colonels, and lieutenant
colonels, and 250 other officers. Apparently too many courses are
being conducted, as less than 50. of the officers have rank consistent
with stated course prerequisites. Furthermore, approximately half of
the students are civilians. The objective of this course could be
accomplished more economically by moving it, less the live fire
demonstration, to the Chemical School, Fort McClellan, Alabama. The

SChemical School staff and faculty could conduct the course with little

7 if any increase in personnel. The Board considers this move should be
made during CY 1967. Immediate savings in man/years and dollars could
be made by limiting attendance to lieutenant colonels/GS-14 and above.
This would reduce attendance by about 50%. The live fire demonstra-
tion at Dugway should be presented to general/flag officers, colonels
(Navy captains), and highly selected seni.or civilians as needed, in
much the same fashion as guided missile firing demonstrations are
presented from time to time at White Sands Proving Ground. It should
be coordinated with tests at Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) and special
training of troops.

The Atomic Energy Specialist Program (AEP)

20. The AEP was established to assure the planned availability
of an aaequate number of personnel with technical and scientific
qualifications to meet the continuing requirements in fields critical
to the Army's atomic energy effort. (See AR 614-135). The AEP pro-
vuides the Army officer with a specialized field compatible wirl, his
background, experience, and personal desires. This program is designed

� to improve his scientific and technical proficiency, and to provide
optimum utilization opportunities in positions of progressively
increasing responsibility. The participant maintains branch proficiency
by alternating assignments between his branch and the AEP. Identifica-
tion and approval of key and controlled atomic energy positions,
reflecting critical Army requirements in this field, enhance alignment
of talezt with job requirements and provide definite career develop-
ment and utilization assignments for officers with special qualifica-
tions. The ultimate objective of this program is to identify and
develop a hard core of capable, professionally equipped Army officers
who, vpon attainment of senior rank, will fill key positions in the
field of military application of atomic energy.

21. There were 193 participants in the AEP, as of 30 November
1965, (see Figure D15-8), with a goal of 264. Key positions for 59
participants have been identified and are now being reviewed, in
accordance with AR 614-135, by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
(DCSPER) in coordination with the Chief of Research and Development
and the ACSFOR. Many more key positions will probably be identified.
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A firm list would assist in the determination and validation of
requirements for education and training of AEP participants.

ATOMIC ENERGY PROGRAM

RANK ARM ARTY INj: CE CML MSC ORD QMC SIG TC AIS TOTAL

Col 1 11 7 3 7 1 15 3 48

Lt Col 7 18 6 5 8 14 6 64

Major 6 7 1 5 15 9 1 5 49

Capt 2 1 711 1 5 1 1 1 1 31

lst Lt 1 I

TOT, 4 38 15 21 41 43 2 15 1 1 193

_ -•FIG. D15-8

Electives

22. The CBR and nuclear operations subjects lend themselves
readily to inclusion in elective programs in the three upper levels

of Army career schooling. Most Army schools and colleges have the

necessary faculty to present instruction in depth in various aspects
of CBR and nuclear operations. The analysis% in Annex D, Appendix
26 has suggested categories of electives. The "Scientific and Tech-
nical" area could include CBR and nuclear subjects in either the
Research and Development or the Atomic Energy Programs. The "Mili-

tary Arts" area could include both subjects.

Civilian Schools

23. Army officers are provided the opportunity to attend
civilian universities for graduate studies for up to two years, in
such fields as bacteriology, biology, bio-chemistry, bio-physics,
bio-radiology, chemistry, chemical engineering, engineering, medical
micro-biology, nuclear engineering, nuclear physics, operations
research, physics, radiological safety and defense, and many others

* that specifically pertain to CBR and nuclear activities. This type of
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education helps to meet the needs of the AEP and other career specialist
programs, the CBR branch material program of the Chemical Corps, the
faculty needs of service colleges, schools, and courses concerned with
CBR and nuclear operations,and other activities requiring CBR and
nuclear specialists. Such education sho'ild be made available to
officers to fill positions validated by the Army Educational Require-
ments Board, adjusted by personnel management factors to assure that
reiquirements are met. (See also Annex D, Appendix 19).

CONCLUSIONS

24. Common subject CBR and nuclear weapons employment education
and training in basic and career (advanced) courses at branch schools
should include at least the number of hours recommended by the respec-
tive proponent agencies (see Figures DIS-1 and 2); integrated instruc-
tion should be stressed.

25. Instruction currently offered in CBR and nuclear operations
at the Command and General Staff College courses is well organized and
meets stated course objectives. Although some reorientation of this
instruction will be required under the expanded objective and changes
in course emphasis proposed elsewhere for the regular course, no reduc-
tion in hours devoted to CBR ana nuclear operations appears warranted.

26. The Army War College curriculum should give consideration
to the potential of CBR and nuclear weapons in the formulation of
strategic concepts and basic undertakings for employment of military
forces in high, middle, and low intensity conflict. The present CBR
and nuclear instruction meets both the current and proposed course
objectives.

27. Although prefix-5 position requirements appear overstated, the
Army is overtraining even against these requirements. Pending a compre-
hensive review of Army-wide requirements, for both Table of Organiza-
*ion and Equipment and Table of Distribution positions, and a more
precise determination by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel of
annual training inputs needed to meet those requirements, the following
actions should be taken:

a. Discontinue prefix-5 training at the Armor School in
FY 67.

b. Reduce the allocation of infantry officers to the Infantry
School prefix-5 course by 50% during FY 67. Permit Armor officers
attending the career course at the Infantry School to take prefix-5
training as required.
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c. Reduce the prefix-5 course at the Infantry, Artillery and
Missile, Chemical, and Engineer Schools to three weeks and limit the ,
curriculum to the "hard core" subjects indicated by the proponent school.

I d. Send officers of cther branches who require prefix-5
qualification to one of the four schools presenting the course.1. e. Adjust quotas of officers of all branches taking prefix-5

training in the future to maintain not more than a 3:1 ratio of assets
S~to requirements.

28. The length of the prefix-5 course should be limited to the
112 hours of "hard core" training plus the five-hour test as determined
by the proponent school; refresher training should be given only byf correspondence course.

29. CBR and nuclear specialist courses should be job-oriented and
include in course objectives the grade, pcsition, and organizational
level of individuals for whom the courses are desighed.

30. The Sandia Nuclear Weapons Orientation Advanced Course (WOA)

and the National Atomic Weapons Capabilities Course (NAC) should be
attended by senior Army officers currently assigned or under orders to
positions clearly requiring up-to-date knowledge of nuclear weapons,
and specified grade levels of attendees should be meticulously observed.

31. The Dugway CBR Weapons Orientation Course, less the live fire
demonstration, should be transferred to the Chemical School inCY 67,
with attendance limited to officers and civilians meeting stated
prerequisites. The live fire portion should, be presented at Dugway
Proving Ground on a demonstration basis for selected senior officers
and civilians as needed.
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ANNEX D

p ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 16

FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND AREA TRAINING

PURPOSE AND.SCOPE

1. This appendix analyzes foreign language training under the
Defense Language Institute (DLI) and the US Military Academy (USMA),
and the administration of the Foreign Area Specialist Training
Program (FASTP).

BACKGROUND

2. All language training in the Armed Forces except at the
"Service Academies is under the control of the Defense Language
Institute, which is discussed in Annex B, Appendix 6.

iUSMA Language Trainina

3. The Department of Foreign Languages at the US Military
Academy conducts instruction in French, German, Portuguese, Russian,
and Spanish. Two years of one language is mandatory for all cadets; 4
and elective, advanced, and accelerated programs are available which
permit selected cadets to receive instruction through the four-year
level. If a current proposal to add Mandarin Chinese as a voluntary
sdlection is approved, cadet quotas will be: French, German, and
Spanish - 24% each; Russian - 187.; and Portuguese or Chinese - I0%.

4. US officer instructors at USMA are trained at Paris, Madrid,
and Mainz in affiliation with Middlebury College; by in-country study

t in Brazil; and through a variety of sources for Russian. Few officers
have return assignments as language instructors, but two officers are
permanently assigned as professors.

Foreign Area Specialist Training Program

5. AR 350-23 establishes the administration of the Foreign Area
I Specialist Training Program (FASTP), which is one of the formal

specialist programs discussed in Arniex B, Appendix 2. The FASTP is
designed to train selected officers in the culture, language, and

* physical aspects of the areas shown in Figure D16-1.
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FOREIGN AREA SPECIALIST TRAINING PROt,%AM

OFFICERS OFFICERS
IN LANGUAGE IN LANGUAGE

PROGRAM REQUIRED PROGRAM REQUIRED

EUROPE SOUTHEAST ASIA
Russia 149 Russian Thailand 9 Thai
Greece 15 Greek Vietnam 7 Vietnamese

MIDDLE EAST SOUTH ASIA
Iran 15 Persian India 7 Hindi
Turkey 19 Turkish Pakistan 8 Urdu
Arab World 38 Arabic

AFRICA
LATIN AMERICA (SUB-SAHARA)

Mexico 10 Spanish West Africa ±2 French
Central Amer 9 Spanish E. Central
Northern S. Africa 10 French
America 20 Spanish Central

Southern S. Tropical
America 21 Spanish Africa 11 French

Brazil 11 Portuguese South Africa 3 French

EAST ASIA TOTAL
China 49 Mandar'.n 455 14
Japan 32 Japanese 20 AREAS OFFICERS LANGUAGES

FIG. D16-1

6. Training consists of two-and-a-half to four years of schoolir-
for officers who have less than 12 years of service and meet certain
other criteria. Training includes one year of language instruction .,I-
DLI (six months for French, Spanish, and Portuguese), one year at a
university in the US (except for Arabic, which is taught in Lebanon),
and one year of on-the-job training in the foreign area (two years for
Arabic and Russian, the Russian training being conducted in a controlled
environment in Germany). This training is followed immediately by autilixation tour, and thereafter FASTP tours alternate with branch tours.
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DISCUSSION

Defense Language Institute

7. Language training under the Df.fense Language Institute

appears to be administered efficiently and along sound professional
lines. The system enjoys high prestige in the civilian educational

It community and meets the long-term needs of the Services well. It is,

however, subject to certain problems.

8. Language training for the Military Services is by its very
nature a 1"surge" type of operation, marked by sudden, transitory
interest in certain languages which have been rendered significant by
unpredictable international events. The training system should be
prepared to satisfy these unforeseen requirements while adjusting to
non-delivery of students in other already programmed areas.

9. The Williams Board remarked on the annual variation of quotas
to language training, which at that time approached 50%, and recommended

that better planning by the Army staff should result in a more stable
requirement. Improvement has been made, but it should be recognized

that fluctuations in language training are unavoidable. Future improve-
ments should be focused not on the predictive process, but on the
capacity of the system to respond to inevitable changes.

10. As a rule of thumb, 12 weeks of full-time, intensive language
training is the time required to achieve a minimum retainable pro-
ficiency (S1). There are, however, many instances in which large
numbers of personnel require marginal proficiency. In these cases, the
commander desiring language training for his personnel should be pre-
pared to specify the level of sub-proficiency desired. DLI for its part
should be prepared to shorten its normal courses to sub-Sl levels, take

the course to the students, supplement live instructors by the use of
video-tapes and films, and providr special texts on short notice. Such
responsiveness requireF an expanded, active, full-time research and
course development group in DLI.

S-11. The current language aptitude and proficiency tests appear to

be inadequate. The aptitude test now in use is a paper-and-pencil test
which does not test aural perception, while the proficiency tests are

based on written translation, without oral production. Priority should
A •be given to developing a more valid aptitude test, to permit better

* identification of slow students and potential failures, as well .s
those students best suited to learn the more difficult languages.

12. There seems to be no economical way in which language skills
can be stockpi!kd on a large scale. Major programs to have all officers
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Seain a second language are expensive and not really productive of a
•toad languageý base. Language proficiency is a perishable commodity,

and a few years of non-use will result in almost total loss of the
"lower skill levels. It shoul also be accepted that all personnel do
not learn a foreign language with equal facility, The Board gave
careful consideration to proposals from several sources that language
training be incorporated into core curricula of the various levels of
career schooling, but decided that the time expended would riot be
jistified in resuts. Language instruction may have value as an
elective program at some schools where facilities and professional staff
are locally available.

13. There is concern that language training is given on P one-

time, job-oriented basis, and that after a single tour the officer:s
language proficiency i. seldom used again. Although AR 611-6 provides
a means for maintaining a current inventory of the Army'- linguistic
assets, there is recurrent training in the same languages. A reduction
in language training would be facilitated by improved identification
procedures and mandatory reu~ilization tours for officers receiving
long duration courses.

14. The physical plant now occupied by DLI, East Coast Branch, is
to be returned to the Department of the interior in 1967. The 325
students now trained at the East Coast Branch can be absorbed into the
West Coast Branch at Monterey with the addition of some facilities, but
the Headquarters of DLI will have to be relocated. Relocation to
Monterey would probably result in mre economical operation, but would
"place DLI at a disadvantage in preparing and defending its program and
budget, im n witl :ommercial language schools and the Foreign
Service Insuitute, and in making use of the large linguistic community
available in Washington.

USMA LanRuage Training

15. Foreign .anguagc training at USMA is sound and progressive.
Cedets are achieving an identifiabl- level of proficiency, rather 1han
a simple academic acquaintance T.ith the language. 14e inclusion c
accelerated, elective, and advanced prngrams is particularly note;iorthy

16. Assignment as a USMA language instzuctor normally involves
one year of schooling, usually in-country, and three years of teaching.
The low level of reutilization a4 ter departure from USMA appears to 1e
a poor returr on such an invesLm.,ut in time. It is difficult to, in--
uorporate such an instructor directly into the FAST Program, ac he
requires more specialized area knowledge, but it would appear that he
could be incorporated into the program with a mitimum cf extra schoolbng.
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"17. For letter utilization of personnel, increased numbers of
FASTP specialitts should be used in the Department of Foreign Languages,
and a percentage of positions therein identified as FASTP positions.
This is particularly true for Russian linguists. A better system of
identifying officers qualified as language ins°:ruCLors by their civilian
education or background would r..sult in lowering the requirements to
train officers solely as USMA instructors, and would reduce reliance
on name requisitioning.

FAST Program

18. The FAST Program is apparently a successful one, but is con-
fined to a liaited number of areas of the "2orld. Most conspicuously
lacking is any specialization on the Eastern European countries of the
Warsaw Pact (except Russia). Further, there are no specialists on the
NATO countries (except Greepe and Turkey). It would appear in the
Army's interest to train or identify at least a few specialists in
these areas.

19. At present no means existb for placing nfficers in the FAST
Program unless they go through the formal training process. Despite
obvious problems of testing area competence, means should be explored
to introduce volunteers with special backgrounds into the program
without requir'ng that they att .-d lengthy formal schooling.

CONCLUSIONS

20. To provide greate' ru.sponsiveness to changing situations, the
Defense Language Institute requires an expanded full-time research and
course development activity.

21. A requirement exists to define levels of linguistic sub-
proficiency below Sl, ul."ch may be applied to troop trai.ning and
orientation courses.

22. Current la:iguage aptitude and proficiency tests require
revision.

23. Better identification of linguists is required, including
the identification of pre-service langucge training and experience.

24. Reutilization tours should be increased for officers receiving
long term language schooling.

t 25. A percentage of instructor positions at USMA in the Department
"1 of Foreign Languages should be formally identifiedas FASTP positions.
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26. A modest number of FASTP specialists should be maintained for
the countries of Eastern Europe and possibly for the NATO countries.

27. Provision should be made in special cases to relax the
requirements for formal schooling as part of the FAST Program.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 17

K ,INTELLIGENCE TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. :he purpose of this appendix is to analyze the present
system of A.-ry intelligence training not only in schools with overall
responsibilities in this field but also in branch schools and colleges.
It also addresses itself to intelligence training of an advanced nature
conducted by the Defense Intelligence School in support of the Defense
Intelligence Agency, joint and high level staffs.

BACKGROUND

2. The organizational structure of the Army school system is
depicted in Annex B, Appendix 1. Within this structure, two schools
are designed specifically to meet Army intelligence and security re-
quirements: the United States Army Intelligence School at Fort
Holabird, Marylan?, and the United States Army Secirity Agency School
at Fort Devens, Massachusetts. Since 1 July 1962, the Army Intelli-
gence School has been operated under the command supervision of 'e
Commanding General, US Continental Army Command (USCONARC), whereas
the ASA School continues to operate directly under the Commanding
General, Army Security Agency (ASA). Annex B, Appendix 4, describes
the organization and operations of the two schools. During FY 65,
the Army Intelligence School graduated 2,089 officers in a total of
24 resident courses while the ASA School graduatcd 581 officers in a
total f 11 resident courses. In addition to these schools of a
speckiized nature, all Army branch schools and colleges conduct
intelligence training in varying degrees and at widely diffetent
levels.

3. The Defense Intelligence School was established in 1961;
its mission is briefly described in Annex C, Appendix 1. This school
conducts five courses for officers of all Services. Since these
courses do not fall within the established, sequential career school-
ing pattern for AL-iy officers, they are currently considered as
specialist courses.
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4. The Army Intelligence and Security (AIS) Branch was estab-
lisbed on I July 1962, and is the Army's newest branch. It has a
current strength of approximately 4,650 officers and is increasing
in numbers on a selective basis to fill its expanded requirements.
While i;-e ultimatL size of the branch is difficult to determine, it
will be substantially larger than its present strength. The branch has
requirements for intelligence officers in Army units or activities
organized under Tables of Organization and Equipment and Tables of
Distribution; intelligence positions in other agencies and commands
within the Department of Defense, such as the Defense Intelligence
Agency, tle National Security Agency, unified and joint commands,
and a host of related activities.

5. The Army Security Agency is a major command which operates
directly under Headquarters, Department of the Army. It is under the
technical supervision of the National Security Agency.

6. Normal offic career patterns are described in Annex B,
Appendix 2. The AIS o -zer follows the same general sequence of
career development as do officers of the other branches except that he
has limited command opportuuities. At the present time approximately
1,200 AIS officers are assigned to ASA as well as a large number of
officers from other branches serving generally in non-intelligence
positions.

DISCUSSION

General

7. As Army operations have become more involved with the intro-
duction of increasingly complex technical equipment, and as emphasis
has shifted among priorities of missions and activities following
World War II and Korea, and currently Vietnam, a need has arisen for
additional types of intelligence specialist- with greater skills in a
number of areas of intelligence and ,ecuri .-perations. Inzreasing
requirements for specialization resulted iiL the establishment of the
AIS Branch.

8. The AIS Branch encompasses three distinct though related
areas in the broad field of intelligence. These are combat and
strategic intelligence, counte-intelligence, and ASA activities. At
present, the organization, command level, and methods of operation
vary greatly among these areas. Each field of activity requires
specialized knowledge and training not common to the others, and this is
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reflected in separate career patttrns that have been established. ASA
2 •activities have been largely split off from the rest of the branch.

.•This has been brought about by the special clearances and technical
skills required of ASA personnel, which exceed those required in other
intelligence activities.

Intellizence Orientation Courses

9. As indicL;ed in Appendix 2, all newly commissioned AIS
officers, other than Regular Army, attend the nine-week Infantry
Officer Basic Course at Fort Beanning, Georgia, upcn entry on active

* duty. They attend an orientation course at the Army Intelligence
School of six weeks' duration or a similar course at the ASA School
of eight weeks, immediately upon graduation frm the Infantry School.
These courses provide the officer with introductory intelligence
training, but do not award him a military occupational specialty.
Regular Army AIS officers Attend one of these courses upon completion
of their two-year tour of duty with one of the combat arms, as do all
branch transferees.

10. Afte: completion of the orientation courses a substantial
percentage of AIS 3fficers remain at.Forts Holabird atd Devens to
attend NOS-producing courses in specialties such as counterintelligence,
aerial surveillance, area studies, and prisoner of war interrogation.
These specialist courses are designed to supply graduates with the
appropriate KOS to satisfy the demands on the AIS career branch to
fill Army-wide requirements. A study of the specialist courses con-
ducted in FY 65 indicates that, of the 465 officers taking the
orientation course at the Army Intelligencs School, 247 or 52% were
selected for specialist training, averaging 14.5 weeks in length. Of
the 126 officers attending a similar course at the ASA School, 13 or
10. attended three specialist courses which averaged seven weeks in
length. Thus, a significant number of newly co-mmissioned AIS officers,
other than Regular Army, spend six to seven months in an Army school
prior to being assigned to a unit. Considering leave and time con-
sumed in change of station, the Army is not obtaining sufficient
effective servica from this category of officers, whose total Active
Army obligation currently is only two years.

11. A review of the orientation courses conducted ar the Army
Iutelligence School and the ASA School discloses a substantial dupli-
cation of subject content. The Board considers that the present
orientation course at the Army Intelligence School could be reduced
from six to four weeks in length, and still provide an adequate common
course for all vewly appointed AIS officers. Completion of such a
course should qualify the students for an intelligence staff officer
MOS and permit assignment of the majority to CONUS intelligence units
or staff agencies to serve the remainder of their obligated tours.
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* 12. Those officers who are to be assigned to ASA should, in
addition, attend a specialist course at the ASA School. The present
orientation course of eight weeks should be discontinued. The pro-

* posed course should be of four weeks' duration and be entirely
technical in character. This program would avoid needless duplica-
tion, bring about a more coordinated educational effort, and identify
the officers with the broad scope of intelligence missions qnd opera-
tions. Initial intelligence training would be further improved and
centz .lized with the merger of the Army Intelligence School and '
ASA School as proposed later in this appendix.

13. The Board is also of the opinion that, considering the
general educational background of the officers today, they could
develop sufficient expertise through on-the-job training to be
reasonably effective. At such time as officers indicate their intent
to remain in the service for a period beyond their initial two-year
obligation-, consideration should be given to their further specializa-
tion to meet critical intelligence requirements.

Career (Advanced) Course

14. As indicated in Appendix 2, AIS is the only branch of the
Army with two separate career (advanced) courses. The career cou se
at the Army Intelligence School was formerly of 34 weeks' duretion.
Beginning in June 1964, however, it war reduced to 16 weeks and pro-
grammed for three courses a year. Seventy students attend each course
for an annual total of 210 students. The AIS career branch is of the
opinion that this reduced course should be conducted for another three
years to accommodate the accumulated backlog of officers. The career
course now being conducted at the ASA School is 37 weeks in length and
is programmed for one course of 40 students each year. An associate
career course of 16 weeks has the same annual input. Thus, approxi-
mately 300 AIS officers attend a career coursa each year.

15. An analysis of the connmon subjects in the career courses at
the two schools indicates readily recognizable diplicarion of up to
40%. Common subjects total 307. of the academic hours at the ASA School
end 35% of the academic hours at the Army Intelligence School.

16. The Board considers a consolidated career (advanced) course
is both feasible and desirable. Such a course would provide the Army
with a more professionally skilled and militarily balanced officer.
The integrated course should provide the necesspry depth in subject
matter, background material, and educational experiences needed for
the officer's subsequent performance in high level staff duties and
for his generan. professional orientation and development. The single
AIS career (advanced) course, like those at other branch schools, should
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-' be branch.. rather than assignment-oriented, and should prepare the
graduate adequately for attendance at the Command and General Staff
College (C&GSC). For that reason, the Board considers that the con-
solidated course should be operated under the CG, USCOtARC. Specialist
courses should be conducted at the ASA School as required to supplement
the -areer (advanced) course and provide the officers due for assign-
ment to ASA with essential technical training. This condition should
obtain until the schools are merged at a common center in accordance
with the program outlined in Appendix 21. The continued division of
intelligence training would be of a temporary nature until the pro-
posed relocation could be accomplished.

17. The ASa School career and associate career courses, with
their relatively small input of only 40 students, are not efficient
operations when compared with similar courses at other branch schools.
The Board considers that a career (advanced) course of 24 weeks'
duration, programmed for two courses each year, should be conducted
for all AIS officers. An input for each class of 150 students, for a
total of 300 students each year, would satisfy previously referenced
branch requirements. Such a course could be accommodated at the Army
Intelligence School by minor alteration of an existing building.

Merger of the Two Schools

18. A merger of the Army Intelligence School and the ASA School
would permit further coordination of training and economies in the
staff and faculty, travel time, and facilities common to both schools.
The combining of these two schools under USCORARC would pose security
problems; however, in the opinion of the Board, these could be resolved.
Missions, plans, and programs of instruction of the ASA division of the
school could be processed through selected personnel at USCOKARC, with
appropriate security clearance, A4thout compromising the information.
The handling of intelligence inforoation, even among highly clared
personnel, has been op a need-to-know basis as a matter of policy for
years. All personnel should be cleared at a level to provide complete
interchangeability. The Board found it difficult to determine why the
security clearances which are now considered to be essenti.al to ASA
personnel Whould not be equally important to AIS personnel assigned to
other sensitive areas of intelligence activities.

19. The physical facilities at both Fort Devens and Fort Holabird
are inadequate to accomnodate the complete consolidation of the two
schools, to include both officer and enlisted courses, at either loca-
tion. The Board, therefore, proposes that the merger of these two
schools which serve a common branch be accomplished in three phases
as follows:
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a. Phase I - Security clearances be resolved and one level
of clearance be established for all AIS personnel to simplify the de

* velopment of common sourses.

b. Phase II - The ASA School should be placed under the
operational control of the Army Intelligence School and a common orienta-
tion course and a combined career (advanced) course be established at
the Army Intell.gence School as previously discussed; these to be supple-
mented by specialist courses to be conducted at the ASA School.

c. Phase III - The to schools be merged at a single location
as described further in Appendix 21, and operated under one command
st-acture with various subdivisions as required to provide for the
appropriate familiarization, career (sdvanced) and specialist courses.
Although attainment of this goal may not be realized for some time, the
Board considers this should not delay early accomplishment of Phases I
and II.

Branch School and Army College Intelligence Training

20. Branch Schools. The training of intelligence officers at
battalion through brigade or comparable levels is currently a responsi-
bility of the branch schools and, at higher levels, the C6GSC and the
Army War College. The branch schools all include intelligence training
in their programs of instruction; Figure D17-1 indicates the hours
allotted. The Army Intelligence School and the Army Securiry Agency
School are omitted since intelligence 'raining is a branch material
subject. The number of practical map exercises is indicated inasmuch
as they have a potential for applicatory intelligence training. It is
to be noted that the time allotted for intelligence training throughout
the achool system varies from two to 39 hours.

21. Infantry, a-,or, artillery, and combat engineer uaits are
directly concerned with a changing tactical situation and require
timely and accurate combat intelligence for effective performance of
their missions. Branches which support the combat arms should be
intelligence-oriented and conscious of the importance of intelligence
activities. Those branches with few if any battalious or larger units
obviously have a lesser requizement for intelligence training. The
Board ccnsiders the following grouping of branch schools which conduct
career (advanced) courses reflects the varying degrees of intelligence
responsibilities of the several arms and services:
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INTELLIGENCE TRAINING IN CAREER COURSES AND CGSC

HOURS IN MAP EXERCISES
SCHOOL OR COLLEGE INTEL NO OF

TRAINING HOURS PROBLEMS

C&GSC 14 255 58

INFANTRY 39 203 45

ARMOR 14 170 35

ARTILLERY & 11l.3SILE 16 191 21

EN(.INEER 6 62 12

SIGNAL 4 36 2

CHEMICAL 9 81 8

ORDNANCE 2 12 2

QUARTERMASTER 4 55 14

TRANSPORTATION 4 26 7

ADJUTANT GI.NERAL 3 28 3

FINANCE 2 6 2

CIVIL AFFAIRS 4 N/A N/A

MILITARY POLICE 4 135 15

- -WAC 27 N/A N/A

CHAPLAIN 10 16 2

JAG 6 6 2

u MED FIELD SERVIZE 7 55 8

6'IG. 017-1
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Group A Group B Group C

Infantry Transportation Judge Advocate General
Armor Ordnance Adjutant General
Artillery and Missile Signal Finance I
Air Defense Chemical Civil Affairs
Engineer Military Police Chaplain

Quartermaster Woments Army Corps
Medical Field Service

22. It is difficult to arrive at a precise figure of the nVmber
of hours which should be allotted to intelligence subjects.1 Studied
opinion, however, indicates that a minimum of 30 identifiable (as
opposed to integrated) hours chould be included in the programs of
instruction of the career (advanced) courses of the schools in Group:A
above. A minimum of 20 and 10 hours respectively are consider~d
appropriate for the career courses of the schools in Group6 B and C.
In addition to these hours, the intelligence phase in tactical problems
and map exercises should be given sufficient emphasit; to ensure that it
is not subordinated to the operations and support aspects of the , i
exercise. Intelligence instruction should be focused on the duties
oE the intelligence staff officer at battalion and brigade levels and
the assistant intelligence officer at division level.

23. The hours allotted to the teaching ofintelligence above the
minimums cannot be specified in view of the variants in intelligence
missions identified with the various arms and servic~s. For example,
technical intelligence training is required in such branches as the
Engineers, Signal, Chemical, Ordnance, and Army Medical Service. This
technical intelligence training is a problem pertinet.t to the individual
branch, and the amount of additional time allotted to the subject should
be left to the discretion of the Commandant concerned. Technical
intelligence courses could logically be included in the elective pro-ý
grams of certain technical service schools. (See Appendix 26 for
delineation of elective program concept.)

24. The Board considers that the Army Intelligence School should con-
tinue as the proponent school for combat intelligence training.

25. Command and General Staff College (C&GSC). The Board has
recognized the need for a broadening of the C&GSC mission beyond the
Army in the field, in order to accommodate the needs of its graduates
in the current and projected military environment. (See Appendix,4)
This broadening of the mission, in itself, should result in a broaden-'
ing of the intelligence coverage in the course, to include the national
intelligence community, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the
collection, planning, and management of intelligence 'at higher levels.
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Inladdition, the toard considers that the C&GSC should give greater
emphasis to the training of officers to serve in intelligence assign-
vents at division through army group levol. Intelligence officers of
the various arms and services who serve ka S-2Vs of battalions and
brigades generally have a livAited int• .dgence background and musti+ rely' on on-the-job training to develop the competence required. They

depend heavily on technical guidance and assistance from trained
intelligence officers at division and higher levels. Unless those
"officers are themselves qualified in their jobs, this on-the-job
training has little direction. The C&CSC has allotted 14 hours of
instruction to pure intelligence and pursuer. the subject further in
tactical problems and map exercises. The Board is of the opinion that
the hours devoted to pure intelligence should be increased to a minimum
Of 30 hours to provide for greater breadth and depth of coverage. It
also suggests that the development of this instruction be coordinated
with the Defense Intelligence School and the Army Intelligence School.

26. AM War College (AWC). At the senior college 3 - el, primary
emphasis is on strategic rather than combat intelligence. National and
joint intelligence requirements are introduced by appropriate guest
lecturers. Various area studies are, in essence, intelligence apprecia-
tions. Opportunities for military application are provided in indivi-
dual and group solub'ons of operational problems. Board recompendations
for increased emphasis on military and Army course content (See Appendix 5)
should enhance these opportunities. Adequate stress on stability opera-
tions should bring intelligence into sharp 'focus. Case studies can
provide graphic examples of the interplay of national colleetion
agencies. The impact of the expanding roles of national and Defense
intelligence agencies on combat operations merits furtbher exploration
it senior service college level.

Defense Intelligence School

27. The Defense Intelligence School (DIS) was established en
1 January 1963 as a joint service educational institution under the
Defense Intelligence AZency. This school integrated the former Army
Strategic Intelligence School (SIS) into the postgraduate department
of the Naval Intelligence School located at Anacostia, Maryland. As
a result of this merger, the Navy relinqui.-hed its only training
facility capable of prepaýring selected Navy officers for future
positions of responsibility in the field of intelligence.

28. The DIS ccnducts five officer courses. The Strategic

Intelligence Course, of four weeks' duration, provides specialized
instruction Zor all Services, and is requi• • for certain officers
assigned to the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for intelligence
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(OACSI). The school also conducts a 15-week course for the training
of military attaches, the majority of whom are combat arms officers,
and an attache staff course of 11 weeks' duration, designed for
warrant officerG, enlisted personnel, and civilians designated for
administrative, finance, and security duties in the attache office.
These three courses had been taught for several years at the SIS
prior to the establishing of the DIS, and the Army should continue
to support them in consonance with its requirements.

29. The Advanced Intelligence Course. The DIS began this course
in September 1965 for students of lieutenant colonel rank or above
and comparable civilian grades. The Army was given a quota of six in
a total clasa of 35. The stated purpose of this 14-week course is:
"to enhance the preparation of selected senior military officers and
key Department of Defense civilian personnel for important command,
staef and policy-making positions in the national, unified staff and
military departmental intelligence structure." After analyzing the
course, the Board concludes that the course is neither a substitute
for nor the equivalent of any existing course ,ithin the AIS career
program. Army officers of the rank of lieutenant colonel who might
be considered for the important contand, staff, or policy-making
positions for which the course is designed would certainly have pro-
gressed through command and staff level sc'looling and perhaps through
a senior service college. In additic i, 0 ;y would be AIS officers or
officers with past assignments in the inttlligence field. The Advanced
Intelligence Cotrse is clearly redundant with instruction provided in
Army officer career schooling and is an unnecessary additional layer
in sucL schooling.

30. Defense Intelligence Course. The stated purpose of this
38-week DIS course is "to provide junior officers with a broad educa-
tion in the fundamentals of intelligenc,. which will serve as a founda-
tion fir their progressive development and future assignment to
intelligence billets." The quota for the Army has been 20 students a
year in the rank of first lieutenant through major. Currently, a study
is being staffed by the school to conduct the course in phases. The
first phase, approximately four months in length, would consist or
instruction in intelligence, primarily from a joint viewpoint, and
would prepare the student for intelligance duties at the national,
unified coŽ:iand, and departmental levels. The second phase, approxi-
mately five months in length, would include studies in depth of
selected areas covered in the first phase, with emphasis on foreig.
intelligence, counterinsurgency, advanced intelligence studies, and
associated research projects. It is visualized the Services would
determine attendance at Phase II after consideration of the future
assignment of the officer.
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31. This course is aimed at c:ficers in approximately the same
grade spread who attend the career (advmnced) courses at Army branch
schools. An analysis of the course compared with the Army Intelligence
School career course indicates a duplication i n the two courses of
approximately 340 hours of instruction, reprepeuting approximately 30%
of the total hours. However, the Defense Intelligeace Course is not a
substitute for the ccreer course es now conducted at tL-' Army Intelli-
gence School, and does not satisfy the prerequisite for officers to
attend the C&GSC. Further, the course is limited in its effectiveness
due to the lack of experience and background on the part of officer
students. Since the inception of this course, the AIS Branch hau
provided the entire Army input, consisting of 15 first Lieu.ents,
42 captains, and eight majors for a total of 65 officers. Of the 49
"graduates to dcte, only 11 officers in the grades of captain and major
have been assigned at the departmental or higher level to utilize the
training received. For the remaining 38, rL requiremerts appropriate
to their grades were available at departmeL.--1. or higher level.

32. The Defense Intelligence Course, like the Advanced Intelli-
gence Course at the DIS, does not mesh with Army officer nareer
schooling. The value of these two courses a3 a trainin, medium for
officers of the Navy and Air FL:rze is not questioned, is smuch as
neither of these Service, hes an intelligence branch or tmreer field
with a well-establ'.shed and time-tested program of intell'gence training.
However, for the Jxmy officer, they fall clearl.y within thin nice-to-know
rather than the need-to-know category. The aspib•.aent of Army officers
to these two courses should be discontinued effective with the com-
pletion of the classes now in session iy% June 1966.

CONCLUSIONS

33. The present dual schooling system for the training of Army
Intelligence and Security officers is not conducive to the full
development of the officer. Training in two separate schools does not
permit the homogeneous development of intelligence and security skills.

34. The present system of training newly appointed Army Intelli-
gence and Security officers other than Regular Army leaves inadequate
time for effective service within their two-year obligation tour. The
orientation courses now being conducted at the v-my Intelligence School
and the ASA School should be combined into a single course at the Army
Intelligence Scho.. and reduced to four weeks in length. A limited
number of 3fficeys selected for assignment to ASA should, upon com-
pletion of the orientation course, attend a four-week specialist course
at the ASA School.
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35. The career (advanceO) course schooling for AIS officers at
the Army Intelligence School and che ASA School should be consolidated
into a single course in the interests of producing a more professionally
skilled 4ntelligence officer, arad the ASA Ichool should be placed under
the operational control of the Army Inteliigence School at the time of
course consolidation. A career (advanced) course, initially of 24 weeks'
duration, conducted twice a year with 150 students each, would meet the
demands of the AIS Branch and could be accommodated at the Army Intclli-
gence School by minor alteration to an existing building.

36. The problem of security clearances, considered as a possible
impediment to the development of common courses, should be resolved to
provide for complete interchangeability of officers between the various
intelligence areas.

37. The ASA School should be continued as a specialist rather
than a career school for an interim period under the operational control
of the Army Intelligence School. Within the next decade, the ASA School
should be merged with the Army Intelligence School into one school to
be located in an Educational Center in accordance with the overall con-
cept described in Appendix 21 of this annex.

38. The training of intelligence officers in the combat arms and
services should be the responsibility of the arm or service concerned,
and increased emphasis should be given t, pure intelligence training
in the career (advanced) courses at the )ranch schools. Minimum
training provided should vary from 10 to 30 hours depending on the
degree of intelligence responsibility of the branch concerned, and the
Army Intelligence School should continue to be the proponent for combat
intelligence training.

39. Additional intelligence training should be included in the
program of instruction at the C&GSC up to a minimum of 30 hours.

40. The assignment of Army officers to the Advanced Intelligence
Course and Defense Intelligence Course, now being conducted at the
Defense Intelligence School, should be discontinued after the comple-
tion of the present course.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS Or CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 18

ARMY AVIATION TRAINING

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix analyzes the Army's flight training program.
It includes a discussion of the trainirng concept and reviews training
needs to meet the Army's requirements for aviators. It considerE the
adequacy of the current program and concept as well as planned changes,
requirements, and responsibilities.

BACKGROUND

2. Basic facts concerning the US Army Aviation School (AVNS),
the US Army Primary Helicopter School (PHS), and Army aviation training
courses are developed in Annex B, Appendix 6. Pertinent facts con-
cerning warrant officer schooling are developed in Annex B, Appendix 9.

3. The Army's emphasis on increased air mobility has resulted in
substantial changes in aviation training requirements. Inventory moderni-F zation is reducing types of aircraft in the tactical fleet and increasing
the ratio of rotary wing (RW) to fixed wing (FW) aircraft. The conse-
quent change in initial eutry aviator student training output ratios is
showqn below:

RATIO OF ROTARY WING TO FIXED WING AVIATOR PRODUCTION

rY RW/FW RATIO

64 1:1 (Actual)

65 7:6 (Actual)
66 6:1 (Programmed)
67 11:1 (rrogrammed)

FIG. D18-1
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N
4. Off-the-shelf commercial aircrvft are being used in all

possible phases of flight training in place of more sophisticated
military aircraft, with their higher initial and operating costs.
Aircraft types being phased out of the system have been eliminated
from school qualification training to reduce training costs and pro-
vide more expeditious qualification of aviators on new type aircraft.
Other factors influencing aviator training are: the rapid expansion
of Army requirements for aviators, the nececsitj for improving tactircal
instrument flying capabilities, the increased emphasis on aviation
techniques in !counterinsurgency operations, the need for improvement
in world-wide standardization of aviator qualification, and the in-
creased use of warrant officers to fill cockpit positions. These
factors led to the development of the aviator training concept and
curriculum, approved by the Department of the Army for implementation
in FY 66.

DISCUSSION

Initial Entry Flight Trainin•S

5. The training concept for FY 66-67 includes civilian contract
training during the primary and basic instrument stages of initial
entry courses for both fixed and rotary wing instruction. Advanced
training, including tactics, is conducted by both military anJ civil
service instructors. Programs of instruction (POI's) are oriented
toward operations in the Republic of Vietnam (RVR) and are reviewed
and updated by recent RVN veterans to reflect their experience.

INITIAL ENTRY FLIGHT TRAINING - ACTIVE ARMY

!1
"FY 66 FY 67

F ROTARY WING 1,076 3,200
Officer (369) (1,045)
Warrant Officer (707) (2,155)

FIXED WING 342 295
Officer (245) (145)
Warrant Officer (97) (150)

TOTALS 1,418 3,495

PIG. DIS-2
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6. The greatest expansion in the aviation flight qualification
program is in initial. entry flight training. Figure D18-2 shows the
projected output of active Army aviators for FY 66 and FY 67 and re-
flects the sharp increase In initial entry training. Rotary wing
training nearly triples, while fixed wing training decreases. The
overall training requirement after FY 67 is expected to continue to
increase.

pg7. The fixed wing program (35 week3) is conducted solely at the
AVNS. The size of the rotary wing program, however, and the requirement
for facilities and air space, will not permit it to be conducted at any
single location available to the Army. Accordingly, in the current
program the primary/advanced phase (16 weeks) is canducted at PHS; and
the instrument phase (8 weeks) and the UH-I transition-tactics phase
(S weeks) are conducted at the AVNS. Under the FY 65 program, the PHS
conducted only 12 weeks of the flight training program while the AVNS
conducted 21 weeks. The change to a 16-week flight training curriculum
at each location equalized the training load, permitting a steady level
of 6k flying hours per week per student and more efficient use of air-
craft and facilities.

8. Although physical requirements dictate that rotary wing initial
entry training be at two locations, the present arrangement for the
program to be conducted jointly by two separate schools constitutes an
undesirable division of responsibility. The Commandant of the AVNS, as
US Continental Army Command (CONARC) Executive Agent for Aviation
Training Requirements, has overall responsibility for coordination with
the PHS on all aspects of the flight and academic curricula; but he has
no command or operational control over the PHS. Considering the magnitude
of the rotary wing program and the interrelationship between the two
schools in its execution, it would be desirable to place the PHS under
the command of the Commanding General of the US Army Aviation Center, who
also is Commandant, AVNS. However, the realities of the current situation
militate against such a solution. The two schools are in different Army
areas and hence draw their resources and support from different sources.
it would be impossible to linK them together in a full command relation-
ship (to include administration and togistics)without major alteration
o4 the current CONARC organizational pattern. In view of this, the Board
proposes that the Commanding General of the US Army Aviation Center be
given operational control over the PHS to eliminate the present division

* of responsibility for rotary wing flight training and improve coordination
of the entire instructional program.

Other Aviation Qualification Courses
9. The aviator qualification training program (oth:r than initial

entry qualification) consists of five courses conducted at the AVNS:
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TIM %I

a. Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing (8 weeks) qualifies
rotary wing aviators in fixed wing flight techniques. The annual
student quota is 48.

b. Officer/Warrant Officer Rotary Wing (8 weeks) qualifies
fixed wing aviators in rotary wing flight techniques. The annual
student quota is 360.

c. M-22 Gunnery (3½ weeks) qualifies rotary wing aviators
in the technique of tactical employment of the M-22 (SS-11) aerial
gunnery subsystem. The annual student quota is 168.

d. Officer/Warrant Officer Fixed Wing Instrument (9k weeks)
qualifies the aviator in standard instrument procedures. The annual
student quota is 66.

e. Officer/Warranc Officer Rotary Wing Instrument (11 weeks)
qualifies the aviator in standard instrument procedures. The annual
student quota is 325.

10. These courses cross-train aviators to fly both rotary wing
and fixed wing aircraft and provide specialized qualification in gunnery
and instrument flying. Over the next five years, the annual student
load is programmed at about the current level. This training gives the
Army a greater depth of essential skills in aviator resources and more
flexibility in aviator utilization. The Board concludes that these
courses should be continued as required.

Aviator Transition and Standard'zation Training

11. Transition training courses in new type and model aircraft
are initially conducted by the AVNS for aviators and for instructor
pilots (IP's). When the experience level and capability have been
established !t unit level, unit commanders are authorized to qualify
aviators in the specific aircraft.

12. Instructor pilots assigned to aviation units, conduct transition
* training at unit level and conduct flight checks to verify pilot pro-

ficiency. Under current policy, authority to establish minimum qualifi-
cations for IP's and to publish IP designation orders has been delegated
to commanders of major commands, the Chief of the National Guard Bureau,
and the Commandants of the AVNS and the PHS. Experience shows that
different procedures are followed within the various commands and that
different standards are established. A world-wide standardization pro-
gram is required which produces IP's with uniformly high qualifications.
The Board believes that IP's should be school-trained and that only the
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Commandant of the AVNS be authorized to publish IP designation orders.
The IP program then would be similar to the Army's instrument examiner
program, which requires all instrument examiners to be school-trained
with a resultant high degree of standardization among instrument-rated
aviators.

13. Almost two years will be required to produce enough school-
trained IP's to meet the Army requirement. To expedite the program,
teams from the AVNS should proceed to each major command and conduct
the training required to ensure that IP's, currently designated on
locally published orders, meet the standard criteria and then are
designated on AVNS orders. Upon completion of the training visits,
all IP orders other than those published at the AVNS should be revoked.
To insure standardization, instructor pilots should attend a two-week
IP refresher training course at the AVNS every three or four years.
The effectiveness of the standardization program also depends on distrib-
utionby the responsible commands and agencies, of updated aviation
technical and procedural publications direct to all Table of Organiza-
tion and Equipment and Table of Distribbtion aviation units.

Aviation Safety Training

14. Four safety courses are programmed to meet supervisory, tech-
nical and professional aviation safety training requirements. The Army
kviation Safety Course (10 weeks), with an annual input of 100 officers,
is conducted at the University of Southern California (USC) and provides
professional training for aviators and safety directors in technical
aspects of aviation accident prevention and investigation. The USC
also conducts the Commanders and Staff Officers Aviation Safety Otienta-
tion Course (1 week), with an annual input of 50 officers, to acquaint
commanders and staff officers with the general principles of aircraft
accident prevention and accident investigation. The Aviation Crash
Inquiry Investigation Course (2 weeks), with an annual input of 40
officers, is conducted by the Flight Safety Foundation at Phoenix,
Arizona, to train aviation personnel in the science of crash injury
and crash survival investig&tion. The Aircraft Accident Prevention
and Investigation Clinic (1 week), wiith an annual input of 200 officers,
conducted by the US Army Board for Aviation Accident Research at Fort
Rucker, provides training in Army aviation accident prevention and
investigation for personnel, of all components, not previously trained
in a formal aviation safety or crash injury course.

* 15. The Board believes that aviation safety training should re-
ceive sufficient emphasis to maintain a level of trained aviation safety
personnel commensurate with the expanding Army aviation program. To
maintain this balance the input to the 10-week Army Aviation Safety
Course should be increased by 25 students per year and the input to the
one-week Commanders and Staff Officers Aviation Safety Orientation Course
by 50 students per year. This increase in training should be programmed
for FY 68.
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Branch Responsibilities for Schoolink

16. The Army's expanding airmobile concept is increasingly in-
fluencing Army organizacion, doctrine,,and operations. Branch-related
functions and responsibilities for airmobile operations~are being
defined and clarified. The integration of the tactics of airmobile
forces with the employment of aircraft requires complete understanding
between aviator and non-aviator personnel. This understanding can be
achieved by schooling, unit training, and branch experience. The Board
believes that, to the maximum practical extent, commissioned officer
aviators assigned to aviation units primarily associated with a specific
branch should be members of that branch; and that branch functions, as
indicated below, should be covered appropriately in the branch career
(advanced) course:

a. Infantry. The employment of light and medium helicopters
in tactical movement and deployment of the infantry soldier on the

battlefield.

b. Artillery. Artillery observation, aerial rocket units,
and movement of artillery weapons systems by Army aircraft.

c. Armor. The employment of air cavalry and aerial recon-
* naissance.

d. Signal Corps. Aerial surveillance, and avionics.

e. Medical Service Corps. Aero-medical evacuation.

f. Transportation Corps. Cargo transport by fixed wing
aircraft and medium helicopters, aircraft maintenance, and aircraft
supply.

g. Corps of Engineers. Although Corps of Engineers aviators
participate in engineer reconnaissance and mapping missions, it appears
that this aviator requirement could be met by branch immaterial aviators.
Normal career patterns for Engineer officers present a full and demanding
schedule of Army career schooling, civilian graduate schooling, branch
T/OE and TD assignment, and vivil works. The additional demands placed
on an Engineer officer who becomes an Army aviator make it difficult for
him to do full Justice either to his branch career or his aviation career.
The Board believes that Engineer officers should not become members of
the Army Aviation Officer Career Program and that the Corps of Engineers
should be deleted from the list of branches participating in the program.
Engineer officers currently in the program should be permitted to remain
in it without branch transfer.
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NF Aviation Command and Staff Training

17. The AVNS conducts a three-week Aviation Command and Staff
Officer Course (ACSOC) designed to provide the commissioned officer
Army aviator with a working knowledge in the duties and responsibilities
of Army aviation command and staff positions. This is a non-flight
course, and is currently programmed at 25 students per class, four

K classes per ,ear, FY 66 through FY 71. Under current criteria, officers
attending the course must have credit for a branch career course and
an actual or anticipated assignment to Army aviation command or staff
positions.

18. The curriculum includes a few subject areas which are covered
in the Command and General Staff Officer Course at the US Army Command
and General Staff College, and some subjects which should receive added
emphasis in branch career courses, as discussed in paragraph 16. Most
of the curriculum, however, consists of aviationrpeculiar subjects that
are not offered elsewhere in the Army school system. It covers, in
condensed form, the essential areas of the Army aviation program.

19. The Board believes that the ACSOC instruction fills a require-
ment. It considers, however, that the instruction would be more useful
if it were given in the career (advanced) courses, conducted by branches
in the Army aviation program. Some subjects should be integrated in the
core curriculum while the aviation-peculiar subjects should be offered
as a common elective course. This would permit a greater number of
officer aviators to receive specialized instruction that would raise
their professional competence and at the same time would reduce temporary
duty costs in time and in money. The AVNS should be the proponent for
this instruction. When the elective has been established by the branch
schools and the student output meets Army requirements, the tCSOC should
be eliminated from the AVNS syllabus.

Warrant Officer Aviator Program

20. The Army currently has approximately 2,600 warrant officer
aviators against a total requirement in excess of 5,000. The Army
expects to meet this requirement by FY 68 and recently announced a
goal of three warrant officers to one officer at cockpit level. As
discussed in paragraph 16, aviator and non-aviator personnel who are
mutually engaged in airmobile operations should understand both ground
tactics and employment of aircraft. Warrant officer aviators today
receive only basic instruction in tactical operations in initial flight
training. The Board believes that a progressive educational/career
pattern should be developed for warrant officer aviators along the lines
discussed below to enhance their professional competence and value to the
Army.
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a. Initial UtD riation. During the first five years, the
warrant officer aviator Acld be utilized in T/OE units. This on-
the-job experience will ". ,ielop his working knowledge of the basic
aviation unit in zoordination with his primary skill as an av '-tor.

b. Intermediate Professional Development. During his sixth
throu&.h tenzh year, he shou, attend a warrant officer aviator orienta-
tion c,•zrse that would provide him with a broader working knowledge of'
the tactical operations of the combat arms as well as acquaint him with
approp :lit aviati,°n unit sokff functions. To provide maximum flexi-
bilit '- aviete-ti .varrant officer assignments, the course should be
branc: 'a'eCal ano conducted at o,.a of the three combat arms branch
schoolr -t fe,..ýbly th- :nfantry School. It should be about six weeks
in lengt- and, z.s -, -, I guide,, include orientation in the subject
areas li.. A.d below'

(I) Tactics and Combined Arms. Infantry, Artillery,

and Armor organization, equipment, and cof,,bat operations.

,,'2) Communications. Systems within the division; tactical
radio to include proper procedures; use of signal operating instructions;
communications security.

(3) Ground Mobility. Road movements and convoy control.

(4) Engineer Operations. Fundamentals of airstrip
constructi,,n in the combat zone to include engineer reconnaissance.

(5) Staff Subjects. Air traffic regulation; combat
intelligence; divisio: logistics procedures; operation orders.

(6) General Subjects. Chemical, biological, radiological
operations and nuclear weapon effects; US Air Force close air support
systems; medical evacuation; aerial photo and ma= reading review and
unit mess operation and supply procedures.

c. Advanced Development. After completing the aviator course,
most warrant officers should serve in unit assignments for the: remainder
of their service. The best qualified should be as-igneu to flight de-
tachments at higher level commands such as the Davi son Army Airfield

± i Priority Flight Detachment. To fill Army requirements, some should bp

"• iven transition, qualification, IP or instrument examiner training.
Those who are no longer on flying status should be used in aviation-
related areas such as supply and maintenance and retrained as required.
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d. Opportunity for Comnission. The warrant officer aviator
who possesses and demonstrat..s outstanding, leadership qualities should
be afforded an opportunity to obtain a direct reserve commission and
to serve on active duty as a coimmssioned officer. To be eligible for

-omission, warrant officer aviators should have:

(1) Completed two years of college.

(2) Demonstrated leadership qualities and abilities
desired in coilsaioned officers.

(3) Served at least three years as an aviator.

(4) Completed not more than twelve years of federal
'tervice.

•.) Passed vn examination, both written and oral,
covering general military subjects.

e. Grade Structure. Current grades, length of service, and
"general militazy knowledge and background should be considered in
determining the comiwssioned grade in which a successful applicant would
be granted his reserve appointment.

Aviator Skill 'Identification

21. When personnel records do not identify adequately current
qualifications and special aviation skills, overtraining in some skills
and undertraining in others ma-, oc.,ur. New instructions were issued to
the field in June 1965 (Change 2 to AR 611-103), which require the
reporting of all instructor and gunnery qualifications. This flow of
information should eliminate the previous void in identification of
skills. There is a time lag, however, of two to four months between

* the acquisition of a new qualification and its inclusion in the aviator's
records At Department of the Army. In view, of the cost of aviatk" qualifi-
cation training, particfilarly in the more complex aircraft and weapons

a systems, and the need to make early use of acquired skills, reporting and
* processing should be expedited.

CONCLUSIONS

22. The US Army Primary Helicopter School, Fort Wolters, should
beplaced under the operational control of the Commanding General, US
Army Aviation Center.
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23. Instructor pilots should be school-trained and designated
on orders published exclusively by the US Army Aviation School.

24. To maintain standardization in aviation procedures throughout
the Army, updated aviat t on technical and procedural publications should
be distributed by responsible commands and agencies direct to all
aviation units.

25. Attendance at the ten-week Army Aviation Safety Course and the
one-week Commanders and Staff Officers Aviation Safety Orientation
course should be expanded during FY 68.

26. Commissioned officer aviators assigned to aviation units
primarily associated with a specific branch should generally be members
of that branch. Branch related functions in Army aviation should be
covered appropriately in the branch career (advanced) course.

27. The Corps of Engineers should be deleted from the list of
branchos whose officers may participate in the Army Aviation Officer
Career Program. Engineer officers presently in the Army Aviation
Officer Career Program should be permitted to remain in the program
without branch transfer.

28. The Army Aviation Command and Staff course instruction should
be transferred to the career (advanced) course curricula of branches
participating in the aviation program; part of the course should be
integrated into the core curriculum and part offered as an elective.
When the transfer has been accomplished and student output meets the
Army's requirement, the course should be eliminated from the US Army
Aviation School syllabus.

29. A progressive educational/career pattern for warrant officer
aviators should he established. Between their sixth and tenth years of
rated service, warrant officer aviators should attend a branch-immaterial
orientation course at a combat arms school. This course should be about
six weeks In length and cover tactical operations of the combat arms and
appropriate aviation unit staff functions.

30. Reports to the Department of the Army from the field, under AP.
611-103, of the qualification as instructor pilots and gunnery specialists
should be expedited.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 19

CIVIL SCHOOLING PROGRAM

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

S• 1. This appendix analyzes the civil schooling program for offi-
: cers, to include determination of requirements, supervision of the

program, and utilization and reutilization of graduates.

BACKGROUND

2. Annex B, Appendix 7, describes in detail the operation of the
Army civil schooling program. Annex C, Appendices 2 and 3, set forth
the civil schooling programs of the other Services. The following
points brought out in these three appendices are pertinent to the dis-
cussion in this appendix.

a. Today 86% of all Regular Army officers and 75% of all
officers in the Active Army have at least a baccalaureate degree. The
figure for Regular Army officers is close to the goal of 907. recommended
by the Eddy Board in 1948.

b. Discounting professional degrees, 157 of all Regular Army
Sofficers and 9% of all Active Army officers hold advanced degrees.

c. Whereas the overall civilian educational level of Army
officers is currently above that of all other Services, this situation
is in the process of change. With minor exceptions, neither the Air
Force nor the Navy are commissioning individuals without a college
degree. Both Services provide an opportunity for selected enlisted men
to obtain a baccalaureate degree, generally in a scientific or engineer-
ing discipline, as a prerequisite to attending an officer candidate or
officer training school. Further, both the Navy and the Air Force have
a larger current enrollment of officers in their advanced degree programs
than the Army, taking full advantage of the in-house capabilities which
both have for awarding such degrees.
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d. The National Defense Act of 1920, as amended, encourages
graduate level officer education but stipulates it must meet specific,
recognized Service requirements. Since 1963, an Army Education Require-
ments Board (AERB) annually has validated Army-wide positiou requirements
for officers with advanced degrees. The other Services have similar
boards. The Army states its requirements in terms of validated positions,
whereas the other Services state their requirements in terms of the
individuals needed to fill their validated positions and to provide
additional resources or assignment flexibility. Currently stated require-
ments of all Services for advanced degrees ar- as follows:

Army 3,420
Navy 11,149
Marine Corps 521
Air Force 11,350

e. Over 807. of validated Army position requirements are in
field grades, whereas over 70% of the Army officers currently pursuing
graduate studies are in company grades.

f. All Services satisfy special requirements for civilian
schooling not covered in the above figures through training with industry
(TWI) or short courses at civilian institutions or other government
agencies. The Navy and Air Force use TWI more extensively than does the
Army.

g. Officers may enroll also in undergraduate or graduate
level college courses in their off-duty time or in a permissive TDY
status under the General Educational Development (GED) program, to
improve their general educational level. The degrees gained under this
program are generally in the social science disciplines and are not
specifically related to Army requirements.

h. With the recent transfer of general staff responsibility
for the individual training and education of Army officers from the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development (ACSFOR) to the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER), overall supervision of both the
advanced civil schooling program and the GED program is now vested in
"DCSPER. The Office of Personnel Opers tions (OPO) and The Surgeon
General are the primary operators of the advanced ci '.l schooling pro-
gram, whereas The Adjutant General is the primary monitor of the more
de:entrelized world-wide GED program.

3. Known Army assets of officers with advanced civilian degrees,
gained through any of the programs described above, are indicated in 'he
following chart:
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OFFICR4S HOWLING A AHCVN D DoKGlS

* . COL LT COL HAJ CAPT LT TOTAL

Agriculture-Forestry 7 15 10 16 65 113
Arts-Classics 61 153 134 106 92 546
Biological Sciences 3 15 16 10 17 61
Business 322 514 424 205 280 1,745
Engineering & Architectur 355 582 563 506 393 2,399Physical Sciences 58 127 151 151 259 746

Social Sciences 363 458 349 195 303 1,668

TOTAL ,169 1,864 1,647 1,189 1,409 7,273

FIG. DI1-1

DISCUSSIONI

General Educational Patterns

4. Educational patterns in the United States are undergoing
dynamic changes. The civilian educational system produced 73% more
college graduates in 1964 than in 1954. The spiralling incrcase in
college graduates is, however, only half the story. The baccalaureate
degree is no longer widely regarded as the hallmark of the educated man.
Today one out of every four college students remains in school for grad-
uate work after receiving his baccalaur-ate degree. The Board, in its
visits to two colleges with extremely high scholastic standings, found
that 75-907. of their graduates continued their studies without inter-
ruption toward advanced degrees. The authorities at one of these insti-
tutions, in fact, indicated no great interest in enrolling students who
did not intend to pursue their studies to the doctorate level at the
time 3f admission. Except for the Master of Business Administration,
the waster's degree was regarded as a consolation prize for those
students who failed to demonstrate the intellectual capacity for the
more meaningful doctorate.
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5. While these views may appear somewhat extreme to the layman,
they represent firmly held convictions of academicians in the vanguard
of education today. They are views which almost certainly will have
wide acceptance by the end of the next decade.

Army Educational Objectives

6. The Army has achieved a marked improvement in its educational
levels in the past ten years, keeping pace with the country at large.
It appears to be time, however, for the Army to take stock of itself and
reset its educational objectives for the next ten years. The goal set
by the Eddy Board almost two decades ago for 907. of the Regular Army
officers to have bacca•.aureate degrees no longer appears adequate to
meet the challenge of the times. The Board considers that the Army
should state unequivocally that its current objective is for all of its
Regular Army officers to be college graduates. Consistent with this
announced objective, a baccalaureate degree should be a criterion for
accepti=nce of any officer into the Regular Army, except for those who
have demonstrated exceptional gallantry on the field of battle.

7. It is certainly unrealistic at this time, and probably will be
throughout the next decade, for the Army to think in terms of conmission-
ing no one in the Active Army without a college degree. The vagaries of
the international situation will almost certainly continue to impose
fluctuating requirements on the Army -- exceeding those on the other
Services. As pointea out in Annex B, Appendix 3, the Army uses its
Officer Candidate Schools (OCS) as a balancing factor in maintaining the
required officer input into the Active Army. Because of their inherent
capability to respond rapidly to changing requirements, Officer Candidate
Schools are particularly valuable in meeting mobilization/emergency needs.

The applicant for OCS need be only a high school graduate, although al-
most a quarter of the graduates in FY 65 were college graduates and
another quarter had completed two years of college. The Army will be
faced with the continuing necessity to improve the educational level of
the entire Active Army through the degrec completion program (BOOTSTRAP)
and off-duty tuition assistance. Efforts in this regard will assist in
offsetting the impact of situations such as the current Vietnam conflict,
which force increased reliance on OCS and hence lower the overall educa-
tional level of officers in the Active Army.

Requirement for Advanced Degree Program

8. Despite the increasing number of college students who go on to
graduate study, the newly conmnissioned career officer will continue to
have only a baccalaureate degree. The current academic program at the
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US Military Academy (USMA) permits cadets to take four electives in
depth in their last two years if desired, thereby establishing a strong
base for graduate study. However, all newly commissioned officers from
the UJSMA enter the Army with only a bachelor of science degree.

9. In recent years, an increasing number of ROTC graduates have
* requested deferment of their service obligations in order to pursue

graduate study. At present, over 6,000 ROTC graduates are in such a
deferred status. In FY 65, of the 9,218 other-than-Regular Army (OTRA)
ROTC graduates who entered the Active Army, 2,933 came on duty with
fadvanced or professional degrees. These officers have gained their
degrees at their own expense, and obviously expect to realize on their
investment. Entry pay scales in industry, government, and the academic
community are geared specifically to degrees. The Army car offer these
officers no special monetary inducements and hence is "priced out of the
market" in securing their services on a career basis. Almost no ROTC
graduates with advanced degrees stay in the Army beyond their two-year
obligated period.

10. Since the Army, unlike other professions and businesses, cannot
afford to hire experts with advanced degrees to meet its needs, it must
develop them from the baccalaureate degree base. The Army today spends
over one million dollars annually in the advanced civilian education of
its officers. This figure will almost certainly increase over the next
decade as the demands placed on the Army continue to multiply.

Army Educational Requirements Board (RP

11. The success of the Army's overall advanced schooling program
is dependent to a large urZent upon the soundness with which the AERB
validates position requirements. This is a task of considerable magni-
tude, as the board must consider Army-wide requirements in a variety of
coumands and functional areas. One of the fundamental problems which
has faced the board has been the need for a wide span of knowledge and
expertise in the board membership. The composition of the board has not
fully met this requirement. Considering the lasting impact of its

* findings, the board appears of sufficient importance to warrant a general
officer as president. He should be 'rom the Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER), and logically be the same individual who
justifies and defends before the Congress the Army's budget requirements
for individual training. Other voting members should be representatives
of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Logistics, the Chief of Research and Development, the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, the Office of Personnel
Operations, and the Office of The Adjutant General. Non-voting members
from other staff agencies such as the Offices of The Surgeon General,
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the Chief of Engineers, and the Chief of Communications-Electronics
should participate as required when their areas of interest are under
discussion. Non-voting members should also be invited from the Conti-
netntal Army Command, Army Materiel Command, and Combat Developments
Command, to provide a more precise delineation of stated field require-
ments. No agency should have more than one "table" representative,
although voting and non-voting members should be permitted "over-the-
shoulder" advisors.

12. The AERB in FY 65 developed a new system for determining the
annual training input to support validated requirements. This system
provides for the total validated requirements to be divided into two
categories: initial utilization poaitions and reutilization positions.
The initial utilization positions have been so designated because they
require relatively junior grades, a limited experience base, and direct
application of the special skill rather than management application.
The annual training requirement of personnel to fill the initial utiliza-
tion positions is based upon a projected turnover of incumbents. With
the exception of those disciplines in which the undergraduate base is
deficient, the system should produce graduates in the quantity and skills
for which there is an immediate initial utilization position requirement.
Reutilization position requirements are filled with personnel who have
had an initial utilization tour, but have progressed to higher grades
and greater experience levels.

13. Although the AERB developed the system for annual training
input, the system is administered by the officer career branches. To
strengthen this system, two areas require increased emphasis. First,
the AERB should assure that the initial utilization positions designated
by the field are established on a uniform basis. Second, to provide for
the most efficient reutilization of officers with graduate degrees, the
career branches should be assigned the responsibility for filling reuti-
lization pcsitions commensurate with numbers and types of assigned ini-
tial utilization positions.

Requirements

14. The AEkB cannot perform its function of validating requirements
accurately unless it has more precise tools with which to work. There
is a significant lack of uniformity in present Army Tables of Distribu-
tion (TD) and job descriptions, as far as educational requirements are
concerned. The need for measurement factors or standards for use by
commanders in the field is apparent in the variances noted among the
requirements forwarded by the Armies in the Continental United States
(CONUS). For example, one CONUS Army submitted a requirement for only
one officer with an advanced degree in the physical sciences while an-
other submitted a requiremert for 20 such officers. In the social
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sciences field, one CONUS Army submitted a requirement for three advanced
degreef, while another submitted requirements for 56 in the same area.
The advanced civilian educational requirements 3ubmitted by the Army
schools (See Appendix 22) disclosed wide variations and inconsistencies.
Recorded advanced degree requirements for Army positions in joint and
Defense schools, joint and combined staffs and headquarters, and the

t Office of the Secretary of Defense, are not indicative of true require-
ments. In certain cases only officers with advanced degrees have beea
accepted in these agencies, yet the positions have never been validated.

15. Little if any recognition is accorded advanced degree require-
ments for officer positions in Tables of Organization and Equipment
(T/OE). The Army should institute a review of T/OE's to record positio#
requirements in units such as engineer construction battalions and
ordnance guided missile and special weapons maintenance units. A guide
which contains factors, criteria, and standards for determining positions
that require advanced degrees should be developed and published by
Department of the Army. Such a guide would assist commanders and staff
agencies in determining advanced civilian degree requirements for both
TD and T/OE organizations and provide a uniform basis for AERB vali-
dating actions.

16. Position requirements for officers with advanced degrees have
not been structured so that initial utilization requirements support re-
utilization requirements in all instances. Too little attention has
been given to the requirements for officers with advanced degrees at the
bench and lower tupervisory levels. Requirements, particularly in the
physical sciences areas, must be structureo so that officers serve their
initial utilization tour in relatively junior grades and their reutili-
zation tours at higher supervisory levels in positions which are current-
ly validated. During Board interviews at civilian educational institu-
tions, educators repeatedly stated that officers taking advanced school-
ing in scientific and engineering disciplines should return to the
campus fairly soon after undergraduate work (three to five years).
Although recognized as a sound practice, it conflicts with the career
pattern fo• branches that require certain specified tours. Therefore,
the Board feels that extending the period to eight years is necessary
to give career planners needed flexibility and to give the candidates
who apply for advanced education the opportunity to complete other
career requirements. If these are accepted, officers who complete
advanced schooling in these disciplines will serve their initial utili-
zation tours as captains or junior majors. This is desirable in that

it allows these officers to have the practical experience of applying
their theoretical knowledge early in their careers.
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17. In its 1965 findings, the AERB recognized that it was difficult
to be specific about long range requirements, and that the present system
is predicated on calculating future requirements based upon today's vali-
dated positions. The problem is compounded by the student training lead
time of one to two years, during which time requirements change. These
factors, together with assignment policies and other career requirements,
make it exceedingly difficult to predict firm long range requirements.
Developing these requirements requires guided study and a thorough re-
appraisal by both the field conwnands and the AERB. Use of the proposed
DA guide should assist the field and the AERB in determining, reviewing,
and refining requirements, both short range and long range. This would
purify the system and establish a sound basis for subsequent annual
reviews by the using agencies and the AERB.

Assets

18. The Army's assets to support its growing requirement for offi-
cers with graduate level training can be considered in two distinct
categories. The first of these consists of those officers with under-
graduate degrees who are potential selectees for graduate training. The
usefulness of these assets depends upon such factors as grade require-
ments, military experience and schooling, manner of performance, branch
requirements,availability, and prior civilian schooling. Although the
Army has a sufficiently broad base of officers with undergraduate degrees,
there is a lack of depth in the hard sciences to provide adequate input
to these areas of graduate schooling. For example, the Signal Corps
has a significant shortage of appropriate engineering baccalaureate
degrees, with a resultant inadequate educational base upon which to
build an advanced degree program. There are 6,145 officers in the Sig-
nal Corps, of whom only 1,122 (or 187.) have engineering degrees, and
only 307 (or 5%) have these degrees in electrical or electronics engi-
neering. This situation is compounded by the low Signal Corps lieuten-
ant retention rate. Under the present officer assignment system, the
Signal Corps is receiving an increasing number of officers with tnder-
graduate degrees not oriented to its requirements or usable as a base for

* advanced degree schooling in its area of interest.

19. The second category of assets consists of those officers who
already have graduate degrees. The usefulness of these assets depends
upon their applicability to validated position requirements. Again, the
same factors of grade, experience, performance, and availability are
considerations. Further, many officers have graduate degrees in such
areas as fine arts, archaeology, _t- i paleontology which are of no direct
use to the Army. These Inapplicable assets, as well as excess assets
in applicable degrees, must be discounted in comparing assets with
requirements. Despite the impressive tabulation of officers with advanced
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degrees indicated in Figure D19-1, serious imbalances exist between
requirements and assets. For example, the Army in FY 65 had 2,399
officers with advanced degrees in the engineering fields. Although there
were only 1,511 total identified requirements for officers with this
training, grade imbalances and an uneven spread of specialization in the
engineering disciplines resulted in sizeable shortages. A comparison of
shortages and the current school input to reduce them is shown in the
following table:

KNG./tIERING ADVANCED DEGREE SH4ORTAGES AND SCHOOL INPUT

CURRENT ANNUAL
DISCIPLINE SHORTAGES SCHOOL INPUT

Electronics Engineering 145 23
Guided Missiles 28 21
Topography 24 0
Communications 28 15
Nuclear Effects 17 20
Operations Research 78 35
Construction 27 8
ADPS 42 8

"TOTAL 389 130

FIG. D19-2

20. As a means of strengthening the Army's asset position of offi-
cers with baccalaureate degrees in selected areas, a program for under-
graduate schooling of enlisted men, followed by OCS, appears to offer
considerable promise. Both the Navy and the Air Force have found such
programs to be a continuing source of high caliber officer personnel,
with qualifications specifically developed to fit Service requirements.
The Board considers that a program should be developed for highly selec-
ted enlisted personnel who have outstanding military records and suf-
ficient college credits to be able to complete the undergraduate degree
requirements in a discipline particularly required by the Army in 24
months or less. Upon completion of their college work participants
should attend a modified OCS Program and should be able to complete the
program prior to their 28th birthday. Although it is hoped that all
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officers who complete the program would remain in the Army as Regular
Army officers or Reservists in an indefinite category status, a minimum
service obligation of two years for each year of schooling should be
imposed. The Board believes that a program of this type would attract
dedicated Army personnel of the caliber and academic proficiency desired
for current Army needs and for possible future advanced civil schooling.
The present time probably is not propitious for inauguration of such a
program. However, it appears worthy of testing on a limited basis
between now and 1970 and should be adopted if the trial program is
successful.

21. The Board considers that, at least for the next decade, the
Army should continue to rely on the civilian educational community to
meet its requirements for undergraduate and graduate schooling in skills
which are not strictly military in nature. There are advantages in
matriculating at divilian institutions, as any student studying in such
a milieu is exposed to a wide variety of stimulating attitudes and view-
points. Further, the Board encountered opposition at policy levels in
the academic conmunuity to Federal degree-granting institutions. This
opposition was not', however, reflected in views expressed by educators
in civilian institutions visited by the Board. Rather, their primary
concern was with their capability to meet rapidly expanding academic
demands, particularly in the technical and scientific disciplines. The
Army, which has growing requirements in the same areas, may be faced
with the prospect of not being able to satisfy its needs through civilian
schooling. Increasing difficulty is being encountered, even today, in

placing officers in certain universities for graduate education. Both
the Air Force and the Navy have in-house capabilities for undergraduate
and graduate level officer schooling. These capabilities probably
could be expanded to meet such additional requirements as civilian
institutions were unable to fulfill, but it is unlikely that they could
&ccommodate the Army's requirements as well. The Board gave serious
consideration as to whether the Army, in all prudence, should develop a
time-phased plan, including required legislation, for establishment of
an in-house-degree granting capability in the scientific and technical
area; but decided against this course of action for the period covered
by this report.

22. The Board considers, however, that the Command and General
Staff College (C&OSC) advanced study program as set forth in Appendix 4
should be fully supported, and that the Army should seek legislative
atAhority for the C&GSC to grant the degree of Master of Military Art
and Science, for which it has already received accreditation. The Board
iistinguishes between such a degree and a degree in civilian skills.
The Army is not competitive with civilian institutions in offering a
degree in Military Art and Science. Educators today have an increasing
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understanding of broad military policy and grand strategy. However,
14 civilian institutions do not have the academic base nor the practical

applicatory experience in the military field to justify accreditation
for issuance of an advanced degree in Military Art and Science.

Utilization

23. Associated with requirements and asset determination are
utilization and reutilization of trained resources. As previously
stated, 430 officers with two years of obligated service entered the
Army with advanced civilian degrees in FY 65. The Army is faced with
the choice of training them in leadership and branch-associated skills
with troop units, or assigning them to laboratories or other research/
academic positions which draw on their expertise. In general, the
Army appears to be following the latter course, utilizing their special
skills, especially at the doctorate level, to help meet requirements.
This practice is not ideal but is acceptable in the case of two-year
officers highly trained in disciplines difficult to acquire and
essential to Army requirements. Although the Army obtains only a single
utilization tour from the two-year officers, the goal for career officers
is to obtain a utilization tour and, for selected officers, one or more
reutilization tours. The present system, however, does not program
reutilization tours in many cases for which such tours would be appro-
priate. For example, the USMA has 360 validated positions which represent
about 9.5% of the Army's total validated requirements. At present, the
officers who receive advanced civilian degree I)oling to teach at the
USMA are not programmed for future reutilization tours elsewhere in the
Army. Advanced degrees in r thematics could have future use in the
research and development or combat developments areas; foreign language
instructors could be utilized in attache, MAAG, or FAST assignments.

24. In some instances timely utilization or reutilization is inter-
rupted because of high priority assignments such as selection to a career
course at a branch school, tl._. CWSC, or a senior service college, or to
a command position; or assignment to an overdue short tour overseas where
there are no utilization positions. However, a high percentage of the
career officers who obtain advanced degrees serve in a specifically
designated utilization tour after receiving their degrees. A survey
of 2,194 officers who obtained advanced degrees from 1960-1964 indicates
that 83.9% had utilization tours (63.97% had such tours immediately, 10%
were delayed but are now on utilization tours, and 107. had a partial
utilization tour), and 16.1% did not have utilization tours during that
period. Of the 2,194 officers surveyed, only 84, or about 47, had left
the program due to death, retirement, discharge, or transfer. The Army
personnel system should continue to make every effort to provide timely
initial utilization tours for 1007. of the officers obtaining advanced
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degrees and to program reutilization tours for selected individuals at,

appropriate points in their careers.

Selection System

25. The present system of acquiring candidates for advanced civi-
lian degree education is based on volunteers who meet the qualifications
set forth in the regulations and directives. NO specific requirement
currently exists for active duty officers to furnish an academic trans-
cript for their Department of the Army files. If this information were
available, a better selection system c-uld be established for advanced
degree candidates. The records of a]. officers, to include both their
undergraduate work and performance as an. officer, could be screened by
career branches and letters sent to the best qualified, notifying them
of their eligibility for advanced civilian schooling and inviting them
to apply. The records could be automated, and random access provided
for all information required for the selection of an officer. The
proposed system would assure the most effective, application of manpower
resources and would overcome many of the weaknesses which now exist in
the system. For example, moet of the officers who enter graduate train-
ing for eventual assignment as USMA instructorG are USMA graduates, pri-
marily because their undergraduate records are known and available for
review. Under the proposed system, infor1med selections could be made from
Army-wide resources, with a resultant desirable introduction into the
USMA faculty of officers with a variety of academic backgrounds.

Management of the Advanced Education Program

26. The advanced civilian degree candidates in the past have re-
ceived very little guidance from DeparLment of the Army. In many cases
the student entered his advanced degree program without knowing 'the r~al
purpose of his training, future assignment, or utilijation. A new system
has been developed and is being used to provide iteeded information, but
it must be refined further. Ad soon as the officer is selected, he
should contact his future command to develop areas of study and research
which will assist him in his utilization assignment. He should be
granted a brief TDY period prior to his schooling, if needed information
cannot be provided by correspondence or telephone. The utilizing co~mand
should also feed back to OPO on an annual basis information on new techni-
cal advances, new Army systems, and other pertinent items which affect
schooling requirements, as well as information updating educational
disciplines.

Additional Advanced Training Programs

27. A significant area of the Army's advanced training program .for
officers is the short course training conducted primarily at civilian
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universities. This program gives the Army added flexibility in training
officers on an asrrequired basis in a wide range of specialized areas for
which training is not provided within the military school system. The
preponderance of short courses are unprogrammed, due primarily to turn-
over of personnel and the unforeseen training needs of newly assigned
per~onnel., A greater effort'should be made to program in advance as
many of the short courses as possible.

28. Another area of'the advanced training program that warrants
examination is the program for training with industry (TWI). This pro-
grAm provides the Army with a means of training officers in specialized
management and engineering methods employed by major US industries, which
have a military application. Officer trainees are usually integrated
into the organizational structure as working members with specific respon-
sibilities, and are rotated through several segments of the industry.
Thus, in a one-year tour of duty, an officer gains a more comprehensive
experience base than a regular employee does in a similar period, or than
the officer otherwise could in a regular assignment. Both the Navy and
the Air Force have active TWI programs with 35 and 129 officers respect-
ively in the prog-am during FY 64. The Army's use of the program has
declined over the past decade, with only 14 officers participating as of
September 1965. The ¶WI program is worthwhile and it should be used when
there is a demand to provide the Army with needed expertise in new
equipment, systems, and techniques developed by industry.

3 * I

: CONCLUSIONS

29.' The Army should state unequivocally that its objective is for
100% of its Regular officers to have a baccalaureate degree. Except in
unusual circumstances3'justified on a case-by-case basis, no officer
should be accepted into the Regular Army without such a degree.

$U. The composition of the Army Educational Requirements Board
should be amended to consist of a general officer from the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel as President, voting members from
the Army staff elements with primary interest in graduate education of
officers, and non-voting representatives of Department of the Army
special staff agencies and the US Continental Army Command, US Army
Materiel Command, and US Combat Developments Command.

A}

31, To strengthen the advanced degree requirements program, the
* Army Educational Requirements Board should assure that the initial utili-

zation positions requested are designated on a uniform basis; the career
branches should be assigned responsibility for filling reutilization
positions commensurate with numbers and types'of assigned initial utili-j zation positions.
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32. A guide should be published by Department of the Army to assist
commanders and staff agencies in developing advanced civilian degree re-
quirements for their organizations and to assist the Army Educational
Requirements Board in its review and validation.

33. A structure should be developed with the number, by grade,
branch, and MOS, of junior officers that should be programmed into the
advanced degree program in the specified iisciplines, to meet current
requirements and to support projected positions identified as reutili-
zation assignments. Branches should allow officers with up to eight
years of service to apply for advanced schooling in engineering and
technical disciplines.

S34. A program should be developed for carefully selected enlisted
personnel to complete undergraduate schooling in disciplines particularly
required by the Army, followed by Officer Candidate Schools, in order to
increase the input of officer resources in needed academic areas.

35. All active duty officers should be required to furnish an
academic transcript for their DA 201 files for use in determining and
selecting the best qualified candidates for advanced schooling.

36. Officers selected for advanced schooling should be given
specific guidance, by the organizations to which they will be assigned
for an initial utilization tour, concerning courses to include in their
programs of study and recommended subject areas for their research papers.
If this guidance cannot be provided by correspondence or telephone, the
officer should be permitted a TDY period for a visit to his future
organization.

- 37. Unprogrammed short course training may be used to satisfy
unforeseen requirements; however, all DA agencies id commands should be
required to program in advance the majority of their short course train-
ing requirements.

38. Training with industry should be used when there is a demand
to provide the Army with needed expertise in new equipment, systems, and
the applicable techniques developed by industry.

7
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ANALYSIS OF CURRENT. ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 20

IMPACT OF THE JOINT AND DEFENSE SCHOOL
SYSTEMS ON THE ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEM

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix analyzes the effects of the educational and
training policies of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) on the Arury officer school system.

BACKGROUND

2. Annex C, Appendix 1, describes in detail the joint and Defense
schools and courses, the responsioilities of OSD and JCS, and their re-
lpionship to the Army school system.

3. Although the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower) is
designated as the principal staff assistant to the Secretary of Defense
in the functioiral area of Armed Forces education, other Assistant
Secretaries of Defense v1ive a significant interest in various functional
areas of Armed Force%-e&0• and training.

Definitions

4. There is no common agreement as to what constitutes a "Joint",
"I'efens-", or "Inter-Service" school or course. A JCS policy memorandum
priv ides the following definitions:

a. Joint school or course - a school or course utilized by
two or more Services that has a joint faculty, and a Director
(Commandant) who rotates among the Services and is responsible, under
the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, for the development and
administration of the curriculum.

b. Inter-Service school or course - a school or course
utilized by two or more Services/agencies that is administered by a
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coordinating Service/agency and which presents a curriculum developed
in cocrdination with the participating (using) Services.

c. Service school or course - a school or course which pre-
sents a curriculum developed and approved by a Service to meet a
military education and training requirement of that Service.

5. A DOD Directive on the Defense Logistics Management Training
Program, on the other hand, defines a "joint" course as one which meets
the training reeds of all DOD components, as opposed to a "single
Department" course which covers subject matter which is peculiar to the
needs of a single DOD component. This directive does not address the
"inter-Service" course, nor does'it define a "Defense" course or school.

6. The definition of course types might appear to be purely an
exercise in semantics, if it were not for the type of control exarcised
by some agencies of OSD over what they consider to be "Joint" (i.e. non-
single Department) schools. Of greatest concern in this area are the
actions of the Defense Logistics Management Training Board (DLMEB),
which has become increasingly involved in the actual operation of
schools rather than the provision of overall policy. As a result of
this board's actions, the Army has lost approval authority over the
programs of instruction of most of the logistics management courses
coLJucted by the schools of the Army Materiel Command, has been
restricted in the subjects which these schools may presevt, and has
been required to follow OSD quota allocation procedures for them.
Current actions of the DLMTB may extend OSD control to procedures for
course enrollment, faculty evaluation, and student grading.

7. In exercising direction over various logistics schools and
courses, it is not always clear when the Chairman of the DLMTB is
acting in his capacity of chairman and when in his capacity of repre-
sentative of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and
Logistics). In either capacity, however, the resulting direct contact
between an OSD staff agency and service school Commandants on such
matters as quotas, course content, and internal policies vitiates
command responsibilities for resource allocation, career development,
and balanced allocation of training time.

8. In the past a lack of common definitions for the different
types of multi-Service schools has led to confusion among the operating
agencies of the Army school system. As a case in point, USCONARC
initially recommended approval of a proposal to make the US Army
Transportat~mn School "joint", unaware that the OSD interpretation of
this term entailed OSD direction and control. As it was USCONARC's
intention to conduct "inter-Service" courses under its own control,
this recommaendation was subsequently withdrawn.
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9. There are many instances in which courses are conducted by a
single Service for its own purposes but made available to one or more
of the other Services in order to prevent unnecessary duplication. An
example is airborne training conducted for all Services by the Army at
Fort Benning, Georgia. In other cases one Service may alter its own
program of instruction to meet another Service's requirements and still
operate the course as a single-Service tourse. An example of this
inter-Service coordination is AN/TRC-90 radio training of Army personnel
conducted by the Air Force at Keesler AFB, Mississippi. As covered in
detail in the descriptions of Army branch schools, colleges, and
specialist schools in Annex C, Appendices 4, 5, and 6 respectively,
Army schools and colleges, without exception, provide instruction to
officers of the other Services and generally of other countries as well,
in the great bulk of their courses. Obviously, the fact that repre-
sentatives of two or more Services attend the same course does not in
itself dictate that that course should be placed under the control and
direction of OSD.

10. For the purposes of this discussion, the JCS definitions
cited above will be used, except to add to the definition of an inter-
Service course (see paragraph 4b) the phrase, "and approved by the
coordinating Service." An additional definition is proposed as follows:
"Defense school or course - a school or course utilized by two or more
Services that is administered by a coordinating Service/agency and
which presents a curriculum developed under the policy guidance
und approval authority of an agency/element of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense."

Joint and Defense Schools and Courses

11. The JCS apparently consider that the only truly joint schools
today are the National War College, the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, and the Armed Forces Staff College. A literal interpretation
of JCS Memorandum 1.43 would also add the Defense Intelligence School,
which is operated by an agency of the JCS and perhaps more properly
chould be called the Joint Intelligence School. Although the Army
provides housekeeping support for two of these schools, it has no
responsibilities for thei2 control or direction.

12. The two schools operated by the Army for the Department of
Defense are the Defense Language Institute (formerly the Army Language
School) and the Defense Information School (formerly the Army Informa-

* tion School). In Lnemselves these two schools offer no significant
administrative problems to the Army, except for the fact that they are
retained directly under the Department of the Army rather than being

j placed under one of the major commands, thus involving the Department
of the Army in actual administration of quotas and review of prugrams
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of instruction. This is a reversal of a recommendation of the Williams
Board that the Department of the Army should not be an operator of
schools. However, the Headquarters, Defense Language Institute, per-
forms most of its own administratlve tasks, while the number of students
at the Defense Information School is small. The assignment of Army
responsibility for these two schools is discussed in Appendix 21.

13. With the exception of the Defense Advanced Traffic Management
Course, which is taught by the US Army Transportation School and hence
is under USCONARtC, the other Defense courses conducted by the Army are
taught at three schools operated by the Army Materiel Command: The Army
Logistics Management Center (ALMC), the Army Management Engineering
Training Agency (AMETA), and the Joint Military Packaging Training
Center (JMPTC). This last school is misnamed, as it is actually a
Defense rather than a joint activity.

Nature of ifense Logistics Courses

14. A profile of the courses conducted by these three schools is
at Figure D20-1 below. It is apparent that the majority of these
courses are Defense courses of limited duration (a minimum of one day
and a maximum of eight weeks), attended predominantly by civilians.

ARMY OPERATED DEIFENSE LOGISTICS COURSES FY 65

SCHOOL/ TOTAL NO. % OF DEFENSE AVERAGE LENGTH OF %. OF CIVILIAI
.LCOURSE OF COURSES COURSES DEFENSE COURSES STUDENTS

AL1C 16 56% 4 weeks 65%

AMETA 49 987. 1-3/4 weeks 82%

JMPTC 11 1007. 1-1/2 weeks 707.
D E F T R F C" III II l

1C 1 1007. 4 weeks 69%

FIG. 020-1
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15. The profile appears to reflect the general developmental
pattern of Defense logistics management courses conducted by the Army
in recent years. A new course is added to meet a specific requirement
in which some individual or Service has an interest. Since the require-
ment is normally of limited scope, the time required to teach it is
small -- a fact which is attractive to the civilian employee, who does
not like to attend a long course away from home. Once the course is
established, the inertia of the system tends to perpetuate the course
and its quotas. The result is an increasing number of short courses
of limited scope, attended by more students who are primarily civilians,
and accompanied by an increase in staff and faculty. The JMPTC is an
exception to the trend towards an inc-rease in students. The decline
in resident student load at this activity has been taken up largely by
an increase in on-site instruction.

16. Fragmentation of management training into short courses of
this nature is not unique to the Army's management sthools, as the
discussion in Appendix 10 shows. However, the tendenc,, appears to be
aggravated by the fact that the OSD agencies with the authority to
create or expand management courses are not restricted by the necessity
of providing resources for their support. Where authority to impose
requirements is not accompanied by the ability to provide additional
resources, the inevitable result is sacrifice of the operating Service's
own requirements.

17. A disturbing new factor in the management training field is
the tendency to view a technique, which is common to many fields, as a
functional area of management expertise and thus subject to centralized
control. An example of this view was the unsuccessful effort in
November 1965 to consolidate a significant portion of the'automatic
data processing (ADP) training capability of the Army and the Air Force
under the aegis of the DIMB.

18. Of greater concern, however, are the continuing DL1MTB attempts
to extend its influence and control into Service-unique schooling. For
example, there re at present indications of interest in establishing

SDefense courses at the Army Transportation School and the Quartermaster
School, combining the officer basic courses at the Finance and Adjutant
General's Schools, eliminating management level ADP training at the
Signal Schoo&, and establishing a Defense course in family housing
management at the Engineer School. It is apparent that instruction on
many of the subjects taught by the separate Services overlaps to some
degree, particularly in those portions of courses which deal with basic
principles or common subjects. This restricted commonality of subject
matter, however, should not be considered as a device with which to
enter the career schooling structures of the Services.
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19. Career schooling in the Army has been shown in Annex B to be
a highly structured, interlocking system of sequential schools. Unlike
the specialist courses, which are job-oriented, the career courses are
educational in nature, designed to prepare the officer for the general
demands of the next phase of his career rather than for a specific
position. The uni-Service orientation of these courses is particalarly
evident in the two levels of career schooling conducted at the branch
schools, where the curricula are designed to make students not only
competent Army officers, but competent Army officers of a specific
branch. Even within the Army itself, these courses do not lend them-
selves to inter-branch use. There is less reason to suppose that they
lend themselves to inter-Service use.

20. This is borne out by the initial staffing of the proposal to
make the Army Transportation School a "Joint" school. The Air Force
indicated at that time that it considerzd 717. of the Transportation
Officer basic course and 567. of the career course to be Army-only
instruction and non-productive for Air Force needs. It seems clear
that any effort to amalgamate the two Services' requirements into a
single curr.Lculum in such a case could be accomplished only at the
expense of the career schooling of the Army officers.

21. There is, o! course, no reason why specialist courses should
not be made Defense or inter-Service courses where unwarranted duplica-
tion between Services is apparent. At the same time, however, the
manner in which this is accomplished should be controlled. The pro-
cedure for coordination between OSD agencies on educational and training
matters is at present imprecise. Without central coordination of the
requirements imposed upon the schools of the separate Services, each
OSD office is free to enter the Services' school systems at any point
and in any manner which it desires. The Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower) would appear to be the logical coordinating agency.

CONCLUSIONS

22. Common definitions are required for the types of courses and
schools in which more than one Service participates. The definitions
should center about the agency which approves the curriculum: the
Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, or an
individual Service.

23. The greatest impact of Defense educational and training
policies is in the area of logistics management training, where the
Defense Logistics Management Training Board pursues an aggressive
policy of extending its influence and control. This control not in-
frequently takes the form of actual direction of school operations
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rather than provision of policy guidance, thus vitiating Service
command responsibilities.

24. Army career courses should not be considered for conversion
to Defense courses, since they are integral parts of a sequential
educational structure designed to meet Service-unique requirements.

25. Actions taken by the Office of the Secretary of Defense

with respect to educational and training matters affecting the
Services should be coordinated by a single agency.
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ANNEX D

f ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 21

ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES FOR THE ARMY SCHOOL SYSTE4

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze the organizational
structure of the Army school system with a view to determining its
adequacy for the future. The analysis covers the issue of possible
consolidation of the total school system under the Commanding General,
the Continental Army Command (CG, CONARC); the internal structure of
the CONARC and Army Materiel Command (AMC) school systems, to include
proposed consolidation, collocation and reorganization designed to
enhance the operational efficiency of the systems; and the relation-
ship of education and training to doctrinal development, to include
a possible school role for the Combat Developments Command (CDC).

BACKGROUVA)

2. The current command structure of the Army school system is
set forth in Annex B, Appendix 1. Of 22 branch schools, 18 are under
the CG, CONARC; two are under The Surgeon Ceneral (TSG); and one each
is under the Judge Advocate Geners.1 (TJAG) and the CG, Army Security
Agency (ASA). The CG, CONARC alrjo commands the Command and General
Staff Cnllege (CWGSC) and seven specialist schools including the Army
Management School (AMs). Three specialist schools operate under the
CG, Army Material Command (AMl). Five schools, comprising the United
States Military Academy (USM,), a preparatory school associated with

t it, the Army War Colicge. (•.•C), and two Army-operated Defense schools,
are under direct supervision of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
(DCSPER), the Department of the Army (DA). The present organizational
structure of the Army school system is shown in Figure D21-1.

3. The Artillery, Signal Corps, and Army Intelligence and
Secv-ity Branch, each have two installations designated as branch
schools. Artillery officers, divided into field artillery and air
defense groupings, attend separate basic and associate career courses
at the Artillery and Missile School and the Air Defense School, but
are cross-trained in a single career course, divided sequentially
between the two schools. Signal Corps officers attend their basic
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U- course at the Southeastern Signal School and their career course at
the Signal School. Army Intelligence and Security (AIS) officers
attend the Infantry basic course and are divided into two groupings
to attend separate orientation and career courses at the Intelligence
School and the Army Security Agency School.

4. As defined in the Army Dictionary, AR 320-5, operational
control is authority vested in a commander to direct assigned forces
and to deploy units, retaining or assigning tactical control of them
so that he can accomplish specific missions or tasks, usually limited
by function, time or location. It does not include administrative
or logistic control. This term is not currently used in relationship
to the Army school system.

ORGANIZATION OFCDC

CDC

EXPERIMENTATION * CG =|CG **INSTITUTE

COMMAND CAG CSSG OF ADVANCEDJ ISTUDIES

AGENCIES AGENCIES

*Also Commandant C&GSC
**Also Commandant AWC FIG. D021-

5. The Combat Developments Command, a small but geographically
dispersed command of 1,400 officers, is charged with developiag Army
doctrine, organization and materiel requirements. Its headquarters
is located at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Control is exercised through
two mid-management echelons, the Combined Arms Group (CAG), aL Fort
Leavenworth, and the Combat Service Support Group (CSSG), at Fort Lee.
Subordinate echelons, referred to as CDC Agencies and ranging from
2 to 54 officers, are collocated at schools or functional centers to
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which their missions are appropriate. They report to the CG, CAG
(who is also the Commandant of C&GSC), or to the CG, CSSG, according
to their orientation toward cnmbat or combat support. Each Army college
also has a collocated doctrinal echelon, the Combined Arms Agency
(CAXV4A) at C&GSC reporting to C&G; and the Institute of Advanced
Studies at Carlisle Barracks, commanded by the Commandant, AWC,
reporting to Cr, CDC. In addition, CDC has an Experimentation Cou-uand
and a contractual group fTom Stanford Research Institute at Fort Ord,
California, which conduct controlled and instrumented field experi-
ments. See Figure D21-2.

6. The Navy has no command charged with overall direction of
training or education. The Chief of Naval Personnel plans, programs,
and budgetb for the individual training and education of all officers
except Naval aviators and medical personnel. TraininS of these groups
is the responsibility of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air)
and the Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, respectively.
The two top levels of Navy career schooling, the Naval Conmand and Staff
Course and the Naval Warfare Course, equivalent to the Army's C6GSC and
AWC, are collocated and conducted under direction of the President of
the Naval War College. Functional training is the responsibility of
fleet and type comnanders. The Marine Corps school system is under
the command of the Cormeandant of the Marine Corps Schools at Quantico,
Virginia (See Annex C, Appendix 2).

7. The Air Force command structure divides professional educa-
tion, military and civilian, and military training; professional educa-
tion is consolidated under the Air University and training under the
Air Training Command (See Annex C, Appendix 3).

8. Subsequent discussion is divided into four parts: Part I
addresses the problem of consolidation of all schools under CONARC;
Part II examines the resulting internal school structure within CONARC
and AMl; Part III analyzes doctrinal responsibilities of Army schools
and colleges; and Part IV compares alternative organizational structures
and discusses certain commaund arrangements which facilitate implementation.

DISCUSSION

PART I

POSSIBLE CONSOLIDATION OF SCHOOLS UNDER CONARC

9. The Board was specifically charged with studying the feasi-
bility and desirability of consolidating all Army schools under CONARC.
The following analysis is made with a view to determining whether the
groupings of schools now operating under DA general and special staff
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agencies1 AM, and ASA should be consolidated under CONARC.

A=mý_-Operated Defense Schools S10. The problems associated with supervision and control of the
DA-operated Defense schools and courses are addressed in Appeidix 20.
Certain advantages would accrue'from placing the DA-operated Defense
schools, the Defense Language Institute (D"') and Defense InformatiOn
School (DIMFOS), under CONARC. The coordination of area and language
trainin3 would be facilitated (Appendix 14), and a step would be taken
toward removing the Army General Staff from direct school operations,
as advocated by the Williams Board. On the other hand, both schools
operate under policy control of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD), both have joint staffs and faculties and significant student
loads from other Services, and both work alwost daily with those
Services in matters of school and student administration. Placing
coutrol of these schools at an echelon below the DA would decrease their
responsiveness to other Service and OSD requirements. The CONARC school
system should be concentrated on Army schools and courses to avoid dis-
ruption of its fundamental training misslon by operational direction
external to the Army. The Board believes that the two Army-operated
Defense schools should remain under DA control.

SArm Materiel Command Schools

11. There would be an advantage in concentrating training respon-
sibilities below Departmental level in a single command as the Air Force
does. Problems of coordination between two major commands (CONARC and
AMC) would be avoided, and there would be less likelihood of gaps, over-
laps, or duplication in instruction. On the other hand, AMf is the
repository of expertise in producer-logistics; and the three schools
which it operates, the Army Logistic Management Center (ALM4)-, the
Army Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA), ard the Joint
Military Packaging Training Center (JMPTC) serve its ,nu'ds directly.;
Today they conduct more Defense than Army courses; some of their courses,
in fact, have no Army students. The courses taught in AM schools
have little relationship to operations of the Army in the field, which
is CONARC's domain. Over 75%. of their FY 65 student attendance was
civilian. It would be uneconomical, in terms of manpower, for CONARC
to acquixe the necessary expertise to control AMC schools. Centrali-
zation within AM of responsibility for producer-logistics, development
of related doctrine, and conduct of required training, represents inte-
grated responsibility which should not be divided. The Board-considers
that the three schools currently operated by AM should remain under,
its command. Further, in the interest of concentrating all Army-
operated Defense logistic management courses under a single comnand,
the Defense Advanced Traffic Management Course now being conducted at
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CONJLRC's Transportation School should be transferred to AM. In addi-
tion, the relocation of theCONARC Army Management School to Fort Lee
.ano its incorporation within the ALMC under AMC control should be
accomplished, as proposed in Appendix 10.

The Army .War College (AWC)

12. During the first ten years of its post-World War I1 existence,
the Army War College was under the command supervision of CONARC; in
1960 At was placed directly under Headquarters, Department of the Army
(DA). The transfer of t6e AWC was accomplished so thaf DA could exert
greater influence on the college's curriculum and advanced study pro-
gram. The CG, CONARC, expressed concern at~the time over the implica-
tions regarding his responsibilities for the development of doctrine,
Return of ;the AWC. to CONARC control would get the Army General Staff
out of the business of operating a career Army school and tie the Army
War College more closely to the remainder of; the Army school system,
with particular reference to the C&GSC. However, the Army War College
mission and curriculum have little to do with the Army in the field.
Further, the CG; CONARC, in 1962 was divested of his doctrinal
responsibilities which caused his concern at the time of transfer of
the College. The Board sees no persuasive reason for the return of the
AWC to CONARC control.

The US Military :AcadeM (USkA) and US1A Preparatory School (USMAPS)

13. Since CONARC directs the operation of the other two officer
procurement sources, the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
program and the Officer Candidate School (OCS), there would appear to
be some logic in also placing, the USMA and USMAPS under that head-
quarters. While the military training given at the USMA. is parallel
to that conducted at other precommission sources, the USMA is basically
an' educational institution whose curriculum covers a broad field of
civilian disciplines of little direct interest to CONARC. The academic,
as opposed to military orientation, of the USMAPS is even more pro-
nounced. The USMA and USMAPS are tied together by a common aim but
are not closely related to the CONARC school training complex. Further,
both.have broad Congressional interest which militates against their
direction by a headquarters outside the Washington area. The Navy and
Air Force 4upervise the operation of their respective Service academies
at Departmental level. The Board considers that the Army should continue
to do likewise.

The Army, Security Agency (ASA) •.hool

14. The ASA School orientation and career (advanced) courses
should 'be combined with those of the Intelligence School at Fort Hola-
bird, and the schools eventually should be consolidated as proposed in
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Appendix 17. The ASA School should be transferred to CORARC control
to facilitate combining these two courses, and to provide command
direction over the interim operation and ultimate consolidation or
the two schools.

Professional Services' Schools

15. While the Judge Advocate General's (JAG) and Army Medical
Service (AMEDS) Schools are operated under zheir respective professional
service chiefs, the Chaplain's School is operated under direction of
the CG, CONARC. There would be obvious logic in placing the schools
of all three branches under CONARC. Unity of command would be enhanced,
and closer military supervision and closer ties to the remainder of
the Army schools would result. Under such an organizational arrange-
ment the CG, CONARC, would supervise the operation of all branch schools
and be in a getter position to achieve uniformity in instructional
methods anddesired coverage of common subjects. The Chaplain's School
has functioned well under CONARC direction and the Chief of Chaplains
is well satisfied with the arrangement. The JAG School is similar to
it in size, character, and atmosphere. It operates contiguous to and
closely associated with a civilian law school, in isolation from a
militaiy environment. Currently, the Quartermaster School conducts
the military, common subject, and field training portion of its officer
basic course.

bk 16. The case of the AMEDS schools is substantially different.

The AMEDS consists of six branches or corps of the Army which are
fully integrated and mutually supporting. The Medical Field Service
School operates within the framework of an Army Medical Center, which
also includes a general hospital, a research facility, and other medical
activities, all located in the military environment of Fort Sam Houston.
The Medical Field Service School currently teaches a total of 20
resident courses for male and female officers of the six AMEDS branches;
these courses are a part of the professional career development of

4 these officers, which is accomplished under the supervision of the
Surgeon General. The Medical Service Veterinary School, located in
Chicago, is carried by the Board as a branch school because of the
close relationship of its two courses with career progression in the
Veterinary Corps. It is tied in closely to the Medical Field Service
School as a part of the AMEDS School system. The Board was convinced
during its examination of the AMEDS school system and co-rses that they
are today being operated effectively and efficiently under TSG. The
CONARC span of control, already overextended, would be stretched even
more if both the JAG and AMEDS Schools were added to it. The massive
size and complexity of the AMEDS system commend its retention under
existing command arrangements. The Board believes that the JAG
Scho.ol would benefit by closer military supervision and should be
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brought under CONARC but that the AMEDS Schools shoild remain
reinay ndnunder TSG.

Preliminary Finding Alternative One

17. As a result of this initial analysis, the Board concludes
that it is neither feasible nor desirable to consolidate all Army
schools under CONARC; that only the JAG and ASA Schools should be
transferr.ed to that command; and that the Army Management School
sho-Id be plazed under AMC preparatory to movement to Fort Lee and
consolidation with ALMC. This organizational arrangement, referred
to as Alternative 1, is shown in Figure D21-3.

-PART II

INTERNAL CONARCIA!40 SCHOOL STPUCTURE

18. The Board next concerned itself with the question of whether
the command structure of the school system within both CONARC and AMO
could be simplified. The Board explored the dual schooling of the three
branches alluded to in paragraph 3, the relationship between some branch

* and specialist schools, and the tie-in between certain specialist schools.

Divided Branch Schools

19. The Board considers that ideally each branch should have a
single branch school or home in the interests of branch unity, uniform
career schooling, and administrative efficiency. Coincident with the
transfer of the ASA School to CONARC as previously proposed, it should
be placed under the operational control of the Commandant of the Intelli-
gence School. This would consolidate the direction of all career and
Sspecialist training for the AIS Branch, facilitate coordination of
curricula, end provide the impetus for the merger of courses and ulti-

4 i-ate consolidation of the schools. The Board beliaves that the consoli-
dated school should be located at Fort Gordon or Fort Bragg. The Board

* recognizes that there are disadvantages to placin3 one school under
another, on an interim or permanent basis. However, it is considered
that the advantages of reducing CONARC's overextended span of control
outweigh the disadvantages of lengthening the chain of control. The

A Board accepts the iLfeasibility of full command of one school over
another, due to the current CONARC support structure. Certain security
problems are involved in placing an ASA School under CONARC but they
can be resolved; placing the ASA School under the Intelligence School
will not increase these prc~blems, and may, in fact, decrease them.
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20. Consolidation of the two Signal schools also appears feasible.
The current demands for space at Fort Monmouth lends some urgency to
such ccnsolidation. In the view of the Board, Fort Gordon is an
appropriate location for the combined schools; it provides a suitable
electronic environment for the operation of a Signal School and room
for future expansion as required. The Board proposes that the South-
eastern Signal School be placed under the operational control of the
Signal School at this tine to reduce the CONARC span of control,
improve coordination of Signal officer career and specialist schooling,
and provide for the orderly progressive transfer of courses and
personnel to Fort Gordon as facilities permit.

21. The current division in Artillery schooling reflects an
involved problem in the Army's basic branch structure, namely, whether
the Artillery is logically one branch. The two Artillery schools are
very large installations, and the Board found no support at any level
for combining them or subordinating one to another. The Board sought,
through its proposals for an elective program in the school system,
to eliminate duplication in Artillery career course instruction, but
cotusiders this as only a partial solution to a larger problem that
lies beyond this Board's terms of reference. Missile and air defense
considerations have produced serious cleavage in -he Artillery Branch
today, and this could widen in the decade ahead if the Arm;" is charged
with responsibility for a large anti-missile missile program.

Related Career and Specialist Schools

22. In some instances, missions of specialist schools relate
them closely to areas of responsibility of branch schools. One
specialist school, the CBR Weapons Orientation Course, should be
discontinued in its present location and absorbed within the Chemical
School in CY 67, as proposed in Appendix 15. The Chemical School
should be given operational command over the CBR Orientation Course
at an early date to facilitate the transfer.

23. The Missile and Mun 4zions School (until 1 January 1966 the
Ordnance Guided Missile School) is closely related to the Ordnance
School. The great majority of its courses are designed to train
Ordnance specialists. Certain instructor personnel from the Missile
and Munitions School on a TDY basis teach blocks of instruction in
Ordnance School courses. Because of the Army's heavy investment in
facilities at both Redstone Arsen9l and Aberdeen Proving Ground,
consolidation of the two schools at either location is considered
impractical. The Board considers, however, that operational control
over the Missile and Munitions School should be vested in the Comuan-
dant of the Ordnance School to provide for greater uniformity in
promulgation of branch doctrine and less likelihood of duplication
between career and specialist courses.
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24. The Board considers that the Combat Surveillance School
is closely related to the Intelligence and ASA Schools since suvVeil-
lance is a means of gathering intelligence. Other than the Army
Management School, the Combat Surveillance School is the smallest
in student load of the Army's specialist schools. Its cirrent loca-
tion was dictated by space and radio frequency allocations, so that
there is little flexibility for relocation. Placing the Combat
Surveillance School under the operational control of the Intelligence
School would facilitate coordination and integration of Army intelli-
gence training and complementary technical training. Although the
Intelligence School might encounter initial administrative problems
resulting from its widened scope of responsibility, long term bene-
fits would accrue from unity of direction in career and specialist
training in intelligence and functionally related activities.

25. The Civil Affairs School is closely related to counterin-
surgency and psychological operations. The Board proposes in Appendix
14 that the Civil Affairs School be moved from Fort Gordon to Fort
Bragg and collocated with the Special Warfare School under the John F.
Kennedy Center for Special Warfare. Although the Civil Affairs School
conducts the equivalent of basic and career courses for Reserve Com-
ponent pqrsonnel, and hence is currently carried as a branch school,
the Board feels that it should be designated a specialist school
prior to relocation. Ir addition, the Board co'siders that it should
be placed under the operational control of the CG, John F. Kennedy
Center for Speci-I Warfare, in its present location to assist in
coordinating del.£ls of movement.

e7

Related Specialist Schools

26. The Board has observed that some specialist schools have
overlap" g or complementary missions aDd has suggested certain
correct,,e actions. In Appendix 18, the Board proposes that the
Commandant of the Aviation School be given operational control over
the Primary Helicopter School to eliminate the present division of
responsibility for rotary wing flight training and improve coordination

* ,of the entire aviation instructional program. In Appendix 13, the
Board proposes that all AMC schools be absorbed into ALHC at Fort Lee
undei the new name, the Army Resources Management Institute
(ARMI). These 8chools include the AMETA and JMPTC as well as the Army
Management School, transferred from JMNARC control as discussed
previously.

j Preliminary Finding - Alternative Two -

27. As a result of this analysis the Board concludes that certaý,
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additional changes in command arrangements, consolidations, and collo-
cations should be effected to provide for more efficient operation of3 the CONARC and AM school systems. The net effect of these additional
proposals would ultimately be the elimination of two branch schools,
the redesignation of one as a specialist school, the elimination of
four current specialist schools, and the placement of three others
under the operational control of another school. The span of control
of both CONARC and AMC would be reduced significantly. This organiza-
tional arrangement, referred to as Alternative 2, is shown in
Figure D21-4.

SP.ART III

DOCTRINAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF

AM SCHOOLS ADCLEE

Army War College (AWC) and Command and General Staff College (C&SC)

28. Up to this time, the discussion has centered on the inter-
relationship of the DA, CONARC, and AMC, in the operation of the Army
school system and on certain internal adjustments in those portions
of the system under CONARC and AMC. The Board was also directed to
examine the doctrinal responsibilities of Army schools and colleges.
Although the Co~mandants of the two Army colleges are responsible to
different headquarters (DA and CONARC) for discharge cf their educational
responsibilities, both are responsible to the CDC for the discharge of
doctrinal responsibilities. They are the only two Army School Comman-
dants who are currently assigned these "two-hat" responsibilities.
The doctrinal command chain to CDC provides the primary thread of
unity between the AWC and C&GSC. The Board is convinced that the
link between education and doctrinal development must be close and
continuous. The promulgation of established doctrine is the substance
of military education, and student and faculty feedback from concen-
trated analysis of that doctrine provides fresh input for improved
doctrinal development. The term education rather than training is
used advisedly in relation to doctrine. It is the intellectual stimu-
lant of education, not the passive learning process of school training,
which generates a critical, questioning, analytical approach to
doctrine. Military education is introduced at the career (advanced)
course level, and the Army colleges are postgraduate military educational
institutloas.

29. Because of the close ties between education and doctrine, the
Board explored the feasibility and desirability of placing the two Army
colleges under CDC. The following paragraphs examine such a comnand
arrangement, first at the AWC and then at the C6&SC level.
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30. If the AWC were transferred from DA to CDC control, the
Army General Staff again would be divested of an undesirable responsi-
bility for operation of a career school. The DCSER wuuld no longer
have direct responsibility for supervising a curriculum centered about
the Army's broadest tactical and strategic concepts at combined, joirt,
and theater levels. This type of supervisory responsibility differs
markedly from his primary responsibilities for manpower procurement,
allocation and training. Further, the dual chain of command of the
Commandant, AWC, to Headquarters, DA, and the CG, CDC, would be
replaced by a single command line. The military (as contrasted with
politico-military) orientation of the AWC would probably be increased
since CDC's responsibilities lie almost entirely in the military sphere.
Student and faculty research on topics of direct usefulness to the Army
would provide a valuable back-up to the doctrinal efforts of the Insti-
tute of Advanced Studies. A disadvantage is that CDC would become
involved in college administration.

31. If the CWGSC were placed under CDC, dual responsibility of
the Commandant to CONARC and CDC would be eliminated and CONARC's span
of command would be further reduced. The student elective and expanded
graduate programs at the C6GSC, proposed in Appendices 4 and 26, should
result in increased student study and research in the doctrinal field,
to reinforce the work of regularly constituted Combat Developments
agencies. The doctrinal orientation of CDC, in contrast to the training
orientation of CONARC, will emphasize the educational character of
the CSGSC. Identical command arrangements for the C&GSC and the AWC
in all spheres of their endeavors should serve to Leiing these schools
closer together. On the other hand, the C6GSC would be severed from
direct association with the lower part of the Army school system.
The direction of officer students through the first three levels of
officer career schooling would be the responsibility of two as opposed
to one command. The Comnandant of the C6GSC would exchange his dual
chain of command for doctrina and education for a new one which
separates mission and support. The CDC would become further involved
in school administration, to include mission funding and manpower
allocation.

32. On balance, the 1,oaid considers that both colleges should be
placed under CDC command. This judgment is made with the foreknowledge
that additional steps are possible to link C6GSC to the branch schools
below major command level.

CWSC/Branch School DoctrLnal Relationships

33. The CWSC toda" is the hub of the Army school system. Its
importance is highlighted by its educational function of unifying the
diverse branch experience of its students and its combat development
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responsibility of promulgating a viable and homogeneous combined arms

and support doctrine for the Arry in the field. It is unique in pro-

viding a conmmon military experience to the great majority of senior
officers. Figure D21-5 illustrates C&GSC's position in the career

educational pattern of the officer corps.

THE UNIQUE POSITION OF THE COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE

i.
t

COMBAT TECHNICAL ADMIN PROFESSIONAL

BRANCHES BRANCHES BRANCHES

FIG. D21-5

"34. The Commandant, C&GSC, in his role as Commanding General,
Combined Arms Group (CAG) of CDC, has pressing responsibilities in
the field of doctrinal development as illustrated in Figure D21-6.
In addition to commanding ten agencies of CDC, through the Combined
Arms Agency (CAG), the Commandant is responsible for developing field

* manuals and tables of organization and equipment for division and higher
* units. The Commandant, as Commanding General, Fort Leavenworth, has

administrative responsibilities for operation of the garrison itself
and for operation of the US Army Disciplinary Barracks.

35. The Board believes that the heavy responsibilities of the
Commandant of the C&GSC should be recognized and a more appropriate

command and control structure devised for the discharge of these
responsibilities. In the view of the Board, the Commandant should be
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FIG. D21-6

redesignated the Commanding General, Army Con-=nd and Staff Center
(AC&SC), and relieved of his immediate responsibilities for operation
of the school. The Center Commander should be one of the Army's most
senior and experienced officers, preferably in the grade of lieutenant
general. He should have under his command the C&GSC, headed by a
general officer Commandant, and the CAG, headed by a general officer
commander. The Center Commandant should have the overall task of
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V supervising, coordinating, and approving combat arms and combatr support branch doctrine, organization, and materiel requirements;
developing combined arms doctrine and organization from division
through army group; and educating officers with the greatest conmmand
and staff potential in the combined concepts developed by GAG and its
associated CDC Combined Service Support Group (CSSG) at Fort Lee. The
GAG and the Combined Arms Agency (CARMSA) should be combined, with
some personnel made available to the AC&SC. As compared with the
current structure, the AC&SC would then be configured as shown in
Figure D21-7.

CENTER CONCEP`T FOR FORT LEAVENWORTH

CONARC CDC

TO CDC FOR
DOCTRINE

TO APPRO-
PRIlATE BR

C&GSC CC CETR

GAG_
J CARMSA To 6AiPi1-

fPRlAITýEBR
AGENICIES

FIG. D21-7

36. 'The AWC is not burdened with the variety of tasks confronting
the CWCSC. The student body is small and post functions are not overly
complex. The Institute of Advanced Studies of CDC conducts important

* doctrinal studies but not in the quantity characteristic of the GAG
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and its subordinate agencies. Upon the shift of command, the
Institute should become an integral part of the AWC. The US Army
Garrison at Carlisle Barracks and the AWC can continue to ,function
as an entity. The Board believes that the internal structure of the
AWC requires no modification.

Branch and Specialist Centers and Schools

37. Unlike the C&GSC and the AWC, most of the branch CONARC and
specialist schools have a heavy enlisted training load. Many of the
schools operate within the framework of a Center complex, with

- numerous troops, large recruit training activities, AMC materiel
testing agencies. lirge maintenance facilities, and a multitude of
other diversified functions. Military problems associated with such
a complex are further extended by massive dependent populations,
grade schools, high schools, youth activities, public relations,, and
other areas demanding command time and decisions. Examination of
Figure D21-8 makes clear the complexity of certain military insts"
tions on which branch schools are located. The CDC agencies lo .t•

on these posts are tenants and not under command (,f the Center Co,-
or School Commandant.

GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERN OF A CENTER

CENTER , COORDINATION

CG

SCooCC POST HmR

STAFF

OTHER&POST

CENTER ACTIVITIES

E -- - II I

FIG. D21- 9
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38. Notwithstandink the administrative comple-ities currently
associated with the Center Comuander's (Commandant's) job, there would
be real advantages in placing the branch CDC agency under his command.
Responsibility for doctrine development and promulgation would be

'Joined under a tingle commander, resulting in improvement in both
areas. Liaison and coordination would be replaced by command at the
local level. On the other hand, 4his doctrinal tie would result in
dual command channels for the School Commandant: to CONARC for
training, and to CDC - through the new AC&SC or the CSSG as appropriate -

for doctrine.

39. The Board believes that the problem of administrative
complexity can be eased at! large branch and specialist school instal-
lations. It has become a well established practice that the Assistant
Coumandant at many schools actually directs school operations on a
daily basis; he is thoroughly aware of academic problems and adminis-
trative details. The Board hoýds the view that the term "Assistnt
Commandant" as presently used is not appropriate in these cases, an4
believes that the present Assistant Comnmandant should be designated
as the Commandent, reporting to the Center Commander. In general., tVs
sAould be accomplished with no'increase in rank.

60. Relieved of immediate responsibility for supervision oi .
schopl, the Center Commander could more effectively exercise super-
vision of Center activities and provide coordination and balance;
command the CDC branch agency collocated with the school; and tie

,together, by commandldirectioni branch doctrine and organization with
education and training. Thp Center Commander would, in fact, as well
as in name, preside over a branch conter and home. The center concept
is depicted in Figure D21-9.

41. The Board considers that the Army should extend the branch
center concept to certain other areas. Centers combining related
educat. onal and training functions should be established where present
schools or courses are not so extensive as to require separate posts.
The criteria for grouping should be similarity of school functions and
compatibility of educational courses and disciplines, as the grouping
of dispaiate activities provides only for consolidated post support.
Close relationship of functions brings interested individuals, both
students and faculty, into intimate association and encourages :ossing
institutional boundaries. It develops a center of lenzning for
related academic studies with concomitant intellectual stimulation.
.Related educational content permits consolidation of educational
facilities'and-other activities such as libraries, research material,
electronic computers, closed-circuit TV, and laboratories, to a common
benefit. Identical blocks of instruction, faculty exchange, joint

:lectures, and inter-institutional seminars might all be practical.
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42. The command aspect of a cencer is important. The collocation
ef related activities permits assigning an officer trained in a broad
functional field as a commander. Such a commander can effectively
supervise the various schools, courses, and activities. Few commanders,
however, could provide intellectual leadership over a grouping of
unrelated disciplines. Dispersion of related school facilities arises
generally as a result of real estate availability and expediency.
A well-planned school relocation and construction program could be
developed to avoid problems of this nature.

43. The Board believes that the Center concept should be exteaded
to the John F. Kennedy Foreign Studies Center proposed in Appendix 14;
it should command the Special Warfare School and the Civil Affairs
School. Consideration should be given to locating the Eastern Branch
of DLI, and perhaps the Military Assistance Institute, at Fort Bragg
as well. In addition, an Aviation Center e't Fort Rucker and an Army
Administrative Center at Fort Benjamin Harrison should be established.
The latter Center Commander should command both the Adjutant General
and Finance Schools.

44. The Board proposes that branch centers as well ar opecialist
centers be established under the foregoing concepts and be vthorized
both a Center Commander and a School Commandant. In those cases where
schools do not require a Center complex in addition to the school,
the School Commandant should also command the collocated CDC agercy.
All CDC agencies should be collocated with associated schools.

Figure D21-10 s'xrrzrizes specific proposals for branch schools and
branch and spe•-.zist centers.

Preliminary Finding - Alternative Three

45. As a result of this analysis, the Board concludes that C&GSC
and AWC should be placed under CDC command; that the center concept as
shown in Figure D21-7 and described in paragraph 34 should be adopted
at Fort Leaveuworth; and that the center concept, as shown in Figure
D21-9 and described in paragraphs 37-44, should be adopted at selected
branch and specialist school locations as further shown in Figure
D21-10. These changes, including provisions for doctrinal linkages,
are shomn in Figure D21-11.as Alternative Three.

PART IV

SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVE

Comparing Alternatives

46. In addition to the present system, the alternatives developed
are:
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One - The present system with ASA and JAG Schools added to
CONARC and AMS transferred to AMc;

Two - Alternative One with certain consolidation of schools
and courses within CONARC and AMC, aE sun-arized in paragraph 27.

Three - Alternative Two with the Army colleges under CDC;
and a center concept at Fort Leavenworth and at selected branch and
specialist school locations as described in paragraphs 37-44.

47. The Board compared alternatives against a list of desired
characteristi-:s. A lower number indicates the favored solution;
totaling the individual evaluations provides a general order of merit.

Desired _A ES
Characteristics Present One Two Three

Least Disruptive 1 2 3 4

Best span of control 3 4 2 1

Enhances school training 4 3 2 1

Exhances educatioD 2 2 2 1

Enhances doctrine
development 3 3 2 1

TOTAL 13 14 11 8

48. Alternatives Two and Three provide significant improve-
ment over the present system; Alternative Three is preferred.

CONCLUSIONS

49. The Judge Advocate General School should be placed under
command of the Commanding General, Continental Army Command.

50. The Army Security Agency School should be placed under
command of the Commanding General, Continental Army Command, and
under the direct operational control of the Commandant of the US Army
Intelligence School. The orientation and career (advanced) courses
of the two schools should be combined at Fort Holabird, and the schools
themselves eventually merged at Fort Gordon or Fort Bragg.
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I: 51. The Army Management School should be incorporated within
the Army esuurce Management Institute at Fort Lee under cý-ntrol of
the Commanding General, Army Materiel Command.

52. The Continental Army Command school system should be
oriented toward the Army in the field qnd should not include Defense
schools or courses.

53. The Signal School and the Southeastern Signal School should
be consolidated at Fort Gordon. Meanwhile, the Commanding General of

I'the Signal Center should be given operational control over the South-
eastern Signal School.

54. The Commandant of the Chemical School should be given opera-
tional control over the CBR Weapons Orientatioa Course at an early
date to facilitate absorption of the course during CY 67.

55. The Commanding General of the Ordnance Center should be
given operational control over the Missile and Munitions School, the
Commandant of the US Army Intelligence School over the Combat Surveil-
lance School, and the Commanding General of the Army Aviation Center
over the Primary Helicopter School.

56. The Army War College and the Command and General Staff College
should be placed under command of the Commanding General, Combat Develop-
ments Command.

57. All agencies of the Combat Developments Command should be
collocated with related schools.

58. Centers (under the concept described in paragraphs 35 and
37-44), with associated Combat Developments agencies under command
should be established as indicated below. Installation master planning
should be undertaken accordingly. No change in the rank or numbe. Vf
genera'. officers is involved except at the Army Command and Staff
Center, where the Center Commander should be a lieutenant general.

Army Command and Staff Center
Command and General Staff College

Armor Center
Armor School

Artillery and Missile Center
Artillery and Missile School

Air Defense Center
Air Defense School
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Engineer Center
Engineer School

Infantry Center
Infantry School

Intelligence Center

Intelligence School )(to be merged)
Army Security Agency School)
Combat Surveillance School (operational control)

Ordnance Center
Ordnance School
Missile and Munitions School (operational control)

Quartermaster Center
Quartermaster School

Signal Center
Signal S:hool ) (to be consolidated)
Southeastern Signal School)

Transportation Center
Transportation School

Aviation Center
Aviation School
Primary Helicopter School (operational control)

Foreign Studieb Center
Special Warfare School
Civil Affairs School

Administrative Center
Adjutant General School
Finance School

59. The Commandants of the schools listed below should be given
command of related Combat Development Agencies:

Chaplain School

Chemical School

Judge Advocate General School

Military Police School

60. The organizational structure for the Army school system,
depicted as Alternative Three in Figure D21-11, should be adopted.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARM SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 22

FACULTY SELECTION, TRAINING, QUALTFICATION AND ROLE

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix is an analysis of the staff and faculty of the
schools and colleges of the Army school system. It addresses the
selection, training, qualifications, tenure, and role of the staff and
faculty. It reviews instructor training, supervision of instruction,
and coordination with civilian educational institutions. It considers
the duties of the Educational Advisor and the present status of civilian
instructors throughout the school system, to include the possible in-
crease of personnel in these areas to relieve military personnel.
The discussion is divided into two parts:

Part I Military Staff and Faculty
Part II Educational Advisor and Civilian Instructors

BACKGROUND

* 2. The success of any educational inntitution depends on staff
policy, faculty competence, the position the institution occupies in

* the academic world, and the quality of its graduates as measured by
their successes or failures in professional, business or academic
fields. In the Army, the quality of the school product can be gauged
with reasonable accuracy, since che graduate remains in a military
environment where his efficiency is measured throughout his service.

3. The Army school system is a relatively complex organization.
The detailed planning and long lead time essential for effective in-
struction, and tVie inherent difficulty of the educational process,
deny the Army. school system the flexibility which is normal to most
Army functions and organizations. A continuing high level of support
is vital to the successful accomplishment of the school mission. The
several agencies charged with policy direction and support of Army
schools should seek to provide stability for a system designed to meetI long term service needs.
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DISCUSSION

PART I

MILMi 1Y STAFF AND FACULTY

General

4. The Army uses a system of priorities in the allocation of
its resources. In 1964, Army schools and colleges were moved up in
the priority listing to a position just behind engaged and ready Army
forces. This favored position put the schools ahead of the bulk of
units and activities in the Continental United States and certain
deployed forces. The schools were accorded this priority in recogni-
tion of the fact that they are a fundamental source of the Army's
strength. The increased priority brought a gradual improvement in the
size and quality of staffs and faculties. Recently, however, the
personnel situation in the schools has suffered somewhat due to pressing
demands for quality Army personnel in Vietnam.

Staff and Faculty Selection

5. Primary responsibility for selection of personnel for the
staffs and faculties of Army schools rests with the Office of Personnel
Operations (OPO) and the Chiefs of Army professional branches that
manage their personnel separately. Schools must establish and maintain
a close working relationship widh the career branches to obtain the
best possible selection of officers for their staffs and faculties.
They should be authorized to review personnel records of key officers
who are being considered for assignment. They should search con-
stantly, through frequent informal contacts with the field, to find
officers who may bq available aud suitable for assignment. Adminis-
trative ability, professional competence, and a desire to become a
part of the Army educational system are important qualifications.
Schools should accumulate a reservoir of nanes and, through contact
with the career branches, obtain a percentage of these officers.

6. Each graduating class is a possible source of instructors
for a school. Faculty members have had close contact with this group
of officers and can evaluate their competence as possible instructor,
and their desire to teach. The Board considers it desirable for a
few graduates of each class to remain as instructors, especially in
the career course at the branch schools and the Command and General
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Staff College. These officers should be selected for their maturity,
judgment, motivation, and broad practical experience or expertise in

particular area; as instructors they must command the respect of
students who will be essentially their contemporaries.

7. The Board is opposed, however, to the retention of graduates
of branch basic courses as faculty members, since they have had no

A practical experience in the Army. Except in rare instances when newly
commissioned officers have unusual technical competence of pertinence
to the school mission, based on civilian schooling or experience, they
have little to offer succeeding classes. It is a matter of some
concern to the Board that in April 1965, prior to the major Vietnam
build-up, 683 second lieutenants were on the staffs and faculties of
26 Army schools and colleges. Since the Tables of Distribution (TD)
for the schools include an authorization for only three officers in
this grade, essentially all are substitutions for officers of higher
grade. The Board is mindful of the serious Army-wide shortage of
captains and majors, and the consequent necessity for assignment of
second lieutenants as replacements. Yet the practice is welf-defeating
when applied to the school system. In the interests of the officer as
well as the Army, these second lieutenants should be learning their
profession instead of trying to teach it.

8. The Board gave careful consideration to the desirability of
retaining selected students on the faculty of the Army War College
(AWC). Faculty members should be outstanding officers, carefully
chosen from the Army at large aný with knowledge in depth in an area
of interest to the college. If a student has a particular expertise,
developed prior to his AWC tour, he should be considered for the
faculty along with other officers. The Board agrees that faculty
members should be graduates of a senior service college, but feels
that they should have at least one intervening tour before returning
to the faculty of any of those colleges.

The Instructor

9. While the command and administrative echelons of school staffs
must be composed of able and experienced officers, the instructor is tle
heart of the schcol. Quality in instruction starts with the preparation
of programs of instruction and supporting lesson plans and instructor
manuscripts, and carries on through platform presentation and the ques-
tion period. There is no substitute for an instructor who is competent
in all phases of his work. His influence will be felt far beyond the
confines of the classroom as the students move on to apply what they
have learned.
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10. Figure D22-1 breaks out the instructors in the Army colleges and
branch schools, as reported by them, from their overall staffs and fac-
ulties. It provides some interesting comparisons. Inctructors at the
AWC are generally colonels and at the CWGSC primarily lieutenant colonels.
:a the branch schools as a whole, the median instructor grade is captain,
although there are wide variations among the separate schools. Within
the combat arms category, the Air Defense School utilizes only five of
its assigned 67 field officers as instructors, whereas the Armor School
utilizes 49 of the 87 assigned in that capacity. Among the technical
service schools, the Transportation School utilike " 3 of its 77 assigned
field officers as instructors, whereas the Chemical School utilizes 27
of 46 assigned for that purpose. The two Artillery Schools and the
Engineers utilize the heaviest proportion of second lieutenants as in-
structors. It is recognized that school missions and courses taught vary
widely, so that comparisons are not completely meaningful. Nevertheless,
a review of the assignment of staff and faculty by grade to the various
schools, and their utilization in instructor, supervisory, and support
capacities, would appear appropriate.

Training of Instructors

11. Training courses for newly assigned instructors are conducted
throughout the Army school system and vary in length from two to three-
and-a-half weeks. These courses include instruction in effective speak-
ing, principles of learning, curriculum construction, instructional
methods and techniques, classroom management and principles of testing
and evaluation. Practical work should be heavily emphasized throughout
the course and each student should be required to present a number of
practical exercises. Presentations should be critiqued upon completion
by selected students, thus developing capabilities in both presentation
and critique techniques.

12. If television equipment is available, at least one practice
teaching exercise should be conducted for the student before the TV camera
and his presentation recorded on TV tape. This will enable him to see
for himself the areas of strength and weakness that have already been
identified during instructor and student critiques.

13. In addition to this training, a period of several weeks of
"on-the-job training" in the assigned department is appropriate. During
this period, the instructor prepares new units of instruction, reviews,
rewrites or updates existing units within his area of competence. After
approval of a unit of instruction and review by appropriate boards or
individuals, the instructor is rehearsed and presents the unit. This
procedure is a time consuming one and the preparation of the newly assign-
ed instructor can easily take from three to four months. He does not
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A become really proficient in handling a unit of instruction until it has
been repeated several times.

14. As a stimulant tc improve instructional techniques, the Signal
~ School bas developed a unique program. After an instructor completes the

instructor training course, he moves through the designations of associate
2 iinstructor, full instructor, and master instructox. These levels are

a clearly defined and progressive in nature, with proper recognition as the
S* instructor passes through the three phases. When the officer is finally

designated as a master in3tructor, the Commandant recognizes his achieve-
ment in suitable form for permanent record. A program of this nature has
merit and deserves study by other Army schools..
Improvement Academic Supervision

15. In addition to an instructor training program, a prescribed
training course for supervisors should be establishod at each school.
This course should be designed to provide the participants with a work-
ing knowledge of effective supervisory techniques applicable to instruc-
tion at the school. Enrollment should be limited to department heads,
division chiefs, and others whose assignment involves supervision of
instructor personnel. This course should be conducted on a quarterly or
semi-annual basis at the discretion of the Commandant. Considering the
background of personnel enrolled, a course of approximately 20 hours
would seem appropriate.

16. Because of the rapid turnover of personnel and the frequent
revision of subject matter, Commandants should establish active super-
visory programs within their schools, on a higher plane than routine
inspections. Supervision should cover all aspects of the school opera-
tion from the instructor training program to monitoring of instruction,
boarding of units of instruction, and presence at rehearsals. It should
be meaningful to both the supervisor and the instructor, and provide a
creative environment in which all members of the staff and faculty develop
greater knowledge and understanding.

Centralization of Instructor and Supeivisor Training

17. The Board gave consideration to the centralization of instructor
training at a single facility, as the Air Force does in its school system,
and concluded that it would be impractical and expensive in terms of time
and money. However, certain of the smaller Army schools might benefit
by sending selected personnel to instructor or supervisor training
courses at the larger schools.
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SCHOOL .ASSIGNED PERSONNEL
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS AND ADVANCED DEGREES

INSTRUCTORS'

MILITARY & CIVILIAN PERSONNEL ADVANCED

SCHOOL 
DEGREES

ORCOLLCEG E c

95.34

AWC 2 29 27 tO 9 4 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 36 0 88 36 101) 1 37 24 0

C&GSC 2 28 9 . 96 75 59 4 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 92 0 314 164 282 0 99 11 0

INF 2 23 0 73 25 66 26 235 145 136 11 113 3 11 2 2886 352 3543 1254 256 0 172 9 0

ARM 1 9 0 28 15 50 34 49 37 14 9 19 11 0 0 918 347 1088 453 208 111 62 3 0

ARTY&HSL 1 19 0 35 b 67 32 178 102 90 51 156 97 b9 47 1096 407 1711 742 430 83 214 1t 1

AD 1 11 0 24 0 32 5 124 50 60 13 98 49 121 07 181,5 700 231o 86& 324 117 113 II 1

EHG 1 7 0 II 5 24 12 42 28 35 22 55 41 10 7 11428 of6 1613 721 368 88 16 14 6

SIC 1 4 0 21 3 43 1/ 1,2 21 36 5 27 3 19 8 999 360 1192 417 728 182 67 7 0

SE SIG 0 1 0 10 5 4 16 16 6 6 8 8 1 1 56 27 94 62 11 11 24 1 0

CHL 0 2 0 18 9 26 18 33 23 17 13 12 9 1 0 136 77 245 149 102 3 55 17 1

ORD 1 3 0 17 1 35 12 "46 17 19 3 20 8 16 7 1116 564 1273 612 336 55 35 0 0

QM 1 10 0 22 2 26 15 49 28 19 12 34 12 8 5 772 264 940 338 331 34 35 4 2

TRANS 1 8 0 20 7 49 16 35 18 20 2 21 2 59., 847 41 1060 506 303 40 42 3 0

AG 0 4 1 9 4 12 9 19 12 13 7 13 3 4 3 134•47 208 86 69 14•34 10 3

FIg 0 3 0 6 1 9 8 22 15 17 13 15 5 3 2 99 71 174 115 34 2 28 13 0

ASA 0 2 0 16 7 41 23 27 18 21 8 17 6 13 11 989 530 126 603 63 7 30 4 1

CA 0 2 0 10 5 9 5 8 6 0 0 2 0 0 0 35 0 66 16 17 2 13 3 1

AVH 0 6 0 27 0 92 8 232 145 128 109 14 0 92 86 906 342 1497 690 392 131 120 0 1

INTEL 1 5 0 23 10 38 24 43 36 18 15 13 5 11 11 191 70 343 171 96 14 75 5 3

MY 0 5 1 10 3 26 12 20 14 4 1 2 0 13 12 7 7 87 51 60 0 26 6 0

WAC 0 0 0 2 0 15 11 4 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 24 0 48 13 1 0 9 2 0

CHAP 0 2 0 6 3 10 7 2 1 0 0 1 1) 1 0 27 0 49 11 14 0 12 3 0

JAG C 2 0 13 8 7 4 12 6 9 0 00 0 0 3 0 51 18 28 0134 16

NED 1 14 11 58 51 57 42 53 41 23 13 27 10 6 2 604 144 843 314 123 11 70 54 47

LOG OGN T 0 15 2 23 15 14 13 6 % 2 0 9 3 0 0 17 0 86 38 89 20 48 26 0

SP IFR 1 4 0 27 13 45 29 20 12 4 0 9 1 1 1 221 53 332 109 95 4 36 11 0

FIG. D22-1
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Conferences and Liaison Visits

18. Despite its overall excellence, the Army school system is a
somewhat inbred institution. Except in several instances, Army schools
and colleges have tended to isolate themselves from the mainstream of
academic thought as exemplified in our colleges and universities.
Periodically, Army schools should conduct faculty workshops of a few
dayd duration. Distinguished men from the educrtioral fieids in our
colleges and universities should be guest speakers and discussion leaders.
Key school personnel should also attend annual conferences of varlous
organizations of the academic world such as the Association of Higher
Education and the Association of American Colleges and summer workshops
conducted at various institutions.

19. Further, it is considered that Directors of Instruction and
Educational Ac~visors from all Army schools and colleges should be con-
vened on an annual basis to review and study various aspects of education
throughout the Army school system. The Board has perused the proqeedings
of such a conference conducted under the auspices of the Human Resources
Research Office (HUMRRO) in 1958. This conference appears to have been
a stimulating experience for alliattendees. The Board urges that its
proceedings be reviewed and that conferences of this type be continued.

20. During visits to various schools in connection with the work
of the Board, it was apparent that insufficient liaison existed between
the Army schools. Sqch liaison is important to provide for coordination
of effort and increased awi .aness of techniques of instruction at dif-
ferent schools; as well as to promote a general exchange of ideas between
officers with similar responsibilities in 5he guiding of the schools, the
shaping of curriculum development, student testing and evaluation, and a
multiplicity of subjects of mutual interest. Travel fund restrictions
have acted to limit severely such liaison. The Board believes that
liaison should be maintained not only between Army schools but with Air
Force, Navy and Marine Corps educatioral complexes as well.

21. The Board has reviewed in detail a memorandum of the Chief of
Staff, dated 8 September 1965, giving his views on' attendance at con-
ferences and symposia. It is considered that the Board's views do not
violate the spirit of this memorandum, providing that the facqlty members
who autend the conferences and participate in the liaison visits referred
to above are chosen selectively and have an adequate tour of duty re-
maining to be of material assistance to the school.

Advanced Degrees for Staff and Faculty

22. Figure D22-1, previously referred to, indicates the number of
staff and faculty members with advanced degreet. in the various schools
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I.:

GRADUATE EDUCATIONAL RTEQUIREME.NTS FOR ARMY SERVICE SCHOOLS

COLEG 0, 0% 0, 0° 0, 0% 0,•OSCHOOL Qi~ HViU. pa w 24 'Cr t V8

OR 4' R A 0

~~2! HOY&S 1 11 4 4.

COLLEGE HR o .4 O E 0

0 AD H 8 HO2.2a
AWC 1 3 1 1 11 17 32.0
C&GSC 2 2 5 13 22 9.7

S3 6 5 3 17 2.8
ARM 24 6 2.6
ARTY&MSL 11 11 1 24 4.4

AD6 2 8 2.2
ENGR 1 22 1 1 25 11.4
SIG 0 'O
SE SG 12 13 2 5 .
CHL 1 3 6 20 14.2
ORD 20 7 4 31 18.7
QM 6 1 5 12 6.7
TRANS 5 19 7 2 6 39 23.2
AG 5 1 6 8.8
FIN 14 1 16 24.6
ASA
CA 1 1 5 2 18 27 65.8
AVN 1 1 2 0.3
INTEL 3 3 1.8
MP 2 1 20 23 30.6
WAC 2 , 1 4 7 25.0
ORD GM 1 6 7 6 20 9.3
CHAP 0 0
JAG 1 2 3 7.0
MED 1 13 16 7 36 10 24 107 46.0
LOG MGMT 20 1 1 22 29.0
SP WFR, 4 4 3.3
ARMY, MGMT 7. 1 1 9 75.0
NED (VET) 2 1 1 5 9 69.0

TOTAL 4 19 13 137 83 36 49 14 484 -

* Figures under ARTS & CLASSICS include: 2-English, 14-Journalism Writing
Editing and 3-Production of Motion Pictures.

FIG. 022-2
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and colleges throughout the Army school system. The figures represeant
assigned military and civilian personnel with advanced degrees, rather
than established school requirements for such degrees. In many cases,
the degrees have been gained by individuals on their own time rather
than through the processes of the Army's advanced degree program, and
are not specifically germane to the individuals' current assignments.
However, if Army schools inaugurate comprehensive elective programs, as
is being recommended elsewhere in this report, many of these degrees will
be valuable in tzaching broadened curricula.

S23. Commencing in 1964 with the establishment of an Army Educa-
tional Requirements Board (AERB), the Army sought to formalize its posi-
tion requirements for advanced degrees. Army schools were asked to
submit their requirements on a position by position basis with justifica-
tions. The AERB has just completed its third annual review of worth-while
position requirements submitted by the field. Validated positions by
academic disciplines on the staffs and faculties of Army schools are
indicated in Figure D22-2.

24. A study of the tabulation discloses wide variations and a lack
of consistency in currently established reauirements of various schools
for officers with advanced degree training. The Signal School, which
teaches the career course, has no stated requirements, while the South-
east Signal School, which teaches the basic course, has indicated a
requirement of five officers. Requirements in other schools vary from
a low of 0.3% in the Aviation School to a high of 75% in the Army
Management School. In certain instances, there appears to be a re-
luctance on the part of schools to request officers with advanced
degrees, perhaps because of a fear that these officers may be overly
oriented toward an academic environment and iack the practical military
experience required by the school. The career branches, through their
selection processes, should be able to allay such fears if, in fact,
they have any validity. In the interest of raising the technical and
professional competence of the staffs and faculties of the schools, it
would appear that greater use could be made of officers with advanced
degrees. Specific disciplines in fields pertinent to the curricula at
various schools should be readily identifiable. In addition, gradliate
level training on the staff and faculty in such areas as education and
psychology would add strength to the academic program. The Board con-
siders that additional vchool positions should be validated in bothSinitial utilization and reutilization tours. (See Appendix 19 for
further discussion of overall advanced civil schooling requirements)
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TINURE OF KEY PERSONNEL IN MONTHS

SCHOOL 9E4 z(OR E-4 °

COLLEGE Hm
<0~ ~~~ z0~ ~ ~ H

AWC 21 25 0 26 21 N/A N/A N/A
C&GSC 26 25 21 21 22 17 21 19
INF 10 9 15 7 12 10 9 4
ARM 22 16 N/A 18 20 17 15 20
ARTY&MSL 25 22 13 14 17 15 9 20
AD 26 19 15 20 12 18 19 10
ENGR 16 18 16 27 18 25 7 16
SIG 23 19 N/A 19 19 12 .4 9
SE SIG 36 18 N!A 18 23 16 N/A N/A
CML 12 16 N/A 28 18 17 27 36
ORD 20 19 11 12 9 13 14 7
QM 37 9 10 7 12 18 10 18
TRANS 40 16 5 13 15 12 15 10
AG 26 14 N/A 20 19 22 15 15
FIN 28 12 N/A 8 15 21 9 18
ASA 24 15 N/A 21 17 15 12 18
CA 24 23 N/A 7 14 N/A N/A N/A
AVN 25 21 N/A 13 15 15 33 11
INTEL 38 25 N/A 12 6 17 6 17
Ni 13 23 N/A 16 15 25 24 13
WAC 22 19 N/A 15 .12 12 N/A 19
CHAP 19 N/A 25 19 N/A 15 14 23
JAG 40 10 N/A 22 N/A 20 14 17
MED FLD SVC 29 19 N/A 25 16 26 30 33
LOG MGMT 24 9 9 10 N/A 15 14 13
SPWFR 49 12 11 9 3 12 17 24

FIG. D22-3
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Stability of Positions

25. Reasonable stability of staff and faculty positions is of
importance to maintain proper continuity in administration policy,
programming techniques, ano preseutation of subject matter. Frequent
changes of personnel cause the instructional program to deteriorate forI want of continuing guidance and control. The Williams Board emphasized

the requirement for faculty stabilization in some detail. Despite this,
a scudy recently completed by the Infantry School disclosed that of a
total staff and faculty of 715, only 100 officers had been assigned for
over two years and only 18 for over three years. In the Artillery and
Missile School, the last four Assistant Commandants averaged 21.6 months
and the last four Directors of Instruction 16.7 months in their respec-
tive assignments. Figure D22-3 indicates the tenure of key positions
identified by the various schools. (In analyzing the submission to the
I )ard certain adjustments in space identification had to be generalized
d,.e to the organization of the various schools. The heads of the various
instructiuonal departments were identified and an average figure of tenure
determined).

26. The organization of our major schools and colleges provides for
a Commandant who is a major general and a Deputy or Assistant Commandant,
a brigadier general. The Commandant should be assigned for a period of
not less than three years to assure the desired continui,,, and to provide
the opportunity for this officer to implement programs which he has
developed. Assistant Commandants must be assigned for a period comparable
in length to that of the Commandant. The period of assignment should be
staggered by at least one year to provide essential overlap. These
officers are vulnerable to early termination of their tours of duty due
to transfer to other command or staff assignments or promotion out of
their positions. The Board accepts the imponderables of shifting Service
requirements and general officer promotions, but urges that stability be
a major consideration in the original assignmeut of a Commandant or
Assistant Commandant to a school. A further discussion of the command
echelon at Army schools, with particular reference to the Commandant/
Assistant Commandant relationship,is included in Appendix 21. Further,
the Board urges that, in practice as well as in theory, the tours of field
officers on staffs and faculties be stabill-ed at a minimum of three years
and company grade officers az a minimum of -:wo years -- with provision
for a possible year's extension in each instance.
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PART II

EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR AND CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS

The Educational Advisor

27. The position of the Educational Advisor is one of prime
importance in the school structure. Because of constantly changing
staffs and faculties, it falls to the lot of the Educational Advisor to
provide essential continuity and the creative spark to develop long range
educational programs. In some schools the Board found him a well-qual-
ified individual who had the respect and confidence of the entire faculty.
In other schools, he was more "window dressing" than trusted advisor.
In a few schools, the position was vacant. The Board te.±ognizes the
difficulty of obtaining a suitable individual, with an appropriate back-
ground in tle field of education, a congenial personality, a high degree
of motivation, and a willingless to harmonize his thinking with decisions

* of the school authorities. The Educational Advisor should participate
with the Commandant and Assistant Commandant in the formulation of school
policy and in the administration and supervision of the school's activi-
ties. It would seem logical that he serve in the Office of the Assistant

* Commandant or the Director of Instruction. He sbuld be provided with a
small staff to assist him in the discharge of his responsibilities. He
may be given general direction or specific assignments by the Commandant
or Assistant Commandant. He should, however, have sufficient freedom of
action to develop other projects on a self-generating basis as he recog-
nizes and identifies problem areas.

28. Responsibilities. It is difficult to define the i,'.i" of the
Educational Advisor'precisely due to the wide variation in the character
of Army schools. At the discretion of the Commandant, his responsibilities
and duties could include arj or all of the following:

a. As a part of the command group, assist in the development
of the program of instruction. While he will not have expertise in the
purely military portion of the curriculum, in many areas his knowledge
can make a major contribution to the effectiveness of the program.

b. Evaluate instructional techniques in the school and recom-
mend changes or direct research in this area, as appropriate.

c. Supervise and conduct instructor training .o-d refresher
courses and plan and coordinate a program of in-service training and
career development for both military and civilian instructors, supervisors,
or other civilian educational specialists assigned to the school.
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d. Provide guidance to the Evaluation Division with particular
reference to examination techniques, validity of examination questions and
analysis of examination effectiveness, including breadth.

e. Participate in an advisory capacity with the Faculty Board
in all matters relative to the determination of student class standing,
ratings, classification, proficiency or deficiency, as well as other
matters within his sphere of professional interest.

f. Monitor classes to the degree r~quired to be familiar with
their content and the method of presentation. While he may not be com-
petent to pass on matters of military doctrine and content, he should be
able to make valid judgements as to the time which should be alloted to
various phases of a unit of instruction.

g. Serve as a member of the Library Board and be in a position
to review suitable titles for the liorary and make recommendations for
the operation and administration of that facility.

h. Participate with the Commandi it and Assistant Commandant in
conferences at higher headquarters so as to know through dtrect contact
the intent and implications of the subjects discussed..

i. Serve as a member or advisor to boards est3blished for such

purposes as curriculum planning, student evaluation, examination review,
and analysis of extension courses.

J. Serve in a liaison capacity with the'Educational Advisors
of other military schools, with civilian colleges, and with educational
programs in industry. In view of his responsibilities in the field of
education, he must maintain close contact with the ed:cational community.

k. Prepare, administer, and evaluate end-of-course and post-
graduate student questionnaires.

1. Prepare studies as required in a broad range of problems
which are oriented toward educational procedures and techniques.

29. Tenure. The length of assignment of Educational Advisors has
caused some concern to the Board. A number of Advisors have served in
the same Army school or college for 15 to 20 years. While the Board
realizes that length of service in one installation has undoubted
advantages in continuity of experience and program planning, it also
has its disadvantages. The attainment of a certain degree of professional
competence through long association with a single institution may engender
complacency in an individual which is not conducive to bringing his full
abilities into play.
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EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR IN SCHOOL SYSTEM

SCHOOL ADVISOR
OR & DEGREES

COLLEGE GRADE .....

AWC None
C&GSC 15 PhD in Educational Psychology
INF 14 PhD in Industrial Education
ARM 13 Masters in Education
ARTY&MSL 12 Masters in Educational Psychology; PhD in

progress
AD 13 Masters in Education
ENGR 15 PhD in Education. Post PhD Fellowship,

Education
SIG 15 Masters in School Supervision. PhD in

Education in progress
SE SIG 14 Masters in Education
CML 14 Masters in Education, PhD in progress
OPRD 15 PhD in Education
QM 14 Masters in Education
TRANS 15 PhD in Education
AG 12 Masters in Psychology
FIN 13 Masters in History & Education. L.iD in

History & Education in progress
ASA 15 PhD in School Administration
CA None
AVN 14 PhD in Education
INTEL None
MP 14 PhD in Education
WAC None
CHAP None
JAG None
MED None Space fillet y qualified MC Officer - PhD

in Education
LOG MGMT 13 Masters in Education
Si' WFR 14 PhD in Education, Admin & Jurisprudence

FIG. D22-4
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30. In the academic world, professors and heads of departments go

from one college or university to another at somewhat infrequent in-
tervals. These changes are sometimes due to changes of administration,
more attractive financial considerations, a new and greater challenge to
the individual, or personal and family reasons. Such changes in academic
environment or positions have, in the opinion of the Board, a stimulating
effect upon the individual and should be a part of the Advisor's career
program and professional development. The Board is of the opinion that
the Educational Advisors should be rotated throughout the Army school
system to spread their expertise in the field of education through the
system and to broaden their viewpoints. The Board feels that a period

of six to eight years with one educational institution would be a desir-
3 •able target. This would permit the Educational Advisor to serve through

the normal tours of approximately three successive Commandants and
Assistant Commandants.

31. Career Development. Greater impetus should be given to the
career development of Educational Advisors and senior civilian instruct-
ors. In this area, the Board is of the opinion that Advisors should be
granted sabbatical leaves for study and research in the field of educa-
tior or related areas in consonance with their positions of responsibil-
ity in the school system. It is not contemplated that this period of
time should be spent in any of the schools or educational centers out-
lined in Department of the Army Civilian Personnel Regulations 950-16,
"Army Civilian Career Program for Education and Training." Rather it
is visualized that It be spent in residence at a recognized college or
university offering appropriate courses and research facilities from
which the Advisor would obtain maximum benefit.

32. Grade. Careful study of the regulation quoted above indicates
tL't the great mass of civilians in the Education and Training career
field are in the GS-10 and 11 category and that only 15 i 1.viduals are
in the highest grade authorized - GS-15. Figure D22-4 i .cates the
grades and educational qualifications of the Educational Advisor at all
Army schools and colleges.

S- 33. The Board is of the opinion that the top grade level authorized
for the Educational Advisor at Army schools and colleges should be GS-15.
The Board is further of the opinion that at the CONARC and Department of
Army (DA) levels, the Educational Advisor positions should be e.tablished
at the GS-16 level, which would put them more in line with relative
positions in the academic community. At the DA level, only one space is
alloted to L-e Educational Advisor, which limits him largely to staff
activities with inadequate time to visit schools within the Army system,
attend educational conferences, and participate in workshops pertinent
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to his field of interest. The same condition exists at CONARC. The
Board considers that an additional space should be provided each of
these headquarters, in a lower grade, to permit the senior Army Educa-
tional Advisors to participate more actively in the practical phases
of Army school and college operations.

Civilian Instructors at Branch Schools

34. The use of civilian instructors in the Army school system has
been a part of the Army edtcational pattern for a considerable period of
time. Maximum use of civilians was made when the Armor School was
established at Fort Knox, Kentucky, late in 1940. This was because the
majority of the courses taught in the early days of the school were in
the equipment area. With the cooperation of corporations supplying the
equipment, the School conducted a vigorous procurement program which
proved eminently icceesful. As a result of this effort, the Armor
School today has III civilian instructors, the bulk of whom are in the
Automotive, Communications and General Subjects Departments of the
school. The Signal School also makes broad use of civilians. It cur-
rently has a total of 182 civilian instructors, which approximates 35%
of its teaching staff.

35. The use of civilian instructors varies throughout the Aray
school system. The specific numbers as of 30 April are shown in Figure
D22-1.

36. Within a broha area of subject coverage, Army schools are
successfLlly utilizing civilian personnel as instructors, which indicates
that the procedure is sound. Civilian instructors provide a stability
in appropriate subject areas which cannot be obtained through other means.
Where civilian instructors are utilized, officer instructors should work
alongside them to provide a flow of new ideas and information from the
field.

37. It is recognized that, due to the complexities of the military
art, there are areas in which the use of the civilian instructor would
not be appropriate or feasible. During the survey of the Army school
system, it was observed that civilian instructors were producing ex-
"cellent results in the following areas: nomenclature, operation and main-
tenance of vehicles, weapons, and communications equipment; staff writ-
ing, speech techniques, and remedial reading; area studies, international
affairs, US foreign policy, and Commanism; logistics and management in
its various forms. While it is obvious that this list does not have
application throughout the Army school system, it is equally apparent
that all schools have areas in which civilian instructors can be used.
In certain cases, it may be appropriate to contract with civilian
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universities to obtain the full or part time services of professors in
desired disciplines. The InfaW,*y School is currently following this
practice in its extracurricul lective program. The Board believes
tha- a civilian instructor in the field of English composition and writ-
ing jhould be on the staff of all schools and colleges to provide expert
knowledge in the organization, structure, editing, and correction of
student staff studies, book reviews, theses, and research papers.

38. In view of the recent directivep issued by the Secretary of
Defense, it is evident to the Board that Commandatits should investigate
this area in depth and determine the areas where civilian instructors
can be used. The freeing of military personnel from certain instructor
positions will provide for the more effective utilization of military
personnel. In certain geographical areas the procuring of civilian per-
sonnel may pose a problem. In this connection, it may be in the Army's
interest to make on-post housing available on the same basis as for
military members of the staff and faculty in similar positions. A higher
wage scale in these areas would be important as a further stimulant for
employment. Retired non-Regular officers, at the termination of 20
years of service, provide a source of experienced personnel who are not
subject to the restrictions of the Dual Compensation Act. The current
restriction requiring a period of six months from the date of separation
of the officer, prior to his employment at a military installation,
should be waived.

Use of Civilians at the Army War Collele

39. The Board is of the opinion that a greater number of civilians
could be -ised to advantage on the faculty of the Army War College.
Certain of these individuals might be obtained from the Department of
State, International Cooperation Agency, United States Information
Agency, and like organizations. Outstanding professors might be obtained
from various colleges and universities on a one or two year sabbatical.
Such a program has been successful at the Naval War College and the
National War College. A salary conmensurate with the position would pro-
bably have to be established at a GS-15 rating or higher. A careful sur-
vey of the academic field might uncover professors approaching retirement
who would find such an assignment attractive on a continuing basis.

40. In addition to the %bove, courses could be presented by pro-
fessors from such nearby instittutions as John Hopkins University, the
University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Pittsburgh on a con-
tract basis. These universities have highly trained and competent staffs,
and arrangements might be made for a series of lectures by a single
individual in a definite area, thus providing the essential continuity
of thought.
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CONCLUSIONS

41. School authorities should maintain a close working relation-
ship with career branches in the Office of Personnel Operations and the
offices of the chiefs of the professional services to insure the selec-
tion of qualified personnel for the staffs and faculties of the schools.

42. Because of their lack of any practical Army experience, grad-
uates of branch basic classes should not be retained at the school as
instructors.

43. Unless a student at the Army War College has a specific ex-
pertise developed during his prior Army service and particularly needed
at the College, he should not be considered for retention on the
faculty.

44. A review of staff and faculty authorizations by grade in the
various Army schools, to include their categorization into instructor,
supervisory, and support positions, should be made.

45. A training program for supervisors as well as instructors
should be established in all schools below the War College level in the
Army school system.

46. Selected members of the staffs and faculties should attend
conferences of educational organizations to keep abreast of the latc•t
developments in the academic field. Further, an annual conference
should be held :or Directors of Instruction and Educational Advisors in
the Army school system under the direction of HUMIRRO or another appro-
priate agency.

47. Closer liaison should be established between the various
schools of the Army system, as well as with schools of the other Services.

48. Expanded use of officers with advanced degrees should be made
within the Army school system in the interests of raising the technical
and professional competence of the staffs and faculties. Aggressive
action should be taken to have additional position requirements for such
degrees validated both for initial utilization and reutilization tours.

49. Greater tenure of the staffs and faculties throughout the Army
school system is essential for the sound and progressive development of
the schools composing the Army system.

50. All schools and colleges should obtain a well-qualified
Educational Advisor, and the Commandant should clearly define the
duties and responsibilities of the position.
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51. A rotation plan for Educational Advisors should be put into

effect at an early date, coupled with opportunities for sabbatical leav.

to engage in graduate studies. The top grade level authorized for
Educational Advisors at most Army schools and colleges should be GS-15;
the senior Army Educational Advisors at the Continental Army Command
and Department of the Army level should be authorized GS-16 grades.

52. Educational Advisors should attend various educational con-
ferences.

53. All Commandants should determine the number of civilians who
can be used profitably as instructors and begin their procurement at an
early date, to relieve military personnel for other duties. Use should
be made of professors from adjacent universities to assist in presenting
academic instruction, with particular reference to electives.

54. The current restriction on employing non-Regular officers,
requiring a six months period between separation and employment of the
Department of the Army, should be waived insofar as Army schools and
colleges are concerned.

55. Prominent civilian educators on sabbaticals from their
universities or highly qualified civilians from other governmental
agencies sgould be added to the staff and faculty of the Army War College.
Considera..ion should be given to contracting with adjacent colleges for
the presentation of a series of l :ures in appropriate courses.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SYSTEM OF ARML OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 23

STUDENT TESTING AND EVALUATION

PURrOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze the methods pre-
sently used to examine and evaluate students, and the final academic
report required on student performance in courses of instruction in
Army schools and colleges.

BACKGROUND

2. Student testing and evaluation have plagued the Army school
system for generations. They are subjects of constant study and review
throughout the academic community. Army schools use normal examination
procedures as covered in FM 21-6, "Techniques of Military Instruction."
The number, type and frequency of examinations is left to the discretion
of the Commandant. Army Regulation 623-106, "Personnel Efficiency Rat-
ings - Academic Reports," and DA Form 1059, "Academic Report," are used
in rating and evaluation. Students are evaluated by faculty advisors,
instructors, and peers, and by other methods at the discretion of the
Commandant. The Human Resources Research Office (HUMRRO) of George
Washington University has prepared a technical report on "Controlling
the Quality of Training," which is pertinent to the ensuing dicussion.

DISCUSSION

3. Three methods of student evaluation are recognized and used
throughout the Army school system: examinations or tests; personal
rating by the faculty through various methods of observation; and
student rating through the "peer system." These methods are discussed
In' ensuing paragraphs.

Examination and Testing

4. The chief purpose of testing is to permit examining personnel
to reach judgmento concerning the students being tested. If these

Preceding page blank 761
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judgments are to be valid, they must be based on dependable tests. If
the measuring instrument is unreliable, a judgment based ott it is neces-
sarily of doubtful value.

5. 1M 21-6 devotes two chapters to the method of developing test
questions, construction of examinations, problem solving, methods of
incerpreting test results, and arrival at a final test score. This -
coverage is thorough and discussion of techniques in this appendix will
be only of a general nature.

a. Objective Type Tests. A major effort is being made today
in our civilian colleges, universities, and industry, to develop sound

and valid testing techniques. Test publishing is estimated tO be a
$25,000,000 a year business and is growing steadily. A good part of this,
activity is involved in the production of multiple choice or objective
type tests. Dr. Banesh Hoffman, one-time test consultant to the West-
inghouse Annual Science Talent Search, discusses this type of testing
in blunt terms:

"Multiple choice tests corrupt education. :They
discriminate against the most able students.
They penalize depth, subtlety, creativity,
intellectual honesty and superior knowledge."

In spite of this view, which is widely held, this method of testing is
used tocay in the field of education, in military schools as well as
in civilian institutions. Because of its limitations, it must be used
with care. With this type of test it is easy to reward the wrong student
and penalize some of the better ones, who, based on experience in depth,
analyze the wording of a question, and have sufficient imagination to
conclude that there is not always one right answer when a question is
faultily constructed. Question construction, therefore, becomes a vital
element in this type of testing. In the analyris of oojective type
quiestions, such as true or false, multiple choice, and matching items,
each question should be reviewed to determine that it is reasonably
devoid of clues as to the correct answer, and to determine that the conl-
struction of each item is such that it will measure the student's
absorption of instruction and his ability to form pound judgments. All
these forms of testing may be used in a single examination. Correcting
examination papers can be a time-consuming task. The objective type
examination lends itself to the use of electronic equipment, which not
only corrects the examination but provides the evaluator with the
necessary information to determine the validity of the individual
"uestions. Its use throughout the school system is recognized as a

asonably effective method of testing without imposing a heavy burden
.t the faculty.
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b. Subjective Type Tests. The subjective or essay type

"examination is an effective means of measuring a student's ability tc
okganize ard express his thoughts. The question cannot be answered
unless the student has a complete opinion of the subject. Many in-
.tructors feel that when a student is not sure of an answer he willseek to strike the correct solution through a long dissertation. This

tan be prevented by allowing only the required space for the answer on
J• . the test paper; Essay type examinations also disclose a student's

ability to express himself it writing, organize his thoughts in proper
sequence,.spell correctly, and punctuate accurately. In view of theL personnel limitations of staff and faculty, essay type examinations
are not practical for an entire course. They should, however, be used
at criticalphases throughout 4he academic year and be appropriately
weighted in determining a student's grade. As an alternative to sim-
plify the processing of examinations, several subjective or essay type
questions.could be combined with a larger number of objective type
questions.

*c. Petformance Type Tests. Performance tests are used ex-
tcnsively in the branch career courses and at the Command and General
Staff College. This type of test measures how well the student can
perform a given piece of 4ork such as solving technical problems and
map exercises. It combines the characteristics of a written test with
actual performance, since the student is required to present oral
solutions as well as a written analysis in a given situation. (See
Annex D, Appendixj4).

0. Individual Research Papers. All officer career courses,
except the basic course, require various types of individual research
papers, to include staff studies, book reports, articles for profes-
sional publications, essays, theses, and the like. These papers are
graded or reviewed by individual faculty members except at the Command
and General Staff College, where each paper is graded independently by
two members of the faculty. At the A:my War College they are reviewed
only for conformance with high professional standards. It is difficult
to correlate methods used by various faculty members in correcting
research papers. One may approach the problem with a different concept
than another; the first few papers may be more critically analyzed than
the remainder, since an accumulation of opinions expressed by various
students has a subconscious impact on the mental processes of the
grader. To provide against such errors in the analysis of papers,
particularly in the branch school career (advanced) courses, those
falling below accepted standards could be reviewed further by a fac-
ulty committee prior to a determination of the final rating. A
civilian instructor, especially qualified in English composition as
referred to in Appendix 22, should be a member of the committee.
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Review of Examinations

6. In most Army schools, generally at the Director of Instruc-
tion level, there is a Review and Evaluation Division or similarly
titled staff section. Examinations should be reviewed by this section
to insure uniformity in question construction and general examination
composition. 7eview of problem-solving examinations such as map
exercises should generally be conducted by a board of officers, in-
cluding at least one member of the Review and Evaluation Division.
Care must be taken not to include more situations in the -amination
than can be appropriately handled in the allotted time. Frequently,
instructors find that examination time is insufficient to introduce
and discuss all situations. Those not covered are often banded out
en masse to the students with the solutions. Such a procedure is
frustrating to the student and indicates an inadequate review ,,f the
unit of instruction. The review of tests .1-d examinations requires
a high order of professional and educational competence. In addition
to the supervision exercised by the Review and Evaluation Division or
similar section, the Educational Advisor can be of major assistance in
advising the staff and faculty in all phases of examination techniques.

Time Allotted for Examinations

7. This appendix does not propose to review the time allotted
for examinations throughout the Arity schools. It is noted, however,
that in the basic course of the major combat arms schools it varies
from 25 to 31 hours. In the career courses the time varies from 57
to 59 hours. A study of examinations in the specialist courses
throughout the school system indicates that the time allotted for
examinations is adequate and consistent, predicated on the length of
the various courses. At the Command and General Staff College, 32
hours of total curriculum time are allotted to examinations of a
formal type. This figure does not include the time devoted to situa-
tion-type preser.ttions during the problem-solving phase of various
tactical exercises.

8. Since training time for newly commissioned officers is
limited, the Board is of the opinion that the time presently allotted
to formal examinations in basic courses of nine weeks is excessive
when compared with the career course of 35 weeks. The time gained
could be more effectively used in instruction. Where required,objec-
tive and "hands-on" types of examinations should be employed. The
latter type is particularly suited to examination in weapons, mainte-
nance, and communications subjects. Test results thus obtained would
be useful in determining both the quality of the instruction and the
retention factors of the individual student. Testing in the career
course is obviously required and officers at this level should be
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accurately measured as to their academic performance; hours allotted
are not considered excessive. The same general observation obtains for
the C&GSC course. No formal examinations are conducteo at the Army War
College. Students are rated through research papers, theses, committee
and seminar participation, and frequent observation'. The Board is of
the opinion that these methods are adequate for a sound evaluation at

this educational level.

Feculty Ratings

a. Instructor Evaluation. Classes at branch schools and the
C&GSC vary widely in size. Career course classes vary from a low of 25
officers to a high of approximately 190 and average about 70 students.
If students other than Active US Army are included, the classes increase
to a high of almost 225 and average around 90. The C&GSC class currently
has 750 students and will have 1,344 if the proposals of this Board are
accepced. It is manifestly difficult for instructors to evaluate stu-
dents accurately except where classes or teaching groups are small. In
class presentations, the instructor directs his efforts toward tech-
niques, subject matter, class control, and interest-creating factors
essential for sound instruction. His burdens are greatly increased by
superimpesing upon him the necessity for determining the academic rat-
ing of the students. In large schools the instructor is acquainted
with only a small percentage of the class. Through personal contact
and the comments of other instructors, fortified by his rxperiences with
those who participate to the greatest degree in discussions, he reaches
judgments concerning the outstanding studeuts. In many cases, however,
he is unable to develop sufficient data to evaluate all students fairly.
His attempts to do so represent a problem in objective management.

b. Faculty Advisor Evaluation. If the faculty advisor tech-
nique is to be effective, the advisor must interview the individual
student several times during the course of instruction, establish a

social as well as a professional relationship, and prepare periodic
reports on his other-than-academic qualities. Outstanding and poor
students are readily identified. Accurate evaluations of the more nu-
merous students in the middle area are difficult. The varying charac-
teristics of the advisors themselves and the correlation of their re-
ports are factors in determining a student's final standing in relation
to students in other groups. It would be difficult to adopt an effec-
tive faculty advisor system throughout Army schools and colleges without
an increase in personnel.

Peer Ratings

9. The value of peer ratings is predicated on the size of the
group, length and type of course, and characteristics evaluated. In
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large groups, peer ratings of the entire group are of doubtful value.
Again, the best and worst can be isolattid but the system is not sensi-
tive to the large average block. Peer ratings should be restricted to
groups of 20 or less students in courses of several months' duration.
In larger groups, ratings should be restricted to a few easily observed
characteristics, such as "ability to present orally," and the fact that
the students are being rated should be announced at the beginning of the
instruction.

Analysis of Means Available

10. From the foregoing analysis of testing methods and personal
evaluation it is clear that, while the objective type test, if care-
fully drafted, provides a reasonably effective measuring device, the
essay and performance type examinations give the most valid results.
Due to practical limitations, these latter type examinations cannot
be used throughout an entire course of instruction. Faculty advisezr
and peer ratings provide personal evaluations of the students which
are reasonably sound but tend to lack discrimination except for the
top and bottom of the class.

Numerical Rating

11. Students may be listed in a numerical order of academic
standing or be placed in percatiles of the class. Both of these
systems depend upon examination results which may be supplemented
by faculty advisor or peer evaluations.

a. Reporting Order of Rank. Considerable attention was
given by the Board to the subject of whether or not students should be
reported in a numerical order of rank as a part of their final evalua-
tion. This system has produced certain unfavorable results in the
past. Students attempt to anticipate school solutions or learn only
what the instructor emphasizes or what i,'In the text material, rather
than to develop the capability of solving problems and arriving at
decisions based upon principles and facts. It is the opinion of the
Board that reporting by numerical rank is of doubtful value and mili-
tates against the best interests of the officer. For example, gradu-
ates of the United States Military Academy (USMA) who select the Corps
of Engineers traditionally come from the upper 15% to 20 of their
class. These same officers later attend basic and career courses at
the Engineer School. If they were rated numerically, a large number
of them would fall in the lower portioE of the class. Such a rating
system obviously imposes unrealistic competition.
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b. Reporting by Thirds. The placing of students in the
upper, middle or lower third of a class is but an outgrowth of the
numerical rating system adopted when the Army realized that such a
rating was an injustice to the officer. To soften the numerical sys-
tain, the class was divided into thirds by the simple subdivision of
the numerical ratings. In a class of 600 students, this method places
officers who are numbers 1 and 200 in the upper third, and numbers 401
and 600 in the lower third. The Board is of the opinion that the
arbitrary subdivision of students may be a greater injustice to the
officer than the order of rank system, and is an undesirable solutior
to the problem.

c. The Commandant's List. In civilian colleges and uni-
versities, and at the USMA, high ranking students are identified by
being placed on a Dean's List. This list is based upon grades deter-
mined through examinations, term papers, and methods of evaluation
which vary considerably in different institutions. It is an honor
to be on the Dean's List; however, it has no bearing upon a student's
success or failure in the business or professional community to which
he becomes affiliated after graduation. In lieu of a numerical rating
or percentile division, the Board suggests that the Army establish in
its school system a Commandant's List. The List should contain the
names of the students selected, based on such tests or evaluations as
the Commandant may consider pertinent. Because of wide variation in
the size of classes and length of courses in the Army school system,
the individual Commandants should be charged with establishing suit-
able percentage factors or cut-off scores foi inclusion of officers
on the List. A range of 107. to 25% of the class appears appropriate.
If a 207. factor were applied to the average career (advanced) class
in the combat arms schools, 30 to 45 students would be named on the
Commandant's List, an area considered suitable by the Board. Where
the course length makes it practical, the Commandant's List should
be posted initially around the middle of the course; in all cases the
final List should be announced and recorded at the end of the course.
The highest rated student on the Commandant's List should be recog-
nized as the "Distinguished Graduate" and the following four students
as "Honor Graduates." This method would identify the outstanding
students of the class and permit the remainder to be announced as
graduates without reference to class standing.

Narrative Description of Officer

12. Army Regulation 623-106, "Personnel Efficiency Ratings,
Academic Reports," provides for a comprehensive description of an
officer student. Such a description is valuable only when it is
based upon factual information, sufficient contact with the officer,
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and frequent observation of him during his professional duties and
social activities while in residence at 'the school or college. When
a faculty member is responsible for preparing a substantial number of
such descriptive statements, they tend to become trite, meaningless
and distressingly similar. Even with a fairly comprehensive faculty
advisor system such as that at the Command and GeneralStaff Collegel,
an apprairFdl of an officer is not included in the descriptive section
of the rr~nnrt because of "insufficient opportunity for individual
observation." The sams situation obtaitis in the eateet courses of
mnost of the larger schools. In smaller branch schools, a-reasonably
valid analysis appears possible. This is certainly true at the Army
War College, where'course and research advisors *are assigned on the
basis of one to each 6-8 students. Such an advisor system provides
an effective method of analyzing student progress and su~fficient per-
sonal contact to. draw sound conclusions as to his performance and
suitability for higher command and staff assignments.

Academic Report (DA Form 1059)

13. With specifi.n reference to the Academic Report (See DA
Form 1059 at Figure D23-l)v the Board considers that:

a. Item 10, which currently provides for ranking of
students by thirds, should be revised as follows:

10. Indicate Number of Students Graduated and Number on Commandant's-
List.' (Place an "1X" in appropriate block)

Number on
Number of Commandant's Commandant's Distinguished Honor
Cradwiates-List--- List 03 Grad. E3 Gradute

b. The following items of the amended report should be
completed for the schools and courses indicated:

(1) Branch Schools~

(a) Basic Course - Items 1 thru 10. Under Item.
15, enter hours devoted to counterinsurgency or other required entry

of similar nature.

(b) Career Course -Items 1 thru 15. If appli-
cable, enter the fact that the officer was on the Commandant's List
and where appropriate check the Distinguished Graduate or Honor
Graduate block. Enter in Item 15 such comments on the officer's per-
formance and potential as the School Commandant may consider practicalI
and equitable to the officer and the Army.
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(c) Specialist Courses - Same as for career course
when course is for period of 60 calendar days or more. Reports are notrequired for courses less than 60 days in length.

(2) Command & General Staff College
Same as for career course

(3) Army War College
Complete, to include a full description of theofficer in Item 15.

c. AR 623-106 should be changed to reflect the recommenda-

tions contained herein.

Elimination of Students

14. While all of"'ers attend the career (advanced) course, only
about 507I are selected attend the C&GSC, and a far smaller percent-
age attends the Army War College. Thus the career (advanced) course
represents the time and place foi a careful screening of Army officers
to determine their true potential. It is here chat officers of doubt-
ful value to the service should be identified, and it is here that
elimination action should be taken by school Commandants. Only officers
in the upper registry of competence, professional qualification, and
motivation should be selected to attend the two Army colleges. While
the Comiandants of thie colleges have responsibilities parallcl to those
of Commandants of the branch schools, the need to eliminate students
at the college level should occur rarely.

CONCLUSIONS

15. Objective and hands-on performance type tests should be
used in branch school basic courses to deter-pine the quality of in-
struction and the retention factors cf ind. tal students.

16. All types of examinations, to include objective, essay, and
performance types, should be employed in branch career (advanced) and
Command and General Staff College courses. Additionally, students
should be graded on individual research papers and oral presentations.

17. Written examinations are not appropriate in the Army War
College resident course. Students should be evaluated on the basis
of individual research papers, committee and seminar participation,
oral presentation, and frequent faculty obseivation.
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18. Test and examination methods employed at various Army schools

require continuing analysis and refinement to insure their suitability,
validity, and proper proportional use. Examinations sliould be subjected
to rigorous review by an evaluation group or agency with a high order of
professional anu educational competence.

19. Instructor evaluations, faculty advisor ratings, and peer
system placement are .ools in the evaluating process which must be
used with care and complete objectivity if employed to supplement ex-
amrination results.

20. Placement of students in order of rank or in percentage
blocks is not a valid or equitable method of evaluating students in
officer career or specialist courses within the Army school system.

21. In lieu of placing students in order of rank or in thirds,
a Commandant's List, similar to the Dean's List in civilian colleges,
containing the names of the top students of the clasr, should be used
throughout the Army school system. Distinguished and honor graduates
within this list should be named.

22. Item 10 of the Academic Report (DA Form 1059) should be
revised to delete the requirement for rating students in thirds and
to iaiclude the designation of students on the Commandant's List as
well as Distinguished and Honor Graduates as indicated specifically
in paragraph 15 above. The descriptiva statement in Item 15 should
be completed for all students at the Army War College resident course.
Such comments on the performance and potentiO of students in other
courses as the School Commandant considers practical and equitable to
the officer concerned may be entered in Item 15.

23. AR 623-106 should be changed to reflect the recommendations
contained herein.

24. Commandants should be constantly alert to the need to
eliminate students considered to be of doubtful value to the Army.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SYSTEM OF ARMY OFFICER SCIOOl .tN

APPENDIX 24

INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES AND TECHNIQUES

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix concerns itself -with innovations in ucational
practices and techniques as well as new uses of known training aids.

Methods of instruction and equipment for education, with appropriate
examples, are discuised. Sources of innovation and methods of dissemi-
nation of information regarding their use are presented as a means to
improve the effectiveness of the Army school system.

BACKGROUND

2. The Army's educational practices and techniques are considered
by the Board to be generally outstanding. Personnel in industry and in
educational institutions visited by the Board uniformly remarked that
they had drawn heavily on military methods in their educational systems.

3. During the course of this study, Board members visited a
number of organizations doing research in education, including the
American Management Association (AMA), American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company, Chrysler Motors Corporation, Columbia Teachers College,
General Electric Company, General Motors Corporation, International
Business Machines Corporation (IBM), Rand Corporation (RAND), and
Systems Developmeat Corporation (SDC). All schools and colleges
visited by the Board were checked for innovation and plans for the
future.

4. Although the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel is assigned
responsibility for individual training, training research is conducted
under the general staff supervision of the Chief of Research and
Development. The Army's major training research effort is performed
by the Human Resources Research Office (HUMRRO), a contract organiza-
tion administratively under the George Washington University. The
US Army Human Engineering Laboratories and the US Army Personnel
Research Office contribute to solving training problems.

Preceding page blank
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DISCUSSION

5. When applied to education and training, the definition of
innovation is extremely broad. The Board took it to mean deliberate,
novel, specific change in an educational system's methods, techniques,
and devices, designed to enhance its capability to accomplish its
goals. This study considers innovations that aze, or are close to,
being introduced into the system, and searches into the educational
environment of the future.

6. The Board was not able to find a master plan for the gradual
reorientation or relocation of schools to develop "cente~rs of learning,"
as discussed in Annex D, Appendix 21. A long range plan is required
which will control construction and lead to the desired grouping of
like schools. Professional advice on details of building design that
allow installation and use of modern training aids should be sought
and made a prerequisite to final approval of the plan.

Methods

7. Methods used by faculty members are perhaps the most economical
means of innovation and, in most Army schools, are under constant
scrut.ny. In civilian schools, teaching methods are left entirely to
the instructor. Unless individual teachers publish their methods, the
academic world would never learn of new techniques which they develop.
Military instructors, on the other hand, are evaluated frequently,
counseled on improvement, (see FM 21-6, Techniques of Military Instruc-
tion), and their accomplishments published. An even better source of
new methods is Army sponsored educational research. The role of the
educational advisor at Army schools is discussed in Annex D, Appendix
22. While it is true that the Army has pioneered in methods of
instruction, improvement of the functions of teaching, learning,
retraining, and applying knowledge and skills is a never-finished task.

8. Research in the field of educational techniques and methods
is conducted by many organizations throughout government and the
civilian economy. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW), for example, has approximately seven tons of reports on the
subject. Obviously, time available to this Board did not permit an
exploration and exploitation of this amount of information, although
visits by the Board revealed a vast fund of knowledge in publications
of HUMRRO, RAND, SDC, and other organizations under contract to the
government. Some of these should be made available to Army schools.
A few of the newer methods of instruction now employed in the educa-
tional world are discussed in ensuing paragraphs.
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9. Ability grouping is used in many civilian schools, and at
" US Military Academy. Students attending a course are divided into

as groups according to ability so that each group is relatively
.owogeneous, and can be instructed at maximum rate. The main advantage
of ability grouping is the easing of the burden on the teacher and
the pressure on the student. A disadvantage is the loss of stimulation
gained from the quicker students. Ability grouping is best employed
in high-volume, fast-moving instructional programs from which at laast
a small proportion of graduates are trained or educated to the limit
of their capability; it is appropriate in large Army schools.

10. Case studies have been used as a method for presenting manage-
ment instruction for many years,, There has been a gradual evolution
in the technique of their use as indicated by the examples described
below. All Army schools should study the case method and its varia-
tions to determine its valup in the accomplishment of their mi-sions.
It has been employed successfully at the Army Logistics Management
-*enter, the Army Management School, the Civil Affairs School, and
others. At least two variations or: the case study technique are

worthy of note: iole playing and incident process.

a. Role playing is intended to bring about an awareness of
interpersonal relationships and related factors. Students perform

arsigned roles as participants in the case and thereby develop a
greater awareness of human relations and increased skill in handling
such relationships.

b. Incident process is closely related to the case method
in that the group's attention is focused on the written description
of a situation and its inherent problems. Unlike the role method, no
detailed summary of the problems and events is given. Instead, the
problems and events relevant to the given situation are in the hands
of the discussion leader and are given out only as they are asked for
by questions from the group. In this manner, participants are forced
to reconstruct the various incidents surrounding a given problem situa-
tion. Incident process has the advantage, over the standard case
method, of injecting more realism into the group discussion.

11. Decision-making courses are being used extensively by industry
at the present time. Two of the most widely used are those developed
by Kepner-Tregoc and Associates, Inc., and the American Management
Association. Commanders, managers, and educators alike have recognized
that it is much easier to txain an individual to perform duties such
as operational and strategic planning, financial and me'teriel manage-
ment, and personnel administration than it is to supply him with an
understanding of the reasoning processes involved. Reasoning processes
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are still not widely understood, and the advent of computers and data
processing appears to have compounded the confusion. On tive one hand,
responsible individuals are urged to employ computers to assist in
the solution of their problems, and, on the other hand, they are
reminded frequently that such mechanisms and procedures cannot make
their decisions for them. To make a sound decision an individual
needs sound judgment. This is a compound of cxperience, values, and
innate abilities which may dictate courses of action that are not
necessarily products of mathematical reasoning. Settirg up objectives
and policies often requires inventiveness, but the commander or
manc.ger must have the capacity to reason systematically and recognize
significant factors. This has been recognized by the Army in courses
on decision-making that have existed since the inception of the school
system. For example, the estimate of the situations and the staff
study are actually decision-mak!ng processes. Systems analysis,
operations research, and other techniques (see Annex D, Appendix 11)
are steps in the evolution of decision-making. Each Army school must
contribute to this evolution as part of its program of command and
management instruction (see Annex D, Appendices 9 and 10), and the Army
must develop new techniques and apply them broadly to the decision-
making processes. Army schools and colleges can then employ a uniform
approach. The Army Logistics Management Center (ALM1) and the Army
Management Eng ueer Training Agency (AMETA) present advanced decision-
mak"", techniLues in their courses.

12. Electives in Army service schools were considered such an
important innovation that an entire appendix has been assigned to the
subject (Annex D, Appendix 26).

13. Flexible scheduling is being employed in a number of civilian
schools and colleges. There is only a gradual realization that lectures,
conferences, seminars, and other gatherings for education or training
should not be held to class schedules of fixed length. No Service
school visited by the Board has employed flexible sci•eduling on a formal
basis, although a few have experimented with the method.

14, Gaming techniques have been employed by the Army for many
years •for example, the two-sided map maneuver, command post exercise,
and logistical exercise). The use of games as a teaching aid is newer,
and is closely associated with the use of case histories, role playing
and incident processing. Mich of the woik in this field has been done
with management gaming, and has been devoted mainly to the conscruction
of mathematical models around which simulation exercises are structred.
W.th hundreds of management games now in existence, the techniques and
results may be examined more closely to see what kind of learning may
be induced in the gaming group. Several service schools are employing
jaming techniques successfully, including ALMC and AMETA, and many
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others are investigating the feasibility of doing so.

15. Programed instruction has been defined as a method of
teaching that enables a student to learn at his own pace with a
minimum of formal instruction. More specifically it involves the
presentation of a sequence of material to be learned, organized in
such a way that the student may respond appropriately. The programmed
instruction may be presented by book or machine, or be computer-
assisted. The Army school system has worked with this method since
its inception. Not all schools have used it, and those that do employ
many forms of the method. For example, the Medical Field Service
School uses the workbook method of programmed instruction to teach
basic mathematics. Other Army schools now using this method include
the Adjutant General, Artillery, Army Security Agency, Chemical,
Engineer, Ordnance Guided Missile, Primary Helicopter, and Quarter-
master Schools. Approximately 275 programmed instruction packages
have been developed and are in use in Army schools. The "teaching
machine" has been used by several schools, but only the US Military
Academy has programed instruction incorporating the abe of au
electronic computer. Though programmed instruction is not really a
new method, it is mentioned here becarse of the continuing development
of the technique and the possibility that there will be increased-need
for its use in military schools. Educational advisors of service
schools visited by the Board reported that, ii some subjects, students
using programed instruction learn as efrectively as (and mort
efficiently than) conventionally taughz students. There is some
doubt that existing programs really individualize the instruction,
but programmed instruction does break the traditional. lockstep of
classroom procedure, and in so doing, it takes individualized instruc-
tion an enormous stride forward. It is claimed in recent papers
that programmers can do much more to approximate the tutorial situation
and that programmed instruction can provide teachers with the opportunity
to work with students individually. Many teachers hope to take
advantage of programmed instruction in the decade ahead.

16. Sensitivity training, also known as "T-Group" or "Laboratory"
training, has been developed during the last ten years by a number of
social scientists affiliated with the National Training Laboratory for
Group Development in Washington, D. C., a division of the National
Education Association. A series of annual programs are conducted
throughout the country. The core of this educational method for
improving social interaction (or communicating) is thL t'T" (for
training) Group, which consists of ten to fifteen individuals and a
trainer who meet for a number of successive periods. A rather common
pattern involves a two-week period during which the T-Group meets daily
for two hours. The T-Group supplies its own content for learning in
the form of the behavior of its members during its meetings. This
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behavior includes social interactions of all kinds which are utilized
by the individuals to increase their understanding of the impact of
their own behavior on' others, and of the phenomena of group activity

;and their significance. Though the method is still in its infancy, a
number of Army schools have tested it and found it ,aluable. The Army
Management School and the ALMS found it valuable in developing leader-
ship, management skill, and'decision-making techniques, in managing
group pressures, and in achieving one's oun g,•Is. Industry is
participating in this type of trairing and s¶- oral corporations are
enthusiastic as to the results.

17. Team teaching, long utilized in Army training centers and
the troop training environment, has also found its way into the
classroom. A small group of teachers jointly plans and carries out
the lparning experiences' for a larger-than-usual group of students.
As an extension of the teacher-aide practice, this -qas considered a
new technique in civilian schools as recently as 1955-1956, although
military schools have employed it mueh longgr, and almost all Army
schools are employing it at the present time.

Equipment

18. Educational and training innovations involving hardwE, are
almost unlimited. Thousands of teaching aids were displayed at the
AMA meeting on the Impact of Educational Technology in New York in
1965 and the 1965 Audio-Visual, Pictorial, and Educational TV Expo-
sition in Washington, D. C. The cost of these aids ranges from a few
cents fot magnetic paint to millions of dollars for computers. A few
examples are discussed in ensuing paragraphs.

19. Educational television (TV) is already installed in many
Army, schools as the result of a program started in 1949. CONARC
announced in August 1965 that additional contract awards totaling
alaost 1.7 million dollars for this type of equipment had been signed.
These contracts called for the installation of equipment at 17 schools
and training centers early in 1966. Although the use of TV will not
reduce the number of faculty members needed, benefits are expected in
the form of standardized instruction in common subjekts, exploitation
of the best instructors, and more efficient training of officers in
some subject areas. The Army is expected to expand further the use of
educational TV as a training aid during the next decade, possibly
ýending to an Army school TV network. Expansion of educational TV
by the civilian educational world will lead to method and equipment
improvements. The Board noted a scarcity of An y school faculty
members trained in the use of TV and considers that att increase in
their number and quality is desirable.
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:s20h Comnuters are widely used in the administrative support of

SA2my schoolsanu a few schools have computer-assisted exercises. The
Continental Army Educational Data System (CONEDS) is to be tested in
FY 66 in a unit complex consisting of a large computer configuration
at the Infantry School and satellite computers at the Aviation, Civil
Affairs, Chemical, Military Police, Ordnance Guided Missile, South-
eastern Signal, Special Warfare and Women's Army Corps Schools. This
system has been proved feasible by CONARC and availability of funds
is the only real obstacle to widespread application of the system.
Active support of the system, including installation, would prepare
Army schools for the implementation of computer-assisted educational
methods such as are now being field-tested at IBM, RAND, SDC, and
other research and development organizations. The Board believes that
the Army should give additional attention and financial support to this
base for the "classroom of the future."

21. Specialized training areas, though used principally for the
training of enlisted men, make instruction in the field more meaningful

for officers. Three examples are the Infantry School construction
project Combat in Cities, now scheduled for completion in FY 69; the
radiological training area completed at the Chemical School in FY 65;
and Casualty Lane, at the Medical Field Service School, portraying
nuclear weapcas employment effects on personnel. Many Army schools
have specialized training areas but the nature of the requirements
changes with the evolution of the art of warfare. Continual research
and development of these training aids is necessary.

22. Audio-Visual equipme t a Army schools is under continuous
review. New equipment is procured as needed and improved equipment is
given high priority. However, as in all innovation, there is often
resistance to change. A prime example is the 8mm sound film cartridge
loaded for self-instruction, library reference study, and special
purpose use. It has not been employed at any Army service school,
although a study has been made at CONARC, its desirability has been
established and it has been under study by echelons higher than CONARC
for over two years. Tie equipment, pertinent subject films, and
educational techniques have been on the market for several years. Dr.
Louis Forsdale, Professor at Teachers College, Columbia University, and
the principal investigator in the Project in Educational Communication
at Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of School Experimentation, is an
outstanding authority on 8mm film and has offered his advice and
services to the Army through this Board. The Board, after consultation
with Columbia Teachers College and CONARC, believes that the Army should
give ?riority to CONARC's proposal and finance early instaliat-n of the
necessary 8mm projection equipment.
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Research and Exchange of Findings

23. A number of conferences have been devoted to advancing
educational innovation: the White House Conferences on Education;
the conferences sponsored by the National Commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards, aiud the Educational Policies
Commission of the National Education Association. Other new groups
organized to further educational innovation are the special curriculum
study groups financed by the Nati -al Science Foundation, such as the
Physical Science Study Committee (which itself led to a supporting
organization, Educational Services, Inc.); the Educational Facilities
Instruction; the Learning Resources Institute; the Center for Pro-
grammed Instruction; and the National Education Reporting Service.
In addition, new projects are being created steadily within univerqi-
ties, like the Center for Research on Human Learning at Stanford, and
the Yale-Hamden Hall Respnnsive Environment Study. These organiza-
tions, and many more, are available for consultation with faculty
representatives of Army schools. The Board confer ed with representa-
tives of the Department of Health, Education, and %!lfare and the
National Education Association, and concludes that ui-ese government
and non-government organizations should be visited regularly and
frequently.

24. Time and funds will not permit visits by representat Tes of
all Army schools to all of the ,rgznizations indicated above. 'he
Board is cognizant of thF many scheduled meetings of service sctool
personnel, but concludes that a biennial seminar is desirable, tc
alternate with the currently programmed Instructors' Conferethce held
by the branch schools. The proposed new seminar should bring together
representatives of all Army service schools and colleges; selected
representativez' of civilian schools and con'eges; representatives of
government schools, research and develop. -. institutions; and audio-
visual business representatives to discuss teaching innovations and
new equipment. These biennial seminarn would probably have to be held
at the larger Army posts, and the board suggests the first meeting at
the Infantry School in FY 67.

CONL..USIONS

25. While the Army has long been a leader in educational and
instructional innovation, continued support of a strong research and
development program in this field is required to maintain this
leadership.

26. Directors of Instruction and instructors at Army schools
(both military and civilian) should study methods and equipment discussed
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2.n paragraphs 11-22 as well as other methods, testing procedures,
personnel management and counseling procedures by which education can
be accomplished more eificiently.

27. The Army schools should mtintain continuing liaison with the
Department uf Health, Education end Welfare as a source of information
on innovation In the field of education.

28. Headiuarters, Department of the Army, should authorize the
adoption of 8rm sound color film cartridges for use in Army service
schools.

29. A biennial seminar should be established, alternating with
branch instructor conferences, for the interchange of information
between Army school personnel, civilian educators, and representatives
of induatry, research organizations, and audio-visual equipment manu-
facturers, with the first meeting at the Army Infantry School during
FY 1967. Educational problems, solutions, and innovations should be
emphasized in the agenda.
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ANNEXD

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 25

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE LIBRARIES

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

I. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze and emphasize the
requirement for a well organized library in all Army schools and
colleges, to support the scope of instruction and the mission of
the institution.

BACKGROUND

2. Within the Department of the Army there are approximately
1,750 libraries. In general, these libraries fall into three func-
tional groups: those supporting the education and training mission
of the Army; those providing technical information and materials to
Army specialized and research activities; and those providing general
informational, recreational, and educational materials to Army per-
sonnel both in the United States and overseas.

3. There is no single Department of the Army agency responsible
for policy guidance and staff direction of Army libraries. Special
service, law, and dependent school libraries and The Army Library in
the Pentagon operate under policy guidance of The Adjutant General
and are under the control of local coimanders. Academic libraries
at Army schools operate under the independent control of commandants
of the schools. Medical libraries at hospitals and medical centers
are under the general supervision of The Surgeon General. Technical
or special purpose libraries at major command headquarters, labora-
tories, and specialized activities, are under the control of local
commanders.

DISCUSSION

Physical Arrangements, Size, and Functions of the Library

4. A school library should have a physical plant readily
accessible to the students and faculty and of sufficient size

S I and proper arrangement to receive, process and store all
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SCHOOL AND COLLEGE LIBRARIES
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types of publications; adequate provision tor control and security of

classified documents; appropriate space for the library administrative
S~staff located at a central point; sufficient stacking space to provide

for the logical growth of the library; storage space for aadio-visual
materials and facilities for their projection; and reading, reference,
and study rooms for the students. In its visits to service schools,
the Board found many splendid libraries. The new library at the US
Military Academy, the Mahan Library at the Naval War College, and the Air
University Libra':y, which serves a complex of three snhools or colleges
located about its perimeter, were particularly impressive. However,
libraries in some Army schools were housed in unsatisfactory temporary

S* buildings; others were badly located or poorly planned functionally,
even when a part of modern buildings of recent construction.

5. The size of the student body at a school should not be used
Sas a standard for determining the size of its library. The mission

and area of interest of the school are the proper determinants. The
library's collection of books, periodicals, pamphlets and other

,materials must be so constituted and organized as to give effective
strength and support to the educational program and mission of the
school.

6. The "tbrary Operational Guide, Army Library Program (DA
Pamphlet 28-30) should be of considerable assistance in the technical
operation of school libraries, though not specifically designed for
research type facilities. In designing his collection, the librarian
should realize that the Army school library combines the features of a
college library and a research center.

Library Collections

7. Bound volumes. As a basic minimum standard, the number of
bound volumes in a school library should range from 8,000 to 10,000
titles to include a general reference collection. The aim of this
collection should be to present in depth and breadth all basic and
currently pertinent books on military science and world affairs. In
addition, it should stress those particular areas which are central
to the curriculum of the school. Figure D25-1 shows the number of
volumes currently in the various Army school and college libraries,
and their budgets for the past year.

8. Periodicals. Some 165 periodicals are included in the
military category in Ulrich's Periodicals Directory, 1963 edition; and
in the technical and political classifications, the number mounts into
the thousands. Periodicals are not merely the sources in which new
facts first appear, but frequently they are the only sources for timely
scientific and technical information. In this connection, a number of
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foreign military publications printed in English offer a fertile source
of information on foreign war potentials, political trends abroad,
scientific and technical developments in foreign countries, and sta-
tistical data pertaining to military intelligence, which cannot be
obtained from domestic publications. The increasing importance of
foreign language periodicals is borne out by the fact that US military
periodicals frequently print translations of texts and abstracts of
articles which still can never be as timely as the originals. Many
periodicals should be bound for permanent record since a library with-
out a permanent collection, fitted to the purposes of the school, is
seriously handicapped.

9. Documents. Documents form an important part of the school
library. They fall into two general classifications, government and
military. Government documents cover a wide area of interest, and
those suitable to the particular library are readily available from
various government sources. The military classification includes such
documents as broad Army plans, programs, and policy papers, doctrinal
and organizational studies, technical reports of new materiel develop-
ments, and intelligence studies. Although much of this material is
classified and subject to limitations and restriction as to use, it
should be a part of the library and nut separately controlled, as in
many schools.

10. Student theses at the Comman' and General Staff College and
Army War College are a prolific source of original thought in varied
fields of the military art and politico-military affairs. These theses
and other individual studies represent from 300 to 600 hours of re-
search and writing on the part of individual students, but receive
limited distribution as finished products. Many of these studies would
be of interest to staffs, faculties, and students throughout the Army
school system. They are generally reproduced through mimeograph or
offset printing, and the running of additional copies would not be
an expensive item. College commandants should be provided sufficient
funds so that a selected list of documents could be printed and
distributed to libraries throughout the Army school system.

11. Audio-Visual Aids. The library collection should include
reference listing of tapes of all types, including videos, language
records, training films, maps, and a variety of audio-visual aids used
on a broad basis throughout the school. In the event that certain of
these aids are of such a highly specialized nature that their use is
limited to one department of the school, the item should be indexed
and catalogued for purposes of record ana control, and then issued to
the appropriate activity on a semi-permanent basis. Microfilm reading
machines should be a standard item in all school libraries. Many
libraries have these readers and files of microfilm material, especially
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newspapers and magazine articles. Reproductions of special lectures
by the faculty and guest speakers at certain schools would have wide
interest throughout the Army school system. The Air University, for
example, has television records of hundreds of these lectures, which
can be "played back" on closed circuit television for the benefit of
students who did not attend the lecture. Other schools have wire,
tape or disc recordings o4 similar lectures, which could be made

a. available.

Acquisition and Elimination of Titles

12. Titles of books and publications should be compiled from
suggestions by the staff and faculty, students, the library committee

r (discussed later) and the library staff., The staff should consult
conventional library aids, current technical and professional journals,
book reviews and bibliographies as well as original and more obscure
sources of material pertinent to the area of interest of the school.
The procurement of appropriate books, publications, documents and
other waterial is a constant challenge to the library staff. In many

* instances, the lack of an adequate budget is the limiting factor
rather than the ability of the staff to develop desirable material
for acquisition.

13. The librarian should be constantly alert to the problem of
keeping the collection up to date. This process is divided in two
parts: first, the constant acquisition of new material in all cate-
gories pertinent to the mission of the school; and, second, the
critical and discriminating elimination or "weeding out" of titles
which have become obsolete and documents, both classified and un-
classified, that are no longer pertinent to the mission of the school.

14. Contemporary Reading List. The Department of the Army issues
a circular each year containing a recommended reading list for Army
personnel. This list contains approximately 40 titles of well selected
subjerts. The librarians have a definite interest in this list, and
they should have one or more copies of each title in the library. To
give added emphasis to the value of a sound reading program, the books
should be stacked in a display case, at a critical point in the library
circulation pattern, and appropriately identified as to source. As
now published, this reading guide is only a list of books. To be more
effective, it should be enlarged to contain a brief analysis of the
important contribution each book may be expected to make toward an
officer's education.
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SCHOOL AND LIBRARY PERSONNEL
ASSLIBRARIAN LIB- N CLERK

SCHOOL N 1-4 0 o T t DEGREES IN
& , 1 1 N LIBRARY

UCOLLEGE U C U U SCIENCE

AWC 1 2 4 7 3 4 5 14 40 8 Masters

C&GSC 1 2 4 4 3 12 2 2 30 6 Masters

INF 1 2 1 1 5 10 3 Masters

ARM 1 1 2 4 2 Masters

ARTY&MSL 1 2 3 1 2 9 i Masters

AD 1 2 1 3 2 5 14 2 Masters

ENGR 1 2 1 2 1 7 2 Masters

SIG 1 1 1 2 1 6 i Masters

SE SIG 1 1 3 5 None

CML i1 1 3 None

ORD 1 21 1 5 None

QM 1 1 1 2 5 10 2 Masters

TRANS 1 1 1 3 2 .1 10 2 Masters
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ASA 1 1 3 5 I Masters

CA 1 3 4 I Masters
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AVN 1 1 211 6 Masters

UITEL 1 2 5 1 9 i Masters

1p 1 3 4 None

WAC 2 2 BA in Ed

CHAP 1 11 Masters

JAG 1 I None

MED 1 3 1 2 7 None

LOG MG1•! 1 1 2 None

SPWFR 1 1 31 1.. 6 2 Masters

FIG. D25-2
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Library Budgets

[ •15. The library budget for the purchasing of publications is a
matter of considerable concern. The amount available to the various
schools is shown in Figure D25-1 The Board considers that a minimum
of $7,500 per year is required to provide additions to the titles con-
tained in the library and the maintenance of an active subscription
list for the type publications required. The American Library Associa-

{ tion has recently issued an analysis of costs of publications and has
determined that the average cost of a hardback bound volume is $6.93.
Considering the cost of newspapers, magazines, periodicals and library
supplies, a budget in the general area of $7,500 would permit the
purchase of approximately 250 titles per quarter. If the process of
weeding ouZ is accomplished concurrently, a school library should
eliminate some 150 to 200 titles per year. The library of the Armor
School has eliminated nearly 2,000 out of 18,000 volumes during the
past three years. Although this is excessive, the elimination process
had not been followed consistently during the past several years.
With further reference to this library, it has averaged 500 new titles
per year, which is considered insufficient for the library of a school
of this size.

Library Staffs

16. The maintenance of an adequate staff is one of the chieE
problems encountered by librarians of Army schools. Most libraries
are understaffed and personnel are generally not increased in pro-
portion to expanding demands for library services. The fault lies in
the failure to establish the professional positions at sufficieutly
high grades to attiact and retain well qualified professional
librarians; the reluctance of qualified personnel to accept positions
in an Army school library, especially in remote areas; the limited
opportunities for advancement due to the small size of library staffs
and the lack of a clear-cut rotation or career development plan; and
a somewhat fixed pay status under Civil Service regulations. Figure
D25-2 lists the personnel in the various school and college libraries
and indicates those who have degrees in Library Science. The wide
range in the number of personnel perhaps reflects the relative
importahce accorded the library by various schools.

17. The selection of the librarian and the quality of the library
staff should be a matter of considerable concern to the school. School
libraries should be considered as a research facility and the library
staff developed with this concept in mind. If possible, the librarian
"hould have had broad experience in both the library and research

* fields and possess a degree in Librar., Science. It would appear that
the minimum staff for a school library should be a librarian in grade
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GS-II, two assistant librarians, also with degrees in Library Scienceb
and a secretary. This staff should be further strengthened by the
asqignment of a minimum of two enlisted spaces, preferably from the
Women's Army Corps, as clerical personnel. These women can be trained
in the purely routine administrative matters pert~inipg to the issuance
and receipt of publications and toiassist in the processing ofiincoming
materials. The detailed administration of a library Involves from two
to three hours each day for the librarian and assiqtant librarian to
compile lists of books for purchase inventory, classify incoming
titles, and other routine work to maintain the library at a suit4ble
standard.

18. The librarian should have faculty status-and 'participate in
planning conferences so as to be informed on the mission of the school,
the program of instruction, both current and projected, and related
matters. The librarian should be kept abreast of'advance curriculum
planning, since it takes several months to provide material-to support
new fields of instruction and research.

Career Development

19. The tenure of librarians has been considered by the Board,
in view of the fact that a number of librarians,have served in the
same school for ten or more years. The Board is of the opinion that
a program of rotation throughout the school system wodld be highly
desirable. Such a program should prove stimulating to the individual
concerned and a further incentive for professional development.

20. In the area of career development, the Board feels that
librarians should be afforded the opportunity for sabbatical. leave at
the expense of the Army for graduate level schooling. This would be
especially desirable for librarians and assistant librarians who do
not have degrees in Library Science but have partial academic credit
toward such degrees. Such a prQgram would improve the professional
competence of Mhe personnel participating, which would in ýurn redound
to the best interests of the school concerned. Such sabbatical leave
could be programmed between the change of assignmentr,, at, the discre-
tion of the Commandant.

Professional Associations

21. The American Library Association is the nationwide orkaniza-
tion whose mission is the betterment of libraries and the profession
as a whole. The Armed Forces Section of the Association keeps abreast
of developments of interest to military librarians and undertakes
special research projects in this area.' Of equal interest to the
librarians in the Army school system is the Special Libraries
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Association, also a national organization, whose membership is limited
to librarians 3f special libraries, genierally in the field of research.
Army librarians are eligible for membership and should become idenci-
fied with both of these associations.

22. A major activity of the Special Librarics Association is the
Military Librarians' Workshop. This Workshop is open to librarians
throughout the Army and holds working sessions of three days each year.
The confekences are practical in nature, and the panels are well
organized and headed by experienced librarians. They merit more

isupport than they have -eceived in the recent past from Army schools.

The AmeriLan Library Association also holds an annual convention where
well-structured programs are held which contribute to the overall field
of library science and administration. The seminars and discussions
on technical subjects.would be of definite benefit to Army school
librarians, and they should be afforded opportunities to attend these

1conventions on a TDY status.

Library Committee

23. To assist in the development of the library, the commandant
should appoint a library committee. This committee should include the
Educational Advisor and representatives from each teaching department
of the school. Generally speaking, the Board considers it should be
headed by the Director of Instruction rather than the School'Secretary.
The committee should assist in the administration of the library and
the using departments in the procurement of source material; review
lists of publications for purchase as prepared by the library staff
upon the recommendations of faculty members and students; determine
the suitability of magazines and periodicals to the mission and scope
of instruction of the institution; and provide such other assistance
as may be required. The committee should not, however, turn into a

'censor.ahip group on suitability of publicaticns. Library policy must
be Vesponsive to the particulai needs of the school and the library
committee can do much to keen it so. Ultimate reliance, however, must
be placed on the librarian to assess user needs and develop required
services, based on sound principles of library science aud his
personal knowledge and experience in library administration.

Student Orientation and Library Availability

24. Many students, in the Army schools are not thoroughly familiar
with the organization of a library and how to use its reference faci-
lities. A briefing by the librarian of each incoming class on the
organization and structure of the library and the variety of services
provided should be included in the orientation program given to
entering students. This'could even be carried a step further by
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scheduling a brief research paper, designed so each student would be
required to use the library in the early part of the course.

25. In many instances libraries are open only during school
hours, thus limiting the availability to students of this reservoir
of information. School libraries should be open in the evenings and
on Saturdays. The library staff should be of sufficient size to pro-
vide at least one professional librarian on duty during these periods.

Automation

26. A recent estimate of the world storehouse of printed matter
is some 200 million different books. The number is doubling every 15

to 20 years. The sheer bulk of printed matter being produced presents
formidable problems for libraries in processing materials, and making
them available to potential users. In view of the problems involved
in the fields of research, librarians are now engaged in a study of
data processing and electronic control of operation3, which may lead
to improvement of availability of materials. During the annual
Conference of the American Library Association in St. Louis, a UNIVAC
1004 computer was exhibited. This computer provided instantaneous
access to print-outs in 75 subject areas originating in the library
exhibit at the New York World's Fair. Such a system could be
established using a communication network, where one computer could
service a network of libraries over a major geographic area. While
not especially important to the school library system at this time,
such research may, within the time frame of this report, find an
application throughout the school system. In this connection, the
Department of the Army is now studying the installment of computer
equipment in the Third Army Area to centralize the purchasing, re-
cording, distribution, and processing of publications for all libraries
in the Army area.

Centralized Records Facility

27. It is a major problem to locate material such as tapes,
language records, video tapes including guest lectures and faculty
presentations, theses, research papers, committee studies and other
material of evident interest, prepared by, and available in, the
various schools and colleges throughout the Army. This material is
of value to other schools within the Army system, both for support
of the curriculum and as source material for student research; but,
due to the lack of any centralized catqleguing facility, its use is
restricted to a single institution.

28. The Bo-rd is of the c)inion that a Central Records Facility
should be established, which includes a listing of the above items
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and a brief description of each. All Army schools and colleges should
forward descriptive material on a quarterly basis to the Central
Records Facility, which should catalogue this material and maintain
appropriate files. The facility could make available to all schools,
on an annual basis, a published index of such material. Further,
schools could on a day-by-day basis contact the facility for the
availability and location of subject matter and obtain the material
from the source. The files of such a facility could be expanded to
obtain material from schools and colleges of all Services, thereby
providing for the maximum dissemination and interchange of material
throughout the entire military school system.

29. The Army Study Documentation and Information Retrieval
System (ASDIRS), recently established, provides an important service
in cataloguing studies of major import produced by agencies in the
Army or under Army contract. The system is operated by rhe Army
Library, wnich issues a Bibliographic Catalogue of its material on
both a quarterly and an annual basis. This program is aimed at the
dissemination of information rrsulting from important Army studies,
and the elimination of unnecessary duplication in Army effort. The
Board considers it important to provide generally the same service to
the Army schools, at a somewhat lower level. It is considered that
the proposed facility should also be operated by The Army Library.

CONCLUSIONS

30. The location of the school library, the space available to
it, the content of its collection, and thi competence of its staff
should be matters of continuing concern to school authorities.

31. A school library should include not only books, periodicals,
and documents but tapes of all types, films, language records, maps
and ether audio-visual aids, in a broad field of pertinent interest to
the school. A school library should contain a minimum of 8,000 to
10,000 titles in its original collection.

32. In theacquisition of material, librarians should give greater
emphasis to the Contemporary Reading List published by the Department
of the Army, as well as make a vigorous attempt to obtain pertinent
research publications from other schools. Funds should be made avail-
able to permit student theses at Army colleges to be reproduced and
madc available as required throughout the Army school system.

33. Librarians should eliminate books and documents of no further
value to the 3chool, on a carefully planned program on an annual basis.
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34. The minimum budget for a school library should be established
at approximately $7,500 each year. The exact budget level in each
inbtance should be based upon the size of the library, the mission of
the school, and the role the library must play in supporting not only
instruction but such research activities as may result from the
curriculum.

35. Library staffs throughout the Army school system reflect wide
variations in size and grades. In general, they should be augmented
to provide a greater degree of professional services in support of the
schcols. Grades should be reviewed and more nearly equalized through-
oul the school system.

36. The librarian should have faculty status so as to be in a
position tv anticipate library requirements. A library committee
should assist him in the administration of the library and provide for
working coordination between the library and the teaching departments
uf the school.

37. A career development program for librarians should be
vigorously supported and librarians rotated throughout the school
system. All librarians should have degrees in Library Science altd
should be afforded the opportunity to pursue graduate studies in this
area on sabbatical leave.

38. Librarians should be identified with professional library
associations and attend conferences and workshops on a periodic basis
in a TDY status.

39. School libraries should be open to students during other
than duty hours and students fully oriented on the libraty and the
variety of its services.

40. The Army should keep abreast of developmetiLs in the field
of automation and the application of advanced techniques toward more
effective operation of school libraries.

41. A central registry should be established containing the
* list of tapes, including video, films and si:.;ilar material evailable

in schools and colleges throughout the Army, so they would .- readily
accessible to all librarians to support instruction and research
objectives.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 26

ELECTIVES IN THE ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEM

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix examines the desirability and feasibility of
establishing elective subjects as supplements to the core curricula
in the various levels of career schooling for officers.

BACKGROUND

2. Elective subjects were introduced into the Infantry career
course on an extracurricular basis in 1965. Students were permitted
to volunteer for any of ten elective subjects, and 77% of the students
presently are enrolled (See Appendix 3). Specialized elective courses
have been available since 1962 at the Engineer School, where students of
the career (advanced) course elect one of four two-week subcourses which

* are designed to preparE them for their next assignment.

3. A limited number of outstanding students at C&GSC are permitted
to pursue an extracurricular course of studies in sufficient depth to

i meet established requirements for a master's degree in Military Art and
I Science. A degree is not awarded at this time, due to a restriction

placed on C&GSC by higher authority (See Appendix 4).

1 4. The Army War College permits students to pursue degree-producing
studies in conjunction with George Washington University. This extra-
curricular work, however, is considered by the Board to be a digression
from, rather than a supplement to, the regular course of instruction
(See Appendix 5).

DISCUSSION

Basic Course

5. The officer basic course is so closely job-oriented and compact
that no portion of the course could logically be made elective. Therefore,
the basic course is omitted from further discussion.
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Desirability of Electives

6. Officer students at Army schools vary widely in their intel-
iectual capacities, motivation, and experience. This disparity is
particularly noticeable at the branch school career (advanced) course
level, which is attended by essentially all officers, although it is
also discernible at other, more selective levels of schooling. Dr.
James E. Howell, in a report on the "Educational Philosophy of the
Resident School at ICAF," expressed the situation in this manner:

"It may be that the greatest weakness in the whole
resident course is its lack of challenge and oppor-
tunity to the best quarter of the class, those top
forty or so men who have both untapped capacity and
bright futures. I urge a small-scale but imaginative
attempt ti construct a set of options to enrich the

resident course for these more able men. Several
years of experimentation may be necessary, but the
potential gains are immense.

"On the other side, a small-scale program of remedial
supplements might also be valuable, beginning perhaps
with the speaking class. Mathematics might be a
second course. Whether these courses should be solely
at the student's option, I cannot say definitely. Pre-
sumably so. There is no doubt, however, that the
benefits of a rigidly lock-step attitude whereby all
students have exactly the same educational expjriences
are not justified by the cost of lost alternatives."

7. It appears essential that there be some means of enriching the
course for the top of the class while providing remedial work for some
others. For the great majority of the students, however, this still
leaves a "lock-step" type of curriculum in which all students take ex-
actly the same subjects. Instead of selecting the lowest common denom-
inator for the class as a whole, it appears that each school should
offer a core curriculum supplemented by electives, appropriate to course
mission, from which the student could choose according to his needs and
interests.

8. Some crittcs have stated that, in compa-ison with civilian
educational institutions, Army career schools are stereotyped, offer
insufficient intellectual challenge to the majority of the students, and
do not expose students to the rigorous intellectual discipline of ex-
amining a subject in depth. Although the two educational systems have
different goals, it is clear that Army schools could profit from being
more adjustable to individual experience, capacity, and interest. For
the student, adoption of an elective program woild offer an opportunity
to learn more about those subjects in which he has a special talent or
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interest and a release from the requirement to re-study those subjects
in which he can demonstrate that he is already qualified.

9. An elective program has advantages for the school as well
as the student, since it provides greatly increased flexibility in
scheduling and a means of introducing new subjects wbich, by reason
of operational or technological advances and developments, should be
stressed in officer schooling. Further, it offers the possibility of
giving different groups of students a specialist's knowledge in differ-
ent fields of military expercise without requiring that they attend
additional specialist courses. This would be valuable in reducing the
proliferation of specialist courses brought about by the growing com-
plexity of Army materiel and techniques. An example oi this approach
is a proposdl that the Ordnance career (advanced) course present a core
curriculum and then allow the student to major either in guided missile
or motor vehicle maintenance. Electives also appear to have particular
application to the Artillery and Missile School in reducing overlap in
instruction occasioned by the requirement for cross-Lraining in field
artillery and air defense,

Possible Types of Electives

10. Electives may be offered as an integral par: of the curricu-
lum, or as a supplement thereto in the form of extracurricular subjects.
Where they are a part of the curriculum, they are administered as at
any educational institution: the student it re: ,xred to take certain
mandatory subjects (the core curriculum) and must choose a specified
number of other subjects from a list of electives, according to his
interests and needs. Credit fcr some basic subjects may be given on
the basis of a qualifying examination, freeing the student to take an
elective in its" place.

II. Extracurricular work should normally be offered only on a
* voluntary basis to the most promising and industrious students who

desire to pursue additional work for their own enrichment. An enrich-

ment subject may also be part of the regular curriculum, but should
represent a greater intellectual challenge than that presented by the
other electives. Remedial subjects involving basic areas of knowledge
such as map reading, in which students have failed a qualifying exami-
nation, should not be made extracurricular but should be taken in lieu
of one or more electives in the normal curriculum.

12. The Board considered the establishment of electives within
the Army school system under the following three categories:

a. Local Electives. Individual schools would establish local
Selectives at their own discretion and under their independent control.

| I79
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AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING AS A PROGRESSIVE ELECTIVE

ADP SYSTEMS ANALYSIS II

Application of systems analysis techniques
ARMY WAR to command and control (C2 ) problems; interface
COLLEGE among C2 systems (including non-Army elements of

National Military Command and Control System) and
with non-C2 systems.

ADP SYSTEMS ANALYSIS I

Introduction to the systems analysis approach

to the study and design of operational and
management processes; capabilities, application

COMMAND AND and use of systems for handling Army administra-
GENERAL STAFF tive (business-type) processes.

COLLEGE
Analysis of an on-going business process;

development of conceptual logic and flow diagrams
covering this precess; and design of input and
output media.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Theory and operating principles of computers;
input/output programming; symbolic programming;

BRANCH utility programming; sub-.routines; numbering
ADVANCED systems, codes; instructions; flow charting.

COURSE
Program applications in both assembly

language aad COBOL (Common Business Oriented
Language).

Note: Each course is approximately 100 hours long.

FIG. D26-!
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Local electives would be designed to exploit or supplement student ex-
perience, provide provocative educational material, or meet a limited
specialty requirement (usually pertaining to a single branch). An
example is a course in Atomic Demolitions, conducted at the Engineer
School.

b. Common Electives. Some electives would be common to all

or a number of branch schools, as designated by USCONARC, and would be
an extension of the present common subjects concept. Common electives
as presented by various career (advanced) courses would be similar but
not necessarily identical, since branch considerations could color the
subject content. Common electives would be designed to introduce in-
struction into the officer school system rapidly and on a broad basis
to meet new requirements or to give emphasis to certain areas. An
example is a course in Installation Management which might be offered
at the Engineer, Ordnance, Quartermaster, and Transportation Schools.

c. Progressive Electives. Some electives would be estab-
lished at more than one level of career schooling, offering related
subject matter which would be progressively more demanding at each
successive level. A student enrolling in a progressive elective at
the advanced course would take the same elective at the Command and
General Staff College (C&GSC) three to five years later, but in
greater depth; and on attending the Arrmy War College would take the
same elective at a level which would (xploit and enlarge upon his pre-
vious study. Progressive electives would be directed by higher head-
quarters to meet demands which cut across branch lines and are appli-
cable to a wide variety of grades. They would include subjects which
are inappropriate to introduce into the normal curriculum due to their
specialized nature or lack of applicability to the bulk of the student

§ body. The subject matter should be capable of being progressively
developed at each higher educational level, and yet usable at the level
of service the student would etperience before attending another school.
To establish a broad student b;,se, progressive electives should begin
as common electives at the advanced course level. An example of the
progressive elective in a specialized field is Automatic Data Processing
(ADP), as shown in Figure D26-1.

Feasibility of Introducing Electives

13. Local electives, related to the curri:ulum of an individual
school, would be relatively uncomplicated and involve only the problem
of providing the requisite time. This could be achieved within present
curricula by giving validating examinations for certain blocks of in-
struction. If passed successfully, the student would not be required
to repeat that block, but would take an elec';ive instead. Qther blocks
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COMMUNICATIVE ARTS AS A PROGRESSIVE ELECTIVE

Creative writing workshop
ARMY WAR Oral debate
COLLEGE Prepare article for Military Review on

controversial military subject
Present orally

Logic:inductive and deductive reasoning
Teaching and learning process

COMMAND AND Oral presentation and use of aids
GENERAL STAFF (to include TV)

COLLEGE Writing style and clarity (50 hours of
instruction)

Prepare and present a block of inqtruction
* on a military subject

Reading comprehension test
Speed reading laboratory as required
Writing laboratory -- review of grammar

BRANCH CAREER and structure
COURSE Effective speaking -- organization and

structure (40 bours of instruction)
Prepare and present a staff study on a

subject appropriate to the branch

FIG. D26-2
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of instruction could be made completely elective, the student being
required to "major" in one block or the other, as in the previous
Ordnance School example. Local extracurricular electives on a volun-
tary basis could be instituted at any time. The subjects offered
should be tailored to meet the capabilities of the faculty, and thus
may vary from year to year. Local electives logically could be intro-
duced in Army career courses starting with the 1967-68 academl#' year.

14. Common electives would be somewhat more complex, although
£ the mechanism for their establishment already exists. Headquarters,

USCONARC, would designate which subjects were to be offered as common
electives in the advanced courses of which branch schools, in the same
manner as it ncw designates common subjects. The capability of indi-
vidual faculties to present such instruction might have to be rein-

r forced by travelling instructional teams, authority to contract for
local civilian instructors, or by affiliation with a local university.
It appears that some common electives could also be introduced starting
with the 1967-68 academic year.

15. Progressive electives would be the most difficult to structure
and to support, and should, therefore, be initiated by a pilot program
in a single subject. The Board considers that Commn..icative Arts could
serve as an appropriate pilot model, since every Army school should
possess a faculty capable of presenting such a course. In addition,
potential student interest is apparent from the fact that the electivesin communication skills have proven to be the most popular at the

Infantry School. Communicative Arts could be established in the ad-
vanced courses as a common elective for the academic year 1967-68; and
as a progressive elective at C&GSC for 1970-71 and at the Army War

I College for 1972-73. An outline of the manner in which this course
I might be structured is at Figure D26-2.

Student Selection

16. As mentioned previously, student participation in extra-
curricular electives should be voluntary. Selection of electives in-
corporated in the normal academic periods should be mandatory, except
where the student's available time is pre-empted by remedial subjects.

17. The number of students in any elective should be dictated by
requirements, which makes it necessary to establish quotas. Within
these quotas, precedence should be given to students with prior back-
ground in the subject, since the purpose is to create a degree of
specialization by building on prior knowledge. Selection of electives
should be made in consultation with a faculty advisor.
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I1 Students entering progressive elective programs should do so
with th expectation of continuing rela:ed electives in subsequent
career schooling. Exceptions to this general rule should be permitted
on recommendation of faculty advisors. All electives should be aimed
at stimulating a student to pursue his studies after course completion.

Design of Elective Programs

19. In designing an elective program, varied objectives or
combinations thereof are possible. Electives may be offered to:

a. Round out the student's military education by filling gaps
in his earlier school or assignment experience.

b. Exploit earlier experience or education to develop expert-
ise in depth.

c. Provoke the intellectual curiosity of the student by
introducing him to stimulating subjects not related to his normal career
routine.

d. Produce specialists in depth to meet branch or Army-wide
requirementd.

e. Encourage specialization in certain areas without requiring
attendance at additional schools or courses.

f. Permit branchin career instruction where two or more
areas are too complex and di ie to be given in the necessary depth to
the class as a whole.

20. The types of 9. ts which lend themselves to designation as
common or progressive electives include but are not limited to areas
such as the following:

a. International Affairs: languages, foreign area study,
stability operations, civil affairs, psychological operations.

b. Management: logistics management, personnel management,
installation management, financial management, comptrollership, procure-
ment.

c. Scientific and Technical: research and development, ADP
systems design and analysis, ADP programming, technical forecasts, opera-
"tions research/systems analysis, atomic energy.
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d. Military Arts: psychology of leadership, military his-
torical studies, combat intelligence, employment of nuclear weapons,
force development.

e. Communicative Arts: writing, speaking, public informa-
tion, training aids and graphics.

CONCLUSIONS

21. To meet certain requirements and to provide intellectual
challenge, diversity, and an opportunity for study in depth, electives
should be introduced into the top three levels of career schooling:
the career (advanced) course at branch schools, the Command and General
Staff College, and the Army War College.

22. Some electives should be offered on a voluntary, extracur-
ricular basis for selected students while others should be offered on

E a mandatory basis as an integral part of the curricula for all students.

23. Local electives should be established at the top three levels
of career schools for academic year 1967-68, as designated by the indi-
vidual schools.

24. Common electives should be established in the career (advanced)
courses for academic year 1967-68, as designated by USCONARC.

25. A pilot model of a progressive elective in Communicative Arts
should be established in the care-r (advanced) courses for academic year
1967-68; at the Command and General Staff College for 1970-71; and at
the Army War College for 1972-73.

26. To czeate time for electives initially, students should re-
ceive constructive credit for designated blocks of instruction, based
on qualifying examinations. Electives should be given primarily as an
integral part of the curriculum, although selected students should be
permitted to pursue ad6itional electives on an extracurricular basis.
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ANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SYSTEM OF ARMY OFFICER SCHOOLING

API DIX 27

THE SCHOOLING OF FOREIGN MILITARY OFFICERS

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The purpose of this appendix is to analyze the training of
foreign military personnel in the Army school system. It includes the

Seffectiveness of such training and the impact up8n. the schools and US
military personnel.

BACKGROUND

2. Since the inception of the Military Assistance phase'of the
Foreign Aid Program, 169,160 military personnel from a subStantipl
number of foreign countries have been trained in the Contipental US
(CONUS) military school system of the Services. There were 8,540
trained during FY 65 and 12,900 are programmed to be trained during
FY 66. These are total figures for all Services ahd include officers
and enlisted men. The program costs for FY 65 were approximately,
$33,000,000 Service-wide. The Army appropriatibn for the saue year
was $13,000,000. The funds are allotted from the Militjry Assistance
budget of the Foreign Aid Program.

3. The training program has the dual purpose of assisting other
countries in the modernization of their defense esteblishments and of
exposing foreign military personnel to American instititti6ns in all'of
their complex ramifi.cations.

(4. The mission and responsibility of the Army in training foreign
nationals are outlined in AR 551-50, "Foreign Nationals," and further
defined in AR 350-5, "Education and Training,:Military Education and
Service Schools." The mission includes the training of military stu-
dents of nations participating in the Military Assistan6e Program (MAP),
or other friendly nations, when such training is determined to be in
the best interests of the United States.

5. The zrairing courses requested are based on estimates by
Chiefs of Military Assistance Advisory Groups (MAAG) and Missions, or

( __) Preceding page blank
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miliitary attaches, of the needs of foreign forces. With the concur-

rence of the government concerned, course cpaces are then requested
and programmed through Nilitary Assistance channels. It is the respon-
sibility of US personnel in the host country to keep the foreign govern-
ment infomn~ed as to the types of courses available, appropriate special
fqllow-on courses, and on-the-job training considerations.

DISCUSSION

General

6. The impact of foreign officer training was discussed at all
'Army schools visited by the Boara. Foreign officers are integrated
into established courses and do not present any special problems except
in the area of English language comprehension as discussed later in
'this appendix. They may, however, displace US Army officers in schools
where quotas are limited by facilities, such as the Command and General
Staff College. Despite this disadvantage, US officers gain much from
day-to-day associations'with foreign nationals, and instruction is
often enriched by their contribution. The benefits accruing to both
the foreign officer and the United States justify continuing the
training.

7. Schools training foreign students generally have well-
,organized Foreign Liaison Divisions to handle reception, orientation,
processing, non-academic reports end records, operation of the civilian
and military sppnsoring program, and administration of the Department
of the Army infornation program, and to provide other assistance
required by the foreign student.

Orientation Ma terial

8. Proper preparation of fqreign students prior to departure
from the-: home countries for training in the United States is impor-

:tant. AR 606-5 requires Army:schools to provide foreign trainees
selected for school assignments such orientation material as school
brochures, maps of local areas, living costs, required clothing,
housing facilities, special texts of "terminology peculiar to the
course concerned,"and other pertinent data. Schools generally supply
this material to the MAAG, Mission, or attache for distribution to
probpective students. The Board learned that the material frequently
arrives oversead after the student lips left for:the United States,
due to failure of the school to receive copies of orders in time to
dispatch the material, lack of appropriate address, or other
administrative lapse.
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9. The Board obtained packets of the material furnished foreign
students from six different schools. A study of the contents dis-
closed a wide variation in quantity and quality. The packet prepared
by the Signal School is the only one which includes a text on "termi-
nology peculiar to the course concerned." The Board is of the opinion
that a single publication on subjects such as "Typical American
Expressions" should be prepared at the Department of the Army level
to provide more effective and uniform treatment. Such a publicationwould preclude the requirement from some 30 different training instal-

lations preparing similar material which, in some instances, is
inadequate in coverage. The text on "terminology peculiar to a course"
is important and should be prepared by all schools which foreign offi-Scers attend., using the text prepared by the Signal School as a guide.

10. To avoid a situation in which the student leaves his hone
country prior to receiving the orientation material, the packets

Sshould be provided to the MAAG, Mission, or attache on an automatic
supply basis, predicated on previously determined student quotas.
The HAAG, Mission or attache should maintain contact with the school
so that packets are on hand. Under this system, as soon as the stu-
dent has been selected, he could be provided with the packet. Prop-
erly prepared material in an attractive format has a decidedly
favorable impact upon the foreign student, the importance of which
cannot be overemphasized.

Language Proficiency

11. English language training is a key fact, in the selection
of foreign students for training in the United States, and such
training is the responsibility of the country concerned. Language
laboratories, provided in all countries and funded through the
Military Assistance Program (MAP), are normally staffed and operated
by the host country. Comprehension tests are administered by the
MAAG or Mission, or by the attache in countries where there is no
MAP. These tests must be effectively administered to insure that
only students with a proper degree of language comprehension enter
training in the United States. Those who lack comprehension become
problems requiring additional time and attention on the part of the
staff and faculty of a school.

12. To improve their language facility and comprehension, some
foreign students are sent to the English Language School at Lackland
Air Force Base, a branch of the Defense Language Institute (DLI). Of
2,119 officers assigned to Army schools during FY 65, 146 went to the
language school; 188 are programmed for FY 66. This is a costly
procedure, made necessary by the failure of language training in the
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countries concerned. Practically every school visited by the Board
indicated that the primary difficulty with foreign students was a lack
of language proficiency. Although these students might achieve a
passing score on the English Comprehension Level Test, they are unable,
in many cases, to keep pace with the US student. Schools are thus re-
quired to give pre-course training in the English language; provide
written study guides and additional "out-of-class" instruction to keep
the student up with the class; develop separate evaluation and testing
procedures; and generally provide increased personal services over
those normally furnished US personnel. Lack of English comprehension
not only affects the student in a purely academic atmosphere, but also
precludes his absorption within the social life of the military commu-
nity. In many instances, it has resulted in the foreign officer be-
coming isolated, which is both discouraging and frustrating and negates
a fundamental purpose of the program, which is to expose him to our
institutions and traditions and to the chararteristics of family life
in the United States.

13. When the Defense Language Institute was established, it was
assigned responsibility for administering the comprehension tests for
foreign students. To provide timely data the Institute recently con-
ducted a study during which a group visited 16 representative schools
of the Arny, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps in the United States,
and questionnaires were sent to 40 other US Service schools. English
Language Comprehensiorn (FLC) examinations were given to 380 foreign
trainees from non-English speaking countries who were in residence at
US Service v.chools. revealing that a substantial number of trainees
had ELC scozen below the minimum level required to comprehend adequately
the technical. or professional courses in which they were enrolled.
Since 'i costs nearly 43 million dollars to bring approximately 15,000
foreign trainees to the US for technical or professional training each
year, it follows that the program is not providing 'he effective
return expected.

14. It becomes obvious, therefore, that the selection of foreign
officers for training in the US is a matter of prime importance,and

organizations responsible for administering tests should exercise a
greater degree of accuracy and judgment as to the English language
capability of the officer being considered. The various Comprehension
Level Tests should be supplemented by requiring the officer being
examined to read several paragraphs from appropriate field manuals and
explain them in detail. This would reveal his comprehension of the
language.
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Quotas & Attendance

15. The attendance of foreign officers at our principal schools
for FY 65 is tabulated in Figure D27-1. Over 1,000 officers attended
various career courses, with the largest group, 80 officers, in the
regular course at the Command and General Staff College. Additionally,
over 1,100 foreign officers participated in specialist courses of
varying types.

16. A total of over 1,400 foreign officers were enrolled in
non-resident courses. These courses are important not only because
they develop a student's military competence, but because they serve

* to maintain a continuous link with the branch schoo?. and contribute
to the officer's comprehension of the language. The Board is of the
opinion that all schools having non-resident courses should emphasize
the value of this continuity of training to foreign students and
encourage more active participation as a means of furthering their
professional competence.

Programs of Instruction

17. Instruction in US Service schools and colleges is designed
primarily to benefit US Army personnel. The instruction is conducted
at a faa: tempo and is geared to students having the same language
and generally similar civilian and military educational background.
The foreign officer, lacking a command of the language, and from a
widely different civilian and military educational background, must
be integrated into this program in a strange environment, with tradi-
tions, customs and habits far removed from his own.

18. In certain cases, course modifications must be made for
foreign officers. In the career course of one branch school, for
example, the program of instruction contains 209 hours of classified
material that is not available to them. An analysis of the principal
block of classified hours indicates 150 hours devoted to nuclear
weapons employment. An alternate "sanitized" course on the same sub-
ject was scheduled for Allied officers, but included only 48 hours of
instruction. The remaining 161 hours could have been used for special
training for the foreign student.

19. There is also a considerable amount of time available in
most courses, under the classification of "non-academic" subjects,
for physical couditioning, open time, and Commandant's time. This
practice is discussed in Annex D, Appendix 3. It is apparent to the
Board that this time is often excessive, especially for foreign
officers, and should be devoted to expanding existing instructional
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FOREIGN OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE AT ARMY SCHOOLS - F'Y 1965

COURSE

SCHOOL OR COLLEGE H H

rzi

< Cn C

C&GSC 80 55 0 135 617
Infantry 23 24 77 86 210 128
Armor 15 21 28 82 146 39
Artillery & Missile 26 0 36 154 216 85
Air Defense 3 22 15 88 128 84
Engineer 30 57 0 72 159 1
Signal 0 25 16 71 112 0
SE Signal* 2 0 0 0 2 0
Women's Army Corps 0 3 0 0 3 0
Chemical 8 0 7 20 35 14
Ordnance 14 32 0 45 91 0
Quartermaster 4 12 18 72 106 99
Adjutant General 6 12 7 20 45 7
Transportation 4 15 2 20 41 74
Civil Affairs 0 0 0 39 39 5
Finance 7 12 3 56 78 39
Intelligence 0 0 0 46 46 2
Military Police 7 8 17 10 42 5
Chaplain 1 0 0 0 I 0
Medical Field Service 5 8 0 33 46 11
Veterinary 0 0 0 2 2 0
ALMC 0 25 15 43 83 12
Special Warfare 0 79 0 62 141 202
Army Management 0 1 0 0 ! 0
Aviation 0 56 0 27 83 0
Combat Surveillance 0 0 0 4 4 0
OGMS 0 6 0 1 7 0
Primary Helicopter 0 45 22 0 67 0
AMETA 0 0 0 95 95 0
CBR Orientation 0 0 27 0 27 0

TOTALS 155 543 345 1148 2191 1424

• Conducts Basic Course only.

FIG. D27-1
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areas or undertaking new subjects. Another area for exploration is
the time devoteý to subjects such as military justice, history, and

Swriting. These subjects are, in many instances, of doubtful value to
the foreign officer because of lack of English language comprehension
or differing traditions and national customs. The foreign officer is

generally highly motivated, literally "thirsts for knowledge," and
V applies himself in an effective manner. He recognizes the value of

instruction and is willing to spend more time in acquiring essential
knowledge and less time in non-academic subjects. The day-by-day
scheduling of training for foreign students should be as painstak-
ingly prescribed as for the US student. If it is not, the negative
reaction on the foreign student may lead to acute frustration.

20. AR 551-5, subject, "Training of Foreign Nationals by the
U. S. Army" etablishes a special program for foreign military
trainees. It provides for an informational program covering the
significant facets of American life. The rime allotted to this sub-
ject varies from 10 to 20 hours depending on the length of a course.
The directive also suggests trips and visits of foreign students to
local and state government offices and to meet heads of city, county
and state governments. It further recommends trips to business
establishments, banks, labor unions, schools, colleges, and various
activities and institutions which are unique to our way of life.
While this informational element of foreign officer orientation
requires a certain amount of time, it can be conducted so as to be
effective with a minimum loss of training.

21. The problem of providing foreign officers with additional
training could be solved by careful study of the scheduling of classi-
fied units of instruction by the school. It may be possible to group
these hours in large blocks, thus making the foreign students available
for scheduled training in other important areas. Such a grouping could
provide certain classified units during the first few weeks of training,
thus making the foreign officer available for further orientation prior
to undertaking the course.

22. In Appendix 26, the Board has proposed an elective system
for officer career (advanced) courses in various schools. These
electives should provide the opportunity for foreign students to
select subjects which would be helpful in accomplishing their training
objectives. They should be encouraged to take fundamental military
subjects oriented toward their specific needs.

23. The time made available to foreign students could be used
as follows:
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a. For further English language training.

b. For additional training in communications, weapons,
maintenance, and map reading. These are areas of weakness in the
training of many foreign officers.

c. For assigning officers to training centers, Strategic
Army Force units, or school troops collocated at the same post for
troop duty assignments comparable to their giades and experience.
These military units are available in six of the major school centers
where foreign students are being trained.

24. Additional observer and on-the-job training after a foreign
officer has graduated from a prescribed course of instruction is
extremely valuable. It takes the officer from the classroom to the
field, provides the environment where !e can apply learning to actual
conditions and observe US officers performing routine duties such as
maintenance, inspections, supervision of training, and other military
functions. The Board considers that the maximum number of officers
should be assigned to this type of training upon completion of their
"prescribed courses of instruction.

25. In Appendix 7, the Board has proposed a major reorganization
of associate courses which would have an impact on their suitability
for foreign students. These associate courses would be redesignated
mobilization courses and, except during emergency periods, used to
meet the needs of Reserve Component officers in an inactive duty
status. Instruction would be provided in two increments of four to
six weeks each and which could be taken without interval or a year
apart and tied in with an intervening extension course program. These
courses would have limited value to most foreign officers and would
not provide the essential personal contact with active officers of our
service. This change in associate course structure, if approved,
could lead to increased attendance of foreign officers in the regular
courses. A study of Figure D27-i discloses that 345 foreign officers
tool associate career courses during FY 65. Except at the C&GSC, this
load could be absorbed by the 'onger career courses. The Board is of
the opinion that the allocation of 80 spaces for foreign officers in
the regular course at the C&GSC should remain.

Foreign Student Relations

26. It is DOD policy not only to train military petsonnel to
become more effective in their own right, but to develop and cement
Free World friendship. This can be furthered by establishing and
maintaining effective relationships between foreign students and the
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US civilian and military communities. The points discussed below may
not seem important to US pcrsonnel, but they are especially significant
to the foreign officer, who has a strong national spirit, a deep sense
of personal pride in the history and tradition of his own civilization,
and a determination that his country shall contribute to Free World
objectives. He is frequently sensitive to reactions of US military and
civilian personnel in both his official and unofficial relationships.
The areas in which these relationships can be improved are shown below.

27. Identification Booklet. During FY 65 approximately 9,000
foreign military personnel, more than half of them non-whites, were
trained in various military irstallations ir the United States. The
Army should supply foreign students with a means of identification
that will establish their status as members of the Armed Forces of
their own country and as guests of the United States. An Identifica-
tion Booklet similar in size, type and content to that used at the

Armor School, and shown in Figure D27-2, should be developed to identify

the foreign officer as to service, grade, status, and country of origin,
and provide him with a source of ready information concerning a variety
of activities. While the booklet is intended for use throughout the
school system and might be prepared and published at DA level, incor-
porating some common material, the importance of data relating to a
school's local environment indicates that it could best be prepared
at the local level. Where schools are collocated at a single post,
such as at Fort Lee and Fort Gordon, the booklet could be provided

by the Center. The Board recommends that such a booklet be adopted
for Army schools where foreign personnel are trained, funded where
possible through local civic organizations or through the Commandants'
Welfare Funds.

28. Record of Activities. The procedure of assigning a spon-
soring officer and a faculty advisor to each foreign student is well-
established in Army schools, and is being effectively implemented.
Sponsoring officers should invite foreign officers to their homes for
social visits and family meals, to religious services with family
groups, and to participate in other activities of daily American life.

* They should make frequent visits during classroom breaks to inquire
into progress and adjustment and offer advice or assistance, and
should follow up through occasional correspondence, after the student
returns to his country.

29. A record of foreign student and sponsor activities, filed
by American hosts, would assisc the Foreign Liaison Section in deter-
mining what extracurricular activities an officer nad participated in
and reveal whether sponsoring officers and other personnel were pro-
viding the necessary contacts and special activities. It would also
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IDENTIFICATION BOOKLET

LU.
U
LU

0 -**JI

Z 0wLo
Indl LU

-a.

HEADQUARTERS THE U. S. ARMY ISSUED TO
ARMOR SCHOOL

OFFICE OF THE COMMANDANT
Fs. XExo, Kmnts.,h A CITIZEN OF

Welcome to the U. S. Army Armor Student In The U. S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox,
School. Kentucky

"While your academic schedule will be a
busy one, there will be free time when
you will want to visit the nearby environs FORT KNOX ADDRESS
of the Fort, including the City of Louisville
and other Kentucky communities. It is
to this end that the Louisvillo Chamber
of Commerce has so graciously prepared I
the following material to assist you. Phone

We urge you to participate in as many
civilian community endeavors as you can,
in order to further enhance your
knowledge of American cultural and social
life. In becoming better acquainted with
our civilian communities you will find this
identification of great assistance; parti-
cularly in obtaining hotel accommodations,
at State parks, restaurants, and other Photo
public places where you might feel
strange. We trust that your frequent use
of this moans of introduction will result
in the traditional extending of the hand
of friendship on many occasions In
the future.

Allied Officer's Signature
Commandant
The U. S. Army Armor School

ADDRESS

FIG. D27-2
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disclose whether certain officers, because of their popularity or
knowledge of English, were receiving a greater degree of attention
than those less qualified. Many schools maintain only the normal
required academic records, however there is no Army-wide attempt to
provide this additional information, which is important to carrying
out the spirit of the program. Figure D27-3 is a proposed form for
such a record which has been tested in a branch school and proven

'P satisfactory. Upon conclusion of an officer's training, the card
should be forwarded directly to the MAAG/Mission Chief or attache
concerned, as an essential part of the follow-up on an officer after
return to his country. All Army schools should be aware of theV. potential value of such a record.

FOREIGN STUDENT RECORD OF ACTIVITIES

RECORD OF ACTIVITIES Name Grade

Country Service

Date of Date of I
Arrival: Departure: Sponsor: Class:

Date Activity Host

FIG. D27-3

Special Insignia

30. Medals and other outward signs of recognition for military
or civilian achievements are a traditional part of our civilization.
Such awards are highly valued in foreign countries. The fact that an
officer has been selected for training in the United States is an
indication that his country has confidence in his professional quali-
fications and his political reliability. Graduation from one of our
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AUTHORIZATION CERTIFICATE

Kno upm byI tl~pp presents tl/at

iA auoLdorzid to wea't tfze.

US ARMY ARMOR SCHOOL FOREIGN
OFFICERS EMBLEM

• bit to if, Uwifo'tm eguation~i of 4I4 ownz goe•mcznt

In ttsnmeng fdhorde and by auklo'atij vestecd in ui, l'We do con/yr t1 ii attestation

!gciven at 90 fKnox, Lk~ntu#,y, tlii day of

Licutenant Colonel, Armor
Chief, Foreign Liaison

ATTEST:

Lieutenant Colonel, Armor
Secretary

FIG. D27-4
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Arynv schools or colleges is a matter of prestige, and a graduate should
carry with him an outward sign of achievement as well as a diploma.
Pocket insignia, such as those worn by US officers to indicate various
types of staff assignments would appear a suitable form of recognition.
The emblem recently adopted by the Command and General Staff College
and the one used at the Armor School for the past several years, shown
below, are considered appropriate.

FOREIGN OFFICER DEVICES

FIG. 027-5

A survey should be made to determine the types of devices and Certifi-
* cates of Authorization now awarded foreign students throughout the Army

school system. Based upon the data thus assembled, the Board proposes
* !that:

a. An emblem similar to that described above be devised for
all foreign students graduating from US Army schools.

b. A common outer design be used for all schools, modified
by an inner design to denote school identification.

c. Two emblems, with a Certificate of Authorization should
be provided to each student. Costs are appropriate charges against
"Course Costs of Training Foreign Nationals" as provided for in
AR 551-50. A sample certificate is shown at Figure D27-4.
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"CONCLUSIONS

31. Improved liaison should be established between the schools
and the MAAG's, Missions and attaches to insure that sufficient orien-
tation material is on hand at all times for in-country distribution to
foreign students as soon as selected. The orientation material should
be reviewed by Department of the Army and, where appropriate, selected
publications should be produced at that level.

32. Every effort should be made to improve the language capa-
bilities of foreign students so as to increase their ability to absorb
instruction.

33. Schools should adopt a vigorous approach in encouraging
foreign students to participate in the non-resident instruction
program.

34. Programs of instruction should be carefully reviewed to in-
sure that effective use is made of non-academic hours and hours devoted
to classified and other subjects inappropriate to foreign students.
They should be encouraged to participate in the elective program and
to take subjects oriented toward the specific military needs of their
respective countries.

35. The Mobilization Courses proposed elsewhere by the Board
have not been designed with the foreign student in mind and hence may
be of limited value to him. If the proposed Mobilization Courses are
adopted in place of Associate Courses, increased quotas for Regular
Courses should be offered to foreign students. As an exception, no
increase in the current quota of 80 foreign officers at the Cormmand
and General Staff College Regular Course should be allocated.

36. Foreign officers should be provided Identification Booklets
to assist them during their tour of duty in the United States.

37. A record of other than military activities should be main-
tained for each officer and forwarded to the MAAG, Mission or attache
in his native country upon the graduation of the officer.

38. A special medal or device of uniform design with appropriate
certificate should be developed for foreign officers and presented to
each student upon graduation from a course at a US Army school.
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AANNEX D

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ARMY SYSTEM OF OFFICER SCHOOLING

APPENDIX 28

REVISION OF AR 350-5'

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. This appendix analyzes tne present Army Regulation 350-5,
"Military Education and Service Schools," and provides the basis for
a recommended revision.

BACKGROUND

2. The introduction to Annex B points out that AR 350-5 is the
vehicle for expressing the educational and organizational philosophy
of the Army school system, and that any major change in that philosophy
should be reflected in it.

3. Annex D, Appendices 2 through 6, analyze in detail the dif-
ferent types and levels of Army schools and courses, while' Appendix 21'
analyzes alternative organizational patterns for the Army school system
as a whole.

DISCUSSION

GeneralII
4. The ensuing discussion refers directly to the proposed

-" I revision of AR 350-), which appears at the end of Section VI inV Volume I.

Purpose and Scope ,

5. This paragraph is relatively unchanged fromf the current'
revision, except for the addition of Defense schools. The term "schools"
is interpreted as including colleges.
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Definitions

.6. This paragraph bas been expanded considerably, to define the
different types of schooling, courses, and schools. The administrativeI definitions'of "academic year," "school faculty," "school staff,"' and
"school or demonstration troops" have been deleted as being more prop-
erly contained in the administrative directives published by operating
headquarters.

7. The present confusion of terminology concerning "career
course" has been resolved by defining this term as any one of the
four sequential officer courses, and terming the second level of these
courses Lhe "advanced" course, as recommended in Appendix 3.

8. The term "functional course" has been deleted as a source of
confusion. All non-career courses, whether MOS-awarding or not, are
termed "specialist courses."

9. The term "mobilization course,," in lieu of the current asso-
ciate course, reflects both a new name and a new philosophy (See
Appendix 7).

10. The term "orientation course" provides a common name for what

are now variously referred to as orientation, familiarization, and in-
doctrination courses.

11. Formalized definitions of the types of Army schools have been
provided to eliminate confusion of terminology particularly of branch
and specialist schools which are currently treated in the same paragraph
without differedtiation. Definitions of the Service, inter-Service,

joint, and Defense schools or courses are taken from current joint
definitions, as amended by the recommendations of Appendix 20. As a
result of the definition of Service schools, the title of the regulation
has been changed to delete "Service.,,

Staff and Command Responsibilities

12. Responsibilities for Army schools are presently scattered in
AR 1Q-5, AR 10-7, AR 350-5. AR 350-219, and other documents. Schools
are cutrently assigned to "',roponents," except that the Commanding
General, United States Continental Army Command, is considered both a
proponent and a commander. All schools except USCONARC schools are
presently designated as Department of the Army schools, although as-
signed to five different proponents. There is also some overlap in
currently assigned functions between the CG, USCONARC and The Surgeon
General.
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13. The proposed revision assigns staff and ,)mmand responsi-
bilities separately, and restricts the use of the wurd "proponent" to
schools which are responsible for common subjects. The Chief, Office
of Reserve Components, is given overall staff responsibility for

S education and training of all individuals and units not on active duLy;
and the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) is given responsi-
bility for education and training of all individuals on active duty.
In addition, DCSPER's responsibilities for supervision of the US Mili-
tary Academy and its Preparatory School, the Defense Language Instituteand the Defense Information School are delineated. The Surgeon General,
as a Department of the Army special staff officer, is given staff

responsibilities for medical training as well as command direction over
medical schools.

14. Major commands and The Surgeon General are assigned command
of the Army schools not under DCSPER, in accordance with the recommen-
dations of Appendix 21. It will be noted that this assignment of
responsibility reflects the following:

a. Placing the new Army Command and Staff Center (AC&SC)
and the Army War College (AWC) under US Army Combat Developments Command
(CDC).

* I b. Consolidating the Joint Military Packaging Training
Center, US Army Logistics Management Center, US Army Management School,
and US Army Management Engineering Training Agency into a single Army
Resources Management Institute under USAMC (See Appendix 13).

c. Eliminating the US Army CBR Weapons Orientation course
as a separate entity (see Appendix 15).

d. Placing the US Army Security Agcncy School under USCONARC.

e. Placing the Judge Advocate General's School, US Arnhy,
under USCONARC and redesignating it the US Army Judge Advocate Generel
School.

f. Making The Surgeon General completely responsible for
the US Army "Iedical Field Service School and the US Army Medical Service
Veterinary School.

Army School System

15. The importance and purpose of the Army school system have
been restated from the present importance and "mission" stateoents.
The chief differences are in the deletion of the statement that the
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emphasis is on the art of leadership as this holds true only for branch
schools; and the addition of the statement that there are other means
of training. This last statement was recommended by the Williams Board,
but not adopted.

16. The current regulation does no.t provide parallel statements
of missions, objectives, or purposes. The proposed regulation provides
for an overall purpose of a school system or sub-system, which is trans-
lated into a mission for a specific school; in accomplishing their
missions schools perform functions (which include the conduct of speci-
fied courses); while objectives are assigned to specific courses. In
the case of the Command and General Staff College (C&GSC) and the AWC,
specific missions and course objectives have been assigned in the regu-
lation itself. For branch and specialist schools, the proposed regula-
tion assigns only overall purposes and requires that the appropriate
headquarters make specific statements of school missions and course

! objectives.

17. The functions which all schools perform have been combined
in a single paragraph rather than repeated under each type of school.
Schools, or centerq, will command local elements under CDC ratner than
maintain liaisun with them as at present (See Appendix 21).

1•. The AWC mission has been restated in accordance with the
recommendations of Appendix 5, to include development of concepts and
doctrine at theater army level. A name has been 5iven to the hitherto
unnamed resident course, and the additional responsibility of conduct-
ing nonresident instruction has been assigned.

19. The C&GSC's mission has been restated in accordance with the

recommendations of Appendix 4, with doctrinal participation increased
to army group level and expansion of subject matter in the resident
course to include Department of the Army and major Army commands, as
well as the Army in the field. The associate course has been replaced
by a mobilization course, for Reserve Component and some foreign officers.

20. Branch schools are assigned a purpose, and given specific
functions to accomplish that purpose. These may include conducting a
basic course (the purpose of which is as recommended in Appendix 2), an
advanced course (See Appendix 3), a mobilization advanced course (See
Appendix 7), and other courses as before. All Active Army officers
will attend a single advanced course as proposed by the Williams Board
and Appendix 7.

21. Specialist schools are given a generalized purpose of con-
ducting non-career-type courses which are not more appropriately con-
ducted at a branch school.
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22. Nonresident instruction and US Army Reserve Schools are
treated in substantially the same manner as in the current version of
the regulation, except that references to a USCONARC training directive

EN have been deleted.

Education Leading to Commission

23. This section remains basically unchanged from the current
regulation, although it has been rephrased.

Other Schools

24. This section is basically unchanged from the current regula-
tion, except for deleting the detailed statement on administrative
procedures to be followed in programming students.

Selection and Recognition of Students

25. This section contains the service criteria for offirpr career
courses previously indicated graphically in the regulation, as amended
by the recommendations of Appendix 8; as well as information on cate-
gories of pt:.rsonnel authorized to attend Army schools and the recogni-
tion to be accorded graduates, as contained in the present regulation.
Use of an annotated DA Form (Record of Training) for non-graduates has
been discontinued as serving no useful purpose.

General

26. Separate reference to officer and enlisted education and
training has been eliminated, as a reflection of the fact that the two
catepories of personnel normally receive their schooling from the same
faculties ond use the same facilities.

CONCLUSIONS

27. The current AR 350-5 should be revised to reflect the
recommendations set forth in the preceding appendices.

28. The proposed revision which follows should be adopted.
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SECTION I. GENERAL

1. Scope. This regulation describes the US Army school system
and establishes general provisions governing the military education and
individual training of all components of the Army in Defense, joint,

and Army schools; schools of other Services and of other nations; and
civilian institutions.

2. Definitions.

a. Military educatlon. Individual instruction given to
military perscanel without regard to the student's assignment or
specialty.

b. Individual training. Individual instruction and super-
vised practice given for the purpose of providing che student with a
particular skill or specialty.

c. Schooling. Individual training or education received at
an educational institution, military or civilian.

d. Course. A complete series of instructional periods
identified by a common title or .'umber.

e. Career course. One of four se-uential courses which
prepare an Army officer for the general demands of progressive career
phases: officer basic course, officer advanced course, command and
general staff officer course, and the Army War College resident course.

f. Specialist ,urse. A course given for the purpose of
preparing the student for immediate utilization in a particular skill
or specialty. Successful completion of a specialist course normally
results in the award of an MOS.

g. Mobilization course. A cc:,rse which contains the mininmm
fundamental instructio required to insure the student's effective
performance -a wartime in a particular skill, specialt:-, or area of
professional rcsponsibility. Mobilization courses are utilized by the
Reserve Components in peacetime and by all components during mobiliza-
tion.

h. Refresher course. A course given for the p.&pose of
bringing the student up to date on recent developments or changes in
an area of knowledge in which the student has had previous experience
)r schooling.
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i. Orientation course. A course given for the purpose of
familiarizing the student with a particular area of knowledge, technique,
or materiel.

J. Army school. An educational institution authorized by
Headquarters, Department of the Army. With the exception of the US
Military Academy, Army schools are classified as Army colleges, branch
schools, or specialist schools.

(I) Army college. Either of the two Army schools whi:'h
present the two highest levels of career courses: the US P.ry War
College and the US Army Command and General Staff College.

(2) Branch school. An Army school which conducts an
officer basic and/or advanced course. By reason of its close identifi-
cation with a branch, the Medical Service Veterinary School is also
considered a branch school.

(3) Specialist school. An Army school which does not
conduct any officer career course. The Medical Service Veterinary
School is an exception by reason of its close identificati3n with a
branch. Joint and Defense schools operated by the Army are specialist

! schools.

k. Proponent. A school which has been assigned responsi-
bility for developing and reviewing instructional material which is
primary to its area of academic interest but which is also presented
at one or more other schools.

1. Service school or course. A school or course which
presents a curriculum developed and approved by a Service to meet a
military education and training requirement of that Service.

m. Inter-Service school or course. A school or course

utilized by two or more Services/agencies that is administered by a
coordinating Service/agency and which presents a curriculum developed

j in coordination with the participating (using) Services and approved
by the coordinating Service.

n. Joint school or course. A school or course utilized by
two or more Secvices that has a joint faculty, and a Director
(Commandant) who rotates among the Services and is responsible, under
the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, for the development and
administration of the curriculum.

o. Defense school or t.%urse. A school or course utilized
by two or more Services that is administered by a coordinating Service/
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agency and which presents a curriculum developed under the policy
guidance and approval authority of an agency/element of the Office of
the Secretary of Defense.

3. Staff responsibilities.

a. Headquarters, Department of the Army. The Headquarters,
Department of the Army, formulates the overall policy governing the
military education and traiting of the Army.

b. Chief, Office of Reserve Components. The Chief, Office
of Reserve Components, has general staff responsibility for super-
vision of military education and training concepts, policies, and
programs for individuals and units of the Reserve Components not on
active duty, to include the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

c. Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. The Deputy Chief
of Staff for Personnel:

(1) Has generel staff responsibility for supervisio-
of military education and individual training concepts, policies, and
programs for individuals on active duty.

(2) Is responsible for the direction, control, approval
of curricula, and operatiuns of the US Military Academy and the US
Military Academy Preparatory School.

(3) Is responsible for the operation of the Defense
Language Institute and the Defense Information School.

(4) Supervises the Office of Personnel Operations and
The Surgeon General in the allocation of quotas for officer career
courses and enlisted MDS-producing courses; and The Adjutant General
in the allocation of quotas for officer candidate courses.

(5) Formulates the policy governing the general edu-
cational development of Army personnel on active duty, and supervises
The Adjutant General in monitoring the General Educational Development
Program. See AR 621-5.

d. The Surgeon General. The Surgeon General, under the
general staff supervision of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel:

(1) Allocates quotas for officer career courses and
enlisted !DS-producing courses conducted by the schools under his
command.
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(2) Is responsibie for medical professional training
for the Army.

(3) Exercises overall supervision of education and
training of commissioned officers of the Army Medical Service.

4. Command Responsibilities.

a. General. Command of schools entails direct supervisionand control of all aspects of school operation within overall Depart-
ment of the Army policies, to include:

(1) Furnishing personnel, funds, facilities, and other

resources for required support.

(2) Providing and maintaining a faculty that is
adequate in quantity and quality.

(3) Programming training requirements; allocating
quotas other than for officer career courses, officer candidate
courses, and enlisted MOS-producing courses; scheduling classer;
and publishing a consolidated schedule of classes.

(4) Providing doctrinal guidance.

(5) Reviewing and approving programs of instruction.

b. US Continental Army Command (USCONARC). The Commanding
General, USCONARC:

(1) Commands the Army schools listed in Appendix I.

(2) Through the continental armies, commands the US
Army Reserve Schools.

(3) Designates appropriate schools under his command
i as proponents for common subjects and common elective programs.

J c. US Army Combat Developments Command (USACDC). The
I Commanding General, USACDC:

(C) Commands the US Army War College and the US Army
Command and Staff Center.

(2) Monitors Army instruction presented at the staff
and war colleges of the other Services, to insure conformity with
Army doctrine.
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d. US Army Materiel Command (USAMC). The Commanding
General USAMJ commands the US Army Resources Management Institute.

e. The Surgeon General. The Surgeon General commands the
US Army Medical Field Service School and the US Army Medical Service
Veterinary School.

SECTION II. ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEM

5. Importance. The Army school system is second in importance
only to the troop units which are the fighting strength of the US
Army. It is the principal means of individual education and training
for all Army personnel. It is, however, not the only means; military
personnel also learn from troop duty, on-the-job training, individual
study, information programs, and precepts acquired from cheir commanders.
A balance between methods will 1-e maintained to insure that school
courses are not assigned objectives which can better be accomplished by
other means.

6. Purpose. The purpose of the Army school system is to pre-
pare selected individuals of all components of the Army to perform
those duties which they may be called upon to carry out in war or in
peace, to conduct research, to participate in the formulation of
military doctrine, and to promote the highest standards of profes-
sional military competence.

7. Functions. All schools, or school centers where so desig-
nated, will perform the following functions:

a. Procure, train, and provide administrative and logis-
tical support of a staff and faculty and all other units or peraonnel
assigned or attached to the school for duty.

b. Provide administrative and logistical support of all
students of the school.

c. Procure, maintain, and operate adequate housing, academic
buildings, equipment, training areas, aids, devices, and other facili-
ties, including a printing plant, library, and museum when authorized.

d. Develop instruction in assigned areas of responsibility,
to include the conduct of research and the development of procedures,
duties, and techniques for the application of approved doccrine, as
directed.
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e. Prepare, conduct, and administer resident and nonresident
uourses of instruction, as directed. This will include, when appro-
priate, the development, reproduction or manufacture, and dissemination
of instructional material, training aids, small development requirements
for training aids and literature, films, locally fabricnted devices,
Army graphic training aids, Army training programs, Army subject sched-

f ules, Army training tests, MOS evaluation test items and qualification
"scores, field manuals, technical manuals, and equipment publications.

f. Provide training and support to ROTC and NDCC programs,
National Guard units, USAR units, and other training activities as
directed.

g. Maintain liaison with local elements of the US Army
Materiel Command.

h. Command local elements of the US Army Combat Developments
Command, where appropriate.

i. Participate as directed in the development and review of
doctrine, organization, and equipment for which responsibility has been
assigned. This includes participation in the development of training
plans and programs in support of new items of materiel, new organiza-
tions, or new tactical and technical concepts.

J. Review, evaluate, and coordinate doctrine, tactics, and
techniques prepared by other Army agencies or other military Services,
as directed.

k. If designated as a proponent for an instructional area,
develop, distribute, review, and up-date pertinent instruc,-ional
packets for other schools as directed.

1. Provide effective public and military information pro-
grams. This includes, when authorized by the Department of the Army,
the production and publication of a periodical for the appropriate

J dissemination of information on new doctrine, tactics, techniques,
and materiel.

m. Prepare and maintain long range, emergency, and mobili-
zation plans.

n. Perform such other functions as may be directed.

8. US Army War College.
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a. Mission. The mission of the US Army War College is to
provide resident and nonresident instruction for senior officers of
the Army and other Services in the exercise of command and in the exe-
cution of key staff responsibilities at major military and departmental
headquarters; to advance the art and science of land warfare in the
joint and combined environment; to develop concepts and doctrine for
theater Army operations; and to assist in development of Army concepts
for terraspatial operations.

b. Functions. In accomplishing this mission, the US Army
War College will:

(1) Conduct an Army War College resident course, the
objective of which is to enhance the competence of selected officers,
with high general officer potential, to assume command responsibilities
and to function in key staff assignments in major Army, joint, and
combined headquarters and in planning and policy-making positions at
the seat of government; to stress Army doctrine and operations against
an appropriate background of national strategy and the joint and inter-
national environment; and to provide intellectual challenge and an
opportunity for individual contribution to the advancement of the art
and science of land warfare through student research.

(2) Conduct an orientation course for selected senior
officers of the Reserve Components.

(3) Conduct nonresident courses as directed.

9. US Army Command and General Staff College.

a. Mission. The mission of the US Army Command and General
Staff College is to provide resident and nonresident instruction for
officers of all components of the Army and selected officers from other
Services and other countries in the exercise of combined arms command
and the functions of the general staff, with emphasis on the Army in
the field; to advance military art and science through faculty and
student research; and to participate in the development of concepts
and doctrine for the operation of Army forces from division through
army group.

b. Functions. In accomplishing this mission, the US Army
Command and General Staff College will:

(1) Conduct the following resident courses:

(a) Command and general staff officer course, to
prepare selected officers for duty as commanders and as principal
staff offices with the Army in the field from division through army
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group, and at field army support command and theater army support
command; to provide these officers with an understanding of the func-
tions of the Army General Staff and of major Army, joint, and combined
comtmands; and to develop their intellectual depth and analytical
ability.

(b) Mobilization general staff officer course, to
prepare officers of the Reserve Components not on active duty and
selected foreign officers for duty as general staff officers, with
primary emphasis on the Army in the field (i.e. division through army
group, and their combat service support systems) and Army participation
in joint and combined operations.

(c) Officer refresher - combat division, to provide
refresher training as a unit to commanders and staffs of the Reserve
Component armored, mechanized, and infantry divisions, separate brigades,
and such other major units as may be designated.

(d) Officer refresher - support command, to
provide refresher training as a unit to commanders and staffs of Army
Reserve support commands and such other major units as may be desig-

nated, to include the principles and techniques of combat service
support provided by a communications zone for one or more field armies.

(e) Foreign officer preparatory courses, as required
to prepare foreign students'for Lhe resident general staff officer
courses, and to orient them on the customs and people of the United
States.

(2) Conduct nonresident courses as directed.

(3) Act as proponent for progressive elective programs
as directed by Department of the Army.

10. US Army Resources Management Institute

a. Mission. The mission of the US Army Resources Management
Institute is to provide resident and nonresident instruction for mili-
tary and civilian personnel in the functional areas of producer logis-
tics, installation operations, skills and techniques of military
management, and equipment preservation, packaging, and transport; to
conduct research and develop doctrine in these areas; and to provideassociated training materials and services as directed.

b. Functions. In accomplLhing this mission, the US Army
Resources Management Institute will:
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(I) Conduct resident and non-resident courdes of
instruction for military and civilian personnel in the following areas,
as directed:

(a) Producer logistics, to include research and
.development management, procurement, specification and qualitt control'
aspects of production, international logistics, and resource, materiel,
and installation management.

(b) Management engineering, practices,.and
techniques.

(c) Preserving, packaging, packing, and transporting
of military supplies and equipment.

(2) MoniLcr Army instruction presented at the' Air Force
Institute of Technology, to insure conformity with Army doctrine.

11. Branch schools.

a. Mission. The purposes of Army branch schools are to
prepare all officers of the branch and other selected officer and
enlisted personnel to perform those duties which they may be called
upon to carry out in war and peace, with emphasis on the art of
leadership; to develop and stimulate the standards of performance for
instruction and training in all administrative, technical, managerial,
staff, or command functions of the branch; to conduct research; and
to participate in the formulation of doctrine and the development of
procedures, tactics, and techniques for'the application of approved
doctrine in the operation and training of branch units or other units
as directed. These purposes will be incorporateJ into specific !
mission statements for each branch school by UStONARC,'or where appli-
cable by The Surgeon General.

b. Functions. In accomplishing their assigned missions,
branch schools will:

(1) Conduct resident, branch-oriented career courses
for officers as directed, including one or more of the following:

(a) Officer basic course, to prepare newly commis-
sioned officers for their first duty assignments; to instill in them a
feeling of dignity and confidence, and a sense of duty and obligation
for service. Emphasis will be on leadership and on the fundamentals,
weapons, equipment, and techniques required at compdny/battery level.
Practical work will be stressed and there will be a minimum of theo-
retical instruction. A specific statement of the coirse objectives
at each school will be made by USCONARC or The Surgeon General.
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r (b) Officer mobilization basic course, to prepare
officeri of the Reserve Components not on dctive duty for duty assign-
ments at the company/battery level.

(c) Officer advanced course, to prepare officers
for command and staff duties at battalion through brigade or comparable
levels in both-divisional and non-divisional units, with emphasis on

a.' the exercise of command at battalion'level. Where such command i.s not
applicable, instruction will be directed toward an understanding of
command functions, branch responsibilities for command support, and
development of managerial and specialist skills. In all cases the
course will include ipstruction in general staff functions and suffi-
cient instruction in division and higher level organization and
operations to provide branch perspective and to orient students in
activities pertinent to their branch. Elective subjects will be

.. ncluded in the curriculum to provide individual challenge and stress
military skills. A specific statement of the course objectives at
each school will be made by USCONARC or The Surgeon General.

(d) Officer mobilization advanced course, to pre-
pare officersiof the Reserve Components not on active duty for branch
command and staff duties at battalion through brigade or comparable
levels in both divisional and non-divisional units.

(2) Conduct resident specialist, refresher, and

orientation codrses for officer and enlisted personnel as directed.

(3) Cotduct officer candidate courses as directed.

.(4) Be prepared to conduct mobilization versions of
resident courses as directed.

(5) Conduct nonresident courses as directed.

12. Specialisi schools. The purpose of specialist schools is

to present specialist, refresher, and orientation courses for officers
aid enlisted personnel of all components of the Army and of other
Services and nations, 1 where such instruction is not more appropriately
conducted at a branch school. This purpose will be restated as a
mission for each specialist school by the appropriate commander, and

' objectives will be specified for each specialist course presented.
Courses will be reviewed continuously to insure that they are in fact
prepkring the students for a particular skill or specialty, that the
students require the instruction for their current or next assignment,
and. that the material presented cannot more properly be incorporated
into existing courses at a branch sichool.
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13. US Army Reserve Schools. The US Army Reserve Schools are
established and administered by the CG, USCONARC to rrepare officers
and enlisted personnel of the Reserve Components to perform dutier
which they way be called upon to perform in time of an emergency. See
AR 140-305.

14. Nonresident instruction. Nonresident programs of instruction
are conducted by Army schocls to provide a means for personnel of all
components of the Army to obtain or further their military education,
in order to perform effectively those duties which they may be called
upon to carry out in peace or war; to provide the basis for the award
of point credits under various retirement programs for Reserve Component
personnel; and to provide training and education which must be completed
as a condition for promotion of Reserve Component personnel not on
active duty. See AR 350-60 and DA Pamphlet 350-60.

SECTION III. EDUCATION LEADING TO COMMISSION

15. US Military Academy.

a. Mission. The mission of the US Military Academy is to
instruct and train the Corps of Cadets so that each graduate will have
the qualities and attributes essential to his progressive and continued
development throughout a career as an officer of the Regular Army.

b. Supervision and control. The US Military Academy in
under the immediate supervision and control of the Department of the
Army, exercised through the Superintendent, in whom is vested the
immediate government and military command of the US Military Academy.

c. Curriculum. Courses will include academic education and
military training covering a period of four years and will be of scope
and content as determined by the Department of the Army upon the recom-
mendation of the Superintendent. In general, courses of instruction
and training will be designed to develop the character and the personal
attributes essential to an officer, to provide a broad collegiate
education in the arts and sciences leading to the bachelor of science
degree, and to provide a broad basic military education.

16. Officer Candidate Schools. Officer candidate schools are
conducted by designated branch schools under the command of CG,
USCONARC to prepare selected individuals for appointment as commis-
sioned offic~rs in the US Army Reserve and for duty as second lieu-
tenants in the US Army. See AR 350-50, AR 140-50, and AR 601-226.
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17. National Guard officer candidate training. Operation of
officer candidate programs for the National Guard is governed by the

provisions of National Guard Regulation 46.

18. Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

a. The Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) Program is
V conducted in four-year degree granting institutions and military

junior colleges, and offers the opportunity for college students to
obtain a commission upon graduation.

b. See AR 145-5 and AR 145-350.

SECTION IV. OTHER SCHOOLS

19. Schools of other military Services. To promote interservice
understanding or to acquire a skill or specialty not taught in Army
schools, selected Ifflcers and enlisted personnel will attend schools
and courses under :'-. control of the other US military Services.

20. Joint colleges. Selected officers will attend the joint
colleges to prepare them for the exercise of joint, high-level policy,
command and staff functions, and the performance of strategic planning
duties. See AR 350-101.

21. Schools: of foreign nations. Selected officers will pursue
courses of instruction at schools of foreign nations on an invitational
basis to broaden their experience by a close relationship with the
language, techniques, and staff procedures of other armies.

22. Civilian institutions. Selected officers and enlisted per-
sonnel may receive training in civilian educational, commercial, or
industrial institutions when such training is not available in Army
schools or schools of the other military Services. See AR 350-200.

SECTION V. SELECTION AND RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS

23. General.

a. The following categories of personnel are eligible to

attend Army schools:

(1) Active Army personnel.
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(2) Active duty military personnel of other US military
Services.

(3) Personnel of the Reserve Conponents of all US
military Services.

(4) Military students from nations participating in ti;e
Miiitary Assistance Program or from other friendly nations, when such
training is determined to be ia the best interests of the United States.

(5) Civilian personnel employed by the US military
Services and by other US Government agencies.

(6) Civiliar personnel of industrial or research organi-
zations under contract to the US Government when such training is not
otherwise available and is considered by contracting agencies to be
essential for fulfillment of the. contract.

b. Detailed policies governing the selection and assignment
of personnel to schools or courses are contained in AR 350-2, AR 611-21:,
DA Pamphlet 20-21, DA Pamphlet 600-3, and other regulations of the 350,
601, and 611 series.

24. Officer career schooling.

a. Officer basic course. As soon as possible after entry
on active duty newly commissioned officers, except graduates of officer
candidate schools, will attend the basic course of their duty branch.
For Regular Army officer& the course length will be six weeks (five for
Infantry officers) plus eight weeks oi Ranger training. For non-Regular
Army officers the length of the basic course will not exceed nine weeks,
and Ranger training will not be required.

b. Offiter advanced course. Between the fourth and ninth
years of service where possible, all officers will attend the advanced
course of their branch for a period not to exceed one academic year.
Except in special cases, such ac the Army Medical Corps, only captains
will attend the advanced course.

c. Command and gcneral staff officer course. Between the
ninth and fifteenth years of service, selected lieutenant colonels and
majors will attend the command and general btaff course or its equiva-
lent for a period not to exceed one academic year.

d. Army War College resident course. Between the fifteenth
and twenty-third yes-s of service, selected colonels and lieutenant
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colonels will attend the Army War College resident course or its
equivalent for a period not to exceed one academic year.

25. Prerequisites for career schooling.

a. Officer career schools are normally sequential, i.e.
t successfvl completion of one level of schooling is a prerequisite for

attendance at the next higher level. This requirement may be waived
in ipecial cases.

b. Prerequisites for completion of resident and/or non-
resident career courses by officers of the Reserve Components will

S* approximate those for officers of the Active Army, but may be adjusted
by the Chief, Office of Reserve Components, in coordination with the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

26. Diplomas and certificates. Diplomas will be issued to all
students upon successful completion of resident and nonresident school
courses of three or more weeks' duration. Certificates of completion
will be issued for successful completion of courses of less than three
weeks. DipZomas and certificates will be issued to foreign students
in accordance with AR 551-50. Equivalent knowledge diplomas may be
issued at the discretion of the commandant to instructors or staff
members of Army schools and to other military personnel when equiva-
lent knowledge has been demonstrated by tests or other appropriate
means.

27. School notaLions.

a. Officer. Notations will be entered in appropriate
personnel records and in the Army Register for officers who have
successfully graduated from joint colleges, colleges of other Services
or nations, Army colleges, advanced courses, the US Military Academy,
and civilian colleges or universities when a degree is given.

b. Enlisted. Notations will be entered on DA Form 20 and
certificates of discharge for enlisted personnel to indicate satisfac-
tory completion of those courses of instruction for which diplomas or
certificates of completion were issued. Notations will reord profi-
cienciei attained in military occupational specialities and will be
made for attendance during current or previous enlistment.
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APPENDIX I

USCONARC SCHOOLS

Branch schools

US Army Adjutant General School
US Army Air Defense School
US Army Armor School
US Army Artillery and Missile School
US Army Chaplain School
US Army Chemical School
US Army Engineer School
US Army Finance School
US Army Infantry School
US Army Intelligence School
US Army Judge Advocate General School
US Army Military Police School
US Army Ordnance School
US Army Quartermaster School
US Army Security Agency School
US Army Signal School
US Army Southeastern Signal School
US Army Transportation School
US Women's Army Corpc School

Specialist schools

US Army Aviation School
US Army Civil Affairs School
US Army Combat Surveillance School
US Army Missile and Munitiois School
US Army Primary Helicopter School
US Army Special Warfare School
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